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S. INTRODUCTION

This Trade Study lIe|xrt docurents the decision rationale used Lto re'solve conligurduon
design :aip)roaches. The trade studies presented are the major dee isi,,i efforts required
during this concept Definition Phase. The design of the Global Positioning System (GPS)
for Phase I required evaluation of alternatives for a variety of design problems. The trade

studies contained in this report are:

No. Title

1. Sat~ellite Memory Loading
2. Satellite Orbits
3. Monitor Station Sites
4. Control Segment Computers

5. User Segment Computer

6. User Cost/Performance

7. User Ionospheric Model
8. User Ephemeris Model
9. Ephemeris Determination

SThe Satellite Memory Loading trade study investigates the alternatives for uploading and
storing in satellite memory that portion of the user navigation data frame generated by the
Master Control Station (MCS). The altei,-atives considered dealt with the implementation
and error contributions of the upload station design, upload message fornmat, satellite re-
ceiver and dvcoder configuration, data verLication method, and downlink communication
charnel to the ground.

The Satellite Orbits trade study investigates the selection of the satellite constellation and
orbits for the Phase I. The important parameters are GDOP's aul visibility over the ex-

pected test areas.

The Monitor Station Sites trade study investigates the possible locations of Upload Station
(U1S). Monitor Stations (MS) and Master Control Station for eollectig~processing, and

uploading pseudo-range and clock data of the satellites. The satellite visibility and view-
ing times of these sites must be conipti•le with satellite navtgatis systm u011 ates Ptibr

to testing over southwestern CONUS.

The Control Seguient Computers tr.tde study investigates the cowtl tioti4 equipment
-equired by the Master Control Statiobn atd Monroa t'oations for PhaW 1. This icffort is to

Wplrorin a preliminary evaluation and siting of coutputer equipumnt that will -a."tisfy the
"iandatot- requirtetents of the stations. The cocuputers must be capable of suorting -

- - oiistellfttioti of I' sIeatellitod.



The User Segment Computer trade study investigates the computational euipment required
by the User Segment equipments for Phase 1. This effort Is to perorm an initial ev,'alu tion
of potential computer equipment to determine those equipments that meet the expected mini-
mumn set of design requirements.

The User Cost/ Pe rformance trade study investigates design-to-cost criteria. of use;r equip-
ment with respect to predicted design performance. The areas of importance are the re-

quirements of maximum comnmonality, hardware versus software implementation, digital or
analog circuitry for minimal life cycle cost.

The User Ionospheric Model tr~ade study investigates potential algorithms for predicting the
ionospheric delay of the ranging signal. The algorithmns must be compatible with the spare
bits and time spans of the user navigation data frame.

The User, Ephemeris Model trade study investigates possible mathematical models of satellite
position that will permit the users to determine the satellite location via the L-band user
navigation data. The models must not overburden the user navigation data frame and piovide
an error of less tha-n I foot with respect to the MCS predicted satellite orbit.

The Ephemeris Determination trade study investigates potential methods of computing the
predicted satellite position and orbit based on measurement made by the Monitor Stations.
The computational complexity, accuracy and convergence proper-ties of the algorithm are
the importanit evaluation parameters.

. TRADE STUDIES RESOLVE GPS DESIGN

The Global Positioning System (GPS), Phase 1, is a spa-ce-based radio navigation symtem
which will provide suitably equipped users sys9tem time and three-dimnensional position and
velocity within designated test areas. The GPS is composed of four systemt segments: Space
System Segruent, User System Segment, Control System Segmneat. and Navigat icn echnoloI

Segmen. It s thepurpse of this effort to resolve design trade-offs wvithin the srSse

Segai~ent and Control System Segment. Becausle of the critical interfacea between the ground
and( sp~aL' segmeltnts careful cousidvriAtion mutbe taken to insure mtinimal impact oil thte
satellito design.

All of tlie trade studies perf~ormed can bW directly related to interfaces between systein sg-
Rients or the. individual systeni segment compottents. The Sýatellite Orbit trade study is -a
m~inor, oxeption since its jxurpose is to documnent the effort devoted to defining the tflost

efcective or-bits tot- Ohasr I of GPS. The relationship of the trade studies to the system seg-
nwnsis shown in the functional block diagramt of Figuire 1. The design ot the unload station-

satollite interface and procedure is selected by the Satellite Memory Loading trade study.
The resulting dusuiri will be sutt4atte through Ptisse I11 of the GPS program sittee operat on
with zit least twolvo satollmts, is pluanned.
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Figure 1. Relationship of Trade Studies and System Segments

The selection of configuration and orbit parameters for the initial 4 satellites is documented
in the Satellite Orbit trade study. Since only 4 satellites were considered and their orbits
were optimized for specific test areas, the results are only applicable to (;PS Phase I.

The analysis for the selection of sites for the MS, ULS, and MCS are documented in the
Control hegment Site trade study. These evaluations arm also considered only system geom-
etry requirements for specific test areas and therefore are applicable to GPS. Phase 1.

"he purp-se of the Control Segment Computer trade study is to identify those computers
that will satisfy the mandatory computational requirements of the Master Control Station
and Monitor station. In terms of future phase requiroment• it s desired that the computer
selection be made assuming that the configuration be adequate at least until the latter stages
of GPS Phase II or possibly the beginning of GPS Phase 11.

The User Segment Computer and User Coat/Perforinance trade studies deal diivctly with
user equipment design for Phase I and on. Since it is an objecti e not to develop any new

computers for Phase 1, the computer selection is limited to existing computers that can
satisfy the computational requirements of Phase 1. The cost/performance analyses havo
much greater scope since the intent of the trade study was to generate user equipent coa-

figurations that will develop valid deaign-to-cost criteria.



The purpoxs(e of tile User Ionospheric andc Ep:hemeTris Model trade StUdie.3 iS IA) diev0lop 3113~-
lytle niodels that wvill provide to the user from the Master Control Staltion, via tile .4.tvllite.

lice'uratL knowledge of the ionospheric deluy and satellite ephemeris. These mrodels miust
be conmpatible with the low dat~a rnte channel available with the L/L navigation channels
and require a minimum computational burden upon tile user equipment. It is ansir~able that.
these models be suitable for all Phases of the GPS program. Changes within thle conistraints
of the communication capacity of the system are possible during the test portion of Phase I
with little impact upon user software.

The Ephemeris Determination trade study provides the computational approach that yields
the detail of the interface between the Master Control Station softwvare and the Monitor Sta-
tion pseudo-range measurements. The resulling computational approach should be adequate
for all phases of tile G13S program.

3. RESULTS

This section details the selection resulting from cachi trade study analysis. Only Conclusions
are pi-osente-d and no attempt is made to justify the determinations in this presentatioa. For

the rationale and corresponding analysis, that led to these conclusions, the read& srfre
to the individual trade studies following this survey.

3. 1 Satellite Mlemory Loading

The recommended satellite loading method is S-band uplink/L-band downlink with on-board
verification of upload messages and the AFSCF is its backup. The S-band upload frequency
is one of the standard SGLS frequencies with a 3 tone FSK data modulation. The L-band
downlink is the TLM words of the user navigation data- frame; they will contain the addresaso
of erroneous blocks.

3. 1.1 Upload Station. Figure 2 illustrates the functional block diagrain of the Monitor
Station/Upload Station. The recoilmended station consists of a 14 -ft a-antina. S-band TWT
tr-ansmitter, formnatter, display, antenina drive, computer and modems for .cofannunicat ion

wit th MaterCon~rol Station computer and Mionitor Station coutputer. This configut- tion

has the atdvantages of being moved to another mionitor staticn location or beinig remotely
located from its monititr statiou with a snininiuva of Interfacediencin.

3. 1. 2 Satellite. A functional block diigra-m of -a fv, siblo satellite conifigui-Ation for load-
Ing the mentory is showvn in Figure 3. The futiction H4~R-2.) and coulaw-.4& decodior
Is Wo receive the access wort6 (cor the WPS diecoder. It is suggosted thzkt thke GLPS access
commands Storage bW capable of fmany days of uaattotubd operation to circutawent AFSCY
tmallct on operation.

4
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The recelgion of a memory load is enabled by ;in access word that willi enable the C• de-

coder to accept dta words and blocks. IThe digital word received by the Gi P dccxher shouhl
contain memory bits, mode bits and a parity bit. In addition, each block of data will end
with a check sum word since both horizontal and vertical parity checks are required to obtain
an undetected bit error rate of 10"15. Anytime an error is discovered, the erroneous block
address will be incorporated into the TLM word and provided to the SGLS TT&C format if the
loading verification is in the backup mode.

As the words are decoded by the GPF decoder, the block address is loaded into the memory
address generator and the memory is loaded word by word from the memory address corre-
sponding to the received block address. As a word is loaded into memory, it would be advis-
able to immediately re-read (echo) the word from memory and perform a parity check on the
word using the parity bit required for the user navigation data transmission. Again, a parity
error would enable transmission of the erroneous block address to the upload station. The
echo check of the memory load can be performed by cycle sharing iincc the incoming data has
a rate of only 1 kilobit per second.

The purpose of the txnde bits is to provide control information to the satellite that identifies

the purpose of the load and the type of word received. This type of data is considered over-
head and must be distinguishable from any memory data. Therefore, separate bits are rec-
0onmended to provide these modes. Three bits should be sufficient to provide these modes.

3.1.3 Message Format. The message format refers to the size arn structure of the up-
load message and downlink data. The upload message will consist of blocks both for the
initial transmission and subsequent retransmissions. During retraasmissions only, blocks

found in error will tb uploaded again.

Given twat the portion of the user navigathen ttaie stored in the satellite is composed of 4
bit bytes, the minimum word size feasible for uploading is 12 bits. These 12 bits include
Sbit, for ,mentory. 3 bits for modes and I bit of 1"rity. For an uplink BER of 0 o. the
"malitum block size of 5 5 wotrl s is imposed to meet the undetec.ed bit error rtue of 1.6
The rtcouttinweded word tormi-. ite shown in Figure 4. The recoinmetnded block sire is 302

twelve-bit Words. The 502 words will prvoce for 500 eight-bit words for the niertnoty. This
results in the transmission uo ec~xatly ?5 blocks fto -A total meotury l•ad o4 lO, Oo0 bit-.

Slightly over 6 seconds atre requi'vd to transmit each blo,%k, therfofre a TV.M word will
always be available for erroneous block addressos and t= •didittw-mn s týoilitt stofAge is
rquitrvd. The rivstdtiag tuessge format Uoi upioadian is shown in Figure 5.

P
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3.1.4 NPrformance Parameters. The significant performance parameters ol' the recom-

mended uploading approach are:

Uplink Frequency d-Band - Standard SGLS

Dowulipk Ftuquency L--rand., LL, TLIM data words

-6
()plinki BEll 10

Downlink ?tiR 10

Word Size 12 Bits

Block Size 502 Wordi

Undetected Bit Error 10o-i

Rate in Memory

Error Detection Word parity and block cheek sum

Overhead 2024 bits per 4000 bits of memory data

Message Flexibility One or more blocks can be semuentially loaded

Modes At least eight separate satellite command words

are available.

Accoss Via GPS decoder using stored bit patterns

3.2 Satellite Orbits

The purpose of the satellite orbit selection trade study is to optimize the duration of test area

coverage by all fou: satellites GDOP factor over the test area, and pre-visibility for monitor

and upload stations for tracking, clock evaluation, and satellite memory uploading prior to
Stesting. 'The rsults of computer evaluation indicatwe that the -/2/0 Aerospace Final Constel-

lation provides the byest compromise twtween the requirtntets of GlDOP, teat area co-visibilitv

" •ad pre-vtsibility. The charadctriatisc of the orbital prauwtotera of this to•lullatiou Lwe:

Lougittude of the Argument of Orbit Orbital

%;4t lite A scvi"ag Wrtgee incli•ntta Pt rlod

Nutwbor Node (dog) (deg) (deg) (lain)

2) 333.0.
2 240 5 630 7 Ili 03•4

) 63. 0 034

4 TO 7(63.0 T 1). 0342

.4 • m Nm mB m I I i l m= m



The performance of this satellite constellation in terms of Holloinan, Yuma, and Vandcnberg
test site coverage and GDOP and the period of time all satellites are visible prior' to the

Hollotnan visibility are:

PERFORNIANC E

Test Area Coverage Time GI)OI Range

fHolloma.. 2 Hours 32 Minutes 4.2 to 7.2

Yuma 2 Hours 11 Minutes 4. 2 to 9.1

Vandenberg 2 Hours 4 Minutes 4. 2 to 10.4

PRE-VISIBILITY

Pro-vistbility Time

Location (all four satellites)

Vandenberg, Ca. 20 Minutes
Wahiawa, Hawaii 1 HI,)ur 20 Minutes
Eimendorf, Alaska I Hour 45 Minutes

3.3 Monitor Station Sites

The acceptability of site locations for Monitor Stations and the Upload Station must he deter-
imined with respect to a defined satellite orbit and specified test area. The stte orbits

used for the evaluation is the 2,2/0 Aerospace Fital Constellation which was the orbit se.lcc -
tiQn ou Tra& Study No. 2. The test areas assuned for this effort k'-.re the H|ollomart and

Yania Test Ranges. By locating the Monitor and Uplwad Svttioms where satetlite trackng
and clock monitoring can be performed and fresh user navigation dacta caa be uploa-ded tatu

the satellite niernory just prior to satellite visitbilty over Cte test area.

The recommended contvol segment configuration based upon the sa-tellite vi"-ing time and
t racking geometry analysis is given in Table 4. Origina,'ly. the fourth Moit•or Satton site
w• ltcated .t ?rospect Rather. M ine. It td 6elt th•t it Ahould bev r•x•atd to pruvicd

umore ffectwve ,a-ellite aiouriing prior to otering the test area. Co %-A*ti ioi .hch
enot vitibe o this contractor will drive the fini sLelectmon by thet JPO. Thv,:o¢oaseiu -

lions iewltc thei tture V!ans for the. utilixatioa of -xistiag twok two s, 4ivall:ilitty 0i

-.xiattag hutldings to house the Coutrol Smgefat equxt u.-:!nt• and. fittally. t- WlImsgC5 o
host ýtornt=-1ds to sba:* facilities for the UPS PromaA.

to



Table 1. Control Segment Configuration

Function Location/Type

Monitor Sites 1. Wahlawa, Hawaii
2. Vandenberg AFB, California
3. Elmendorf AFB, Alaska
4. TBD

Master Site Vandenberg AFB, California

Upload Station Vandenber3 AFB, California
Command Date - AFSC F

Telemetry AFSCF

Off-line Computations NWL

"Data Communications Commercial Dial-up

3.4 Control Segment Computers

The purpose of this trade study was to identify potential suppliers and types of candidate
computers for the Master Control Station and Monitor Station. At this juncture, a final
selection of computers is impossible without a formal submission of vendor proposals that
guarantee their hardware, software and service capabilities. Therefore, all types of com-
puters that satisfy the mandatory requirements of the Master Control Station and Monitor

--° Stations are identified. These candidate computers and their manufacturers (Table 2) are
limited to manufacturers capable of supplying both the Master Control Station and Monitor
Station Computers. If posible, candidate computers should be selected from the same
family thereby, simplifying support and maintenance requirements.

Table 2. Candidate Computers

Manufacturer MCS Candidate MS Candidate

Data General Corporation 840 Nova 2

Digital Equipment Corporation 11/45 11/40

-iHewlett-l"ackard Co. 3000 2100

.- Modula r Computer iSystem IV 11

SV~rian Associates V73 V73 or 620

x.1
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nhe quesdon not resolved is whether or not it is fe',.isble to employ th, User Segm unt coi-
puter for the Monitor Station. Analysis is continuing to rcsolvý this question. Coinm)utvrs
that appear feasible to satisfy both User Segment and Monitor Stition requirements are, the
Data General, ROLM Rugged Nova 1602R; Digital Equipment, 11/20/R; Efewlett-Paclard
2100; and Varian Associates R620. The HP 2100 is not ruggedized but undergoes mere
stringent testing and has been successfully used in more airborne, and maritime applications

than any other standard version of minicomputer.

3.5 User Segment Computer

The purpose of this trade study was to survey the multitude of computer candidates and
determine those machines capable of satisfying the mandatory requirements of a User Seg-
ment Computer. From the analysis, it was determined that a very small number of candi-
dates can satisfy the mandatory -equirements o' higher order language capability, floating

point double precision hardware, and proven reliability. At this time the preliminary evalua-
tion indicates that the ROLM rugged Nova-1502R is the superior selection. However, there
are other computers that merit serious consideration: General Electric CP32A, Univac

IMPC-16, Honeywell 516, and Rockwell D216.

This analysis is continr.ing in terms of desirable features such as ability to interface with
auxiliary sensors and the ability to perform the computatiknal and control functions of a
monitor station. This analysis will continue 'hrough the ,v:.iuatien of formal proposals from
capable vendors.

3.6 User Cost/Performance

The purpose 0 this trade study is to identify specific design -echniques that have significant

impact upon the cost and periorniance of User Segment eq-iipmeut. The primary emphasis
on the user equipment design is to develop a minimum cost set of user systems that witl
provide adequate operational capability for a specified military mission. Table 3 sumnmarizes
candidate design teclmiques, range of cost deltas, and performance range.

In all cases, the cost/performunce evaluations are not finalized. It is expeeted that Lhese and
other design techniques will bo continually quantified throug' out the Phase I testing program

"as the performance of GPS is verified.

12



•Table 3. Cost /l'c rformance Wlang

Candidate Cost De.lta Iltng Porformancc R'ngc

Oscillator Stability for Direct $53 - $190 10 - 100 times longer operation
Acquisition ,_,

Standard Oscillator Frequencies $200/unit Logistics and maintenance only

Error Correcting Codes $300/unit 2-3dB Lower Threshold

IMU Calibration and Modeling $100/unit 2dB AJ increase

"IMU Dynamic Aiding $300/unit Lower Acquisition & reacqui-
sition time - values TBD

Dual Ionospheric Frequency $680/unit Residual error less than 10 ft.
Measurement

Plated wire memory hardening TBD Nuclear threat protection

Kepler Alert Program $60/unit Improved best GDOP selection
aids direut acquisition by factor
of six.

Analog vs. Digital Circuits Inplementations known TBD
cost - TBD

Hardware vs. Software Imple- Software Cost increase Software has 0.5 to I dB sensi-
-mentatios $200/unit - hardware tivity loss

- cost 3avings- TBD

I:
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3.7 User Ionospheric Model

Most ot General Dynanmics work and thaLt of earlier SAM.-X) cont ractors has addressed the

devellop.iiedt of a dynamic ionosphere model - one that depends on tni, and certain nieas-

,trod solar irdices. We have recently undertaken investigation of static models - i.e.

simple models which are simply stored in the User Computer and are not updated. General

iDynamics intends to further explore this type model and will update the 'raa, study input to

include results at a later date.

The recommended dynamic ionospheric model for determination of atmospheric delay by the
K ,:ser iE a series representation of the line-of-sight signal delay. This method is referred

to as the Satellite Transmit Delay model. It provides a polar coordinate model of the signal

propagation delay in terms of range, azimuth, and coelevation angle from a known sub-

satellite point. This approach saves considerable user computation complexity because the
signal delay is obtained directly from the model without an intermediate step of comput.ig

the total clectron content of the atmosphere along the ray path of the signal.

The series model of ionospheric line-of-sight delay is obtained by the Master Control Station
computer. TV-. computations performed are:

1. An ei lpirK'.-l 6. id of ionospheric vertical electron density and height Is generated

from th, Bent ModeL. The grid pattern is a set of evenly spaced locations in con-

centric circles cente,'d at the subsatOllite poin., out to tile termination of the
satellite'c field of view.

2. Using the vertical electron density aad ionospharic height at each grid point, the

line-of-sight delay to the sattilite is computed for each grid point at some time, t.
3. The li~ne-of-sigh~t at each grid jxint ii lthen least squar.s fit with a function that is

power series in coclevation angle and trigoenimetric functions of azimuth angle.

4. The msuiting coefficients of the series are quadratic functions of time and it is

these coefficients that are transmitted to the uwer.

The wodvl parameters, trunsailssiua rtquirements, user ,s'.ozage, at -rfornace are:

Nu.mber of ... effiients _4

fResolution of Coefficients 5 irts

Model Duration I hour

Data ".asmi.•ion 127 bits per satullite pwr dat frantwa

U30r Storage 308 bits

. SS Error 23% to 35'; ol total attaospheric d-lay

RSS Error (feet) 13 foet average along liiieo-of,-ght

_114



nThe monk- durationl can be increased as desired, however, the ixnialty !iid is incr'eased

error. It should be noted that evaluations of these modeling techniques is continuing ;ind

that the above results are the best to date.

An alternate approach to the dynamic ionosphere model involves a cross grid of magnetic
latitude and longitude (i. e., a one--dimt nsional dependence on latitude combined with a

multiplying factor which depends on longitude and other independent variables; solar activity.
year, month, day.) We are still investigating this approach.

We arN also investigating two static models: 1) A simple tabulation of total electron content

versus magnetic latitude and longitude versus local time of day; and 2) A simple tabulation

of total electron content versus only local time of day. The determination of the best status
Smodel and evaluation of residual statistics is continuing.

3.8 User Ephemeris Model

The recommended ephemeris model for determitration of the satellite position by the user

Is the Keplerian orbit computation. A set of 13 parameters is required to solve for the
satellite position in an inertial frame of reference usiig the classical two body configuration
for Newtonian mechanics. Of the 13 jxtrameoters. 9 are fixed, 3 aie variable and the last is
time or mean anomaly.

By using the inertial coordinate frAnte of reference, it will be necessary to descr:.be the
deviation of the satellite from a perfect Kepler ellipse. With a 12-hour orbit, these devia-
tions are very small in magnitude and will change very slowly. Therefore, it should be

possible to describe these variable coefficients it a functional format with very few coeffi-
cients of small magnitude arid adequate accur•cy over a long time span. The 3 variable

paz-ameters for 4atellites at an orbital height of 11. 000 nautical miles and where the efctet
of gravity anomalies and their -Ate of change is small. will be represented with lVS 1U1zt-1
51 bits to provide toor a xvsolution of 0. I mieters.

The use of an inertial coordinate system to descrikb the sateltite position in sxace as a
function of time is r-commended. Although the user must convert to earth fLed coordittates
to compute a fix, alert calculations for prmdecermining apprtoximate satellite position prior

to acquisition are easily pertormed. Also. as stated above. the variable par'auwtwrs are

better behaved.

Although the Kopler method requires more user compucations than other methods the added
acomplexity will be very small when eonijt'red to the owerttl cost o' even the least ensive

NUPS u•er equipment. For low cost eqtuptaiet. a microcomtputer will he ,teapvtey-e to porform

the position fix calculatioas. ThN use of Keplor orbit ptar-Atneters w4.11 i'-,qr a t modest ift-
creaso in the site of this microprocessor metmory. The additional taonury cotnideered sells
today for lcss thae. SID in 100 lot quanttties. The rddition:al comnnhutition titte of less thant one

second per positioti fLx setrms ntegligible for the lo•€ cust usr si•ce a fiL upte ratt of evory
6 to 10 suc.nts appears tuore tOwl a-dquAtv.



The physical parameters, performance and requirements of the Keplerian approach are:

Satellite reference frame Inertial

User Program Storage 1,352 bits

Computation time 333 msec (Intel 8080)

Bits tr?..ismitted 416 bits, maximum

Data frame iongevity Up to 4 hours

RMS Position error 1. 0 ft. from MCS predicted orbit

RIMS velocity error Less than 0.05 ft/s&c

It should be noted that Phase I is an ideal time to evaluate and refine both Keplerian orbit
and polynomial representations of satellite position. Excellent models of gravity anomalies
and force fields will be available. Also, modifications to US and MCS software can be easily
performed with a minimum of logistical impact because of the few number of user equip-
ments. The user impact assessment of the Keplerian orbit is a very recent result. There-
fore, the System Specifications were prepared assuming a user ephemeris model using a
power series polynomial representation of each coordinate of satellite position.

It
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1. INTRODUCTION

The configuration of the GPS requires that the satellite provide to the user the system data
required to compute his position. This data consists of satellite ephemeris, system time
and ionospheric correction data. Since the satellite is in subsynchronous orbit, the data
must be loaded into the satellite memory for future distribution to the us-r. The purpose of
this trade study is to resolve the methods frr uploading of this data and verifying its accuracy
after reception by the satellite.

Conceptually, the satellite memory loading requires an uploading station for communicating
with the satellite, compatible receiving equipment in the satellite, a downlink from the
satellite to permit data transfer back to the uploading ýation, a method of verifying correct
reception of data by the satellite, efficient message formatting for both the up and downlink,
and a communication channel between the uploading station and the master station computer
where the user navigation- data is generated. The message ,ormat, uploading station and
satellite must also be compatible with the AFSCF network that will be used as backup.

Although the present upload station specifications are for GPS Phase I, it is important that
the requirements of GPS Phases II and M be considered. Conceptually, the upload require-

-r 'nments for GPS Phases II and III will remain unchanged. The major differences are the capa-
bility to support the additional satellites of later Phases and the physical design requirements
necessary for possible relocation of the upload station because of future operational

objectives.

2. REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Functional

The upload station is a collection of automatic &dta processing, radio frequency and data
communication equipment which with a set of data bases and algorithms serve to relay navi-
gation subsystem messages from the Mr.ster Control Station (MCS) to the space vehicles and
vehicles and verify proper receipt of the messages by the space vehicles. Source: SS-GPS-

101A, para. 3.7.3.3.

2.2 Des ign

a. The upload station shall generate a radio frequency environment that is compatible
with the space vehicle (SGLS). The. upload link and verification technique shall
provide an undetected bit error rate of I0-15. Source: SS-GPS-10LA., para.
3.2.1.2.3.1.

•U~~l~lllllll~ ii ii • l~ i i111 • iiii • ii • • •1-1



b. Data communication between the upload station and the Master Control Station will
be performed at the minimum rate needed to support twelve closely spaced satel-
lites; the use of conditioned lines will be avoided if possible. Source: SS-GPS-
101A, para. 3.2.1.2.3.2.

c. The upload station will automatically attempt to reload all segments of any space
vehicle navigation subsystem memory in which a load error has been discovered
through analysis of the L-band or S-band message from the space vehicle. The
number of additional attempts required shall be controlled by software or rmanual
intdrvention. Source: SS--GPS-101A, para. 3.2.1.2.3.3.

2.3 Ground Rules

a. The maximum message size required by the satellite memory is 100 K bits in

length. Computational analysis assumes an overhead factor of 25%.

b. The satellite memory is partitioned In a manmer such that a partial uploading or
loading of a particular block of data into memory is _..alblc.

c. The frequency of the uplink is S-band and will be one or more of the SGLS standard
frequencies.

d. A SGIS receiver, secure address device and message decoder will be available in
the satellite to receive and decode messages.

e. The backup mode in case of failure or unavailability of the uploading station is the
: A FSCF.

f. An uplink data rate of 1 lbps is used throughout. The modulation t,,c aique for th•
upliak data Is FSK using 3 tones to represent the symbols oiif "on", "zu-o" and

space,,.

g. A TT and C data rate of 1 Kbps is used throughout. The modulation is bt#.'e
PSK-PCM compatible with the AESCCF. The bit error rate of this link is 16"5.

h. The user navigation data message contaits a 16 bit block of data that is tent every
1: } G seconds. This data block is dedicated to the uploading verification procedure.

V 2.4 Evaluation Criteria

"The following evaluation criteria will be employed to e!-ect the preferred tuploading pror.o-o!.

• differential satellite cost

* differential upload station cost

W nean loading timo Including one retransmissioa
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-AMC -= -V '7

0 probability of a bit error in memory

* word and block size for probability of ao undetected bit error of 10

* message size flexibility

3. CANDIDATES

There are two basic methods for loading the satellite and verifying the contents of the
nimemory after loading. They are checking the data in the satellite for errors and transmit-
ting the data after it is stored in memory back to the uploading station for ground verifica-
tion. Six candidate configurations are potential methods for performing these type of londing
and verification. These methods are identified and explained in Table 3. 1-1. The first two
methods utilize error detection coding to determine transmission errors at the satellite.
The remaining methods - 3, 4, 5 and 6, retransmit the contents of the satellite memory
back to the ground for a comparative verification with the transmitted message. Methods
4, 5 and 6 will not be considered further since retransmission over the L-band navigation
ch-nn•el would disrupt the usur navigation mode. Methods I and 2 art basically identical
except the Information retransmitted to the g.ound i:.: sent on T-band user navigation data
and S-baid SGLS TT&C, respectively. Since the uje of the AFSCF is a required backup
mode, if method 1 is sclected, the satellite must have the capabiility for using either L-band
or S-band. Tih only differece is that the uploading station would require access to an
SGLS rT& C receiver and data demodulator to receive data for method 2 A conceptual dia-
.grani.of methods 1, 2, and.3 zare shbown iu Figure 3. 1-1.

Table 3. 1-1. Satellite Loading Methods

!Wheror-
Method U p-Link Verifled Format Down-ULnk

S1 S- Band Satullito TLM Bits in NAV Data L-Band

S-i.d sutellite TT & C -~

#3 S-il.d Grotmd Bit-By-Bit $-Baud

-- u4 S-Bad Ground Blit-By-Rit. Retptic-S L--Bwud
XAV WData M,-33a4 L-Biad Fvied on XMTH V)sh

•5 o-iman Ground Bit-y In
"4ujtulriauro to P-Codo -

aai Couu,', Link -
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A functional block diagram of the OPS sate~lite for methods 1 and 2, are shown In Figure
3.1-2. The S-band command receiver receives the upload message. After appropriate
access procedures have been satisfied, the digital bit stream is decoded by the command
decoder. This decoder can be either the SGLS commanad decoder or a new GPS message
decoder. Outputs from the decoder are parity and check sumn verification, the data bits for
memory, block address for memory loading, and modes to determine the operation of the
memory loading. If an error is detected upon reception or after memory loading, the
erroneous block Is identified and its address is read Into storage for transmission to the
ground. The use of either !,-band or S-band for transmission to the ground identifies
method 1 or method 21.

The functional block diagram of the satellite for the ground veriffcation approach used in
method 3 is shown in Figure 3. 1-3. Conceptually, the method 3 satellite configuration is
similar to that of methods I and 2. The only difference being that the error detection cir-
cuitry Is eliminated. Afte-r reception of a memory increment (can be a block or total
memory load) the memory re~ad logic is enabled and the entire memory increment is dumped.
This data Is formatted and transmitted back to the upload station via the SGCLS TT& C link for
comparison with the original memory load. If an error is found, the block received in error
will be retransmnitted to the satellite and verified again on the ground.

The functional block diagram of upload station for method 1 is given in Figure 3. 1-4. The
data to be uploaded is received by the station from NICS. Upon command the computer,
shown to be the monitor cornputer but can be separate, generates the data block-s, their
parity -and appropriate mode bits. The resulting miessage is then formatted into SGLS corn-
patible three level signalling and transmitted to the satellite. Depending upon satellite con-
figuration selected, an eneryptor may be required prior to FSK modulation and transmission.
If parity errors are found by the satellite the corresponding block address will be placed in
the TLM word of the user na% Igation data. During the uploadiag process thcse erroneous
block,ý %,-III be iHentified by the monitor station L-bund receive- aad the necessary retranas-
mission will be performed.

For niethods 1 =nd 3. the functional block diagram is shown in F7ig-ure 3. 1-3. In method 2,
the operation of the upload station is identical to that of awthod I except that the erroneous
block a-dresses are received by the S-band, SQIS, 'TT&C receiver located at the Upload

Stto. o eto ,the ,nlr gns e increment is received by the TTI.. C receiver.
&tlt;n dentodulatiou tho atessne incretatat Lis compared to th4: dalta previously trattsm ted
that is rsidet in the tipload Station storage. If an orro-r is found the orronvous block is
rrtrutismitwd to the satollitc 4ad th e rification procedure is repeated-.

4. ANA LYS tS

-heK uialysis of tho niethcds for loading the saetilite rv(quire tuiadorstanrdiag of the inter-

rclatioti btetweent the particular design feittires and the e~valuatien criteria. Four :aroas hAve
been~~ idniida udvson ftemtlulain% re, uirement. Theso areas aro sai- t

lite. control sogueinta, trwztuiszns~tu link wid muessage proot". Figure 4-1 illustratvsths
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4.1 Comparison Matrix

The comparison matrix compares the analytical and cost results determined for the various
evaluation criteria for the three candidate methods. The three candidate methods have been
expanded to include different bit error rates and two uploading approaches for methods 1
and 2. The two uploading approaches are breaking the total message into blocks and trans-
mitting the total message as a single block.

The significant results of the comparison matrix given in Table 4. 1-1 are: Method 3 will
not provide undetected bit error rates in memory of less than 10-15; total message
approaches for methods 2 and 3 are satisfactory only for a uplink BER of 10-7 and Method 1
is the least expensive, this is because SGLS receive capability is not requir.<-d at the upload
station.

Methods 1 and 2 using a message block format are the most efficient uploading approaches.
For a BER of I06 or less and block size of less than 700 -8 bit words or 390 -16 bit words,
the average transmission times are 173 and 153 seconds for Methods 1 and 2, respectively.
Because of the lower cost, Method 1 Is selected as the preferred approach. The remainder
of Section 4 provides the analysis for the determination of the evaluation criteria. In Sec-
tion 5, the details of the selected method are presented.

4.2 Satellite

The s-ttellite components are functionally similar for methods 1, 2, and 3. The four basic

components of concern in this analysis are:

0 Access and Decoding

0 Error Detection

* Memory Addressing

* Downlink Communication channel

4.2.1 Access and Decoding. The satellite Is required to provide protection against
spoofing and determine the purpose of the words received. Figure 4.2.1-1 illustrates four

½-."] >, i-i
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possblemetodsof providing access protection and word decoding of the Incoming bit

stream. Approach A utilizes the existing SGIS decryptor and command decoder to receive
the uploading data. This approach requires that all upload data be encrypted with a format
compatible wilth the R1-23 device. In approach B, the R-23 device is enabled by appropriate
commands, this permits the transmission of a message that enables a bypass circuit around
the R-23. Therefore, the remaining portion of the message Is in the clear and Is decoded
by the SGLS command decoder. The output of the command decoder is either secure vehl.cle
commands for satellite health, attitude and control or the clear GPS message that is0 to be
stored In the satellite memory. Both A and B approaches have the disadvantage of requiring
that secure vehicle commands and the GPS message be decoded by the same command
decoder. The duPl functions of the decoder results in increasing the possibility of catas-
trophic error In the secure vehicle commands caused by bit errors in the upload message
unless suitable Interlocks are used.

Approaches C and D circumvents erroneous secure vehicle commands by the use of separate
GPS decoder for the navigation functions. C and D differ only in the implementation of the
access protection. In approach C. the SGLS command decoder provides an enable to the
GPS decoder after the satellite is properly entered via the R-2:3 and SOLS command decoder.
This requires that the upload station contain a K'-23 encryptor and that the R-23 anid SGM
be accessed just prior to every load anid after the memory loading is complete the. circuitry
must be returned to its normal state. Approach D eliminates the need to continually access
the secure system by providing periodic update/stored access procedure for the GPS
decoder. The keys (access words) will be transmitted from the A FSCF to the satellite well

nadance of the uploading of the navigation message. These keys will be trdan hne

as desired.

The message overhe~ad required to use these four approaches is an important consideration
since the number of overhead bits is directly rel.-ted to the time to uplo-ad the navigation
data into the s~atellite. Method A, because of the security requirem-ents of the R-23, requires
at least 64 bits to transrmit 16 bits of navigation dlata. This aniount of overhead is clearly
excessive since a single transmnission would require 8:1 minutes per sa~ellite to upload the

100l'Zbis o saelitememrydata~ All other aoroaches are equivalent in termus of rues-
sage over-hoad requirements.

In terms oi design,. theý approach I) appears the most attractive Lecuuse the interface with
the soeurv fut.-tions of vehit-le cotuwas isd tu inimized.

Private cotivvsation with C. Hoff. Aerospjace Corp. ,Jzwuary L29, 1574.

1-1
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Table 4.2.1-1 summarizes the cost deltas for the approaches A, B, C and D with respect
to uplink methods 1, 2, and 3. These costs are for the four (4) satellite configuration of
Phase 1.

4.2.2 Error Detection. The use of error detection in the satellite is required to check

for errors received in the word decoded by the vehicle decoder and to verify the data loaded
into memory. For methods 1 and 2, both types of error detection are required. However,
for method 3 the only error detection required is the verification of the mode portion of
GPS decoder word. The error detection types that are feasible in this application are a
parity check bit for each word and a check sum word for each block of words. To obtain
the requirement of 10 for the probability of an undetected bit error In memory, analysis

indicates that both check sum and word parity are required for methods 1 and 2.

The possible implementations for performing error detection must consider the decoder
and memory interface. Error detection can be performed as:

0 a parity check for a word (memory data and mode bits) by the GPS decoder

* a check sum algorithm while storing a data block into memory

* an echo parity check immediately after loading a word into memory

- a parity check of the words of a memory increment after storage

. a check sum comparison of a block (or memory increment) after storage.

For Method 3, the only error detection required is a parity check of the mode bits to ensure
correction identification of block address words and memory bits.

The operation of methods 1 and 2 can be best implemented to perform a parity chec\ Af a
received word in the command decoder; a check sum computation for each block can be
performed while the block is being loaded into memory; and performing an echo check on

Table 4.2. 1-1. GPS Satellite Cost Impacts

ULS _______Satellite Configuration

Method A B C D

1 34K 34K 300K 320K

2 34K 34K 282K 316K

3 250K 2 70K

•: 1-15
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the memory loading for each word by cycle sharing. The echo check can be performed by

loading a word into memory then immediately reading it out and checking the parity of the

word by using the inherent parity bit incorporated for user error detection. This is much
easier to implement than dedicated parity check and should be more than adequate to verify
the data through the hardwired interface between the GPS decoder and memory. The echo
parity check will also detect bad memory cells. Thi. configuration deletes the requirement
of storing the check sum parity bits when verifying the memory in a dedicated manner.

4.2.3 Memory Addressing. Memory addressing refers to the method oi determining

the locations in memory that a block of data ts to be loaded. The standard method for
determining the starting point of a memory load is to precede the bits to be loaded with a
word that identifies the memory address of the first word of the block. This word is called
the block address.

If an error is detected in a message, there are two approaches for re•transmitting the data
from the upload station to the satellite. The two approaches are: 1) only the erroneous
blocks are retransmitted and 2) the totai message is retransmitted if there is an error in
any block. Obviously the latter approach is only reasonable if the block size is large, i.e.,
a high percentage of the total message. The final selection depeads upon the available
transmission link bit error rate (BER) and will be determined in the Section 4.4 on Trans-
mission Links.

4.2.4 Downlink Channel. In all methods considered, the satellite must have a means of
communicating with the upload station. Since the AFSCF is a required backup mode, one
of these communication links muzt be the SGLS TT&C channel. This is the link used in
methods 2 and 3. For method 1, the user navigation data present on L, and L2 has available
i the TLM bits for communication. Note that method 1 must also have the SGLS TT&C to be
compatible with the backup mode.

The use of L-Band and S-Band in method 1 has the advantage of better reliability since
there arc two links to the control segment. The use of the SGLS TT&C of method 2 has
the advantage of slightly simpler circuitry in the satellite. These results will be considered
whew the selection is made.

4.3 Control Segment

The control segment portion of the uploading station consists of the trwismitter, anten.m,
data storage, computer, software to perform the upload function, and the power budget for
the link to obtain a particular BER. Also, included in this sectiou will be the cost deltas

betwe.en mothods 1, 2, and 3.

4.3.1 Uplink Power Budget. This section provides the anAlysis to determine th, offectivr
radiated power relative to an isotropic auntenwa, ER.P, necessary at the upload station to

"I
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obtain BERs of 10"5 10 and 10-. The SGLS satellite receiver is designed for ; BEI
versue received power as shown in Table 4. 3.1-1. *

Assuming an omni-directional antenna on the satellite, a one (1) dB diplexer loss, a one (1)
dBL RF loss, and 0.5 dB polarization loss, the requi•ed signal strength at the antenna input
is -124dBW, -)25dBW, and -126dBW for bit error rates of 10- 7 , 10-6, and 10-5, respec-
tively. Using this result, It is possible to compute the required transmitter power for a
given uploading station antenna. The following illustrates that comiputation:

Path Loss 185. SdB

Signal Margin 6. 0dB

Assignable Path Loss 191.5dB

Less Required Available
Satellite Antenna Power -124. OdBW (BER=10" 7)

Ground EIRP 67.5dBW

Upload Station Antenna Gain
(14' dish including losses) -31. 5dB

Transmitter Power (BER-10- 7) 36. 0dBW (4 K waits)

Transmitter Power (BE1=10"') 35. OdBW (3.15 K watts)

Transmitter Power (BER310-5) 34. OdBW (2.5 K watts)

Table 4.3.1-1. $GLS Receiver Performance

Signal Level (d=W)
Acceptable

BER Theoretical Measured Specification

10 -130.. -129.5 -12.5

10 IA -0

A - T'he noso flo" of tho rvevivor is iht~rttly capahle of
supporting B1EV1 below 10

*i Thc rtesults were obtainid from Motorola Curp. oy private corrvspudavi aa4 relaut

to their nutwoehereat St;LS recetvcr dczMit.
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equivalent results for the AFSCF indicate that for a 1 K watt transmitter and 14' antenna
there is no margin for a BER of 107. If the 14' antenna is replaced with a 46' antenna

J, then the additional margin for a ]3ER of 10-7 is greater than 10dB.

4.3.2 Transmitting System. The transmitting system for the upload station consists of
the transzmitter, Witenna, radome, and an additional SGLS receiver and associated hardware
required for methods 2 and 3. * The block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure
4.3.2-1. This configuration can be either TWT or Klystron. It Is recommended that the
T1VT be used since its bandwidth is sufficient to cover the range of frequencies possible
for the SGLS uplink transmission without retuning. Figure 4.3. 2-2 illustrates the cost
for the A&E, antetua, radome and transmitter as a function of the antenna diameter. It
can be seen that for 1 14 foot antenna the estimated TWT transmitting system cost is
$610,000. This cost is directly applicable to the method I candidate configuration. For
methods 2 and 3, a SGLS TT&C receiver and an S-band diplexor would be required at the
upload station. The estimated cost for these devices are $36,000 and $9,000, respectively.

4.3.3 Computer and Software, The function of the computer is to control the uploading
process, receive data from the master control facility, and store the satellite memory

*These results were extracted from DUB D9000527B and the presetation made to
&SAMSO Jwuary .ZS, 1974.

*
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b. Total message in one block

(1) parity for each word

(2) check sum word for entire message

(3) iterative code for entire message

Computations within this section will assume a memory load size of 100 K bits and an
estimated overhead to the memory load of 25%.

The most important evaluation criteria is the word length and block size required to obtain
the desired probability of a undetected bit error in memory. !,'vr wvrd parity or cheek
sum words, the probability of an undetected bit error in memory is given by

Sue =1 - k _Pe) B-k Pk (1)

k=0, odd

where B = bits per word for parity or words pe" check
sum bit

P transmission link BER
e

The probability of an undetectederror in the total memory for parity or check sum error
detection is

[10OK(l+H)/N]
P = 1- (1-Pu) (2)
me ue

wnere H = overhead factor (25% = .25)

N = number of bits per block

=[ designates the greatest integer function

Equation (2) can be approximated by

Pm = 1 -(l-[~looK(1+H)/NJ Pue (3)me u

= [1I0K(I(+H)/N] Pue

1-22
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Equation (3) is plotted in Figure 4.4. 1-1 for bit error rat6s, Pe, of 10-, 10 and 10
It can be seen that for e = 10-7 and B = 4, the value of Pie = 2x10- 9 this corresponds to
a Pue of approximately 6x10- 15 which is not adequate to satisfy the design requirement of
of Pue . The same result is also true for approach A. Therefore, parity bits and
check sum words when used alone are not sufficient to obtain a probability of a undetected
bit error in memory of less than 1C-15.

For approach B, the case of a combination parity and check sum, (iterated code) error
detection must be investigated. To do this, a theorem is required from Peterson. * This
theorem states that 'for a binary symmetric cbamnel, if one code has a probability of error
f 1(P) and another f?(P), their product is capable of decoding with a probability of error no
greater than f2 [l(P)]." This means that if a channel has a BER p P and a parity check

ie

*Peterson, W. W., Error Correcting Codes, MIT Press, 1961, page 82
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uelf I(P he the addition of check sumero

yields an undetected bit error probability Puel error

detection will yield an undetected bit error probability of Pue2 < • (Puei) Therefore the
Sthe undetected bit error probability of the com bination of parity and check sum can be

bounded.

The above result can be used with (1) to obtain the bound on the probability of an undetected
bit error in a block that has been encoded with both parity and check sum. The result is

ue ue uei• j=0,odd

where P probability of an undetected bit error due to parity

K= the number of words per block

If the total message consists of one block, then K is the number.of words in the total message.
Results obtained indicate that for bits per word of 8, 16 and 32 and Pe = 10-7, a value of

-15.
Pue : 10 is possible for transmissions of a block equal to the total message.

Equation (,I) can also be used directly for block sizes less than the message length. Fig-

ures 4.4.1-2 through -10 give the upper bound for the probability of an undetected bit error

in memory versus number of words per block for word lengths of 8, 16, and 32 and trans-
mission link BER of 10-, 10 6, and 10". The results of these graphs can be summarized
in the Table 4.4. 1-1 for satisfying the undetected bit error rate. This gives the limits for
the number of words per block and number of bits per block to obtain the undetected bit
error rate of 10-15.

For approaches A and B there are two evaiuation criteria yet to be analyzed. They are the

mean loading time and probability of a correct load after a given number of attempts. In
9: both approaches, the time required for the initial loading attempt, To, is fixed. The value

of To is given by

T M (1+ (I (5)

o R

where M number of bits to be stored in memory

H = overhead factor

R data rate of upload link
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Table 4.4. 1-1. Maximum Allowable Words Per Block

Maximum Words Per Messagbe Bock

Transmission Link BERPer"- ...- 67'
Word 10 10 b 10-,

8 16 g700 I u16000

16 390 [ 8000

32 100 40i0

To consider the total load time the metlod of down linking the c,'roneous blocks or message
to the upload station must be considered. There are two viable approaches for methods
1 and 2. They are:

(i) notify the upload station of erroneous block address

(ii) request request retransmissiun of total message

Approaches (i) would use the TLM word or the S-band TT&C link to send the address of
the erroneous block to the upload station. Approach (ii) will use the same link to send a
bit pattern requesting retransmission of the total message. II beth cases, sitce, the bit
error rate is limited, considerable care muzit be taken to insure that thL message is re-
ceived correctly and errors are detected. In the case of a detected error that prevents
correct determination of the erroneous block address, little rextuins to do but restart the
loading of the satellite. There are desiga methods to circumvent this problem. An effec-
tive method is given in Section 5.

The mean transmission time for intitai upload, downlink tra .strission and mtre retrasaissi(o
caa now bN, determineod. The Nquatioa is

where Td, average dow-4i"l transmission time after initia! upload

T, zeaveWe•.mrastueissiou for first rttsisstoa

It

The Value 01 Td ii givel by

Td. -t (6 x ) x proability that a blLok is in error ia the initial upload) sc
,miag one TL -wtOrd rViirwd pei block rad Wowiab the .atetb o .of

j-r mwsviage. The valuo . ' o T vrt nubr of uy)rt.- per Woek for varie.t€, tit error

I -:i.



rates and bits per word is presented in Figure 4.4. 1-11 for retranstahsieAs of blocks.
Using equations (5) and (6) the average transmission time including one retransmission for
approacx.ies (i) and (h) for methods I and 2 can be determined. These resuls are given in
Table 4.4. 1-2. It is easily seen that retranswlttir4g only erroneous blocks is much more
eff icient than total message retransmission.

The probability of a correct load after a given number of transmission attempts is eijuOvalent
to the probability of a bit error after a given number of transmisstion attempts. Because of
the undetected error requirement, the number of transmission attempts must be su'ficiert
to result ik a bit error probability of less than 10 . 'he Important result is tUP- number
of trarsmission attempts since the total load time can then be estimated.

For approach (i), the pruoability of an error in a block is given by

b

where lPe is the transmission link BER,

ZK is the number of woi-ds per block, and

B is the ntumbcr of bits per word.
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Table 4.4.1-2. Average Transmission Time

Average Transmission Time Including One
Retransmissiva (SEC) *

Uplink Bit Error Rate
-5 -6 -7•/ .10 10 10

Method 1
(i) Block 142 132 131.5
(i) Message 256 256 255

Method 2
(i) Bl.ock 137 137 137
(ii) Message 251 251 250.5

*Assumes 8 bits/word, 500 words/block and total upload message of

1,25, 000 bits

The probability that a block has at least one error after n transmissions is given by

•.•-.n-1

1 1 -Pb i (8)• P~n b 1- ( Pb

i=o

The probability that a message hus at least one error is

P (1- ~100 loK (1 H) IN](9"•*Y•:••.Pm =(1-P) (9)

The probability of a memory biL being in error becomes

P P (10)
b 100K (1+H) m

--6

."quation (7) is plotted in Figure 4.4. 1-12 for bit error rates of 10 and 10 and bits per
word of 8, 16, and 32. For the case of 8 bit words and 500 words per block, the values of
Pb for various bit error rates and number of transmissions are shown in Table 4.4. 1-3. It
is seen from the results of tiis analysis that a probability of a bit error in memory of less
than !0"5 is attainable for all uplink BER's. On the average, the number of transmissions
required are 9, 5 and 4 for bit error rates of 10"5, i06 and 10-" respectively.
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Figure 4.4. 1-12. Probability of an Error Block

For approach (ii), the results have been previously repoarted. Tbese results are summarized

in Table 4.4. 1-4. Only after 5 transmissions jnd an upliik BER of i0-' can tbo 10-15 unde-

j tected bit error raL,t be reasonably assured. The time required to perform 5 truas~missions,

j in this case, is approximately 650 seconds for both methods I and 2.

""Presentation made to SAMSO, January 28, 1074 ai D DHB D9000527B.
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Table 4.4.1-3. Bit Error Rate in Memory Versus Number of Transmissions

NubrProbability of Bit Error in Memoryill ~ Number-,

Sof 1 UplinkBER
Trarsmissions "5 -6 07

-6 -7 -8
1 4.7x10 6.7x 10 7.0x 10

-7 -9 -11
2 2.4 x 10 2.4 x 10 2.4 x 10

-9 -12 -15
3 8.6 x 10 8.6 x 10 8.5 x 10

-10 -14 -184 ~~~3.0 x 10 3.0 i030x0

1. OxlO 1.Ox 10 10

3.7x10 3.7x 10 10
-14 -19 -18

7 1.3 x 10 10 10

8 4.5 x 10 1 5  i01 I0-

9 1 1.5 x 10 1- 0

,Table 4.4. 1-4. Probability of a Bit Error for Total Message Reioading

Prbailt of Bit Error in anr
,)• ~ ~~Nwnler PoaiiyMmr

of Upliik BERl
Tmnsmission 1-5 -710 1o 1 0

S;-7
1 5.6x 10 8x 10 8 x 10

S.3.2 X 8 I0- 8 x 10

a2.4 x I 10 8 x W0

S-6 -10 -14S.. -4 1.3 x 10 8, 10 8 x 10

S5 8 1 0- S 1 0"I 1 0"1
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4.4.2 Ground Verification (Method 3). The concept of ground verification requires that
the SGLS TT&C downlink be required to transmit to the ground the information loaded in the
satellite memory. For a TT&C link of 1 Kbp, with a bit error rate of 10 , it was found
that the overall loading performance was limited by the backlink. Because of this inherentI limitation, the probability of an undetected bit error within the satellite memory does not
approach the requirement of 1 In fact, an undetected bit error probability of approxi-
mately 10 is the theoretical limitation. Because of this result, Method 3 is eliminatedI i from further analysis.

4.5 Message Protocol

Message protocol refers to the sequence of events required to load a message, the message
overhead, the form of the uplink word, block size, and in information in the dowulink data.
The sequence of events required to load a message are access to the satellite memory,
determine block address, verify data (Methods 1 and :), load memory, request erroneous
blocks retransmitted (Methods 1 and 2), downlink memory load for ground verification
(Method 3), and retransmit erroneous block to the satellite.

The message overhead are those bits required for selecting satellite modes, error detection
bits, block addresses;, and synchronization bits. The fc.rm of the uplink word is the relation

of memory load data, error detection bits and satellite mode bits. A typical word structure
is shown in FiguLre 4.5-1. The block size is directly related to the overall message format.

I Of 0 t~l 1 OITS i Malt

i~it

Fi~ure 4.A-I. Typtcal Wordt Stxt~cture

-- a -- .1 - -



Message format provides the definition of the total message sent to the satellite includingI i• access, sync, and data words. The concept of message format is shown in Figure 4.5-2.

The downlink information obviously depends upon the method used. For Method 1, the TLM
words will be used to transmit to the upload station the address of erroneous blocks. For
Method 2, the SGLS TT&C link will perform the same function and requires an appropriate
message format. For Method 3, the SGLS TT&C link is again used. The downlink message
consists of the memory load and an appropriate message format.

5. SELECTION

Candidate Method 1 is selected as the most promising uploading system because of minimum
cost and minimum required uplink BER (see Section 4. 1). An overview showing the relation
between the upload station and the other elements of the GPS is given in Figure 5-1. The
upload station has interfaces with the satellite constellation, monitor station and master con-
trol station. The satellite interface is the S-band uplink. The monitor station interface is
the rec.ipt from the monitor station L-band receiver the TLM words transmitted via the
L~iL2) user iavigation data. The master control station interface is to receive the control
data, upload data, and antenna pointing data from the master station computer.

ACCESS

SYNC

AQ2IESS sOCX ADORESS
SM P QAY ý* IEUY ;.NAB LE

LOAO

I OR2 MORE ~~1
§LOCXS

Figuiv 4. 5-2. Message Fc-rmat ,•oaevp
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5.1 Upload Station

Figure 5.1-1 illustrates the functional block diagram of the Monitor Station/Upload Station.
The upload station consists of a 14-foot antenna, S-band TWT transmitter, formatter, dis-
play, antenna drive, computer and modems for communication with the Master Control

Station computer and Monitor Station computer. This configuration has the advantages of

being moved to another Monitor Station location or being remotely located from its Monitor

Station with a minimum of interface disconnections.

5.2 Satellite

A functional block diagram of a feasible satellite configuration for loading the memory is

shown in Figure 5.2-1. The function of the SGLS R-23 and command decoder is to receive

the access words for the GPS decoder. It is suggested that the GPS access commands
storage be capable of many days of unattended operation to circumvent AFSCF impact on

GPS operation.

The reception of a memory load is enabled by an access word that will enable the GPS de-
coder to accept data words and blocks. The digital word received by the GPS decoder should
contain memory bits, mode bits and a parity bit. In addition, each block of data will end

with a checksum word since both horizontal and vertical parity checks are required to obtain
an undetected bit error rate of 10 Anytime an error is discovered, the erroneous block

.-address will~be incorporated into4he T.LM word.aud.provided to the SGLS TT&C -if.the load-
ing and verification is in the backup mode.

As the words are decoded by the GPS decoder, the block address is loaded into the memory
address generator and the memory is loaded word by word from the memory address corre-
sponding to the block address. As a word is loaded into memory, it would be advisable to

immediately re-read (echo) the word from memory and perform a parity check on the word
S~using the parity bit reqvired for the user navigation data transmission, Again, a parity

error would enable transmission of the erroneous block address to the upload station. The

echo check of the memory load can be performed by cycle sharing since the incoming data
has a rate of only one (1) kilobit per second.

I The purpose of the mode bits is to provide control information to the satellite that identifies

the purpose of the load and the type of word received. This type of data is considered over-
head and must be distinguishable from any memory data. Therefore, separate bits are
recommended to provide these modes. Three (3) bits should be sufficient to provide these

modes.
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5.3 Message Format

The message format refers to the size and structure of the upload message and downlink
data. The upload message will consist of blocks both for the initial transmission and subse-
quent retransmissions. During retransmissions only, blocks found in error will be uploaded
again.

Given that the portion of the user navigation frame stored in the satellite is composed of 8
bit bytes, the minimum word size feasible for uploading is 12 bits. These 12 bits include
8 bits for meniory. 3 bits for modes and I bit of parity. For an uplink BER of 10-, the
maximum block size of 575 words is imposed to meet the undetected bit error rate of 10
The recommended word forma.t is shown in Figure 5.3-1.

To determine the number of words per block, consider the case of an error in the PLM word
in the downlink. If an error occurs, it is easy to determine that it has occurred by error
detection. However, the determination of the correct block address is difficult without the
use of an error correcting code; such encoding would not be cost effective for this task.
Consider the result if the uplink transmission time of a block is 6 or more seconds in length.
First, storage of erroneous block addresses would not be required prior to transmissior.
Second, each TLM word could easily be associated with the last block sent to the satellite.
Other requirements are that an integer number of blocks be required to load the 100K bit
satellite memory, the number of possible block addresses be less than the eight bits of
usable data in an uplink word, and the maximum block address binat-y number- Fit into the
TLM woord. The number of words per block can be determined as follows. Since 41.(Ž uplink
has a data rate of 1K bits/see, 6000 bits can be transmitted in a 6-second interval. If there
are 12 bits pxer word; 500 words can be sent per 6-second interval. A bleak must be started
with the block address word and end with the checksum word. Therefiore, if a block contained
502 words each of 12 bits, each block would contain 4,000 bits for Storage in mnemory aud a
total memory load would require 25 block.s exactly. The 25 blocks require 5 bits which is
less than the 8 bits available for the block address in the first w-)rd of the uploaded block.
The resulting message format fr- uploding is shown in Figure 5.3-2.

SItl,•S salte ý:ao~ n 'tAudt•

i 'i

i: }'~~igure 5:31 Upload Wordl $trwcture is 1ý Bits
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V-.igure 5.3-2. 1 cozuacded Mesaige Format

The remaining portion of the satellite loading procedure is thv form of the TLM word. It
is recommended that the 16 bits of the TLM word be made, up of a block address repeated
three (3) titues and possibly a pa-rity bit. This willI permit somie error conve~tion and allow
the aptoad station to compare its last block transmnitted informatiou with the erroaeous bl~t?;
address received via the TLM word. Since the TLM word will contain an errf.nious block
Saddres then the satellite does not detect an error atun a null --umbev wiP I tequired.

Either all zeros or all ones wotrd is twummended. Lu add..,ia a unique TLMI word
should be provided to Uidicate that tho satellIte me.;:ory has been eorrectly accessed and
the loa-diug fuactiou is underway.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the satellite orbit selection is to optimize the duration of test area coverage
and provide the best possible GDOP for the taser. It is not unusual Lo tra-de these pararncters.
In fact, the Aerospace final 2/2/0 constellatioii does sacrifice the GDOP over Hol~loinan test
area to incre:'se the fouz--satelilite co-visibility by . ronimatcly one-half hour.

1.21 Orbit Concept

For the bes-t poije DOP, a Y-shaped configuration of the satellites over the test area, is
desirable. Suice all the satellites are moving, the GL'f.0P parameter is affected by the changing
guotuetry of the satellitt con~stellatiozi. The op~timhization of the GDOP dictates the spacing uf
tho orbital planes and the location of the satellites within them. The orbital injection of the
satellite is such that ait least once a day the co-vi~sibility mnd GDOP parameters are obtained
over a given test area. This r~equirem~ent is accom~panied by obtaining orbital info~rmation
via Monitor Stations controlled and supported by a Master Station equipped with conlr'.~,&Loa

faiite for the rt-ineimynt Wid gene ratron' of tile sAtllite e1he Invrides. Vthiz study has
considered the stations of various existiag networkS Wnd the reS-UlLS are presented herein.

1. 3 Impact of Phae-es

The aouve. t~oacept apptios basically to the P3hase I ef tlu, t4PS Programk~o tht:i 9,orir.mane
evat~atiCon ut the isyte~n. Nevdrtheless, the ba~sie "ýtnmvapt (A~ Optimnum GDOP fol. the usewr and

the lucatiun Ui thV Monitor Stations. thr, :asvr~? Station aud the sateliite upd-ati: station will
bc ei-ey eatcd tm lat-er Lqu the sy-temu.

-i,- i) Ph- vsto tohuwv- will invulve- a, greator flUuntk' W1 sa~46 Up to 24&). h
itajur impact izi vip~e-ued tu uccur tit tho iaw~lliiuo spacing, or~ pliasing aUld tlutfabcr ol il
-w ith La thc ai threte orbitAl plnsstudied In Plivse I.. This itu±dy will dellvcAtc tht basiic

~witiea4 equr'teats perti~tct to tht sattdllU'vs' orbit;4l 4cstvilatiuv, atud the ba4ze na4VL-a-
tiou aeurac% obeetvs of "heo systm 'and the; a"sO
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2. REQUIRE~MENTS

S2.1 Functional Requirements

h The initial deployment of the Satellite Segmrnnt cuiisjits of four satellites in subsynehronous

orbit providing simultaneo-i "tsibility to system users, over a large geographic area including
most of CON .. or a period of 1.5 to 3 hours per day. Source: Annex 1, Paragraph 3.!.,16 October 19,.

" 2. Design Requirements

The basic orbital parawneters and re-quirements c tihe satellite deployment are:

( A. Geometric quality to s•ztisfy basic navigation accur.:'cy objectives.

B. CiLcular Orbit (subsynchronous).
C. Orbit Period, =12 hours.
U.D. Orbit Iaclination, tio to 6i degrees.
E. Up to thr4e orbital planes (at icast two).
1?. Orbitait pl-'ne spacing 1.'.) degree (inertial).
G. A total of four satellites.
1-1. An Orbitnu altitude of 10,90V NMI.
Source: Annex I, Paragr:juh 3.2, lk October 1973.

In a geoci.ttric equaturj.l systent of coordinates. trie cirectar paths of the satellites are locatediin thr't o'bital plant. spaced at `Ubc qv"ree sand inclined 63.4 degrees with respect to the

* equatorial pl!ane as shown in Figure 2.2-1. The vrigin of the systemt iies alt the center oi the
Earth; the plane ot the equator is u•ed as reference plaune aloxng which is measured the lenti-
tude of the :arthtu orbit Ascendtid taudc. N. The lmngitudv of lie satellite position, I. is

easwurejd -•artina irum the vvmal cqutn•nx, T. and tht Grvce-nwtch atieridian plane coinctdcane.
ea3tkva rd zit'ght azsce,.:ioa, a) ?r wcstward iidere vliur angle, S$IA). The latitude ol the
sawllite. btLe., kwiwt- ad-, UitUO. 6. is tisuried fruru !.he equatorial plane ii the North
or South dhvlcetin. Tho. satellitc poPi.,on n, in its orbital plaue, eau :.Uio bW tdvtilicd Uy its
Sright ~cea~t angle .• a6 its tru.t auotay agie. rA.

- -2
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LEGEND: Z = EQUATORIAL PLANE
T -VERNAL EQUIN'OX ALIGNMENT (TYPICAL)
G -GREENWICH MERIDIAN ALIGNMENT (TYPICAL)
0 =EARTH SPHEROID CENTER

i =SATE LLITE OR BIT INC LI NATION
I,,7SATELLITE ORBITAL PLANES
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Figure 2.2 -1. Satellite Orbital Plane Representation
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2.3 Ground Rules

The computer simulations for the orbital optimization of the satellite constellation were performed
by the Convair Aerospace Division. The constelations, the satellite position, the geometric
dilution of precision (GDOP), and the coverage data were provided by this t eam for performing
coverage analyses, selecting the ground station sites, and assisting in the optimization of the
user error determina'on.

2.4 Evaluation Criteria

V. The criteria for the evaluation of the optimum constellation and sites was based on the following
parameters:

(1) GDOP over the test areas.

(2) Co-visibility (4-satellite) time over test areas.

(3) Pre-visibility of the four-satellite before entering the test area
for latest ephemerides update.

The resulting data for the evaluation is presented in the appendices of this trade study. The
data consists of several types i.ncluding earth traces, GDOP plots, and contact opportunity
charts.

A preliminary coverage analysis shows the existence of long v.sibility periods, nevertheless
the GDOP opportunity window poses a constraint that is reflected in the time available to the
Monitor Stations to gather satellite position data, transmit the data to the Master Station.
process the data at the Master Station, prepare the satelite update message, transmit it via
landlines to the SCF, and verify the satellite loading. GDOP and visibility permiltlng, it is
highly desirable to have a recent satellite updating when coming over the test area.

3. CANDIDATES

Of the three possible constellations, 3/1/0, 2/2/0, and 2/1/1, only date for the 3/1/0 and
2/2/0 constellations will be compared for the final evaluation. The 2/1/1 was abandoned in
the early phases of the analyses because of very poor GDOP, nevertheless, GDOP data of this
configuration is presented in Appendix E for comparative purposes.

Two 2/2/0 constellations were analyzed. These two constellations will be identified as Aerospace

"preliminary" and "final" constellations. The major difference being the satellite's phasing

2-4
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in their orbital planes. These two constellations were suggested by Aerospace and toed to

emphasize the coverage over Yuma (the 2/2/0 preliminary) and the coverage over Holloman
(the 2/2/0 final), The General Dynamics Convair generated 2/2/0 constellation data is
presented in Appendix B for comparison purposes only. .All available constellations were
considered In the coverage and GDOP tradeoff.

The characteristics of the orbital parameters of final constellations used in this study are
listed below. The parameters are the satellite number (SAT. NO.), the longitude of the
ascending node (LAN), the argument of perigee (AOP), orbit Inclination (INCL), and orbital
period in minutes.

1. Constellatijn 3/1/0

SAT NO. LAN(Deg) AOP(Deg) INCL(Deg) PERIOD Muin.)

1 230 240 63.4 720
2 230 270 63.4 720
3 350 165 63.4 720
4 230 325 63.4 720

2. Constellation 2/2/0 Aerispace Pteni 'aV'

SAT NO. LAN iDeg AOP(Deg) INCLUDez) PERIOD (Min.)

1 0 63.33 63.4 718.0342
2 0 103.33 63.4 718.0342
3 240 90.00 63.4 711.034:'ý
4 240 160.00 63.4 716.U342

3. Constellation 2.:2,0 Aec'ospace Fiued

-qSAT NO. LAIN( eg) AOQPDeg) I PERIODMin.)

1 240 330 63.0 71S.0342
2 63.0 718.0342

3 120 0 63.0 1,4. 0342
4 120 70 63.0 718.0342

; • 2-5
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4. Constellation 2/2/0 General Dynamics

SAT NO. LAN(Deg) AOP(Deg) INCL(Deg) PERIOD (Min.)

1 230 240 63.4 720
2 230 280 63.4 720
3 350 165 63.4 720
4 350 235 63.4 720

5. Constellation 2/1/1 General Dyniamics

SAT NO. LAN(Dez) AOP(Dcg) INCL(Deg) PERIOD (Minl.

1 230 362.5 63.4 720
2 230 317.5 63.4 720
3 350 270.0 63.4 720

4 110 15.0 63.4 720

The argument of perigee .\AOP) parameter is often Interchanged with the true anomaly (TA)

,arameter. Both are- used to indicate the orbital position of the satellite in their own plane
at the time t - 0. The longitude of the ascending node parameter is also referred to the time

t 0 reference.

4. ANALYSES

4. 1 Comparison Matrix

Table 4. 1-1 summarizes the coverage duration and GDOP variation ovvr the Hollozan, Yuma

and Vandenberg stations. N. Mugu or San Clemente Islaad station data was used for the
VandenberZ station whenever not available. The data pertinlet to othe: station, is availablo
in thv rtspective appendices ot this study.

The data presented in Table 4. 1 -1 illustrates the very high GDOP obtained from the, 2,11/1
sateliit % cnfiguntitn thereby eliminatiag it fruom furtheor uonsidr•ration. T'he Genvral

Dynamics 2, 2. 0 and Aerospauc Preliminary "' coastdlaun compare favorably. The
General Dynamics result has higher co-visibility at Holloman, 2 hours and 4S minutes corn-

pared tu 2 hours and s Inniuws. while the Aerospace Prclimiary 2/2, U has lower GDOP,
3. 6 to 5. coumpared to 4. S to 9. S.

* A compari.son between the G(nteral Dynamitcz4 3./1,,-0 and the Aerospace Final 2/2e0 constlla-
lions Shows that in Ctria-. of GDOP and tvet stt visibility, the fourmer pt-ovidvs higher" patur -

a-nmiwe. Howeverfruom tite prv-visibility contsideratiuus itwa ia TVabv 4.1-2. th• Avrouspacv

U ---
-. -- -) -" -r. - .--. --" --.



Final 2/2/0 constellation provides the necessary tracking, clock evaluation and uploading
period prior to testing. Table 4. 1-2 also shows how long four satellite constellation s are
visible by the candidate monitor, master and upload stations prior to visibility over the test
areas. In addition to an adequate pre-visibility period, it is required that thle pro-visibility
and co-visibility periods overlap over the test area.

The pre -visibility for the 3/1/0 constellation turns out to be very poor as compared to the-
2/2/0 constellations. The Aerospace final 2/2/0 shows that a total of nine stations have

* pre-visibility for a total of 8 hours as compared to the 7 stations and 5-1/3 hours of the 21/2/'0
Aerospace preliminary and zero stations and zero timec for the 3/1/0 constellation. It is
concluded that the 2/2/0 Aerospace Final constellation appears to provide a good cotnorornise
among the basic parameters presented above, usually the pre-visibility, coverage and GDOP,.

4.2 Analysis Support Data and Topics

The above analysis reflects data delegated into the appendices of this study. The data was
generated by a satellite communication opportunity computer program- with the as~sistance of
interactive goraphics techniqjUeS for the optimization of the constellations. All station rise
and set times are based on a satellite elevation angle of 5 degree an on t1ia tracking

station obscurities. The data contained in the appe-ndices was divided as follows:

Appeadix Title

A 3/1/0 General Dynamics Constellation Data
B 2/2ý/U General Dyn~amics Constellation Data

C 2/20 Aeospace Preliminary Constellation Data
D 2/'2/0 Aerospace F inal Conitellation Data

2/1/1 General Dynamics Conistellation Data

5J. SE UCTION

Phase I is Certainly 't test for tht evaluation of the performance of the OPS functional require-
ments und, nau'igauwiu accuracy objectives. However, it isý eclar that the duration ol tvits

ovr gve tstarea is oi primiary ituportanice in this particular phatse. The Avrospace 2, 2
filial Cuoste-ilation .l er to provide a good comprot se boetween thle relati%-el), lUW QI)P
(4. 2 to 7. 2) -and the test duration (2 hours, 32 minoutes) paraeteors supported by a test areat
pre-viiibtilty Artaty of At leUSt n1ine a-d th~r~tM itUUW4io fr the, 4 and isar-ellitio lco-vizsibtlity
cascs, respect1VCly.
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APPENDIX A

Genera! Dynamics

// 3/1/0 CONSTELLATION DATA

Figure Page

A-1 Satellite Earth Traces .................................... A-2

A-2 Satellite Coverage Vs Tracldng Stations ....................... A-3
A-3 Tracking Stations Coverage Vs Satellites .. ................... A-4

A-A GDOP for Holloman AFB .................................. A-5A-5 GDOP for Vand-nberg AFB.............................. A-6

A-6 GDOP for Conus Center .................................. A-6

A-6 GDOP for Seattle ..................................... A-8

A-7 GDOP for Canal Zone .................................... A-9
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APPENDIX D

Aerospace Final

2/2/0 CONSTELLATION DATA

D-1 Satellite Earth Traces.................................... D-2
D-2 Satellite Covisibility Earth Traces (H'ollonian)................... D-3
D-3 Satellite Covisibility Earth Traces (Yuma)...................... D-4
D-4 Satellite Covisibility Earth Traces (San Clemente 1)............... D-5
D-5 Satellite Covisibility Earth Trace~s (Tot-lge of Ocean).............. D-6

D-6Visibility Timec Contours (4 Satellites)......................... D-7
D-7 Visibi~ity Tinme Contours (3 Satellites)................ ....... D-
D-8 Satellites/Station Visibility Period........................... D-9
D-9 Test Area Covisibility Chart (4 Satellites)...................... D-10

jiD-10 Stations Covisibility Op~portunity Chart (3 Satellites)................D-11
Dl- GDOP forl IHollomian AFB................................. DL
D-12- GDO'3 for Yurn-L, Akrizona................................ D1
D.-13 GDOP for Yuina, Arizona.................................. D-14
Dl-14 GDC)P for San Clen-wite Island................. ............. D-15

O-ý DOP for Towig'e of Oceans (Bliz~ania).............D-16
D-111, GDOP for Tounae o1 Oceaus (Uahuznmas)........................ D-17
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APPENDIX E

Genera1 Dynamics

2/1/1 CONSTELLATION DATA

Figure

E-1 GDOP for Holloman AFB ................................. E-2

E-2 GDOP for Vandcnberg AFB................................. E-3

E-3 GDOPfor Conus Center .................................. E-4

E-4 GDOP for Cape Kennedy .................................. E-5
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TRADE STUDY NO. 3

MONITOR STATION SITES
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SITE S•EI.CTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this trade stuoy is to identify acceptable combinations of sLes in existing DOD
networks, for the location oi GPS Control Segment functons for the Pb-•s I Development, Tost
and Evaluation program.

1.2 Coacepx

The Control Segment functions ar- grouped Li a Master Control Station (MCS), four Monitor
Sta-tons (MS) and an Upload Station tULtS).

The monitor stations obtain pseudo range data from the PN code trnnsmitted by the eatellite'e
navigation subsystem, time-tags the data, accomplisheas preliminary processing, and rolays
the data to the Master Station.

The MCS is the prime' t.x=putitional facility of the system. This ,tatlon processes the MS
data to determine the szmellite's measured i@phxenwris and computes w-ec navigation amau to be
loaded into the satellite.

The ULS receivei t1h user navigation data Iro th MCS atru'ansmits the n"vition iesMig4k•,to th satllits.

It is tiportant to oute that the accoptfbilty cd site c1wations for Mouitor Statioas and the Vptpjq;
Statft.a must be e'v~aw~td with re'spect to: (1) 4 defined *awlUte tu.ust~aUaton tand *1*speifivd
user equ~puwa& unt ndor use e#yQa

a.3 $!W 56iection Imaqct mn FNtuno Ph-nsti

Seiblequers pkusse of th.e pro~rau ritty he beltte sened~ by rcfoeating sonic ContrA,- Segmentl

Cwtetions. For w-xatp1e., 'ýWel4tte clolck, w .c-rtCy will bW ,a syswtau ccuracy cQuaflcttiat foer 'R#t

tituc Latow 0viutuav- Tto- wo~rltd-wide effect (i zbhig error nnurcv oa the User Quwd@5C at-t cn

ydratiune fur dti'vrsc rest locUatos zu ~'tuse4 I aMfor £Pbaans Hi wJtd U wall 1)" liaiaiff oi =y

3-1



reduced by monitoring and updating the satellite clock and/or clock error polynomial just prior
to satellite visibility at the User site. An Upload Station location thal will provide this capa-
bility may not be required for Phase I but is a probable requirement for Phases 11 and IL.

Additional Monitor and Upload elements may also be required for the Phase II and Phase I1
Control Sagment to compensate for the satellite clock accuracy linitatious.

2. REQUIREMENTS

f 2. 1 Functional Requirements

The Monitor Station is the primary means of collecting the space vehicle tracking information
necessary for determining the orbit parameters of each space vehicle. Source: SS-GPS-1OIA
(1/29/74), Paragraph 3.7.3.2.

The Monitor Stations will be located to provide measurement geometry for accurate ephemeris
nmid calibration of space vehicle time prior to Vesting over southwestern CONUS for Phase I.

Source: Air Force memo, Technical Direction ',o the Definition Contractors, 5 February 1974,
from William L. Statcham.

2.2 Desigu Requirmoents

The GPS error budget allocates a one sigma error of 12 feet for the Space Vehicle Ephemeris
determination. Sotrce: SZ-GPS-101A (1/29/74), P=ragraph 3.2.1. Table I.

•-•:2.3 Grouad Rule-s.

2.3.1 Satellite Constellations mid Test Sites. la poerortuig this a.aalysis, it was
-ncessTry to defltt the satellite consteilatin configura~ton ia order to determine tho: adequacy
of viewing hiis, -anti tracking geýietry. Oa the basis Qf tmaxizing the tiita dura•ion of
favorablc User GDOP'i at the Hollomuan Test Bgange an; at the Yuma TV,-st a L-
tioe was defined (see Trad-e StudyNo_. 1 Thi c citlo4o I used is V.3 0ka4 ias to
avauai4n O twid atd sites.

2.3. ViewingCntan~ The mon'tor ntwoork itteoýutry wmi~yaiz teterwN rnnae
visibility tiues. usimg :A 5 dogrQ fauliiuu--t elevation wg!e vi.win, critrerin- "Imnas",. for

c idatt sits. on tim "d"Ud sAtetize "I z v Whor luwt r

Lit k-,



constrained viewing to higher than 5 degree elevation angles, thie higher angles were used as
the cooa.truint.

System simulations investigating parameter sensitivities i.a~dicated that the satellite -aiock
errors dominated tho ephemeris error for clock updating intervals of more thar 24 hours.
Tracking data fo aelt peei. determination need ntct be obtained just prior to visi-
billty of. the contitellation over the test area; however, determining satellito cls;ck errors and
updating that u;spect of the User navigation data was essential to achieving best system perfor-
mance over the test site.

2.3.3 Upload Station (Navigation Data and Satellite Commannds. Th. requiremniet exists
fox SGLS compatibility for User navigation data uploading and satelit~e housekeeping functious
and 'telemetry data. This capabtiity is available from all AFSCF remnote tracking sites and
the Aerospace Applications Group network (after incorporation of modifications now under con-
tract). The navigtation data anad satellite commands can be considered separate f'.rnctions and
performed at separate sites as is done in Alternate rv (See Sect.~ox .1 for definition of alternates).

Until significant satellite clock performance advances are made, it ie, recommended that capa-
bility for updating the operational phase satallize clocks ,vice each day should be considered a

growth requirement of the Upload Station. This requiremeat may also be Satisfied by providing
an Upload Station that is easily relocat4able for subsequont phases.

The present day utilization of the existing networks favors the Aerospace Applications Group
network. TIs net can accornmodate the growth of the GPS system through alM three phases
with legacy in software, operational proc-edures and trained personnel. The sites are allso
judged 1to be Less vulnerable tra otASCsiewchia nsideration fot the Phase III
GPS. Alternate [V includes a CPS dedicated Upload Station for navigation data loading into the
satellite aud utiliz.es AFSCF for tWe satellite comaiand functiou.

2.3.4 Data Cormmunica~tons. Data cournzunicatiotis tG -and fromi monitor sites andl the
Mastr S ica nd te upiu acilit -er considered Wn eva-luating cundidate sites. The data

messges re easily transmtitted over standard voice grade tielaphone lines with reasonable

Atort durtion me.sages on ;,be order of five minautes for ono hour of tracking. Otte site con-~
siertd it Satnuua wutld u-se ani FAA data liak ow wi as-4vailabled basis to relay data to Hlawaii.

F7or tb-' qimaramive evaluation (ki alterua-ilves, a tininmw zumber of links Aad uniniumu
lengt!h of linki W"14~siee mo'st d0Sir;ub1Q fram 4 systern retkabýility/vulnerabilit point of
%do*. The cost J voice -,raite dedieated lea-sid Uines tv -.sUmatud at $2 ,Quo/l", /rnont~h. Theo

z~ilnlmtW" nuiei( l~. ad fr-nimum cocnutt uraets #:out Aiv- achiev J by eo-locating oe
ontured, the MazWt Stai-on tund Qhe uplitOtk failitky. Link reitabilhty i5aso jtaegod to bt

tbtnocd h-y Aleatlr%4 4Hl sits withai C()NUI
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2.3.5 Master Site, This computational faciliy has no critical location requirement.

This is the control site for the GPS and for minimizing data communication L:nks, should be

co-located with the Upload Station and/or with a Monitor Station.

2.3.6 Computation-Off -Line. Periodic processing of data will be accomplished off-line
to provide a ceference trajectory and for refinement of models and values employed in the
on-line state vector computation. These programs may be eAec-,ted on any of several existing
computer facilities at Aerospace Corporation, the contractor's plant, NWL, APL and others.

2.3.7 Telemetry. SGLS compatibility is required and is avai.able through the AFSCF
or AAG network; therefore, co•sideration of these requirements is the same as the Upload
Station discussion.

Telemetry data from the satellites would be preprocessed and converted into engineering units
by the existing networks and relayed to the GPS Control Segment Master Station for further
analysis.

2.3.8 Growth Potential. Growth potential from the Phase I program to the Phase III pro-
grmn was assessed for the networks evaluated. For example, it may be reasonable to assume
that the AFSCF may handle the Phase I upload requirement of daily loading iour satellites 3t

specified time-of-day, but it is less reasonable to assume that the AF$CF can handle loading
of 24 or more satellites on a daily basis in addition to the support required by other programs.
The growth potential is not amenable to being quantized but is of counsiderable importance iW
evaluating alternatives.

2. 4 Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation critoria. employed to 9%fect the preferred sites are as follows:

Monitor Station: Satellite Viewing Titue/Tracking
Geometry Adequ'acy

Monitor Statio- DaLa Communicatiwos - ExIating Network

Shared or CoisteroW Service Av,&Wutbi

Master Site: Opxrational lw faoe Coxwle Ity

Maater Site: Nwtunr ard L'mu-th of W4 Lius

Upload staten(A t Nav Wt): Avail2bility

3-4
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DOD Site Possession

Vulnerability

SGLS Com~patibility

Upload Opportunity

3. CANDIDATES

Five .exi sting networks, selected individual sites, and selected comibinations of network stations
are analyzec for applicability to GPS. The networks incaude:

(I.) Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCV)
(2) Naval Astronautics Group. (NAG)
(3) 4000th Aerospace Applications Group (AAG)
(4) TRANET
(5) Navigatieal Techniolog Swte'lite (NTS)

The sites comprisiug these netwvorks- are identified ia Appendix I.

From these candidate networks, four alternate site configurations were definied ýýnxd evaluated

by conpte r imulations fior tacin visibility and geometry ulequaoy. The definitiou oi the

Altertnte
Mouitor sitius: FAIR

LIZA
Vaindiwbeqg or Vt. M!4uu

Maswr Site: -3LT

3 -0



Alternate 11
Monitor Sites: Wahilawa, Hawaii

Pt. Mugu, California
Rosemont, Minnesota
Prospect Harbor, Maine

Master Site: Pt. Mugu, California

Uplinik: Vandenberg, Kodiak, or FAIR (Nay.

DaI~a &Satellite Commands)

T UA AFSCF or AAG

O0f-Line Computations:NW

Alternate III
Mo~nil'r Sites: Hawaii

Guam
Vandenberg
Samoa

Master Site. AFSMCC Sunnyvale, Califoruia

Uplink-. Kodiak or Vaadebfrg (Nay. Data &
Satellite Columands)

TLU: AFS'IC. .tmuyvale. Califoruia

O ilua Comnputatioas: AI

A ~te rnate IV
Muuitoc SýItos: la-

Vandenberg~
v-i~r Art. AL~k

L'tueod.... U -i -



SOti-Line Comrnutations: NWL

In addition, generalized viewing opportunity computations were performed for all candidate

sites on the "optimized" sa'ellite constellations.

4. ANALYSIS

A significant result of this analysis is the verification by simulation of the geometric adequacy
of all four candidate Control Segment conf',71ratiorns. This conclusion is valid for the satellite
constellation defined by Trade Study No. 2 (aiul shown in Appendix II) and for User equipment

tests in Southwestern CONUS.

Due to the nature of this trade study topic, the analysis is not in complete accord with the

prescribed format for trade studies, however all elements of the format are included.

4.1 Comparison Matrix

The comparison matrix~ that follows ranks on a relative basis only the. discernible variations,:• Te comariso matix th folows rnks -nareativ byasls configurtlmioscernibd vnrition s

between the acceptable configurations. Criteria met by all eonfigurations and not included
in the matrix are: Present DOD site possession, vulnerability, SGLS compatibility, and upload
opportunity.

Alternates
FUNCTION CRITERIA 1 II III IV

itS:to(AAG) (NAG) (AFSCF) (JPO)

Satellite Viewing Time!
j Trackiny Geometry Adequa•y 2 2 1 2

Da-ta Communioations:
Sha�-e lx~stin- Network or

Commexrcial Service Available 2 3 4

Master Sitw: Optoratioual Intertace Complexity 2 3 3 1

Number & lh Dat Link 1 2 3 2

Upiad Station: Avaiklbility 2 3 3 1
(Nay. D-tai

Relive R-a"Jug Poit Totas.: 13 14

Cj .er c rone: 2 3 4 1

3.4



4.2 Viewing Opportunities and Tracking Geometry

The results of computations performed to determine satellite viewing opportunities is suminarized
in Appendix U. The results of simulations performed to verify the geometric adequacy of the

'ffour alternate configurations are presented in Appendix UI.

4-3 Other Data Sources*

For information other than viewing opportunities and tracking geometry, the primary sources
for deriving the relative rankings are:

(1) Visits to the networks(1 ' 2 )

(2) Extensive experience with the Al SCF network by our subcontractor
Mdellonics Divisiru of Litton (3,4,5)

Alternatives I, II and IlH were defined by the contractor. The Alternative IV coafiguration was
deftned and evaluated as a result of JPO correapondence( 6 ' 7).

The information in this Trade Study supersedes the preliminary analysis presented in the first
issue of D-sign Requiremeats Bulletin D9000529B.

*References:

(1) Trip Report: Visit to 4000th Aerospace Applications Group, Nov. 13 through 15, '9 3,
by J.E. Coxey, H. Newman and 1-. DiPalnma.

(2) Trip Report: Visit to NAG facility, December 13, 1913, by J.E. Coxoy. it. Newmian
and R. DiPalwa.

(3) D9000532B Monitor/Master Data laterface Analysis
(4) D9000535B Ma-stor'ICF Interface Analysis
A(5) WOOO453tB SC F/Sa•ilite naterfiae Analysis

(6) AF letter dated 28 DMAeetbtr I973, with attachments, to attention of F. E. Hugau t i
LtCoI. R. It. eeu. Subject: GP3 Control S....nL Alteruatims.

S(7) AF letter dated 5 Ft, bruary 19T4: Techn-ica Direction to the )efiaition Cuntracters:
signed by William L. Statehahn.



SELECTION

Based upon the criteria and relative ranking point totals in paragraph 4.1, Alternative IV is
the preferred Control Segment configuration. The only exception to the configuration defined
is that the Monitor Station located at Prospect Harbor, Maine, should be relocated to be more
effective.

Preferred Alternate IV configuration:

Monitor Sites: (1) Wahiawa, Hawaii
(2) Vandenberg AFB, California
(3) Elmendorf AFB, Alaska
(4) TBD

Master Site: Vandenberg AFB, Califoruia

Upload Station: Nay. Data - Dedicated GPS ULS at Vandenberg AFB
Command Data - AFSCF

Telemetry: AFSCF

Off-line Computations: NWL

Data Communications: Commercial DiW-uip

The objective of this trade study has been satisfied and comupleted by the identification of
four technically acceptable Control Segment configuratiovi. Considerations which are not
visible to this contractor will d-tive the fi'al selection by the ; PC. Those considerations include
the future plans for the utilization of existing network sites, availability of existing buildings
to house the Control Segment equipments and, finally, the williugness of host coauna.ds to
share facilities for the GPS Program.

For two test locations iu Southwestern CONUS and for two possible ocean test sites, the
viewing opportunities tfor tuonitoritg awd upAoad tuacztioas. for all candidate sutes, are
shown in Apperdix 1.

User GDOP's and world-wido viewing oportuitiea for both thzee and four satellites are An
outgrowth o.Ow cnstell•tin iantzattin wuidysii uW are prreated in Trade Study No. 2.

3. .-.
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NETWORK SITE LOCATIONS



NETWORK SITE LOCATIONS

AFSCF: Satellite Test Center (STC) Sunnyvale, California
Remote Tracking Sites (VTC) Vandenberg AFB, California

NHS New Hampshire
HTS Hawaii
KTS Kodiak
IOS Indian Ocean
GTS Guam
OL-5 (Classified Location)

NAG: Pt. Mugu, California
Wahiawa, Hawaii
Laguna Peak, California
Rosemont, Minnesota
Prospect Harbor, Maine

AAG: BELT Classified LocationI LIZA Classified Location
FAIR Classified Location

TflANET: Station Location

008 Sao Jose dos Campos. Brazil
013 Misawa AB, Japan
014 Elmendorf AFB. Alaska
01G Barton Stacey, England (British operated)I• 018 Thule AkFD. Greenland
020 Mahe, Seychelles Islands, indian Ocean
021 Brussels, Belgium j Belgian operated)
022 NAVCOMMSTAPHIL. San Miqual. Uvvublle of the

Philllpittes
"023 PWC, NAVSTA, Guam
103 Las Cruces. Now Mexieo
105 Pretoria. South Africa

Sm-ithfield, Australia (Australian aopratd)
117 Tatuna, Amf riezan Samoa
192 Austin, Toxas (Univorsity of Tv s/AML Wratrd)
197 Sherwia AS. Alaska
350 NAFW beig;lia. Sicily
351Mo J wdWy.Pprlci Patric.k taslA. Canada

j.-2
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NTS Net: Blossom Point, Md (Command only)
Guam (Pacific Ocean)
Seychelles (Indian Ocean)
Samoa (Pacific Ocean)
Richmond, Florida
Chesapeake Bay, Md. (about 20 miles S.E. o( Washington, D.C.)
Hawaii (possibly command Links also)
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SIMULATION RESU LTS

The relatv-e effectiveness of four alternative tracking station networks was evaluated using ihe

GPS simulatiot computer progroms. This program simulates the real-world dynamics and
generates pseuduranga. neasuremnents which are utilized to update a Kalma-. fiber that provides
a current best estimate of satellite positions, velocities, clock offset and clock drifts. The

-ovariance matrix of the solution vector is the statistical estimate of the accuracy of the Kalman

filter aolutlon. The charts shown in the following figures axe plots depicting the relative
aC'Uracy of the for alternative tracking station networks for each of the four satellites Ln the

corAstellaion. The data plots show the square root of the trace of the predicted covariance
matxLx (just prior to update ior measurements) as a function of time for each satellite:

is 3

Where i is the satellite identification.

[I
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TRADE STUDY No. 4

CONTROL SEGMENT COM PUTER SELECTION

W. ri. GILLS

G 6NERAL DYVNAMICS
Electronk--s Division



1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Purpose

This document identifies the rationale and evaluation criteria for choosing appropriate
candidate computer systems for the computational, communications, and control require-
ments of the GPS Control System Segment.

1.2 Overview of Selection Concepts

A diagram showing the various computer systems and the interconnecting telecommunication
lines for the Control System Segment network is shown in Figure 1.2-1. All computers
within this network will be evaluated and selected from the standpoint of integrated hardware/
software systems.

The performance of a computer Is dependent upon both the quality of the systems software
and hardware. From the standpoint of the applications programmer, the hardware and
soft-ware provide a set of services which are inseparable and indistinguishable components
of the system. Software maintenance and s'stems support are required just as hardware
maintenance and support are required. Emphasis on evaluating the total hardware/software/
support services capabilities of the competing vendors will be a basic objective in Control

J• System Segment zomputer system selection.

1.3 Impact of Phases II and MI on Computer Selection

As stated in SS-GPS-101A. the computer systems selected for Phase I must be expandable
to the point of accommodating the requirements of the Phase H1 12 satellite constellation.
The highly developmental and experimental nature of Phase I also makes the ability to
increase Internal speeds, central and mass memory and telecommunication handling capacity
an absolute necessity. This growth potential will be a highly weighted factor in the selection
of computer systems. Growth potential will be more inclusive than having the abihty to
add on additional or faster devices for improving hardware characteristics. It means that
software systems must be availadble to exploit these features while remaining as adaptable
as possible to GPS applicat!ons programs.

Phase Ell will have security, reliability and loading requirements above the capabilities of
the initial phases. These. together with the expected advances in computer technology
during this period, will undoubtedly result in major. If not total, computer systems replace-
ment. The influence of Phase III requirements on initial computer system selection should
not be undorstated. however. The computer systems, and particularly the MICS system.
selected for Phase I should have all the imjor attributes and capabilities required by the
later phases. This subject Is discussed further in the Selection Criorki. sction of this

4-1
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2. REQUIREMENTS

2.1 MCS Computer Functional Requirement

The computational equipment at the MCS shall be sized in speed and memory capacity to
support the operation of GPS Phase I software. The equipment will be selected to ac-
commodate expansion to support the operation cf twelve closely-space satellites. Responsive-
ness as indicated by operational time lines for 12 satellites shall be considered in determin-
Ing the needed computer throughput rate. Source: SS-GPS-1O1A. para. 3. 2.1.,2.2. 1.

The MCS functional requirements may be catagorized as separate computational, communica-
tions and control/display functions. Each of the catagories Is discussed In the following
sections.

2.1.1 Computational Functions

The MCS computer must have the speed, central memory anti mass storage capacity as well
as the extended precision capability to perform the iollowing GPS computational tasks:*

o Satellite Ephemeris Upgrade
e Satellite Load Data Preparation
* Satellite Polynominal Generation
e System Clock Update
e Tracking Data Processing
* Meteorological Data Processing

* 2.1.2 Communications flandling Functions

The MCS computer system will handle the routing of all data throughout the Control System
Segment network with the exception of the telemetry verification messages from the Monitor
Station to the co-located Upload Station. The following data transfers and capabilities will
be required: *"

e MS to MCS, SV ra.nge, environmental and s&tatus data
e MCS to Upload Statiou data set transmission

* Detailed !nformation on the MCS computatioual requireamnts may be found in
::il: DRB D•0000508B.

. Detailed informntion on MCS vomeuter communicatious may be found in DRU od6•1)6Q23.

4-3
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# MCS to AFSCF upload data set transmission
* MCS to MS, scheduling and initialization data
, AFSCF to MCS, SV health and status data
9 Auto dial-up and answer back capability for all lines
* Capability to initiate dead-start procedures at MS's

2.1.3 Control and Display Requirements

4i All Control System Segment command and control functions will be Initiated at the MCS
either under the automatic control of the MCS computer system or by the system operator
through interartion with the MCS computer system. Displays of system control, status.
performance a.nd scheduling information will be provided to the system operator for analysis
or information purposes. System control and display functions will be Implemented at the
MCS on commercially available CRT or hard-copy peripheral devices. Operator control
will be through keyboard messages to the system.

2. 42 MS Computer Functional Requirements

The monitor station hardware and software for GPS Phase I shall be upward compatible
from a configuration that will support four satellites to a configur-ation that will support a
constellation of twelve satellites. Source: SS-GPS-101A. para. 3.2.1.2.1.1.1 iThe major functional requirements of the NIS computers are as foilows:

A) Controlling receiver sequencing of space vehicle fSV) monitoring

13) Collecting SV tracking information for determining orbiting parameters of each SV

C) Determininrg ionospheric pxvpagation delay corrections

D) a2portirg data communi'ations between the MCS and MS

2.3 MOS Computer Design Requirements

The master station computer shall provide the data processitg environment needed to host
the sftware; ,splay of system control, status. pertormaicoe -od scheidulfg; d&ve!opment
of now computer p.•rams; and geneprutng hard copy of status. pedoriuce. and icheduliag

SInformation. Source: &ý-GPS-MiA, para. 3.7.3. 1. 1.

The •ICS Computer System must hti, sophistieated impabilities to perfor• the C0.atrel
System Smeent f-aaticas described ii; trhe preeedirn sections. These requivmeats deliatoe
t a System which ihould hAve the fallow gi•wral attribtos jad capditios;

A) A atulti-prog-ratnmiVg real-timte system di rA d -or a rtnge of a4vilois where
a number of proc4ests must be monitorod coztwtrraily.
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B) Provide simple coupling to on-line processes through a variety of real-time
interfaces.

C) Provide dynamic allocation of system resources for optimum real-time response.

D) Provide large-scale data mangement capability through 3n extensive set of file
processing techniques.

E) Provide an assembler and high-level language compiler.

F) Provide for straight-forward application program development through on-line
editing and debugging techniques.

2.4 NIS Computer Design Requirements

The MS computer shall provide the datii processing environment needed to host the software
for accomplishing the tasks listed in Paragraph 3.7.3.2.2 of SS-GPS-10lA.

In addition, the MS computer systems will be designed to operate with a minimum of manual
intervention. The hardware/firmware design will include the capability of receiving trans-
mlssiona fr'om the MSC which will initiate dead-start, loading, tet:ting and execution pro-
cedures under the control of the MSC computer or operation. MS software and hardware
will have the further mandatory requirements described in Sectiun 4 of this report.

As stated above, software systems and computer hardware must be considered as insepara-
ble components of a computer system. The design requirements for the MS computer will
include software, central processor. peripheral equipment and services reqvirexd to perfort
the Phase I MS computer tasks. A detailed description a mandatory requirements and
desirable features is given in Section 4 of this report.

•-44



3. GROUND RULES AND REQUIRED INFORMATION

It Is reasonable to assume that the Uplowding Station and AFSCF M:tgnetic Tape Terminal
will be supported by equipment common or compatible with the MCS computer system.
However, the question of wvhether or not the UVer Segment, US, and MS common functional
requirements should be implemented on the sime or compatible computer system is not
resolved. Assuming that the US computer Is not a compatible member of the same family
as the MCS computer, then one of the following approaches must be selected:

A) US/MS commonality outweighs the commonality of the MCS/MS Implementations
and the selection of the MS computer will be determined primarily by the selection
of the US computer.

B) Common or compatible systems throughout the Control System Segment outweighs
US/MS commonality and requires 3eparate inplementatloa of US functlons on the
MS computers.

Other ground rules are:

A) The method of computer selection will be evaluation of bids from vendors respond-
ing to RFPs.

B) RFPs will state specifIcations of the tasks to be performed. rather thar. specifec
means of doiig the tasko

C) Certatn requirements ,ilI be cotmidered mandatory: each mandatory requirement
must be satisfied or the vendor will be elinmWntdJ from further consideration.

.To develop specdle.atimis for the various tascka io be performed in the computer systems

the followiig Lafo "ation must b* p'rovided.

A) Sequence &ad m•n x tm tHie alowab!e for eompletlona e= ,h co• p•ia,"",,k.

B) Precision required for the arithiretic operatit.,s of ezeh comrputatio - I task.

C) Types. qualty, a=1 quuAtity of xil hardcopy douments =ad display mosses to W
prc-aeated.

D) The se•.e-iee. volume. fr.-quency ou t ssion -net* klad of ifor-matic to be

trrus~ite4throv~h all poiats qf the C0.4tr-ol Systemn _Seirinet acdwork.

E) HIow soon t -he urious kituis of idormation mnmt arrive to be useful. What intervals
the Wnoralatirva I's to be tr ittod" anad Wten. Mtw Muc eb &-JY a ermi stWe
anid the pealty ofr deluvs.

F) fow te tat sstemIsgoing to grw mWi the ecte cX growtih f rom the ialtial ii-st414-

cion 41 Ptatio on throughj lzer phanes of the CPS pr~zAt.
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Most of this information will be available from theu MCS and MS computer harware specifi-

cations in sufficient detail to be incorporated in the RFP for potential vendors.

4. EVALUATION CRITERIAf For purposes of evaluating vendors, the G PS Control System Segment computer specifica-

tions are divided into mandatory requirements and desirable features. All mandatory re-

quirements must be satisfied or the vendor is eliminated from further consideration. The

desirable or discriminatory features form the basis for selecting the winning proposal.

The degrce of the vendors' ability to satisfy the desirable features will be the principle
means of evaluating the proposals.

4.1 Systems Software Mandatort Requirements

The capabilities outlined in Setio " I and In SS-GPS-101A require that the MCS computer
be supplied with an operatinr system capable of supporting a number of com.,plox software
functions. The applicability, soundness and maintainability of this must be insured b y
,making the following mandatory requirements:

A) The systems software supplied by the manufacturer will have been Inuse at
installations of at least i0 separate organizations ior a period of at least one year

prior to its initial installation for program development.

B) The manufacturer must be capable of supplying a resident systems analyst trai-ned
and experilenced with !h¢e iupplied suftware in applicatioas haviag requirements
similatr to the OPS antrol System Segment.

C) Complete detailed doeumentation on the systems software as well as soure listiugs.
flow-charts and source decks must be avail-able f rom the vendor.

ID) USAS FORTTRAN IV compl1er and sytribolic assembler must bt supp~ie, udWer the
re.0-time operatln syseom.

s.- Systetus Saftware Wisiralile ZYeatuzvs

So.me of the followra fcatures celd tý eonsidered requir-meints for implemning MCS con-uter
ippliccvaonN. They are defined as fdesirble aturos in ordor to vaIuate their imntmtin
under each veadurs systems s aare. Theso atures a-d a sho4;w "finitio f eh faelo-s:

A) Disk (Veruti 'ysef, A disk-based system uses randorn access peripherl aks
an extension of I ctmtivo mnaiLu ateuory. 4nd As tho prineipal duta nerfr~
srteihutu. 1ý4s cv.bllty Is required 4t tho MCS =nd Up 'ttng ,Zt~ioti ooaqjtori
only.

4-7
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I
D1) System Generation. The proctms by which a collection of system services are

tailored to tnect the local physical con~straints and performance requirements
of the end-user- If MCS and MS use members of a compatible family, the NIS
system generation will be done on the MICS computer.

C)Task Overlay Structure. A segmented task in which the segment currently being
executed may overlay the memory occupied by a previously executed segment
belonging to th-1 same task.

D) Multip!,-ograrnming. The process of multiplexing two or more resident tasks
competing for resources In a single processor.

E) Mufti-Tasking. Multi-taskang is the multipnrograming of two or more tasks
having a common applici'tions objective. Suih tasks need to communicate amiong
themselves and synchronize their activities.

F) Shareable Librries. A shareable U1brarT consists of subroutines that are coded
such timat they may be Interrupted. a.4:.ichrorwusly; servicta another requrest.
either for the current or a different task; then resurno later at the point of
interruption.

G) Foreground /Back-ground. A foregrndbcrod systemn is one in which core is

partitioned into two separate regions. one for executing real-time tasks and one
for execution of low priority, pre-enr -",kAe tasks not involved In systern cper-ation.

I)Power Failure R~estart. Power failu tart is the ability of a systern to smooth
out Interrr.!tent short-term power f~u,.uatiums with no apparent loss of service,
without losing data. al the while maitatining logic%-I consistency v.4thin tMe system
itself and the applica-tion tasks.

1) Priority Schedtfling. Priority scheduling Is the method by which system resourcea
-are distributed to active tasks. basedl !ýlely on the task's priority. With many
units executaig in parallel. the systý;m must schedu~le moro thtan just thle CPU. AU

a!5t.sched'uing e b"" 1viowod 46 a 3-51te umcezt'

1) Providing tasks with the reso rces tbh,-y request

Z) Sleetngroquests to be issued to sbA"-4d 4esoumees (zuenwity pool. 4nd public
d1.ks. for exitaple)

3) Sedctlt,- t~aks for control of he~ CPU

J) F'rir H~ortin~g:. A ctrnlfted orror repov:!rq facility fs- a systern derv;.iVC 't-,
stg-ted spccift~ for rt1Wv orror etwditions via- a stwvndard iwface:L. AvaiialW)'

* to all task's La the sytsteta.

riceindped~ete. A syste-azA whieh provhle the ot-sary sorvices to fnikei it
po)ssible for to reoi thia $.%me± type 0( d~tt (in iff(-rurd dovict types wathut
roquiritt i pt-rum chgitsport, .4tviLc%) judoponsenc
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L) Contingency Exits. Sbroutipes automatically entered as the result of an unantici-
pated synchronous condition, or as the result oi an asynchronous condition
(anticipated or unanticipated) are contingoitcy exit routines. and the condiltions
which triggered their entry are contingency exit conditions.

Synchron~ous exit conditions are those which, 1I they occur, are the reault of a
specific instruction encountering an ima:-t-1cipated event, and if the eode sequence
up to and Including the instruction were rvpeated under Identical conditions, the
RIama unanticipated event would occur. An example Is floating point undorfiow.

- By contrast, asynchronous conditions are not associated with a specific instruction
execution and. the point of exit for the conditPbn in the code Is unpredictable, An
1/0 termination is an example of an asynchronous condition.

M) Cormm-n F'ile System. A File System Is the collection of system services which
permits a user to view his 1/O as a transaction between his program and a name.
protected collection of records.

N) System Operator Control. A system which assumes the presence of t4 hunian
oparator and centralizes the functions of initiation run-time control and shutdown
through a uniquely identifiable device (or devices) under the direct, exclusive control
of tbe human operator provides opera-to r console system control.

0) Batch Job Stream Operation. Single-streamn batch is the facility whereby the system
processes a single iob, des-rihed by a job control language and esitered into the
to-be-processed queue, requiring no op43ra-tor intervention except stream initiation.
Such a facility constatts of:

1) Job c:kmtroi Language
2) Job Scheduler
3) ileader/Writer

P)) .*hers may be a44e4.

4.3 $ Cetral Pruvvu-or - Mwandtur; Requirements

A) The eeaitna ammtory muzt Initially be equivalent to 64P( words of 163-bit memeory
with fletd txpAndabillty to -it least 120K for "lie MC computer 4.1d field expamdA-
Ultity to Ut leaut 32K for all othker coutputers in the Control ys'istem Segment.

i~11.t~ I-tentral proeassor internal speeds must be L-Apable of at least a SA) inereu e
over the initial iutleby field installed options such as ftmotr maemory
modUles or a secixW CPU shariit; L-ntr~a motnory.



C) The field installed memory expansion and internal speed improvement components

must be fully supported by, or transparent to, all suppied systemo software,

D) All the models of central processors used in all Control System Segment stations

must have been installed In at least five other separate user installations for a

period of at least six months prior to its installation for CPS program development.

E) CPU's must allow for mass storage oxpandability by the addition of units to at least

100% above Initial configuration.

4.4 Central Processor-Desirable Features

A) Integer multiply/divide hardware as options if not supplied as standard equipment.

B) Single precision and extended floating point hardware with a 64-blt floating point

operand precision either as options or as standard equioncont.

C) Both program-controlled and high-speed (DMA) data transfer between memory and

periphirals.

4.6 Peripheral Equipment-Mandatory Requirements

A) All peripheral devices and interfaces must be fully supported under the supplied
systems softw.rare and be designed to be directly compatiblo with the central processor
hardware.

B) All peripheral device controllers and interfaces mm'st be supplied by ths tanufa1turer
of the device or the manufacturer o2 the c(entr4l processor.

C) All peripheral devices must be standard, commercially avatllble exiulpment and
"must have been installed in at )east 10 installatloas foy 2t le.ast oa year prior to
installation of the GPS developmenz coiguration.

4.6 Peripheral Equipment-oeirible Foatuxvs

A) Central processors mufacturer is cupable ai spplyiig all peripherals. coutr.IirW
=-d interfaces.

Dl) Disk drives with removable disks havin• at least I mrfllon 16-bit word €•V4ty per

disk with a t-ansfer rate no less than 1 milliia bits per s.eiud.

I) industry standard magnetic tape drives capable at produ4m ch• .opat4-b --ble T-tr
Z00. 500 tad 400 bits per itch rteording do.nity.

)D) Il2u pritaer with print speed of at lea-: 300 lines pver =iWul oat I cWt.n anIsc

L) Card reader with read sw.oeed f at least M00 full go c-,umn5s pucked card3 par
minfate.

l4u40
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I ~ F CRT display with ability to display at least 20 lines of at least7 alphaume

chrcesprlnprsre page.

G) Teletypom riter. Model 33 ASR. or similar printer should be supplied with central
processor for systemi operators and hardware maintenance service.

4. 7 Services arid Support-Maridatory Requiromants

A) Maintenance service must be supplied 1.y the service organization either cy MCS
resident w;rvice personnel or within rA period TBD.

IB) Completsi documentation of all software/hard~ware and interfacing will be available.

C)Applications and system software consulting by manufaceturers' ystems specialists

~.j. Imunt be :,vailable.

4.8 Services mid Support-Desirable Features

A) All mainten=nce of all comiputer equipment supplied by one service organization.

B) Programnitg training supplied by manufacturer.

C)Sparo paits and hack-uip co~iurations within 100 miles distance from MOS and
response, to services calls made within 2 hours. NIS response- time to service

t calls uit;t be made within 24 hoers.



3. COMPUTER MANUFACTURES CANDIDATES

Tefollowing, manufacturers either meet, or are likely to meet by installation date, all
the proceeding mandatory requirements. This list Is limited to manufacturers capable
of supplying all computers employed in the GPS Control System Segment network. This
limitation is imposed by the assumption that program development for all other computers
will be accomplished on the MCS computer system. If US computer selection determines
MS computer selection, it Is still desirable to have compatible equipment az the MCS,
Uploadingf Station, and the AFSCFr Termninal.

Two obvious omissions f rom the cnadidate manufacturers above are Interdata Inc. and
System Engineering Laboratoriess. The Interdata 7/32 does niot meet the mandatory --equire-
mont of having its operating system in use for orne year prior to Installation. The SEL 80
series appear to be excellent machines but are overpowered and overpriced fo 7Phase I of
GPS Control System SegmI.ent application. Moreover, SEL provides no compatible machines
suitable for the MS or Uploading Stations.

6. ANALYSIS

The comparison matrix shown in Table 6-1 gives some of the, hardware~ and 3oftware
charaicteristics of the MCS computer 'eandidates. Compatible computers in the sa e fami y
mouuld be chosen for the MS computers. 1For iustance, Yf the Data Goemral 8410 were selected
as the MCS comnput-er, the Data General Nova 2 would be selected a*s the MS computer. D-ch
of the MS comaputer candidates are capable of pei-formirl the MS tasks and comuputibility with

Table 5-1. Caudidate Computers

Manufacturer NICS Candid~te MS ndidatf Possihle 1; windidate

lQz-ta General Curp.84 VIA2rbi =kNoa

L~ stal Equipment Cop 114 N1/40 2 { f9iznRu~~dNi

Hewlett -Packard 3000 1 2100 00

Modular Computer System IV aN/A

Vartan Associate~s '431V 3or 'A 11W62

*NOTE. The 11-P 2100 is not ruggttdi~ed but unw-oeu3 moare -ý,.rtrget tostitt aad had
been sucessfully used in more aiborne 4Md mritimwa~ba thaa any
of the othor itiadard %r~tsio aof maerNo

....... ...



Table 6-1. CS Computer Comparison Matrix

SData Gen't DH t/P Mod Comp Varian
Characteristics 840 11/45 3000 IV V73

Central Processor

Number of licgster9 6 16 Stack 240 1to

Add Tirne, see/word .80 .75-1.30 1.05 .80 (32B) 1.32
lidw. betended Pro- % Bits 6.4 tits 48BIts* 64 Bits 64 Bits
culuon
fidw. Byte ManipuIa- Stnd. Stad. Stnd. Stnd. Send.
Von
Rea!l-Tlme Clock COt. Opt. Stnd. Opt. S:nd.
Pwr. Failure opt. Sted. Stad. Stud. Stud.
Protect

MCS Suftability Good Good OMarghaal Good Cood

Central Memory

Cycle Time, see .80 .85 .90 .64 .66
Max. Capacity. 131K 124K 6* 262K2K

;.• Words

Parity Cliecking No Stnd. Stnd. Stnd. 'pt.
Storage Protect Stnd. opt. Stnd. Stud. Opt.

MC0S' Suitability Good Good ONargiaal Good Good
fiI , Peripheral E1quip. o

Mug. Tape. 7 Track. Yes Yes Not Stud. Yet Yes
S:'200 BPII

;,terchwigeaf Disk Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oird Reader, UPNM 225/40C 300 Ei00/1200 300/1000 300/1000
Lft Pritnter 34i* Zb00/12010 300/1200 300/1200 t 245/1200

C. ?CS *F Pair Good *4Fair Good (U04

•": • /O (Contro

1/ MWord fl•tt. . IG ,0 1.tc. It 1
D!A C•aarel And. %M Vu. Strut. opt.

te. .uitbt.lity _____ _ _

W0 rre 
-

Re-al-Time Op. it DO• R±•R -1t1 TOD MAX U Vot ex

13 fte t v U YO ye OOY

j -Good (o
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I the MSC system would outweigh any advantages other MS computer candidates might have.
The foregoing assumes that US computer selection will not necessarily determine the
selection 4f MS computers. The ideal situation would be that optimum computer systems
for MCS, MS and US could all be chosen from the saenu manufacturer's compatible line.

The MCS computer complex will be supplied with a full line of peripheral equipment for

satisfying all MCS operational requirements as well as for program development for the
MCS, Uploading Station and AFCF Terminal. The MS computer program development

will also be accomplished on this system if compatible MS computers are chosen.

The preliminary ranking in the Comparison Matrix does not take into consideration some
vital factors which will weigh heavily In the analysis and evaluation of the various manufac-
turers before final selections are made. Some of these are as follows:

A) Fin.ancial status and stability of the vendor

B) Ability to provide the support functions outlined in Sections 4.7 and 4.8

C) Reliability of hardware and software

Weighted scoring and cost-value analysis techniques are being developed for evaluating
I• competent vendors' bids on the Control System Segment computer systems. These will

weigh all factors from the Importance they play in the developmental and operational success
of the program.

7. SELECTION

Computer system selection will be based or. thoiough analysis and evaluation of all hardware,
software system and service capabilities of the vendors who meet all mandatory require-
ments for the GPS Control System Segment. RFP's will be issued to all competent vendors
with a deadline of no more thaa four weeks for reply. The final selection should be made
within two months of this deadline. It is assumed that preliminary tests such a the rumaain

of representative benchmarks or kornels will have been made.

).."
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1. INTRODUCTION

Selection of the computer for the GPS User Segment involves a survey of a number of exist-

ing computer candidates which may be viable contenders to meet the requirements determined
or defined to fulfill the user processor function. This selection Is a trade study In that the

, result Is constrained to be cost effective in terms of total procurement dollars for the hard-
ware and development dollars for the software. An additional constraint of low technical
risk is also a factor in that thG computer hardware and software should be reliable during
tests and readily modified to meet the changing dentands of the development program.

"The eventual emphasis of the GPS program will be on the development and delivery of low
cost user equipment which meets the varied operational requirements of each user class,
and which also exhibits low cost of ownership, hence, is easily maintained and extremely
reliable. The forerumner of this concept will be the Class C computer prototype which
represents a unique set of requirements and trades since It will be a model design-to-cost
effort different from the general scope of the other equipment development. The future
Class C design and selection is excluded from this trade study for this reason. It should
be noted that the trade study is also concerned with computers which are truly presently
available and is not Intended to be valid beyond the Phase I time frame, and is certainly
not concerned with the potential computer options expected to be available during Phase H
or Phase MI due to euipanding technological developments.

2. REQQUIRE M!2NTS

2.1 Functional Requirements

* The user equipment computer functional requirements consist of two major areas: t) sof-
ware and 2) hardware and I/O. The software has been divided into eight task areas:

1. Executive Control

"2. Software Initializatio*n

3. *ace Vehicle Selection

4. Measurement Procossing

5. Navigation

7. Self-Tet

8. Navigatlon Aids

All of the ta:sks tar deritbed La praruph 3.7.2.3 u SS-GPS-101A d:-ted 29 January 1974.
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The remainder of the functional requirements are:

1. The receiver accepts navigation signals and processes them to provide digital
data from which the computer will calculate position and velocity.

2. The computer outputs digital data to the receiver for code changing.

3. Information is able to flow from the computer to the receiver.

4. The computer can accept data from the receiver and auxiliary sensors.
S5. The computer is able to provide inputs to other navigation devices.

6. The user computer is reprogrammable and permits expansion in an economical
manner.

7. Processor capability consistent with a double precision add time on the order of
* 5 microseconds.

These requirements are basically the general functional characteristics delineated in the

Annex 1 attachment to the RFP as presented in paragraphs 6.5 and 6.6.

2.2 Derived Design Requirements

* The basic compu.-er design requirements derived from study of the system development and
technical perlormance concepts are summarized at the highest level by the general system
requirement wvich is:

a. Computer shall be consistent with a low cost user equipment concept.

b. Computer will provide the developmental Phase I user equipment with high condi-
tional availabLlity during the validation test programs.

c. Flexibility should be deliberately maintained to provide for modifications during
the development testing.

A study of system computer functions by potential usr classes and by (perating mode con-
fgurations has been performed (DR i9o00o598B 'Viser Fquipment Comp ter Pr urams".

This effort established the basL memory storage and execution time requirements for the
computer. 1t should be noted that execution time is determined by the sire oa the estimation
filter employed and the estimarion update rate in conjuiction with the basie machine speed
which is a hardware restriction. Memory requirements by mode are tumzmarized in

Table 2.z-1.

Thruptu estimates for the computer progr:uus were derived on the basls of a 12 state Kman
filter whwse update rate is on(e: each 5 seconds. Maximum required baseliie throeuhput wai
estimated at 220-250 KOPS (K opiertiovs per seeo•nd) mth thoe assuaption of a 1.0 to 2.0
micrwoecond machine cycle tine %ith a coaton4morary iutr-uction spod set. Baseline

i. -



Table 2.2-1. Baseline Memory Sizing,

Memory Allocation
Mode 16 Bit Wtords

Continuous
IMU Aided
Class A, B, F 15,800

Continuous
f AMDR Aided

Class A, B 11,500

Sequential
Cls ,D 6, 800

design requirements dictated a computer which would have the followving charactoristics
shown in 76able 2.2-2.

2.3 Ground Rules

With the large number of candidate systems which ar-., encounteret Ln the ci-rrent computer
technology (approxdimately 170 military or quasi-military comput.!r dc~sgns were initially
surveyed). A set ur ad hoe ground ruhzui wus usied to initially es-.blisa a manamgeabia sorting

Table 2.2-2. Baseline Computer ChxeY,ýtc

M-emory Capacity 4K, SK, 10K

Cycle Time 1.0 Microsecond

Stored Program General lutVose

Organization Pur~idl~l IGL Bit Ptvces.sor

DWta WVord 16/3"" Bit

Arithmetic Binary, FixWe Point, 4"ting

lastruction" 16/32

Input/ouatput IG Blit Pm4ttel I VNMA

Tnterxrupts Ixterna-I =4 latet=-I

~ecutoa2.0 Uicivocouud Add 10-10 I..fUutvse-4ond



of design information. (Tite Initial constrainta are documented In DRB WOOO-D7B "'User
Equipmnent Computer Selection".) 'Those initial cons~traints were used to establish the
following set of ground rules:

G 1-bit x 16K memory for airborne aided zipplleations

* Avionic computer design with viable MIL-SPEC opezution

9 Previous ur Imminent military avionic application to insure availability and
producil~ity

*Demonstrated or visible potential for IMIU intogration

* uffficient thruput for high filter rate

*Floating point hardware

(~Iangos to these ground rules Is continually possible because the basic design requirements
really must be responsive to the techni'cal objectives of the prograin and to the operational
constraints defined for the system. Feedback and changes as a function of preliminary do-
signi constvaints and varying software requirement tend to alter the computer design require-
meats with time.

Z.4 Evaluation Criteria

* Using the design requirements dicussed above the selection process still requires a set of
* given evaluation criteria to make comparisons between the potential candidate computers.

Thia selected criteria employed at present for the design trades are:

1. Hligher Order la rguage
Much of the tinie and money spent for any new eomputer related prograin i2 in the
area of pi-ogrznimiqg costs. Employment of a higher order languzuge offers the
potential for reducing ex~cessive soft-ware programming delays and provides better
visibility of thf) computer prograni and functions. Many candidate l~.nguages i-xist
such as FORTRAN. CINS. JOVIAL, BASIC. and ALGOL plus many others. The
vee of a higher order lwnguvage. HOL, requires that softwvare paekages Mutt be
developed for the cmnputer and acompiler or intorpiater must also be am~iaoyed.

2. Hardwure Mult !ply /Divide
This criteri~a is a rostriction on performance of the compt~ter hardware. In adili-
tiom to the ha-rdware multiply. an add timie of 3 pieeondts was also ineluded to handle
the real time canirol atid e~~tu± nit~din the Progtram

3. MlaWin Point RiAdware
flnealy the cost of aloatitq point har ware can ba Jutified by thd reutioni
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4. k.'nvironmnentoil Qualification
Two basic forms of qualified computer hardware designs are presently employed.
In the military hardware, the computers are tested to applicable MIL SPEC such
as MvL-E-5400, MIL-E-1l64OO, or NI'L-E-4158 for airborne, shipborno or ground
based equipments. The commerci.-l hardware utilizes a "ruggeclized" category of
limited testhig which Is in excess of benign laboratory conditions.

5. Reliability (Predicted or Demonstrated)
Data on reliability of the equipment wvould establish Its capability for being avalia-
ble during extended testing conditions which will be encountered during the de-velop-
ment program.

6. Cost
For the present exercise only costs associated with the basic computer and a
"1standard" 1/0 capability is indicated based on budgeting- estimates for 10 to 20
Units. Dicpanded cost comparisons based on ful complements of peripherals will
bo accomplished later.

3. CANDIDATE COMPUTERS

The compilation of viable computers has been grouped Into two distinct categories which
are the military computers and the commercial mniucomputers. The military computer

a-candidates are given in Table 3-1..

Commnercial minicomputer candicdates were also considered but since the list of macbine3 is
so extenisive only the computers listed in Table 3.- weeiiiyslce aed on havir,6
a FORTRIAN calrAbility as a qu; ,lifyin: irequirenieut.



Table 3-1. Listing of Military Candidates

[ Manufacturer Model Numh•r

Siznger Kearfott SKC 2000

International Business Machine 4P1-CP2

ntDernational Business MacMne 4PI-TC2

Iuternational Business Machine 4PI-.APl

Univac " 830A

Univac 1832

Univwe MPC-16

Univac ANJUYK-20

Control Data Corp. 469

Control Data Corp. ALFA 1

Generml Elect ric CP3212A

magmnavox MAXAL

Lear Siegler LS52

Rolnm "4OVA-1 6.42

Teledyne TDY 43

rwckwvell tInte rnational D016~

I- :. . . _ . . . -
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Table 3-2. Established Minicomputer Candidates

Manufacturer Model Number

Computor Automation Alpha 16, Naked mini 10

CDC 1700, SC-1700

Data General Nova 800, 820, 1200, 12i0, 1220, Super,
Super SC

DCC D-116 (same as Nova)

DEC PDP 11 - 03, -05, -10, -15, -20. -35, -45

D~gital Scientific I ET A -4

Electronic Associates PACER

FM1• U145

General Automnation SPC-16, 1330

General Electric 3010/2

GTE Tempo 1, 11

Hewlett-Packard 2100A, 3000

hIonyvwell 316, 516, 700

Interdata 70, 80

Lockheed MAC 16, MAC Jr., SUE-1l10

Modular Coabutor Systems MODCOMP-11 -11, -111

Onuiftec OT 483

703. 7"04, 706

Sysv~q Z'. Ua -Tit -71

TI 9WA. SW

VARIAN iZ0A'. U'00, L. L-100. RL. T3

wez

I ert. .4 .



lMaterial investigated .nd derived from the trade analyses and studies is surnmarized In this
Ssection by comparing the candidates against the evaluation criteria. Additional suipportive
Sdata and trade study factors which will influence the f in"l selection are also presented.

S4.1 Evaluation Comparison

Compirison of the military and commercial minicomputer candidatt:s is provided in separate

compaison arriy:,. The military (Table 4. 1-1) and .:ommercial (l'able 4. 1-2) computers
are separately listed but ,re evaluated against the same criteria.

The co mme:cial mlniicomput.3r list is selectively reduced as o~ne applies the various evalua-
tion criteria. This attrition is indicated in Table 4.1-2. The imposition of a ruggedized
or partially operationally qualif led commercial version lead to only two potential candidates,
the Honeywell 516 and the ,.u"•ed Noa-1602I{. VFurther evaluation in terms of reliability
and cost of these candidates is still being presently purs-.Aid.

I

4.2 Supportive Data

In addition to the specific design requirements and evaluation criteria presented, there are
a large number of s•gges'ed parameters which influence computer selection. A brief
summary of these c,. .t facto - is given in the follow'aig paragraphs. These factors are
grouped into areas of U.rdwý nsiderations. software cciside-ations, and techno-
political considerationxs.

4.2.1 tardwarv Unsiderations

4.2.1.1 Word Le4ngth

Worý !.efq.th Advantages

8 Coi. - We with byte i/O
.2 Dlvi":iole by 2, 3. 4. 6, 8, and 12
1G Most popular. low cost, Koftware available
24 Two word flo-x:|ig poin! a-ccurate etough for

4 vgation. Kslrmwi filter
il 3-2 Most powericl in computation

4..2. 1. 2 Memory Par-ity

Metnorv i'ariaty datg~

Yes te5ases roliabillty of system

No LwV eost
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Comments:

Core Memory rarely has parity errors hence the requirement Is Pnot mandatory,

2. iliarvensvironmnirt requires parity.li 3. Solid state memories being unproven should have parity.

4.2.1.3 Progran. mable Ervironment In CPU

Prt rarnmabe E~nvironment Advanitages

Accumulators/Indo.x Rqg1stors; 1. Older concept (more experience availabl,.).
2. Easier to program and debug on an In-

4 experienced level.
43. Less time and storage required generally

to switch environment in an Interrupt
driven, multip rog ramming situation.

Register File 1. ENxecution of loops and subroutines
generally faster.

h2. Bigh level language compilers are easier
to write and u-mderstand,

3. Any regrister can be used as accumulator

or index reg ister.

4 ~Commrnout: HOL on 4u inexperienced level hide any differences f rom the programmzer.

4.2.1.4 Hardware Stack

-idwre S'tack Avtages

Yes1. Subrojutine reentran c automatic.

2.Interrupt handlitq anid noin automatic.
$3. Hardware maintonanco of system queues

automat ic.

t 4. Compiler tr-ansla-tion 4nmost at run tMae.
No 1. Leas cofusit4 for progrramoir.

4.21. Iterrupt OSiAJ~van iagos

Mcthci~1. Automatte dovive ideatification (low
4vectored (011odle4) scftwaro overhead)

M.xtvironn wtdn cose
faster.

3l. More relialble.
4. Lti c-oaJuntioln with !atae armht!tewtre.

operA!i Wfll Within a1 owtrAtiz- :ýYVCgem.
~~r (U. Cw0ode) 1. vrator flexibility for unusual Applezat±o*1.
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4.2.1.6 1/O Bus Definition

Methods Advntaqges

Commian in GPS 1. Low second sourcing cost,
2. High legacy.
3. Low production cost.
4. Hardware commonality

SDifferent from CPU to CPU 1. Lower initial cost.

OoC oamnt, It might oe highly desirable to define each I/O Bus for standard I/O devices.

4.2.1.7 Directly Addressable Words

Size Advantages

256', or 1024 (page size) 1. Instruction including address fits in one

wemory word, hence every memory
word can be interpreted as an instruiftion.

1 2. Small programs mare compact.

All of Memory 1. Much greater flexibility for prograrmmer.

2. Possibility of running out of directly
add:-osable mcmory does not exis.

3. HOL compilers greatly simplified.
4. Linking loader greatly simplified and

more reliable. (No indirect references

needed.)

S. Lar'ge programs more compact.

6. Programs easier to debug and understand.

Q wwmienL-•: est ci -ll: AMow:€s local (256 or 10gI) dressing fer program transfer itruc-
tion$ and 41 of memory addressing , or memoory data referencingel stxtctiott.

4.2.1,8 furd•aare Fletotn Poiet

Hardware _loatin Point Advantages

Yes1. e tp eomuipuuations (imiortuatt In

teal or ator-ftal time w vieom-tmts)

M) I 1. Less Hrdware. hene~ greator reiauiillty.

('XUmment: AS withý anly iysk'iMn t haa •. t boena se;*ifd completely .m daogtr exists of lm-
ece iaj tht cpatbility of thv. WS oomputor. Should ztt Ic-st hAvo point

bardwwv As mn Qoqtiwa that can bW adde iEattr. FOtRTRAN vluoipiWr stto&hi -en-

erw s4. to drivu tho opwxW tlwtitin p;4nt hirdwre.

k-i



4*4.2.1.9 * Hardware Byte Manipulation

Hardware Byte Manipulation Advantages

Yes 1. Allows addressing down to an 8-bit
level.

2. Simplifies and speeds up certain "list"
handling operationis.

3. Simplifies compilers, assemblers,
human message handlers.

4. Simplifies byte oriented I/O operation.

No 1. Allows larger addressable (word)

memory.
"2. Shortens instruction list of a CPU, hence

easier to learn.
3. One less confusion factor in debugging.

Comment: Hardware byte manipulation tends to be more important in data storage/retrieval,
business data processing than in real-time control-type systems.

4.2.1.10 Mlcroprogrammble vs Hardwired

Method Advanta-,?!i

Microprogrammable 1. Certain algorithms can be performed

considerably faster on a "miero"-level.
(Importaut for real-time).

2. CPU hardware is simpler more reliable,

easier to service.
3. Greater potential of future LSI construe-

tion; hence lower cest. Zreater software
non rec :u ritq recovery.

4. Less expensive.
S. Older architectures cun be profitably

01emulated on a machine instruction level.

Hardwired 1. Easier to operate under operoting system

envi ronrent.
2. Certain .asttructions can be faster dte to

)ei-li•.•e~ ha rdu-4re.
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4.2.2 System Software Considerations

4.2.2.1 Family of CPUs Availability

Type AdvantVes

Commercial 1. Low cost ground station !$150K.
a. System Micro-LSI in user equipment a$1,000
b. Micro-LSI potentially.

Ruggedized 1. Can be flown and shipboard tested with-
out great expense.

Military 1. Can be used In tactical environment.

Comment: Best of all. Need a famiiy that is software compatible across all above cate-
gories. Unfortunately that restricts the selection.

4.2.2.2 Multi-processor Configuration Availability

Approach Advantages

Yes 1. Needed when single CPU runs out of

computing power.

No

Comment: This capability is '-aluable in an unspecified future growth R/D program such as
master control station. Unfortunately t-:ere are few CPUs that support this
capability with hardware and softwvare, hence this might be too restrictive.

4.2.3 Techno-Political Considerations

4.2.3.1 Multi-source Availability

COt ions Advartagiý

Yel 1. Improves tuanfacturinZ compezition.

V NO

Cornmnent: O(Xly PDP-I1 wnd NOVA have a seronll sou.-v anufacturer. Hence requirement
is •:•ictwvv.

5-14
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4.2.3.2 Virtual Memory

Alternatives Advantages

Yes 1. No need to worry about running out of
memory while writing program.

2. Automatic overlaying and swapping of

core for free.

No 1. Less hardware, less opernting system
software, hence more-reliable easier-

to-&Jeblg systei.

*Comment: Nice to have especially in MS equipment; however not many manufacturers
support it yet.

4,2.3.3 Real Time Operating (RTO) System

Alte mat ives Advantages

Yes 1. Speedy creation of organized real-time
computer systems.

2. Allows background/foreground operattion,

hence allows uso while opormi. on !lne
(controlling in real time) if spare CPU
time is available.

3. Improves efficiency of resource alloca-
tions.

No I. Lower cost procurement.

Ctument: RTO disc based, is a must in MS levelopment.-t modie equipment.
Abbreviated versions will also exist in user equipment (Micro). FORTRAN.
FORTIrAN Loa&dera run time library should cooperate with RTO.

•-:5. SELECTION

itt.W- seletioo of the user computer caadidAtes has not been completed. One con,:lusiou that
maty be drawn from the anlysis u this point however is that a very small number of fit Wd
. ndidates will result irom the impositii ofa a higher order language eapability. floatiqg
point double previsioWn ha.-dware. low cost, and provvn reliabi-Nty. At this timite tlhe one
_.tstandiag candidAte Is the HIOL.I Rugged-Nova !601-R. ()her critical seba4:aotn p-ramoters
are beit.. investigated at this tiroo for thLs caundidate suteh as its Ability to itet¢f:ce with the
auxiliary soturs a the eapability to provide the uoantor statiom (uruaion us a user equipmtet.
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In terms of potential candidates the following machines have been identified:

ROLM Rugged-Nova 1602R1

General Electric CP32A
Univac MPC-16
Honeywell 516
Rockwell D216

C5-16
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this trade study is to identify specific design techniques that have a signlificant
effect upon the cost and performance of User Segment equipments. It is apparent that all
techniques will not be equally applicable to all user classes. This is because of power con-

straints, form factor, user scenario, and type of environment.

The primary emphasis on the user equipment design is to develop a minimum cost set of user
systems that will provide adequate operational capability for a specified military mission.

The particular technicai performance objectives and requirements are a direct result of the
particular mission and obviously may conflict with a lowest cost user equipment objective.
The trade between cost and performance then becomes, in reality, a shopping list that
identifies what improved performance costs.

Primary restriction and emphasis for this analysis Is on the projected Phase III ov operational

portion of the GPS program and secondary trade issues rehovant to Phase I or Phase II are not
discussed. The impact of design-to-cost restrictions is not considered as a constraint on the
analysis since such an issue would tend to distort the alternatives pursued by the study.

Particular design and performance requirements can be categorized for the trade study as
follows:

Technical [equirements

Direct P signal acquisition
High Anti-Jam margin
Maintain lock and tracking for high dynamics
Minimize search and acquisition time
Positflo accuracy of 10 feet
Velocity accuracy of 0.2 feet/,ec
Establish Satellite alertU

Environmental Requirenm it

Maintain permomuanue in teznperaturc ,ariation
Maintain performnance by hardness dei~n

SSeveral other requirement factors which will iafluetcw cost but are not specifically addressed

iW this t-ort are:

Paekagiag
•:-i•7 Rlieabilht

* Maintetace concepts

Acquisition optloa

RZ. QUIREMENTS

. 1 !'tctionaI ReqUirtetantS

*. iW- .sic user cquivmymcnt rvquiremnentts for pcriom•a•ce arv ,trivvd fronm p:srAraph.i 3 and 4 4
* Atutnx I df the UFP fur the study. ioth Lfutttonal and d&tasi uzir soegfunt pe.norta:nc• W

"tcii.ed in the prelltimiary Ujer Se7tvnt1L spectcatioO SAtJS-0l :Jubmittrd oJ•aua•ry :.
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2.2 Design Requii'omenis

Numerous system design studies invol.'ing detail requirements imposed on the User Segment
have been documented in a series of De-sign Review Bulletins (DRB' s). Rather than attempt
a detail performance summary, the following DR1I' s are referenced as the source file for
the User Segment performance studies.

D9000582Bl UE EIVC Requiienients
D9000583B UE Hardness Criteria
D9000585B UE Error Budget
D900058 GB tIE Reliabi lity/Ma intainabi lity
D9000587B UE Equipment Commonality
D9000588B Digital vs. Awao timpeetto
D9000589 B Software vs. hardware Imp lemnentation
D9000591B1 Continuous P-Signal Receiver Performance
D90005 92 B Sequential P-Signal Receiver Pe rformance
D9000593B Clear Code Receiver Performance

* D90005 9413 Integration with AMID RU/LMU
D9000395 B LIE Antenna Description
D900039613 UE Displays
D9000597B tIE Computer Selection
D90005 9813 User Computer Programs

D~~)00Q~9913 tIE Physical viomn

2.3 Evaluation Criceria

Fundamental criteria for this trade study is the eost of a candidate implementation technique
conteasted %'ith the performance reqvirement delta which is implied by the candtdate. Cost

figures are 19741 dollars and -are given under the stated as u ptions of L, 000 uitlvl

quami tie!s w.aere appropriate. Applications with smaller visualized qua ntitie re tatda
aecessury.

3. CAND1DATE YMC1~QUES

Svera1 -ptfucniaetcnqe a eu benstabli'lied which indicate siniicn ct
andi pv orne difert t3tia. 'The prtesent etrdidatei iro twt rc3 ba cnidorod chA-usiv ;jr
fin~al siucc othcr relvant candidates will b,. -vluted.

3.1 OltatorS Stbility aan4 tDsigp %-s. Oirvect Acquiiatuoa

Usor eyapetits which deatand apertktioci4l eapablity to directly aquir-e tha V~ signail will bo
driven to oseill~tor q~uality aad dwitga config-rataetis which arv Oblatad br aditlotiml dx~1:
A largo ataou&-t of func~tiuttal ehmraiorý-atlon of tho candidate qn-alty. &-sign. pmekaging 'ad4

* ~~rosulting eorac is dectaitcd In DAH t)9J00599)Afl. ua~ellmatur Stability Studry. 'the
uscI11tor z.A:%hlity vvrs (uiot mand 1)erformacev mro ti eo'red in '.Tablo .4

* ~.Z 0ýicilAtur Stmaduiards,

Maazint--ntteo atid rtepair of uzý cquipaic-tit wit, ,,equirv testf A:uipmennt whic~h j~~crte high
quality timikng ref zvicos. týlotiun ut . :iand.4 .. or 10 MWhz clx-k Uwill be mpAtib.1
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with existing test equipment. A non-standard oscill~ator (5. 1125) will imply additional cost
in test equipment modiification or synthesis. The GPS signal structure requires tile use of
a non-standard oscillator. NJote that the study indicates that io fundamental cost factors
are Identified with procurement of a non-standard oscillator provided sufficient quantities
are procured. Table 3.2-1 showa the potential impact of non-standard oscillators.

3.3 Error Correcting Codes

Encoding data words for error correction requires the use of alternate receiver deModulatior.
techniques. This requires additional receiver hardware and costs as st.rwm in Table 3.3-1.

2.4 Higher Anti-Jani Margins

Higher Anti-Ja mming margins Ymay be obtained through the use of an accurate Inertial system
calibration and aiding cwt~ept. Thig lnoosvs restrictions oil die form of the filter algorithm,
computer size and computer through-p-ut. Additional IMU inodel vurification testing and
validation is also implied or basic Improved IMU accuracy ii demanded. Tabe 3.-1 silows
the cost impacts for improved anti-jam imar-ins.

3.5 IMU Dynamic Aiding

lvcorporation of an MIU ir' the dosign coneept to provide user equipment initialization. acqui-
sit',on search, and reacquisitiua ander dynamic eonditions is a tochntique -f somne utility. Tho
tec.hnique requires additional- terfaeing and comiputational penalty in the processor function
oi the design. Table 3.5-1 vihows the, cost versus inmprovcenwts..

3. GDual Iow~spheri,: NMsure~menL

Propogation vagaries associated w-ith the ionosphiere can be measured in real-Eime by use of
dua-i freqzseney prucessing of the group delay en ounterttd at the Land L.) earr-ier frequencies.

-ilfrqecy itupiementation, requiri;s redundant receiver circuit liaplnenlmetica. Tablo
3.G-1 shows tho Impact u-$ d-u3I frequency tpeettni

Computer Memory Hardicuing with Plated Wirt

Prov'ision for hardening mayv be inchlued fur N-toredt memiory terins which cstablish thoe otu-
Putittion basel fox, the tiroctessor. Completo atetuory hardoning of both fixted aud vul-Wile itorago

iSnot consdered but r3-thor a capability to resumc operatiou f!g u I ar evet. h
ao'iimiuty - rduttiae zte shov,,a i Table :1. 7-1.

ý;vfor for %a y hA

Idotifcationt of the Vi4ibl SVt :e fswr the uwer based upou a swrtzd pjramgtdv for c dsub1ztb.a Owe
uptiut~ set is acf-Ite4 ts~itlj a SePlter Otbit coechas asloti. I'o efots aictated

.9 ~ nae v$. ): ,-zlit uf of --

L~1edI tiat~nof p~ateaMlI zatinotis of the roccivcr which ftlav be atilo4=-ted. btwtuee the

of or di~~Lai Nat1~re is ~nven in L)liti ~~ Ii vk~tat i: ia natt

ovimottetl for th, vccetver 'ýs~ig iz aetal~~ict ~iw 41v R1. Tatt~w 3.9-1 ~ssth r
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3.10 ltardwure vs. Software Design

Certain functions of the receiver lend themselves to software implementation within the process
The inclusion of functions for code search, coarse and fine frequency estimation, carrier and
code loop tracking demand a portion of the processor memory and timing capability. A detailed
discussion of the techniques is given in DRB D9000589B. The cost trade-ogs are shown in
Table 3. 10-1.

4. SELEcTONS

Many of the cost versus performance study trades remain to be finalized in the design effort
and pricing exercise. One of the prime outputs revealed by numerous study trade elements is
that incorporation of functions into and by the processor provides an economical way of
increasing system performance be It for alert modes, expanded IMU calibration, or transfer

;.of complete receiver capabilities. This axiom will only hold true insofar as the predicted
computer technology cost declin,,.,, actually do occur in the 1980 time frame projected for GPS.
To a great extent, the final selection of any performance growth which carries with it an
inherent cost increase must be made by the operational user or potential customer who applies
his own unique set of weighting factors to the performance differentials.
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1. INTRODU CTION

There are two general approaches that appear feastlkl, for correctinr ranc meatsuremonts
made on signals transmitted from satellites to user c.uipments for the elelay introduced.
1--y the ionosphere. One approach, "modeling", is to develop a mathematirca model of thi
ionosphere from past data then use this to predict the correction to be :-tpplied to measured
d;.a. The second ap)proach, called the two frequency method, takes adonvoe of the fact
that the Ionospheric delay varies with frequency In a known manner so th.. ý.Iit measured
difference In thne of arrival of signals simuitaneously transmitted provide a mea'ns of de-

;c'ining the delay introduced by the Ionosphere.

Vie purose of this trwie study is evaluate modeling approaches to det.-m, le dhw! r effective-
nhess for the GPS. The preferred selection must ,be compatible with at' "e phases of the
GPS program. In Phase I no spe--ific portion of the user navigation c-: .• frame Is adlocated
to ionospheric modeling data. It is expected that the model coeffictfe:;ts or parameters will
bo transmitted in the spare bits of the user navigation fata framt.

2. REQUIREMENTS

:2. 1 Funetiomal Requiroments

User equipment must perform correctiouG for Ionospheric signttl delay by modeling.
£gcv SS-PS-l)IA.para. 3. 1. 2.

2.2 Desin lequirements

No specific desin requiremert for ionospherie .doling, U given by the System Specifk -

tiou for the GPS P-a..e .

no grouad ntles for this trade study a-clude:

a The -derenee mode! of thee ionosphere used to generate the data for a.dVeli t.• Ls
tho B~eat luophorie Mod'elII * LData truatmts•tun exg~tltv to the user im assutwl to We wVp aeuwel 100 bits

vth~e.lUtmtin crter~ia for' the vat'tLo() itofto~ iiric tneeIs are:

* Porecut LLSI error fot a :N h•ur porUA

Fi_- 1tU~t of SAMSO limre+t Nia. F",01-773 -C-Olie.
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o The number of bits transmitted by each satellite to the usor

* User equipment storage ri.quirements

3. CANDIDATES

Emphasis has been niaced on candidate methods t allow rn~inmum transmission of lono-
st.heric da-ta to the satellite, little or no processing of data in tre satellite, minimum trawl-s
mission of data from the satellite to the user. The two aspects of the Ionospheric data
representation that have to be considered are the allowances for time and Space variations
of the data and user location.

The Ionospheric miodeling. techniques investigated for the GP3 are:

A) G rid Interpi~iation - A wc:rld wide map, of data points consisting of Ionospheric
height and electron content. The data points are separated 10 ft-gcees (1100 kin)
and the user cinploys linear intarpolation between nearly points to de~t~rinine the
iovnospheric delay alongg the slignal paths.

B) Series Ev~aluation - A world wide mnap of vertical group delay and Ionospheric
height. Tho maps are wvade up of four Fourit-r series representations consisting
of a stparate vertical group delay sories and ioniospheric height series for the
norfliern and soiithern hemiaphere.

MC radicn-t Apprrach - A weOcl wide niap cf ionoopherle d-ata points Spaced at 13.5
d~t~rees (1500 kmn). .ZicAi data point consists. of f.'ttia group d -lay, d!ir-etion of
group delay gradletit, tugibde of group delay pr-adiemt ard ionoipherie height.
The total electron co~t rt neatr 3..y data point is computed lk,- us~ing the fixed values-
and gradients.

D) Cross-U~no Technique - There were two traasmi,ý.Amn approaches invoctignted tor
this technique. the world wide model tuid .30 de-grati sector qpaps. T~he world wvide
model uses vertical group delay and ionaspherW height 9 & dcm;-ree :ýPacinx afrng
a cross lino on the earth. This crussý* line is defined 4y ,t maneictitud'd line

adamagntie lorgit'ade lineo. The Inospheric total elet9trit~ eontent at any ot

on earth is obtaiined by taking proportional ratios of suitable, lathitude anid larig-tude
diatu points. The 30 degite siector rmap teehniu~dq is equivdeat exvcept -A (crows lin'4
of data pointsi of 7. 5 dný,ree spa-cing are lrenomtZc for each sector. A method still
under I vstiga-tion and not repoiled herein is tho u~e of geouraphle lorgitude ;and
latitu.de dama points for 3-ector uwpis.

S) ttellite Tramnsmit W ~ay - This me~thod utili-e s ik Faulr terfes tuedel for the
aoa d covezaqe for a particul-ar s4e-11ae. The Foiurier~ verivr:- rqo esoti. !he

lineo of sig-ht del~ay irot -stellite at a partticuar tite%. The series is ;% function
of the Woevation arqlo And In azimuth aigfle measured fromn A knowa ý,ubsatel lite
paint. This tuettud. pir~mt~t the ttsor to datornmino the. propagation delay Woeng. uny
31t0nal mkv ta the scfielite directly. thereby Olimnantig: cc atien~rs -of tottl 4etetron
eantent :Ld the: f.t~elu



- , + .. ..

F) SLtatic Cross-Line Tochniu - This technique is similar to D) above cxecpt the cross
line data valucs are averagji of Vie electron contcnt and height of the ionosphere.
Tie simple tabulaticn is with respect to local time of day for a specific grid of mag-
nctic latitude and longitiudes. This simple static model can be carried in the user's
equipment and could be applicd without modification worldwide to all tinmcs, scasons,
and sections of the solar cycle. Th- analysis ef this approach Is not completed
however; initial results kfr evaluatotiis within the same month Indicate RMS errors
on the order of 55 to 60%. Decaus. of the preliminary nature of this analysis,
further discussion of this technique is not presented in this doc-ument. As results
arc available, they will be reported accordingly.

E7--



C) Universal User Model -This tachnqcue utilizes a fixed, user-b~ased set of data
for detorniining ionospheric del.av. The model consists of a fixed qoct of zenith
ionospheric delays averagred over all contributin- independent variables except
local time of day, I. c, , earth location, solar activity, and day -to-day variations
are normalized to a mean value. The loc.l tmofay vle ol oia
be- one hour and time adjustment would be performed by linear ititerpoiation. An
emperica~l analysis of this approach Is not completed i-nd further discussiunA oi this
approach is riot presented in this document. However, the technique must be con-
sidared viable pending the outcome of the analysis becau.-c of its 6i'cat simplicity.

3.1 Time Adjustment.

The first method that was investigated accounts for the time variation by retrnrusn'!ttng
new data of group delay over shor t intervals of 1/2 hour wkthout applyingr any corrections
for the intermeddiate time discrepancies. The results are listed in Appendix D, showing
that the errors duve to the time offset are quire small, less than, .!o of the b-asie pred.iCtion
at most locations, except in a wide longitude band aro~ad t-unrise where the ionospiier~c
gpradients chango vet7 -apidly with tirae resul1ting in a RNIS error of 33%1. The frequency
transmission requirement in addition tc. the inaccuracies eliminates this method f rom further
consideration.

The second method uses the group delay data at a fixed ti-e and rota'Zes it. at a rate of 15 de-
groes in magnetic longitude per hour foz- oontimious time adjustwneit over anywhere, f rom I
to 24 hours. This is the raost fiexibie and accurate solution to the problem, resulting in
errors of less than 10% around sunrise, for .t 1/2 toeur adjustment h ' r o tation, and RNMS errors,
of around 30% of the basic prediction for a continuous 0 to it 12 houtr rotational adjustment
by which a full, 24 hour period would be covered. is explained in Appendix It. it is expected.
that through ;udditiinal work. this niattho can still be ref in-ed yielding an overall .i0IS error

of -1tuan reducing the eurrent maximui Anividual erro f5itomy;4~ of Ehe in:xi-
mnum prediction for continous time ;Wustrueats kand yielding au ow- rail RUS orr',r cf 1.0%X
for z I hou-r tin-t udjustineuts.

Sp $ace Adjustmarnt

Fouranehodsof epresentini; the ipace distrilbution of Ioopeic ata- havye ~N= unde r

invest n t at rt L1 oi them usiztg the 3,eýnt MotMl and reeadliq the obtainvd tonsahrie duta
for rniisour 2ito.-4t a-nu ti n-kswislof ti<me requirenients. Mehod I 4oi ratei A grid

oatr f torlophulc da-ta-, trid Uses linear into -..ea-tiun in !space for all ititerntdiate
poiats%. Method 2 detcratiftes a set of ireeffIcivrnts that defitte tht- ivrio:ý revre ýntatiena o

the ionophe -t:, mdtesriesi is evaluated for eaich 4:zt4 potnt. NMetthod 3 2,ýae

e. -wdc spread grid point pattwru af ionosw ric data a-nd matchin ienspl -ri( ~r.±dhrtts
whtch 2ro used to dfotormairt tho daut for- 41 Interteit pornl.s. Methoud 4 -1tan&' dat'a
vuluoes ;&dit a ~i&F;! rndgnic I itudeIgud cr'oss Uad 'eto Covor the~ Wholv wordda. The
4eeuratis achie~vd by these atithfxis-r dvw Wde ndti ntre~dvda eot
LInA D'le . E. F. Aad G- tvpetvtls.
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3.3 Method 1I Grid Interpolation

Tonospheric data points cover the world at 10 d&gree (1100 Ian) spaeing,, resulting lit -a totalf of '421 points. The data requirements for each point are: 4 bits for verltical gTrovp delay
leaving an error of :12. ii nsec, and 3 bits for the height, of the ionosphere leaviig :k18 kin
inaccu:racy. The conb~ned 7 bits per point result in a total of 2947 bits of data covering,

? the world.

The transmission to the satellite consists of two types of data: Once per day a corrcction

factor of?7 bitq allowing nturbers betwoen 0 and 127 is transmitted for the pur-pose of updating
the 10 day world map of group delay. Every 10 days new prediction valiu's of vertical group
delay and height are transmitted for the .vorldwide grid. This data consists of 29417 bits.

The processing by the user involves linear interpolation for the space adjustment, coordi-.
nate rotation at a rate of 15 degrees In miagnetic longitude per hour for time adjustment,

-rd ura~n wihtedl -orection factor. The user can see the ionosphere within a

21, degree radius of his rite, resulting in a 42 degree geogrraphic latitude coverage, and he
can continuously adjust for tinie l)y rotating the mN ,netie latitude, longitude system, re-
quiring continuous magnetic longitude coverage. Since th~e rnmgnetic equator vcries about
ill. 5 de'-roes from the 4eographic equator, the user has to store all the at within a 65

-' cLree aitud bandaroud the globe centered at the latitude of hIite. An obseorver on

the pole has to store 197 bits of data, and for an equatorial observer th,,. iter-,ga reqie e-
~r~tisatits 'ilu' '152!itS of data'.

The accurtacy 'asts to this approach are described in k~pendU~ D. The R.'6$ errors due to
the !ý.p:ý' adjustment alone are about 10% in the equatorital zone and still lower outside. The
nixximum individual percent errors are of about the same size as the HNMS pertcent error.
if it U-i desirne-d to impr-vo the accuracy of this method leaving less thena V% error ir, the equa-

*totia! zone, the point pttern of world coveragu -could be den..i"'Wd by spacing it at 5 dcgrees
bexen~30. degrees latitude -and -at 11) legree.6 outside. This would re ult in ~35 pit

or 7I5 bit's oi Ontw. To retaiv the higher accuracy the number- of bits for vertical gt-oup
delay nmighi have to be iireasel f rov 4 to 5 maduc~ng Otto terrr due, to the data codig ';0

*tl.i .n. s ec and rakis ing the total r-uuibor af bits e'eanw kv~ to 82l80.

3.4 Mletno41 2 - Series !Nvaution

Ionospheric world ti. aps are represetatd tv 2 ut coefficients,* otte for t~he aorthern and
otte fuir the southiern hei&A~ewith to) cooefYieient eatvh. There will 'have to he a coeefficient

sýtfor the. vorticzd grcup W&ay 4swl s for the height Owj 'he nogphore. The coeffice ets
Q'.1r vertiell groutp WeAY takOu bits of datMeuT a ec 0i llowvig autaborzn between 0 arud 121 aud
ta-deof eedie~eafrht use 6 bits allot,tfng numL rs be%4tween i) 'd ~Z.T4is results iii
totai data rcqui remdat of 1040 bizt, for- world cud.-e

A -



The transmission to the satellite consists of two types of datat- Once per day a 7 bit norzec-
tion factor is transmitted to update the world map. E~very 10 days now coefficient sets
describing the worldw.'do predicte-d values of vertical group delay and height are transmitted.

4'-'Thii data consists of 1040 bits at a rate of 10 bits per second.

The processing by the user includes series evaluation involving trigonometric functinns
for spa-ce adjustment, coordinate rotation at a rate of 15 degrees in magnetic longitude per
hou r fo r t ime adj ustmient, and upd~ating with the daily correction factor. A user 'ocated
rotmhlY 30 degrotc- north ocr south of the magnetic equator will only need to store. ono co-
cfficient set of 5420r bits, but users located closer to the equator have a storaLge requirement
of the total 1040 bits for both sets. Thivra is .a possibility, however, to nmako this double

soage unnecessary, if the coefficients wore chosen to represent the iono-spheric variations
for at' area 20 degrees larger than each h'.oni sphere.

The accuracy tests to this approach are described in Appendixv E. The RNIS errorz due to
the sp~ace adjusiment alone are between 14 and 24% of the baslc predictions for different
combinautions of coefficients. However, the maximum indivlrlu.- errors aire extremely large
in SOMe C~aSes 73% and higher. "his indicates that by ni-nimizing the residuals betwveen
the ;iaocll predlictious and the coefficici~ts asti=tnaes, the ionospheric conditions are wvell
app roximnated aver most of the area, but result Mn a very bad fit at one relattv'ely small
location. Such) ma~intui erroigs can not be tolerated. but it should be possible through more
veork in this are~a to conie up with the best choice of Poefficients that produce RIMS errors

malrthan twice the IIMS percent errir. It might also be posil so rrsnt the

ionospheric variations by only 20 well chosen coefficients in each the northern and southerni
Ivemisplure. This would result in only 520 bits of d~ata.

The most satisfactory approaelh would be for each satellite to transmiit the coeffilcients
which would enable a L.SOr to COMPUt the angular delay timet along, the litte oa sight to the
satellite which would include* ionospheric and tropospheric refr-Actiou. B1 y changing the
equations uased in the tests shown iin Appendix F, it would proba-bly tie possible to cover each

satllie' v~tl~it "ra wth28 x A t -1ficet3 for' the angulzar delay tiny,. Bly these
ntuia user could reecivo the tropospheric and lioospherie dalay tiales along the line of'

s1 -c o the satellite within the 'haUt fraino oi nornial transiaiss ons heIputoheu-r

*4, ,-o would be thi, n coofficieats, azitmuth, and altwation, 'ThL oaly -major probleal would
Le thr positioa rtation ai the szttellite Dver the ioaoiphere; a sastellite could not cotwomi-
Cal ,toreý tteitýflOOP for tialo perioxs giatO*- than 2 hcours tihaut the dA-y (2GI-S bits),
The44: aa -would. the refore. W.- in arrar by * 1whur at the Uqtlitelzs path iitvoinceut thrugh
Ott tuoiosphere (-,35430 k-ta) whic(h c.tld proviv.W very lapgeorrturS ne-Ar the equaror where
the tonospiieric -'Aungei Are greatest. P'ha-ps -44ded effcenseuid aictoun-t tor this
satclite tttoveltnent eOffect On iono,;iphteie delay, or' *,he o-v'eral area Lovere-d by the Satellite

tit.d bemdev.' ulh Z-ar~or enabl~ii the user to move h'ýs ~fe~etiv otic

Wi -rd ce
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3.5 Method 3 - G radient App roach

Ionospheric data points and nmatching gradicnto cover the world at 11. 5 degree (1500 kin)
sp.clng, The data requirement for each point are: 4 bits for vertical group delay leaving
an error of *2.6 nsec, 4 bits for the direction of the group delay gradicnt leaving an
uncertainty of ± 12 degrees, 3 bits for the amount of the group delay gradient levvlng an
error of : 71, and 3 bits for the height of the ionosphere leaving xi error of + 18 kin. The
combined 14 bits per point result in a total of 3178 bits of data covering the world.

The transmission to the satellite consists of a 7 bit correction factor once per day for the
purp}ose of updating the 10 day world map. IOvery 10 days new preditions for vertical
group delay, gradient and height are transmitted consisting of 3178 bits.

The processing by the user involves the gradient evaluation for the space adjustment, co-
ordinate rotation at a rate of 15 degrees in magnetic longitude per hour for time adjustment,
and updating with thle daily correction factor. The user can see the ionosphere withikA a
U21 cde ree radius of his site, and a tolerance of k 11.5 degrees in latitude is allowed for the
rotation of the magnetic latitude, longitude system required for tile time adjustment. Thus
the user has to store the data within a 65 degree latitude band around the g'lobe centered a,
the latitude of his site. An observer on the polo has to store 212 bits, and a aser at the
equator has to store the largest amount of data consIsting of 17,07 bits.

STih acuracy tLsL• L thib UpPLoulci arte described in iApendLc i. Tile RfNiS error due to
the space adjustment alone is about 12% of the prediction in the equ:ttorial zone, and the
maxintum individual percent error is about 47%. The hiwher errors :rely occur at a few
F; locations where the gradient does not represent the ioaospheric variation veiy well.
Throug-h careful evaluation, better gradient estimates could be found and the overall RMS
error could bo reduced to 10% in the equatorial zone, and the m•ximum error eo~ld be
reduced to values smaller th-an twice the RMS error.

3.6 Method 4 - Cross-Line Technique

Ionospheric data points at 5 degree (550 kin) spacing aong one magnetic latitude line. the
Uangnetie equator. and aloug oROn manetic longitude line that passes through the densest section

of thle Cuatorial anomaly al-. assumed to 'te representitig tn typical iouospiierie variation
for th• whole world. The data t rieat for each point are, 4 bits for vertical group
delay leavit4 an error o. .Z.6 4iee. and ad bitJ for the height of th• itoesphere leaving
t-s krani hmeeuraey. The et¢tbiaed I bits p4r point redut 'a 4 tot•d of T'0 bits f data.

The trAsmission to the sate.i'ite eontsists of a 7 bit corre.-tion factor once per day for the
,ro updating th± 10 day world riap. Every 10 dtys new predictiows for vortic

girwup dMlay w height are tr.Lastuln con.is.ttiag of 770 bits.

T-7,



Vrhc processing, by the user Involves forining of proportihtv. ratios for the space adjirntment,
-oodinatc otii aarate of 15 degrees mnagnetic longitiue per hour for finic Idjustivent,

and updating with the daily correvtion fac~tor. Tito stor.Nge requircinent for the user is 770
bits of data.

Thc accuracy tests to this approach are desicribed fin Appendix G. The IIMS errors due
to the st aceeadjustment alone-ire between 33% and 75% for the different cases, and the
ix~itnun individual percent orrors are between "a% and 1001,'. Thc high TC%1S and ni~xxizaaim
orrors only resulted In the case in which the effect fromn the dipole inagnetic cquator used
instead of the true miagnotic equator caused distortions in the group delay contour lines at
highi density areas. It appears that through miore investigations, the simple technique could
be soinewhat relfined that it would yield lUMS errors between 20 to 33% and maxzniun errors
of a Weut the same percentage or only slightly higher.

A variation on this technique using a 7~ spa-cing could probably provide a very sati1sf actory
approach, see Figure 3. G-1.. We understand that as one s. t 41ito f rane Is being re-,d by a

* ~user's equipment, another satellite is being loce.ted. A suggested approach to transmitting

6 FF~g. io pst

2 COMP. LAT.

Figure 3.-1. Grid iPattem
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ionospheric group delay could, thcrefore, be as follows. If a satellite was over position 2,

it woul'd sequentially tra.snmit ionospheric group (dAay and helght for zone,; 1, 2, and 4, etc.

Even thoug1h saiellites may be tranimltting three d(fferent zones, they would le sccjaentially
e!u'd so that If there is a common zone, it would be transnitited by both satellites at the
same time. If those zones are ench 30' in longitude width, a user would need no more

than 3 zones to obtain his ionospheric information; near the equator he may need only
two zones which he could obtain from satellites transmitting zones for the no-thmrn

or southern hemisphere. This is beeause of a 21* equa~orial overlap providing, a
30' % 42' duplicated zone for each equatorial longitude belt (north or south). Tie
user could obtain information for each zone ina 1/2 minute frame and because of the
,:nouentlia coding, obtain all his ionospheric informatiun after tuning in to no more than
three satellites within a norm.-l 90 second listening period.

Problems occur when a user is in the polar region and his 'visible' ionosphere would
reach over many or all of the northern hemisphere zones. This problem can be over-
come by transmitting a grid of points for the magnetic pole area about 50 * magnetic
latitude. In this zone where ionospheric gradients are reasonably symmetrical a 200

grid provides good accuracy for interpolation. To cover a polar zone above 50'
latitude 19 coefficie"ts are needed or 1.33 bits uf inforwation. The user who has to
obtain ionospheric intnrinatin from four (4) satellites can thercfsre receive sequentially
the polar zone plus the thtree 30' cross-line zones. One zone being transmitted

during one satellite frame with a .aiimunm of 133 bits plus 5 bits time reference

138 bits maximum per frame. The satellite storage would be 2 polar zone at

( 2 times of the day plus 12 cross-line zones at 3 dai)v times per zone plus time and
sp'tee reference bits mahirg 47S9 bits for a 24 hour period. Additional investigations
are still ongoing for this method.

i7-i
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3.7 Mothod -5 Satellite Transmit Delay

The satellite transmit delay mnethod described in DRJB 9000057213 by II. Navoy consists of
gCnrtiug'L'll a11 emjxWIrical grid of the ionospheric delay for each satcllite's field of view using
the rct'renCe Bent. ionospheric model. The resulting delay grid is then repmsented by a
functironal in time a:nd user location. The process of generating the dclay correction is
sl•how in the flow diagram of Figure 3.7-1. The grid pattern and definition of terms is
given in Vigure 3.7-'2.

First, an empirical grid of ionospheric "delay" is generated about the subsatcllito position
at sonic time, t. The grid pattern is a series of evenly spaced locations in concentric cir-
cles ouut to the satellite's field of view and about the subsatellite xosi4ion. Above each grid
point is calculated the vertical group delay (GD) and height of the foF2 layer (.m). SatelliteI i time and position as well as the Bent Global Ionospheric Delay Model serve as iniputs to the
computer program which generates the group delay and height data for each grid point. The
grid locations arc defined by earth central angle and azimuth from the subsatollite point. A
sample of the grid density is as follows:

N
Concentric Ring Earth Central No. of Grid Azimuth
Sub Satellite Pt. Angle Pts. per Ring (1360'/N)

buosatolite point 0 T --

1 7.5 4 900

L 2 17.5" 10 36'

3 27.5" 16 .5"

4 37. 5 21 17.14
!(5 47.5e 2.53.5

6 57. V 30

108 Location*

heW vv-tical gromip delay data are converted to Lite-of-sight (LOS', delay and the grid loca-
tions are refeore.ced to eievatuoa Aglo: ad at azi•uths ef poatLtI eutra, based on the ioi-
lowing rI!atioastips:

- Veer. Go
LOS Delay V-... J--

Cos

(f-Cos
S (Re'~ 1 lr

I }°
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A user=w*A sat.

wheie/3 'd*Z; also0 COE -Acl; or is

selected anii Z is caleukated where
two sides (Ie + It5, 1 l ie1m) and
the included angle (a) are knowvn.

A thrce-dimensional, polar plot of the iomospheric grid is CoE vs A. vs LOS Delay; a sketch
of a cutaway portion is shownr below:

LGS OELAY

SU BSATELLITE PatNr

S'iguro 3.7-3. LOS DeLay with Respect to SuLatoltlite Point.

.This etupirical tonosphe-rie grid can htw. represented mathtn aticaly in terms of power wrioes
oý CoE and multiple aagle trigonotuetric futicioas of the a41Muth aWie. suCh that

LOS, W lay-

Sample alettla~iots inddiat that a I arntd -t 3 am d&e.eoi at-tjuato f to" iahe tuatil
tvim-psateatiou. thtu rdw.ig th e e•v a•aon to

LO$ W- lay KW Cob (K - (Kl cuo (i ) - Kg. 1 ý a (&A )

0,Ili



1,0S delay (in nanosecomld) may W, rcwritten in terms of -L1, range corrc•Lion (W feet), aS
follows:

3
Wt =A LoE (A o (it Cos (iA +S $in (I A

Sinco in hn ft Voloc'ty of Light X LOS Delay in iecc

.98208 X LOS DMlay in nalui-sec.

The eight coefficients A, A , R1 , R.), R , S., S, and S reflect the changes duc to0? '. 3 1 21 4w ,' 3i•time :rod sateilite position; caell outo expZlre~ssd as a qudraLie function of time was found

to bW adequato, so that

A 0 a a 01At a a02at

2A a + a At+a At
61 010 O11 012

fR r r 41t r At-

-3 30 1 32

to which a least sluare best fit process is applied. The coo•fuipfiLts a31 evaluated for a
period oa time, assume one hour. and are stored on disk-. The process is repeated Until
Sall the coefficient data for a 2-hotr span are obtained. Theso. data are valid f•or .0 days
botoe requiring a Bnit model update. In order to imrease the uacuracy of the data and
rvetlect the daily solar radiation coaditiou cquitre the Wtset~on o th &aýiy solar f t!"u
exprvvsed as a raultitlieatioa factor.

The data uplimked to the satellite ame coruprizsed of 24 sots ot 24 cetfits (a -sunatng each
*eti o ond for oan hour). The citire data set taiki 2sý0 bit s (2-4 x, 4 x S bi per value)
and i# valid for a 10-day !.erh•A before %vquitrng a Bent omodelmn .4tpdat- To itcreasw,
amtuy qutre$ a da•ly Utpdte of the spzetfie day's -olar flwv count which rart expt
iW bits. The accu Mray of tArdetit• the mezeo c•o titou is otUaed to be:

Ums 7ft.. duetW W Ikttt Utoddliei

tRS 1 ft. dAW tv aiwent tQ-k hft i W0



4. ANALYSIS

4.1 Comparison Matrix

'Table 4. 1-1 summarizes the requirements and accuracies for the methods using minimum
transmission, storage, and processing. One of the methods described ia illustrated with

two different approaches making 6 ionospheric data representations.

Duriag ,t hours the satellite orbits the earth twice. but trces out one "two-cycle" trAck on

the surface of the earth. "The world coverage requirements are shown for e of the cases
whereas the other two eases show the storage requ-irements for the sectors beneath the
satellite during a 24 hour period, The dlata can remain unchanged, apart from one 7 bit

update number, for a period of 7-10 days when new maps should be transmitted to the

satellite.

The :taximum storagu a user requires is listed along with the number of bits he must receive

frerin each of four sa*c.cites if data from them was sequentioliy coded. It is assumed that
when a user is receiving data from one %atellite, the equipnmetnt is locating a second satellite.

It is also assumed thait a tnormal frame or "listenipl4 priud" per satellite is 30 secends !mcd

that approximately 200 ionospheric bits can be transmitted ia, this 30 second xpriod. With

sequential coding of satellite infcrmatioti a user can receive ý00 bits of ionospheric infor-
nmation front 4 satellites in the m)rmal "listening, period." Should he ,ass once f rame due to

loss of lock, he may ha•v to remain on a satellite for a,4 uxtca t;'riod to re•g-ain his lasLii tttv'ormt't•ton.

The errors shown are i•i percentages as tins maeasure reutais reaz-mably constant it-re-
-.pccti,.e of iaox%-pjherie deots: magnitude. The marfgnitude of the•ei errors dfr Udýercat sitoe

arte shown in Figure -1. 1-1 where the Antuts are ier diurnal atna.l r•sidtali. Thx daytime
aloatulyv residuals arý, a;proximnatelv twice as large as tnese duritg local afternoon and

-cc~iatun excursionS to tett 'hlnes those values will occur-. At)pptdi A descrtb•s theý,
daily vrrors hi "3.-v detail atid Figu•. 4. 1-2 haows how the pcreatages rteani mnrasoa44ly

iTh bhic errot ta the mato"l haýs bWna shown ta N: (SAMS) Ut Z- .Qu T rt3 Fher
errors i4 .hie t-wthos dosCriicd kt1a duo to tituo ;wd sp-ee !ftCtfXoattOri. Vitatnterjaotatia

t iarme whve the .a.•t•tlio map covers a 2-4 hour prio- dti. to geographic and -eott fgttit1c
effects and has benhow itt Antptertdi' Ht to bt 25". whereas 1h, errur fur t 1 hour iater-

* t4 oly It,. Spt isis dui4?U-e'4 ± tJt'ttei fur 'taWh :ncet'v4 !a theo

re tgectiv.e Apndices. 'the final colutmn a Table -. 1-1 sutnttittci 5 :;vJ dotvrall R$S of the
uiia' preceding columns relati-g to model. tiz. av4 -t'ttl errors. 'VW± 't- figures

4IVett tor the 4 worldwide. ea:ses qvttidd iprotzettata AcpC& 3bmd i
t~tw' and $paceQ Utvtrpolatwo. 'rho r,ýttttiag two miethiwtb l4b mad a5ea tl hie the oaw
cuo~f sutabig to be Lusa ini tho ;ýotnzcd navig'ation ialiteigt trz~ia.
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4. 2 Derivation of Riesults

The analysis for the results given lin the preceding com~parison inatrLx is given in Applendes
A throu-Ih If.

5. SELECTION

Biefore a particular recommiendation of ionlosp~heric techniques to be used in th;: navigational
satelitie system can be made we must consider a nuirber of itonis that affeý:t the simplicity
of the overall system. Both the satellite and user' storage should be kept to a minimum; the
satellite stored data can only be updated on~ce per day; the satellite to user trarsminissiou

timeshold e kpt t a inium;thefinal results. should be as accurato as possibie ait
the users reduction should be simple. It is understood tivit approxiim-ately 200 bits per half
minutie frame can be used for ionospheric data transmission and if the information can all
be obtained in this period of time, thte user will inzic need aiiy extra timne in order to obtain
his ionospheric data. We also believe that wvnea a tiner is rccpivitig data froml the first
satellite, his eqxipment is alied searching for the secoad satellite thercoy removing any
"lock onl" delay time. The use requires data froui four satellites to obtain his final posi-
tion and therefore the ionospheric informiation could 1.w sequentially coded iato four parts,

-vit' satellites in a particular sector of the globe transmittinig the same sectors at the
sanic time. The only major problem with sucii a technique would be that -auser who lost
lock, duriag a f-rame may have to wait two minutes to obtain his lost ionospheric data frame.

A major factor in ionospheric errors in the simple approach is the time factor causing
reative ionospheric rotation. If a satellite stores a comnplete world map of the iono-sphlera,

the miap must he rotated in timeo up to ±t 121 hours which giv'cs over 2%error. A better
systein is for the stored data to be divided into -segments that are much nearer to the timne
requi ret. this reduces, thle 25'-* time error to 10" . In view of all these factors, 11%o teclh-
nicques are recommended, one of which is still uinder investigation by Guaeral Dyttamics and

may - -ove sutisfavtory. tin atddition to these dynamic m~odels. the two static versions of
* ionosp'erie .odeliag discusld hin Section 3 are also viable caiididatus.

5. 1 Crot-line Technique for 30" Longitude SegllentS

This conceot is still under iavostig~atioa, but prelltia~ry results- prvseixtd aore iatdie~w tlw
lieho 'L Ir indiition Is a viable canIdidate.

a 2.1 h,.t a '.14 hou a pa~~i& ath oil the earth's sutlace Will be two cyclos 4.4 in
-iue -i.l~hs bewn rshawn (F'jgugd 13. Appen~dix (t) titat Lhb iarh iontosphleqre shOWN

cot aUle symmretry to the i~artlh's ntagnerie fio - and ihi'ore Llpi~ ht Zor siailnlie-
it), we should as~tziv the *atellitle i!ý ooving in a wagnet'ic not a -0-1aphi nvmouet

mvigr 4-1. thomezurot, tvpoeaets a naugn:t'ic ju o~~tn Micrv. &iii~to ottit can t A12
tiu~in eirror jvor -! -eo-r~kthiC tjl:tut'atlon. It tw ari;r t) dihitk- U10 g!061ý! up) tll

teuot itt --t dor to rtý-lueo t4-c tunw Qrmr whict' ia tai-er near thke tnuator- 4nd in at r to
rluethe tuslr's storat mutromeas. wo will I ve a, p- 1m Wve tU1 put I thi
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region a us4or may Reed to reeoive all tlta eat-ils segmnents of intoc-mation to provide his
total eoverage. It is therefore ncessary to transm~it a separt poa a ~e 4) eliminate
the aced for a large storage af itiformutioiu.

Auser teuiros approximnately a ±h IG earth ci.-iral atgle zone to cover hi5 visfieb ionas-
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Vlor the time error due to the earth's rotation to be limited to 10L it is necessary for the
•o zones away from the lp)le to be accurate to 1 1 lout awl then the user to rotate hIs position
witth re;speCt to tiuwe within this zone. Because the satelliWe takes 2 hours to cross a partic-

ular zone and because it is transmitting a zone for 6 hourE;, it is necessary for the satellite

.Storae to contain data for each zone at 3 different times, each 2 hours advanced from the
other. The total satellite storage is therefore 12 zones x 3 for 2i hours plus 2 polar zones
x 2. The polar zone can be in error by i 6 hours as the ionospheric grdicats are less
severe. An overlap of 21* is provided at the equator in each direction so that a user tmay

obtai his information from either a soutlhern or a northerni hemisphere satellite.

(i• Let us now consider the way the information in each sector is to be transmitted. It is shown

in Appendix G that a 30: zone can be very %vell represented by a cross-line technique. Each
* of" thcse zones will tlerefor- be transmitted in a way described in Figure 5-?.

A 7" spacing of group delay will describe the magnetic equator and a seven degree spacing

of ratios will describe the latitude effect fromi -21* to 490 magnetic latitude. Above 500
latitude the polar zone will dominate. Fifteen (15) coefficients will adequately describe

each zone, although a reference longitude and a reference time will be needed. The reffer-
elncre loai.itude could be a number between I and 12 which describes on which multiple of
300 the initial longitude line lies. The time reference should oe accurate to 6 iniuteWs and
be relatcd to the time the satellite is at the center of a zone. The number of bits pxer zowe
is niad, up of 4 bits for the group delav and 3 for the height per coefficient. The lNgiitude
ref,=enc aeeds -1 bWits nd tho Litue :cfuretice 5 bits. Une zone is therefor-e made up ,f

(15 x 7) # 4 * 5 bits = 11-1 bits.

The potar zone can satisfactorily be made up of a '.0' grid as shown in Figure 5-3.

" 
P 
OLA 

ZLI4t

L4

Fig -2.3 Zn



Figure 5-3. Polar Zcae

The coefficionts can be fixed in longitude with 30* longitude steps at 50" latitude and 60"

lu i~m,,,e steps at 70" latitude. The 19 coefficients will need only a time referenco of 6 bits

aking a totat of 139 4its. Linear interlpolation will be iefforaed in tie polar zones.

In swummary we cau list the important featuriS:

.User torago 3 equatorial 300 zones plus i polar zone 4i1 bits.

-atelhi, ' "rznsmi.szen Appre.ximately 140 bits per 30 second user n.tvigatiou data frame.

Technlque accuracy Results show thi. aproaeh to tme, d following RMS errors:

a) Model error 15-30%
b) Time e€rror 10%
C) Space eerror 14%
d) OVERALL I•SS ERURO3 23-35%

5.2 Satellito Transmit DWlay - S•ries Approachi

With tht5 approach. dhe uwries reptresentation of the polar plot of line o01- sight delay will

provide eoverau± o" the satellite's field o' view for a otte hour interval. ErarkCal results

indicate that 24 cofficeients, vach of 5 bit resolution is required to ad:equateiy tmpresent the
desired awcuraey for a one hour period. Because of the sinimum ýatellitd t-mis~iot.
sim:vr user proiessmng and the series longivity af o•te (1) hour this metlud i4 the rtuom-

mendcd ftappoah u iag a dyumiu model.

g.-



I Simiil;hr user processigg is obtained because of the tylC of model used. The series rei'u-

sentation is for the delay between any user location and the satellite. This saves considerable
computation over other .approaches that model the ionosphere's electron density a:nd height.
The reason is that ionosphere model require addition steps of computing total electron con-
tent along the ray path of the signal.

In summary, the important features aro:

User Storage

127 bits from each of four satellites for a total of 508 bits.

Satellite Transmission

127 bits per 30 second user navigation data frame, with a data change evcry hour.

Technique Accuracy

.Results show this approach co have the followiag RM$ errors:

Model Error 15 - 30%
Time Orror
Space Error 14%

Overall RSS Erroi 22 - 35%

•-:C,
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APPENDIX A

The size of ionospheric error:s that can be expectd after application of a
good ionospheric model

The size of ionospheric group delay errors at 1600 MHz remaining

after application of several ionospheric models has been discussed in a

numb-r of SAMSO reports. Cn average it is assumed that over the

continental United States a residual RMS group delay (measured-predicted)

for high solar activity varies between Z. 6 and 3. 3 nano-seconds using a

good ionospheric model. For a point nearer the magnetic equator, however,

such as Honolulu, this value can be as high as 6.8 to 9.0 nano- seconds.

The purpose of thisshort report is to point out the real information on group

delay that is hidden by these deceptive figures.

Let us look initially at the ionospheric characteristics above Hawaii

during 1968 when the solar activity was at its height during the last solar

cycle. During the month of January and November large values of total

ionospheric content existed. Figures 1 tad 2. ahuw Lth tkiaiii4n1, 1,11a1,

and maximum values recorded during these months where the total electron

content has been converted to group delay at 1600 MHz. It is inmmediately

obvious that even with the best ionospheric model, without daily update,

the predicted value can be 27 nano-seconds in error. It is highly unlikely

that an ionospheric model will oroduce the same value as the mean and so

thd likely errors imay be weal in excess of 30 nano-secoudi at vertical

incidence.

Stadyiug tho4es two rmonths in more detail brings us to Figures 3 ard 4.

These figures show d1urixg one hour in the local aitertioon for January and

November. the actual value of vertical group delay on a day by day basis.

Also diaspla d arc the corresponding predictions and updated values using

the Bent Ionospheric M,4el. It i- obvious that the predictions are very low,

but we wiU show later that this is ra.ted to a critica4l :Irqncy viory mtuch

A-I
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higher than predicted. Using daily updates of critical frequency onu hour

old at M.kui, the predicted values are significantly corrrlated to the actual

values. Updating with Faraday data from Stanford providci very little

improvement in November, but a ajigniticant amount in January.

These two figures indicate that vertical group delay times of 70 hano-

seconds or rmore were measured. Converting this value to the delay at

5" elevation we must excpect line of site delays of ZL0 nano-ieconds. One

may ask the question, what would the maximum value be during a solar

cycle where the activity was much higher as was the case during the

4: previous cycle? With ionozoheric 'no-update' predictiona during these

months, it is still possible to have a residual error (measured-predicted)

of 40 nano-seconds at vertical incidence (see November 24 at 0 hours UT).

At 5" elevation, therefore, the residual error after application of a mean

ionospheric model will be 1ZO nano-seconds. With update fromi a nearby

-station, this residual was reduced from .40 nano-seconds to Z nano-seconds.

Figures 5 and 6 show the corresponding predicted and neasured f. FZ

value and we inmunediately see the measured value is considerably higher

than the predicted value at all times except the last week of January.

During that week when the oredictions for fZF . were reasonably accurate,

Figure 3 shows us that the predictions of group delay were also accurat~j.

The values of 10.7 cm. solar flux are alio displayed in Figures 5•rnd 6,

buA on this occasion it see-rs to bea?- little correlation to the magnitude

off . F7. In fact, .'igure 7 illuz~trates the residual group delay at 0 hours UT

versus th-e daily value of solar flux. This denwnaitrates that absolutely

no correlation eAist.s between solar flux and tho residual group delay.

On . must bear in mnind. however, the it.•ccuracie of dhe F"raday

rotation rne surincats ued to cwnput* th nwasured grotup dolay.

psrticuA.Iarly during pcriods of disturbed conditioz-. D.-i. Sunith (JGR Veb 197?I

iadic~atý SG~% chauge Ln thc t-tri diurtxal Z'aradiy fi..ctor at Artcobo extted

during, da eparutwatL poeriod ia Jnuatry 1%~9 which would bo 44,taly
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proportional to the total content and hence group delay. More commonly

a diurnal vaijation of.+ 4% exists in the Faraday factor, but using the

Bent Ionospheric Model and a magnetic field model, an averago seasonal

variation of 9% has been shown to exist at a specific time over Hawaii

in 1969. These variations were not included in the basic reduction 4f the

data and we mus-it, therefore, assume that they have been fed into the reduction

of the group delays shown here. Atlantic Science Corporation are at present

working for the National Aeronautics and Space Adrministration (NASA) on

a contract to 'model such a factor on a worldwide basis thereby providing

a more accurate reducticn of Faraday rotation data.

In sumrnaazy, Figure 8 shows the R.MS residual group delay after

application of the Bent Ionospheric Model for Hawaii in 1968. Values in

exceas of ZO nano-seconds are evident in Novem1ber and January without

update. These values drop significantly with a local update. The figure

also shows the basic no-update value for August to be low indicating

considerable seainnal variation of group delay. As an indication that tae

K. results are not a function of the Bent Ionospheric Model, the results irom

a Stanford Model are shown in Figure 9 for January 1968. This model

"wai built by totally different techuiques and still showed the saine large

diurnal variation in the, R-%MS residual. Figure 10 sh,ýws the iniprove twnt

that can be obtained by ivmnospheric rnodeling wath and withoatt pdato under

the worst conditions.

The contineatal United Stu: hiis a much more s:able ionosthere •s

it is somo diitance firo tho augaietic 4quator. In thio rvgioa tha ius

oathly R.S residual alter .pplyiz, a good ionoiheric awdel will be

About 6-7 nan-seconds during local aitoeroaon.. Tho 4ct"al d-4ly re.du4.

however. tmay ri a to 4 tinw s thi value.

i A-S
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•• APPFNDIX Bi

The feasibility of 1,.'inr two frequency-. rou. delay rnt a.lretnentj to

climinatc thie ionosph, ric rctird;,tion of signals fro I satellitte ta r.roundI Radio signals from artificial earth satellites propagated through

the earth's ionosphere are subjected to group delays. These effects cause

uncertainties in the determination of distance between transmitter and

receiver; the uncertainties being a function of the frequency of transmission

and the electron den-ities in the ionosphere.

For a single transmission frequency where only group delay is being

measured, it is necessary to model the ionospheric electron content in

order to account for time delay within the ionosphere. Modeling the

ion~sphere which has many uncertainties, can still lead to errors which are

unacceptable. It is possible to monitor both group delay and phaee delay

to account for ionospheric problems or, more accurately, it is possible to

monitor the source with two frequencies if these frequencies are well

separated and are aigh enough.

An explanation oi the two frequency approach is given beiow-

The eletromagnetic path of a radio wave is defined by Fermat's

principle as that particular path, of all possible paths the ray might follow,

that results in the minimum group path length. The quantity is obtained

by inLegrating the refrActiv4 indax along the group path

i(.

wherd g rcpresents the group path. The linuts on tho iatcgral ace uaderitood

,!Q bci time dependent.

The lctron4gaetic path lenath of the g$tom•etri or itraight line

path is obtaiawd by intoer-ting the reia4ýtive intdc Atoag the goom,:tric

pAth

(t)r. )d

srep -- eanti the strai;;ht liav path.

1)-I

S-' " '- -' • ... . . - "- • -.-- : " ..- - _ _" "



The group path length can be expressed

L(t) G(t) + F n(r, ds n(r, ro) ds3

or L(t) G(t) + 4L where 4L is the correction for bending

An expression for the square of the refractive index of the ionosphere

was derived by Sir E. V. Appleton in the 19.0's and is given as (Appleton, 193Z)

SO _ X) 4( X +

where

X (Ne )/(4Tr 2e •qu ) b

if Y COS M

yr =Y sin a

[ This equation includeas the effects of the earth's rnagnetic field, but

neglects the effects of the collision between particles.

Assuming the quasilongitudinal approximation (Buddn 191. h

Appetoi-artree equatioas becomes

*ý -X for phasc indiex oi ref raction and

n2 +X fur group inaox ofrefraction

For f> 40 Ml1z. And YL < 1. the t~aa /1(I iY caa -be appro-ximat d
by a :eid -is cxpa iioa. so that thc squart af thia rNiractiva iadox becomtne

I + X X Yt. +X Y~ 2

1: 1'. an equation for theý refractive, iadax ii n~tiudd ims-t iq"tion
I!) by the binwmia. a:ýou And as 'I'~ s

I dxa (3)isgi1' fl-



Substituting the phyuical constants for X and YL0 equation (3) becomes

n, (r, + r,(0)+ Nrrr,0)H(r, r,)cosa

+ • Nalr, r, e + Mr •qr, r.)H2 (r, ro e)C03* C

+. te rms of the order of-- and higher. (4)

In MKS units this may be re-written as

"n (r, ,) = i+ N(r, r, o)_ N(r, £, O)H(r, r, 8 )cos C +

CBN (r, e,)1+ --- N(r, "OlHalr, r, 6) cos a +

where A= 40. 365, B 1.4200, 10", C S. 1465 I02, D 4.995Z 1010

Substituting equation 4 into equation I and letting

.% Lol) = ;ds

L-2(t) =A j N(r, .r, ,) d r, )

and
K C Cj+ N2 r, T, da + D a ,s

i,~~~~r r, c (.oi• j (.,o

the expr~eaioa for the iactrzmagneti¢ path length btcot@s

Lit L- (

L -13-3



now let us dtefine L j rda

i; ,: L • = . N ( r . f , 0 ) cis

1.2-a:J N(r, V,OG)H(r, fr,0) cos ds

!1*
to. N2(r, r, o0 ds

Lb :J N(r,V,O)H0(r,£.q) cos0a ds

Lo is the geometric straight line path in the ab:ýence of the ionosphere.

The remaining terms represent the ionospheric contribution to the

group propagation path as follows:

L• is the first order term ueglecting magnetic field

LQ is the first order term correcting for magnetic field effects

L 3 is the second order ionospheric term

L 4 is the second order term with magnetic field

The refo re,
A B C D

C(t L L. +- -L.3 L, ... (6)

but by the mean value theorem

LIU N(r. r, 4)H(r. r, ) co* a drs ýM N(r. r.o L tM6L%

L4 = j N(r. r. fiA(r. C.0 c-os'= di M'J N(r. £. -- L

where Mt• Ma

tad 4, itown i4 Apneadax A

whorte N, i2 tiat.iufn tloctron dwasity 4ileng the path
[-" ~~~of m~ •o



Subatituting in lEquation 6
A D.CI

G(t) , •L + M. Lk " ZNh L, •'L

.10. 3 65 . 3. 5 7 9 1O'ý M 40.,164 1.?23 7 5 i0,M\
-1,~~--L -a + fa6

In order to investigate the maximum and minimum effect of the higher

order terms., we will assume the ,2xtreme v.kluas of M, N, and MI to be

as follows:

M-40 ampere-turns (corresponds to H- .5 gauss)

maximum Nos 5 s 10 '• electrons /Tn (corresponds to fO FZ=C0 ' M-{Z)

MlzrM~j1600 (ampere-turnsp

M 40 ampere-turns (corresponds to ii .5 gauss)

"minLnum, Na 1 2l0aelectrons/m' (corresponds to foFZ=3 MHz)

SM'•vMi =1600 (ampere-turns)a

Thc refore
S~40. 3A, 1. 4074 1 uV• ],61.456 I LO .• t\

G(t) Lo +-~-~ (14 £4 -

Now from (1)

L(t) CG(t) , t. where aL ii the bending correction

the re fore

L(t) L. N? + A{f) +.L. (7)

The mximuto An ad miaifzw'n. v~luis oi gl. for variots friquouciat f

are listed ia T.b.. I

4 0-7 1 10I.
i3-

- -



TABLE 1: lonotpheric propagation t:orrection o tgroup path ient,

I•; Maximum Values
50 too 140 ZOO 300 600 90 o 12 00 167o

-: • .. - _.....

1.- - 053 1006 .1.003 998 .998 .999 .999
04-+ I .110 1.034 1.020 1. 017 1.007 1.003 1. OOZ 1.001 1.001

Minimum Values

f(M1-HZ) 50 100 140 200 300 600 900 1200 1600

S- 974 .986 .990 .993 .995 - .99b .998 ,99 .999
1. 031 1.015 10 0 . 07 1.00 jl5 o I1 J02 L 001 1.001

-0 1 .0 .1 .

Note: B- correspond to the + sign in the exprezssion for J.
The + sign stands for different propagation modes (ordinary
or extraordina ry) depending on wave polarization.

In Equation 7 AL is a function of elevation angle, maxin zing toward

the ho rizon

, AL = A•t + +A +," ÷

wht re s f

40. 6! 40. 365

I.1ut 0  
41 COS

Ill -- ,

Nd --

N d46,S!0I



'3,. 8. 146 5 10*

Z N2Io~sJ ~ o
4. 9952,o 1010 P f)

_.... M' Nds- Nds

4 . 995 Zx 1 O°

.cnce 4L• Ao + 40. 365N, 1.,42%10" 1.62931 I&

t4. '95ýx12 .0o

For maxinmjun effect we will Lssumne

N, = IIl~ae/rm3

4M 04 ampere turns

MI= 1600 (amp turns?)

16-. 456x1 2 -17. Zto'' &67 7 1024.7herio a -+ 6

N~w Lt) ~ 40. 365 N f
_ N,ýw L(t) = La + ý( + + Ao+& (f)

16 1. 5-4%1012 -'127. 4'.•x1. 6677 1102"
where y() + -+

""-ad Y(f) represnts th frequency dependence of tw bending correction.

I2he ma:n !rn.umr and n-ini~zu-n valws of y ver!'i f can ti obtzine from
40. 365IN

Tahle 1 "' Y~.() M -

i-therefore. CLt) Lj iý O ro N +.-N

3-7

-. .. - ...



Where L. (is straight line distance betweea observer and satllite

LO ds- dt difference botween reracted path and straighit
line distanice

(the degret. of beading dcpends on the
ionao-ioheric conditions, frequency, and
4jlevation angle)

~ )correction factor to group path due tl- high order terms
in expansion o-7 Appleton-Hartree equation for index of
ref raction

(It depends on rnaximun-i electr-.n denaity along the straight
line path, miagnetic field, arnd fraqufmrcy of 'r-Lnsmission)

3. 5l7~la~M 40. 364 N, + 1. Z7'QM
and 0(f) I + r

.l4 072x 1Or3 163. 436st0P
I + - a

Y(f) frequency dependent correctior, factor for th-t bending
coirrection to a straight line group path

(It depends on maximum electron density along

16~ . 4.46xC- 12. -.1 +ý7'I(
an1tf - --

~ n~be determnined by ray tracing; it depends on frequency Znd

ionosplW nc coanditions

(An order m~ CUCA~~d %tQc ora h 1i i sp ere at l14GMH

and at 5o clavatioti angle is 6o-500&'

60- 0 as f ..



Glosisary

GMt geometric path length (straight line)

H a e arth's magnotic field intensity

L(t) minimium group path length

N(r, r, 0) electron concentration

IN electron concontration

NT total electron content

N3  maximum electron content

c = velocity of light

e electronic charge

f z wave frequenicy

rn electronic mass

nk r. f,8 refractive index of ionosphera

n phase indexc of ref raction

group index of refraction

r radial di.%tance to differential elemient

agle between earth's magnetic field

vector aad ray path

aL bvnding correction

dielectric conitant of i'rv apacc

I'geacantric 4LittdA~

Uo prmoaLbility oQf free sipaca

x3.



(I APPE~NDIX G

T -ansmisaiorn Time-, for lonon;phernc Prvdictions

To determiine the tranismission tin-e for the ionospheric predictions,

consider first what tlic maxinmum accapi-able error for the dcsired data

type isi; for either vertical electron content or group delay and the height
at the maximu electron density or for the angular clectro . cont nt o

group delay for which no height informatio~n is required. U~sing Table I

the number of bits are ditermined required for the ionospheric data of

Specified accuracy at each location.

From Table 2, the earth centzel angle corresponding to the lowest

elevation angle to the satellitt; can be extracted. If each satellite transm itj

the onophelc ataforits-awn region, the second column vields the desired

central angle. In this mode anigular group delay is preferable as data type.

If not all satellites transmit their own data, the user has to get enough

data from just one satellite to cover the whele region visible from his sight.

For the lowest elevation of the highest elevation satellite transmitting

;---s-heric data, l~s3 --.d 4 -1~ th~ z nd cznt-:al gl

for users cutting off at 5 and Z degriees of elevation. For this case it is

advantageous to choose the ionospheric data .. s vertical group doilay and

height.

Having determined the number of bits required for cacti point and tile

-entral anigle from I~h-- satelliLe to which data is n, A. T~able-: 3a-f 4 ve

the transmission times for a choice of the poirtt cden~iti~s of 5. a,~d I)

dvgrees cexxtral ang-le. Columns 3-5 list the total tansniiion ti-me

Columns 7 -9 givo transnviss On times f or an 4lte~riate approzach whe4re th e
us;;r with low accurac (lenn~ ~~pckt ease dicýi.

p~to. ria th frst part of thi: tr3,ean tsion Pa rw r ad coltwaris 11- 13

zive thd a-±d~itin4l timoi lor users with high a'ccu racy roqu irt-fants -to

ii nte c.4rtiun. dt4 du ri the s~t~ct.ipt ' .o ieva.

Mill*> > ~ ~~
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-1Ta.ble 2. Elevaltion An 1v. to F>arh Cenritral1 Ang1'.: Convers•ion T ___l_ _

ELEVu ELFVATI3N t.\NL FRI1 UcE;% T6 SAWTF.LITTE (3E3)
ALF 2 EA.ýr- 'C4r'AL A'dJLE EA STLtT 3'S
AB v EA-TH4 CrNTqAL ANGLE 3ET.-t't*! SATELLITE A\) MUST )ISTANT

lOf-,PqIjrT VISIPLE 705m JSEq AT 5 IEC EL£V.i1T';*:" ('0G)
A2 =SAP E AS A5 UT JSIY3i A 2 DE'REE ELEVAT`1h CjT•f=

ELEV ALT. AS A2 E'..AEV ALF A5 A2
6:9. .3 17,3 19.9 4-. 39,8 56,3 51.88: 8 - 1.7 13 , 2 20 *1 43 - 40.7 57.2 59.7
.17- 2.5 lq*o 2196 42-. bl.6 58.1 60-6
80. 3.4 19.9 22e4 41 a 42,5 59,0 61.5S85, 4.2 20.7 23.3 40" 43.,,, 59,9 62,4

•i84, 5.1 21.. 24,. 39- 44.3 60.8 63@3

59 22". 25",0 38. 45l2 61.7 6..2
82. 6.8 23.3 258 37. -46,1 62.6 65-1
81. 7.7 2..! 26.7 . 36. 47.0 63.5 66.0
80. 8.5 29.0 27,5 35- 47.9 64P,, 66.9
79. 9-4 25"8 28.34 34* 4.8 65*3 67.9
78. 10-2 2ý.7 29.2 33. ".9.8 66.2 69.8
/7. 11.1 27.6 3-0, 32° 5o.7 67.2 69.7
.7t. 11.9 2A.4 30.9 31, 51s6 68,t 70.6
75. 12-1 29-3 31.8 ?31 •2.S 69.0 "71,-5

-7 -- 13.6 3"t3 .- 6 29. 53.4 6 9 72,5
73. 1.4.5 3t1O 33-5 28. 54,4 70.9 73.4
72. 15.3 31-8 -4 27. s5.3 71.8 74.3
70, 7. 1 33.5 36-1 25- =7-2 73-7 76,2
69. 17.9 3.-4 36-9 24- ;.61 74.6 77_1
6". I.? 29'3 3 • 59.0 73,5.578 - I
67. 19.6 36.? 38.7 22- 60.0 76.5 79,0
66, 20.5 3".0 39.5 21- 63"9 77*4 8090

64- 5• 22 .2 -9-.7 41 .2 19- 6 _.8 701#3 81 .6
63. -3. 39.-6 42. 1. 1 6 03.3 03 ? __a_.

60% ?5.7 4:)? 4'4.7 15- 66,6 83.1. 85-7

S58. 27.* 1*3.9 46,.* !3- 6806 85.1 607% 6
57. 2,A-3 4*3 47.3 __ __-_5 36.0 ,8-86

55. *1 46a5 49. 07. 765 eao 91.5
5 3.9 ,7,4 49-9 9- ?.-5 8689 19-5

$2, 7___ 59,7 49-2 i- .- *. ! ,0 9

iq, j7' C-

• ,,l 7c-
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4-- 213 1-4.2 2-11 2 , 6 118 079 1.18 1.57

': 23 1.'5 2.63 3,51 145 .97 1.45 1.93
3 -.P 11 4;?4a 171 1-151 t73 P

b ~ c 436 2*')2 4.3Z 5 9 'j 235 1 -:-7 2.35 3o13
S 0 43.5 c .03 6.71 _____ 268 1-79 2.68 3.57

70 5% 3.057 7.60 3C Cý .O Z.O 4.03
73 6)9 4.26 6.39 9,6 337 2.25 3.37 4.99
E! 709 4-73 7*09 9#45 372 2-43 3,72 4o96_________
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Avciuracies in Ionospvheric Predictions Obtaied frnm PCtidttorntI Inteol.2Lion

A number of test cases were set up to determine the awv( rage and the
ma:ximum errors encountered when interpolating predic'tion., at the point5

ot g,. grid pattern around a central iocation to obtain the values at the

intermediate positions. The date was chosen as August 1963 for high

solar activity near the peak of the sunspot cycle. The central l.ocation3

lwere chosen as A, B, and C -as shown Ln Figure I so that the three test

areas covered different regions of the ionosphere capturing the rapid
changes of the equatorial anomaly for testing ri:num position error-,

and the sunrise effuct for testing maximum time errors and enclosing a

less diaturbed area in the mid l-titudes for average position and time errors.

The areas are defined by a circle of ""I in earth central angle around the

location A, B, and C. The predictions were computed for three conditions

at points evenly spaced at 5, 7, and 10 degree intervals of central angle

and azimnuth.

These predictions were interpellated to points which were offset in

central angle and izinv-th from the original grid pattern by U. a and

the. size of the grid interval. The V grid size offset, as shown is Figure Z,

results in mnaximumr% orrors due to position. the Y4 offset in average orrors.

while no offset eliminates position errors. Another contribution to errors

cor-cs from tinv.- discrepancies. Assuming that thd ionosphevic data is

valid for a titn /. 2 triAnsmi•on interval ahead of thw acvai tranasmission

etin%*. and %:hoosing a transnissiott interval rf I hour, the -ina urA emxorus

46r-. duc to tirie dsr.niso hour aad avcr-ýge tirrors duo to 1/, hour.

Thuthd redictiens were iuter'polated ia position and no adjustf4lns

ior the timed worg 411owod. The ia tiag We*rt napared

;oitparcd with kthe 4,;q.-td frdictions obtaine:d irom the 3ent M I i or

the proper Zmn ad praeion. Table l. shows the rootpario on' for 1.edictionst

o,. -rtieal 4roup Jicy at bOO N T~b .f

electroH de4.ty of ~l itfo ahc ~ie h ag tho ~in

for------------------------------



ovo th gid attrnby giigmini~mw, maxitnil11, an -enValues.

valc forntheprediction computed dihrectly for tha~t poinit aind time.

C, the pretgofthe WSerror to the nwazi prediction, the largest

absolute error incurred at any one point, and w~he corresponding percentage

of error to prediction at that point. It is seen that in all cases the err'irs

due to time exceed the errors due to position.

Tables lb. and Zb. show the ccomparison of the same predicted data

with values ttiait were interpolated in position and adjusted for the time

discrepancy by shifting the original grid pattern at a rate of 15 degrees

per hour in langitude. The time errors so dominant in the previous case

dropped way below the poiton errors. To approximately match position

anci tinme errors another test was performed assumning a transmission

A interval of 4 hours with maximum timne discrepancies of 2 hours. Again,

the predictions at the grid paints were interpolated in position and adjulted

ar~ ',i dizcrcpzr.;y by a longit-d? shift of th- -rid 3along the ~neantic

latitude line for the central pe Thp results are shown in Tables le. and

Zc.

The results in Tables I and Z list as trrors the devia-tion oi the inter-

molated values frotr the predicti~.)ý,. However, the prtdictions du not pro-

pdrty represcat the ionosal-eric variations. and to obtain tho total cerrors

expectted from the iute~rpolAtion techr~ijue, the errors- iii Tables I and

%.ivt to bv comhinod with the dtviations j., the preadicted irom the obzcrved

data. Avý-;ýcy data for the predictions was avilable frou uo ,4!r 40"1 of

the iBent medeil .- sults with FarAdat, r-tation nteiurenwtz. doftrning the

acuLgroup dolay. &o show average errors durtng A poriod ne.ar tho pwak

of thea sunspoat cycle, the 19A yv~rly !LMS valuo-i ove~r All hours wore

chvii% p.re;-ictiott arur*~r 4t locatio.as A ~niC. and over two hours At

tunri~o at Wk.4tiuu C. Topridesen ot nt- aitzutn t iible crrors, tiiv

atoathly SUVL2 v~lqui for 4sw hour warc ukag. As prtedicttot drrt p5



S• i•.¸

•i.! : the mon;•h and hour with the largest errors during, 1968. Si,,ce the .•¢:curacy

•: d.•ta wa.• no, available for the exact locations A, B, andC and th• corre•

por•dil•g grid point, the data from near s,•ations with si, n•il, ar type ionospl•eric
•i• variattona ,u•5 chosea. The combined predictiot• •nd in'.•rpolatio• I•AS

•!: errors are ILstedLa TabLe 3.It.
•"
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.ori.c- Rcuoresentation of lotio:spheric Predictions

The problem under investigation is how to use All the information

available from the Bent Ionospheric Model and conie up with a smaller

set of information representing the ionospheric predictions to sufficient

accuracy. The first approach investigated earlier utilized a grid pattern

of predIctions covering an area around a central location and linear inter-

polation between the grid points. The denser the grid pattern, the higher

was the accuracy achieved.

The approach taken here is to express the ionospheric predictions at

a fixed time over a selected area around a central location by a series

representation. The series expressing, the prediction p is developed in terms

of power series in the earth central angle a from the central location to any

point of the selected area, and in terms of multiple angle trigonometric

functions of the azimuth A.

(a4, cosjA + b, • sinjA)
'• t =o , =

The highest power in a is n and the largest rnultiper of A is m. The total

llnumber of coef icients a. and bt is I. (n+l) (Zm+l) since btalways

having a zero multiplier can be eliiminated.

The coeMicients are to be determined from ionospheric predictions

a ad correspo, ling central angld and aziriuth angle d;ta for points covyring

the selected Area. The equation system to be solved for the cwofticients is,

!i:P xc .

where P is the rnAtrix of ionospheric predictions,

C is the atatrix of coefficienti, and

X is the observation matrix.

- - '.,-'..--E -I_



The observation matrix contains in each row the functions in ct-ntrat 'nI;1e

anu azimuth by which the coejfficients of the series are mutiplied, and the

information from each point i3 placed in a separate row. The k" row is

defined by,(Xv XIa ... Xl)et

(1 cos AU sin Av cos2 A, sinZ A,.. coa m A, sin m .A

Q ;cos A, casin A. ;corZ A. a, inZ A,,. acos ra A. c:asin m A.

C. %,cos, A CI sin A, ccosZ At sin2 A.cosmAa CsinrnA

k k~oA cL.nA c~o2, i2~.ccos mA,, eisin m A.

CL:• Q,= cos A., 43in A., 4 cos 2 A., a' s iZ A,,. C.', c os m A,, &,,in m ilt)

If the number of predictions is equal to the number of coefficients, an

exact solution can be formed. To take advantage of the series approximation

approach though, the number of predictions should be quite a bit larger

than the number of coefficients yielding an overdetermined equation system

that is to be solved using a linear regression technique. The sn-all amount

Of resulting coeificiants are then formed front a large data base of predictions,

and thus represent the predictions over the whole of the selected area better.

As a solution technique, the least square adjustment was used, rninimizing

the sum of the squared deviations from the fit. $olving for the cocftienrd

yields the t atrix equation,

C oX X) X P.

A number of tests were perfortued in which coefficionts for s:-veral
a:of m nd n were etermfiled from lected grid patterns of

predictions. A matching set of predictions for tht same attdrns were then

com•puted by the series approximation utili.ing tho coe fftciets to dcoonatrate

the Accuracy of the method. Predtiion- for paernas oifset from the ori4.naI

grid pattaer were d•e rnxiud by the ries approa,:h for an 4ccuracy cmorpari-

oon with the inte olatio tec hnique moentioned ý.bova.

. . . . . ..



The date for the tests was chosen as Auguzst 1968 for high solar activity

near the peak of the suns pot cycle. The central iocations were chiosen as

A and B as showt. in Figure I so that the two test areas etwered the most

varied regions in the ionosphere by capturing the effects of the equatorial

anomaly and the sunrise. The areas are defined by a circle of 60 degraes

in earth central izngle around the location A and B enclosing Alarge ionospheric

variations from -60 to + 6C degrees in 11htitude. 'lhe prediction:s and corre-

sponding centr~al and azimuth angle!3 for the coefficiient determination wore

gone-rated at 118 poin-ts ev'enly spaced at 10 degree interval* of central angle

and azimuth to cover ti~m areas.

Four sets of coefficients were determined for each of the areas around

A and B. lIn the first two sets equal. importance was placed an t~ic variation

in central angle and azimuth, setting mn= 3 and n=3 for the 'I8 coefficient case

and m=4, n=4 for the 45 coefficient case. A higher aazimiuth multiplier was

allowed ifl the 44 coefficient case with n,45, nr3, and & higher power of the

central ania1e wa~s included in th-, 4ý coeificient case with m--3, n=5.
lonosphizric predictions were then co)r. ntduliigteo fintinte

seriez appri)ach, and the results are prcvatedl in contour mnapi for cemipari-

son with the original Predictions. The 110" point pztttern is overlaycd. 4-y -the

contour lines oi the ionoipheric predictions af veýrticjJ 6group deilay at lboo mtizc

in units ofi Yscods igurei Za and 3a ~rL-ro,;nt the, oiginat ),r:LctiQa*b

in aLh areat around A and B rspectiey iue be~~ h cantu mAp

arouýid A 4nd Figu4res Ab-3 arot~uid 13 obta ine L irom L~ho difior*nt i fiie

set. Te osut~froni all casd4 of the coofficiont maethoet vi.iibly 4p '1ci

the gndral pattorri oi the oiginal edcin. we*thc rolultd frotn

the co-officient approaeli do not oxtand to the thightst vausoi the arigiaia

~ e ctr%,and ttwy toad t,3 approitito .4Wafien Qontaour tit%*! bY tý%Oor

ctctsdar onos. The iz avwt t Zte sir~ae iti rrit~ce

in tho nibe..' of u: iet frotn 28 to 4S %:4n be 41c.-riv not-ad. Vhq elo

pwor~ of th4 central aagle does not scvni to unprve tlhe fit. 41~ thed lrgor

ItUltiplier Oi the zO~ hanl ae bctter. mzatch of the cýoblon cqatau: in'



The condition of the sunriae around locatiwi 13 is better matched by

the se ries technique than the condition of thcu cqutatoriail anoimaly around7A.

LTo, clarify the regions just around A and B, the center of Figure*- Zc ar.d 3c

were enlar ged to show the detailed contour fnaps from 0 to 20 degrees in

cenltral. angle. Figure 5, the Pn1-,.rgeni%!nt for location 3.daois not show

much 'gefrom Figure 3c; but Figure 4. the map around A, shows a

ggreat amnount of variation not visible in Figure Zc. The coefficietits apparently

fit very )ýadly right around A and :ttua, rom 2to% 24 appear where the original

predictions ranged from 12 to 18. Looking il.rtkier into this case might yield

a n odified approach that eliminatas ta~is particular problani

By utilizing the coefficients in the series approach as well as by Linter-

polating between the original values at the I IS points, ionospheric predictiona

were computed for 117 points offset from the original grid pattern by i, 2. S.

and 0 degrees In c-entral angle as well as in azimnuth. The S degx~ti. position

offset in the 10 degree grid results in maxcimum errors, the 2. 5 degree offset

in average errors, while no oaf set gives the best pos~sible reaulti. Tables la

ann c shiow the com-parison ior predictions of vertical itroup deiay at 16- Mhiz

and Tables 'a anid b for the height of the nia.ximunt eltectron density. The

intcrpolation method requires use of 1I lxnmeswil h eis ehdol

usei ?-8 numbers Wi the first case, a~d 45, 421 and 44 numbe~rs in tho following

cases. The tables list for each c4.nditiun the rage of the pedictio.-ve

tho 117 ~oint grid pattern by givi.ng minimum, m4a-imurn and mcata values.

Tha e-rrors at oach mpoint Are dofin-od ;ii the dviation of the into-ruWate-i V;4ue

or of the codiiicient obtained value irom tho prodictiur. e ouet d I tAy

lor that point usinig the, B,4at Model. Listotl are thce RMS v41-e of te I errors

-o heaeas aound A Aud li, thea pearceatage ui thi: RMS aror to tho neali

prdiction. the larget~i Absolutd error incurred at 4z n o~t n h

corrspoung prco~tag of orror to prodic;tiol At that poiat'

For Wc aioni A the -fii ntdmthod yieldted the lWutttt RM'S vrr-3rs

in vertical group divla y -or the case a,-4. 4 nd *14). !Qo at-ou Zior the

' nlbt.au (4f na, a e-s with asoro VA- ation ia 4Zimt~h thant Ia n-traL ani



T %t: IRS percent errori; for the different cases of tht coefficient method

a5'e b'twcen 9q and 221, larger thian those obtained trom tl.h interpolation

method and while the mnaxtmum error for any one case is up to 4. 3 times

as large as the RMIS value tor the interpolation ni ethod, it is up to 6.5

times as large as the RM14S for the coefiic;ent techique. This indicates that

overall the coefficient metthod might yield acceptable errors, but yet the

value" at a few individual points might still have unreasonably large er-ors.

Cornpe-ibou of Figure 4 and Figure Za shows such a problem area of bad

estimates right around location A. Further investigations of the choice of

coefficients and of grid variatior with laitude, and longitude rather than

central angle aid azimuth are desired to find •he best conditions for the

coeificient moe-vd.

The problem of the choico of coefficients was carried ,le step further.

To astir•ate the importance if each coefficient in the series aý,proach. the

correlation coefficients were cor-mputed betw.,,n all possible comnbinations

of columns fcr the observation nmatrix X. If :x. and yt are "he elements

of two diiferent rrins in X, an:d k is the number of rows in X, then

thle working eqt,...on for the corrella.ion cm-fftciet-t r for these two columxns

x, k t Yi x• 'r

auah thv casv with 45 coefficients, tn*4. n;4, thi- zasuti-a~ cor at

i.ýeiicient3 between attj swo columni cleArly- -p~ar not'. ýus

-- r th iirst grou.. " n c- 0 " 07 ,44 the

siecond troup s'awod a tigl dogr~e- of orojir a~h7 .- 4

ilmia, -k~ii ag .- 1e & i. ii=a-:i tmns in -vaZisr. .it



OLcos jA and a sin jA where highly corrlt d with Cos jA arid sin j A
respc'ctivc~y. Since the correlations were sm.ali 3 '.3n1,btco~ oI

U ~ the Corresponding coefficients add some, but little,to the estimate of the

ionospheric predictiuns. Elitni.-ating all correlated' coofficients the series

was nmodified to be,

P o = + a, Oa +~ (a~,,cos jA +i bo sinj A).

The test case of 45 coeffici-nts reduced to 10 coefficients with rs=4 n~L.

The co'-afficients were determined based on the same d±a6'-z all other tesL

cases and the estimates obtai:-ied from the modified series approach using

the new coefficients were compared with che original predictions. The

results are listed in Tables lb and Zb. The errors for the 10 co#cfficient

c.Ises are riot too much larger than those for the 45 coefficient cases;

however, it is seen that the 35 elimninated coeffik.ients contribitte some

azn~uunt to th,. --ipr.ivements --f the estirnates.

To roefine, th series approa.ch of estiriating ionospheric Predictions

iurther invesitigation in several areas is ricessary. The proper density of

points used for thu- computation of the coefficients should tbe det-trmined

to -illow as r:.;--ch accuracy as posiiblo, btut to avoid Unnecessary ietail

that :aanot be, absorbý-d in'to the. cgefficients. Dii;-reant grid coordinatca
For th-pit PL'tr-sshul b checked out: a. latitude-lontigtte gr~i culd

c~place ttZq: cotzrIIAl angle-azimuth uid. Mod'.ec, ere and vari,.us

eo~bintios f termsS hou~ld Ue further .v-aluatedi to cot-ti up with only 4

iia -%qt ciiWM -i the b~c~t int th,%t yield :sti~al -)veral errors

ardilio reduce thi. azxiun. 4 t rori.
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[Central Location~ A (0", 2 10') e tquatorial an~omaly cffi.ct
Date 15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 hours
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Central Location A (04, 210v) -equatorial anomaly effect

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 hiours
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Central Location A(0, ZO 10) - aquatorixl anomaly affeoct

Diate 15 Aug 1968, Uniiversal Time~; 6 ho~urs
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Cenitral Location A(,10- qaralanomaly effect

Date 15 Aug 1968. Ujniversal Time: 6 hours
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Cental ocaionA (D21) -equatorial anomaly effect

Date -15 Aug 1968,' Universal Time: 6 hours
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A'Central Location B (0, 0*) sunrise affect

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 hours
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Central Location B(0*, 0*) - sunrisie effect

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 hour3
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Central Location B (0*, 0*) - sunrise affect

Date 15 Auig 1968,' Universal Tirmet 6 hours

Latitude (dog.)
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Central Location B (0*, 0") - sunrisej affect

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal, Tim~e: 6 hiours

Latitude (deg.)
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Central Location T3 (0@, 0") -sunrise e fe ct

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 Iours

Latitude (deg.)
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Central Locationi (0.,210*) - equatorial anornaly effect

Date -15 Aug 1968, Universal Time: 6 !tours

Latitude (deg.)
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Central Location B (0%, 0*) - sunrise effect

Dat 15 Aug 1968, Universal Time-. 6 hours
Latitude (dog.)
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APPENDIX F

Accuracies in C rolip Dely Pedi ctionl.. Obta ined by Us~ ofic -t (1 'L rint
Mlethod

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of the g radic nt

method for predicting group delay. Using a center point value of group

delay along with the corresponding gradient magnitude and direction,

values of group delay at any point within a (1500 km~block around the

center are estimated. Since the gradient expresses the change in group

delay around the center, this method allows estimates to be made over

a relatively large area based on data at the center point alone.

To form the data base for this test a world map of contours of equal

Croup delay for different magnetic latitudes and longitudes was plotted

(Figure 1). This plot was done using the Bent Ionospheric Model to estimate

the group delays occurring on 21 March 1970 at 0 hours uaiversal time.

B3ased on this map, 33 blocks containing (1500 kzn? each were constructed.

The test blocks were chosen so that areas of most interest and variability

would be included. Twenty four blocks were centered around t~he equator

so that the acc'uracy of this method could be studied in the presence of the

equatorial anomaly, and nine blocks were centered around a. latitude of

-Z0.Z5 degrees.

The gradient method for cal~culating group delay for a grid of points

can be suinmarizad as follows: Iniput data consist of the group delay at the

cente of the grid, the g;radiez-t value of the contours of group delay at

the center, and the azimnuth defiiang the di~rection of this gradient. using

the mane!ztic 1,ititu~ies and lon-itudes at the center point as well ai at the

point for w~hich an estimate of group delay is tv, 4ýd made. thqý Central earth

Angle asid the- azit-uth between th%* center point of the grid and Any s5pecified,

other poitit are computdd. The t~~aigltt line- d-e om the cttater point

to tite point for which the grottp dvLay it to be calculated is conmputed by the

d Z 2R' Iin

&he:re R~. is the radiui af the earth -sid a i thd central earth Anglc b-twon

F-1



the center point of the grid to the point for which the group delay is to be

calculated.

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of tht test blocks. For this test

a 5 x 5 grid of points is used.

The distance p between the center point and the projection of the da~a

point onto the gradient vector is calculated by

p jd cos (AZ -AZ,,)j

where AZ• is the azimuth of the gradient vector and AZ, is the azimuth

to the point for which the group delay is to be calculatt:d.

The group delay at any given point may be calculated from the group

delay at the center and the correction factor

p a Grad,

where Grad is the value of the gradient at the center point.

A value of grnup delay for each of the ZS points of the grin is then

calculated using

GD, GDC + A

xwhere GD, is the group delay for .ach point and GD. is the group delay

at the center point.

Table. I is a sunmmary of the results of this study. Data given for

each block include the nugnetic latitude and longitude for the center

* point, the mean of the predictions (stiMated by the Uent ,lodel for the

25 points in the block, and the niaximmu-n predicted group deLay for tht btock.

Also included is a suniziacy of the er "ors which ard the diiftfencet between

the values of group ddlay obtained by the gradient method And the basic

prictiots. A ro-it-ttnean- quarv of these difftre•n•cs is listed for each

block as well As the niaxiaaunn aibolutev difirtemc. Values for the 4bovie

*tati~tiea are alsQ cumputi.dc over all blocks '34d these values ;Z r oed

4t the bottolmf Qi the table.



The overall IRMS error in the gradient method is listed in Tablo I

-as 2.6 nanoseconds whir.! is about 12% of the mean prediction computed as

Z1. 5 nsec. For 79% of the individual blocks, however, the RMS errors

are belcw this .iverall R•SvI value, and for only a few blocks the overall

RMS error 15 greatly exceeded. Upon examination it '.s noted that blocks

5, 8, and L.3 have very large maximum absolute errors as well as large

RMS values. Referring to Figur. I it may be seen that the configuration

of the contours of group delay for these blocks makes it very difficult to

compute one estimate of the gradient that can be used to satisfactorily

estimate group delay for all the points in the block. By paying special

attention to such block3, estimates of the gradients coula be found that

will result in more accurate predictions of group delay and hence a reduction

in the individual residual IRMS. It is possible that these individual residuals

may be significantly reduced thereby reducing the overall residual to

around 2. 0 nanoseconds.
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AccuracieaP~tNDI ofte r~g Ln ocng

A simple tachnique requirinig very little data w~ tested for producing

world wide ior~osphcric predictions. Tito basic data consists of values

of group delay along one m.-gnatic lititude line, tha magnetic equator,

* and along one magnetic longitude 11ine that passes through the most dense

section of the equatorial anomaly. The values along the two cross lines

are chosen at 5 dce;-rný. spacing, which adds up to a total of 107 numbers

of 4 to 6 bits depending on the accuracy desired for each world man at

a fixed time.

To generate world wide d~ata from these values of group delay it

is assumed that the ratios of the value at any givena magnetic latitude

to the value at the equator are the same along every magneti-c longitude

line. Specilicallty, these ratios are equal to the ratios formed for th-,

magnetic longitude line ior which data at 5 d,±gree ipacing is available-.

The condition around suarise, however, does not follow thbis pattern; here

the- valuo- of arnttp delay are about the same at all latitudes along the

san&2 magnetic lonlitude liie Thus in thizi stnipic crois lino tzchni ud.

the value4 all alorzi thi magnetic longitude Line juit betore su.nrise are

assumed to be the same ai the equatorial v.-u. To allow for a meth

traazsitioa between this and the proportionate ratio rye.thod, th; results

irom both t~echniquei -Are ý:=Lbined usingý linear weightiag prop,ýreinai

to the roziý-z"ý eiAianot!* fqr 75 de~zi -- in mga gntic loagitude to both

siidos of the equal valuo loagitude line.

Di all three to:st c:astt tho atgaetic ltaitude liat throug;h the Ouato:ial

4ao~zaciA4d tliv onc 'u~st b-eiore *uartde were fixod at the san distane

iratt the. tdges- iý- the ltsý t~hAt are etat,:d inlag~tudd to that tho tim'o

dopcadent 94utrta appears in the s-azze P14co4. The 4hour uant~v,-rgt ti.t'.

map of -rzu.- dqlayv ior cxpI4 ohowts thfe ft-%tI., t c W~td4 Ulie throumh

Lc qu-Azo.riAl 4anotaiy 4t ZU0 4neIroas and th na jut.t before 'Ai~t a

100 dgrees.v Fiiuro It. shows the r.tp wt.ýh the b4as.c igrop dolaty Pre-t

dtcionii for thv U.ent Maoel. -Zte manevitic I 'deadlongio-ndc e c

that dottnq the "eta Li~i .o; tat crosa liae zach. t aro draw. t.

G-1
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thie X defiaes the location of the e'qual valtwo longitude line. The contoutr

map resulting fromn the cross line technique is presented in Figure Lb.

and thc. deviations in the predictions obtained by this technique fromn the

Bent Model values are plotted in F'igure Ic. F'igures la-c. are for

4 hours universal time on 21 March 1970, F~gures Za-c. and 3a-c. are

for 20 hours on Z.1 March 19t3 and 21 June 1970 respectively. Table I

gives a statistical summary of the results; it lists for each test case and

for various magnetic latitude regions the mean and maximum values of the

Be.-t Model prediction.; and the :WS and maximum absolute aerrors in

the cross line tecnnique. The given errors include only the deviation from

_Fthe ba..'c prodiction.

In Cases I and 3 this simple model estimates on the average 67 and 58%0

of the basic prediction and the maximnum- errors are 1/3 and 1/2 of the

maximum prediction, reflecting approximately the same percentage as the

averag-e figures for oach case. in Case 2, however, only 265% of the basic

pretdiction is ~.stimiated and the maxinium error is of the same size as the

xvx.nxi;mu' p Uiciýn Upon closer examiination ui Figures Za-c. , it caa

be seen that the largest errors occur around 80 degrees magnetic longitude.

The approxim'ate synumetry axis o! the contours does not completely follow

the magnetic equatc~r. -and this causes the high equatorial group delay of

3 0 asec at 60 deg rous longitude, while at - 35 deg ree s vhe re the longitude

line passes t~hrou-h the nzo4-t dense portion of the equatorial anonialy, the

dquatorial group delay izi only 24 naec. The distortion in the contour pattern

i3 caused by the ---ct that tho axes of the inap are the sinlpld dipole mlagnetic

latitude ;.ad longitude. The tr-ue mgnetic cquator would iollow Clo- aon

the aztual line of 4ymmctry, thu~s if An axist of mavgnetic dip w4.i uiced around

the eqnator instetad cii the dioe magrictic latitudc, a arnaller equatorial

gru a *Cl auta 0dýre ogtd a h:Ir rosi



It appears that through morc investigations this simple technique

could be somewhat refined that it would yield on the avirage between 65

and 8076 of the basic predictions for any fixed tinre. Time errors due

to time discrepancies, interpolation between different sets, or rotation

of the maps at a rate of 15 degrees in longitude per hour, as well as the

errors in the basic prediction itself, subtract from this accuracy figure.

To reduce the position errors even further another approach was

considered that allows cross lines to be used for each of a numbe r of

sections of the world, rather than selecting one set of cross lines for the

whole world. TUe sections are 30" in longitude and 700 in latitude,

reaching south from 50* north when the satellite is above the northern

hemisphere, and north from 50* southwhen the satellite is south of:the

equator. With a number of satellites transmitting such data segn ents all

around the world and additional -data transmission for the polar caps.

complete world coverage can be achieved. Eac.' user can pick up 3

consecutive data begenats and data for one polar cap from 4 different

satellites to c .v-: his area of visibility. Th,ý data for the polar caps can

be expressed in i-i. ,m of a circular grid pattern, the data for all the

other segrnents can be expressed -y the data values along two cross lines,

one being the magnetic equator, the other the magnetic longitude along the left

hand side of the block.

Since the worldwide group delay pattern -hows much symnetry in the

ii magnetic latitude-longitude syszemn and the success of the cross line

tfechnique as well as the time rotation is dependent on this symmetry,

the dzta blocks are ac,.ua!ly defined in the ougnetic system a* *hown in

Figure 4, And tht s*tdllite orbit boing dcfinad in. tlw geographi.-. is'tenm

will be iomew-Lhat offie-t from t~he plott.*d tracid. The tesits ptormed 6ivt

the tx.petced sitz ui tho errck-rs in posit.ion. Vh results i~r blocks both

30' aad 60' wide in !ongitudo are -iuusximr-.eid for ZI M~rch 1170 in

Tabl.-s 4-i- and for "l June 1970 ia Table% 3a-f. Liited aro tho blo'-

intific~tiena, the RMt a4 l•iniui errors -Alng with the aleaa 4nd

0-



ty- n.imum predictiona for the itdividual blocks, and for each hoitr error
and prediction information is summarized for thu whole world between

+50* magn,.tic latitude. The overall RMS error in group delay for the

30' blocks is 18% of the mean prediction, and for the 60' blocks this

number has already increased to Z676. Examining the individual blocks

often shows that tor a particular hour there are Z blocks at the same

longitude north and south for which the RIMS errors are considerably

larger than for the remaining blocks. These large errors are caused

by the distortion due to the inaccurate magnetic equator, as can be seen

between 30 and 60* in longitude on Figure 4 and Table Za. By introducing

some adjustment for the distortion it is expected that the maximum

possible errors are reduced and that an overall RMS error of 14% of the

nmezri prediction can be achieved, which is appar nt from errors of 14,

15, and 13% obtained from the data at 4, 8, and 12 hours universal time

when the effect of the distortion is relatively small.
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TABLE 2a* ^-",m-PAR[SOV" OF GP0L.IP OELAY O.3rAINEO Sy CROSS LINC

8L'3CK LATITUD .0N. MN~TCE P;EDIC~TON ERRPO
-UT SIZE BLOCU fTA~.' 9 rOP M'EAN' MAX RrMS MAX

o 30 NORTH 0 26 18*34 31114 3#56 11017
o 30 NBRTN 30 SS 13*02 32.6 14j*b34 39852

o 30 NeRTH 90 Its 9.23 21.56 1990 4977
0 30 NORTH 120 14S 4.77 8.61 .72 1.64

030 N r3RT H. 7#4i7 1if Je941 4,35
o s0 NORTH 180 2C5 18*93 3C*87 992 4.25
0 30 NORTH 210 235 2793 3*3 4~LL008l.1001
o 30 NaRTH 240o 265 30991 44v3C 2.75 7987
a 30 NaPTH 27o 29 32olQ 144,33 1.77 5i.14
0_ o 0 NORTH 300 325 29.29 42#C6 2v80 6.42

0-- tj f - 355--96 - 21;735.93 2.19 8T
0 30 Sf)UTH 0 25 17#45 31*14 3.20 11.17
0 30 SeUN 3c 55 13.26 32961 14.66 39152

ýO SOUTH 90 115 6.32 16,14 1.0 47
0 30 SOUTH 120 1}*5 4.01 8.61 .78 1.78
0- 1 2OSOUH i5d---i 7 .0 - -b1 14.11 t 26
o 30 SOLITH 180 2Cs 13@1C 3C*87 # i 4*25

I 3 EUTH 21n ?35S 2--6 35o63 3.66 10.15 _____

0 40 SaUTH 270 295 29o77 44o33 1,74 5,14
0 0 SOUTH 3CO 325 26.7C 4.2oC6 2P89 7*20 _______

o 30 OVEPALL STATISTICS 13.22 44.332 47 39e52

O 60 NeRTH 0 Isola.1 32.61 11,59 42688
0 E-0 NOPH 60 11B 11969 E5084 29Sd 3v20

06 -60 d-0 07 k.1 T41 ,2 -12
0 60 NOe.TH 130 21q 23.12 35.63 4.41 14005
0 60 NeRT4 240 295 3!.92 44*31, .3 9.34

60 SOUTH 5 59 l~36 32twl '32 42688
a 60 SOUTH 60 115 7.25, 26va2 2.21. *.220

O60 0 UTH -120 17 5 -f - Zt 1b 6~
o 60 SaU-fH iSO 235 2 1.3 15 6 3 3086 14005

0 60 SU~N ~44*' 36 9034

o 60 bdUTH C 35 3,$ 26 ?T O

0 60 OVERA~LLSTATISTICS %8*22! 44.233 50.334,8

- -16
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TAEbLE ae CUMPARIG8N OF GROUP DELAY OBTA\E3 OY CROSS LINE

TECHNICUE WITH MOOEL PrECICTrONS ON 21/ 3/7C

83LtOCK LATITUDE LONGITUCE PREDICTrON ERPOR.
UT SZE pUOCK STR TP MEAN MAX RmS M AX. ___

4. 30 NORTH 0 25 14,46 27,C4 2,10 8.12
4 3 NCRTH__j__!C_6_00_ 9 7..c

4 30 NORTH 60 as SolC 9,74 I*oo 2018
4 30 NORTH 'O 115 6.44 13,65 2.90 8075
4 30 NORTH 12 0 145 16o98 2e#79 1.90 5,58

4 30 NORTH 1i0 .175 25;-64 4C,2 4.71 12&65
4 3C NORTH 180 2C5 2g994 47oE0 995 2'82
4 30 NORTH 210 235 3,7t?45,9 2,97 9.32
4 30 NORTH 240 265 27o67 39.56 1.81 4'11
4 30 NORTH 270 295 21977 37986 2%'3 8476
4 30 NORTH 3CO 325 .7,76 32o67 1.54 4.64

4 30 SOUTH 0 a5 1.328 27#C4 2.15 8,2.
S30 SOUTH 30 55 7.24 18,C6 3,64 9o70

-0 SOUTH &0 85
4 30 SOUTH 9( 115 6.93 11.65 1.66 6.85
4 3o SOUTH 120 145 18*45 2ý.79 1.62 5.58
4 d• S6UT-" 5o---175- 25T:37 4C.22 4,01-- 2*5
S30 SOUTH 180 2C5 29-81 47,EC .79 2.50
4 30 SOUTH 210 235 29.96 450o19 3.34 9,32
"4 0 SOUTH 2256 p5 406
4 30 S•'UIp 270 295 2j•-,• 7,,2 2f.f 8,76
4 30 SOUTH 3CO 325 16915 32.67 1,78 4,64

-3.0-- SUfTH---3 35 -

4-__.jQ___.VERALL STATISTICS I1.08 47-5C 2'9C 12.65

4 60 NORTH 0 55 11.96 27,C4 6.73 2195
4 6c0 NORTH _6 _t5 5o77 13.6- 1.56 6.63
W o~RN-12 72jn14~~ .~j

) 6O NORTH 180 235 3o,33 47,E0 2.93 10016
@ 60 NORTH 240 295 2 -, 7 39456 2,63 9,58

-4 60 SORTH .0 24t 7212154• 60 S9UTH ej 55 10,26 27,C4 7,31 21#,54

4 60 SOUTH 60 j15 -25 2,49 _ 204 7,0?

---- 7 -6' - SJUY - jo--j7 - 2-1 9 2--' .22 -15'-6 ' 2~
4 60 SOUTH 180 225 29088 47,E_ 2.59 10.16

-6o0 SOUTH P.0 293 ?0.3t 39.56 ?.33 9058

60 OVERALL STATISTICS 1^ka8 476a0 4,30 21.54_

G-17



TABLE Zco COMPARtNON OF GPOUP DELAY OtJTA!NED FlY CROSS LINE
TECHN'IQUE WITH MODEL. PR CTIONS ON 211ý3LS _______

BLeCK LATITUOE L8NGITUDE PREDICTION ERROR
LT S I.Z.E _LO.CI START STOP MEAN MAX-_ RMS MAy________

8 30 NORTH 0 as 4.56 7932 974 1963
* 8 3q NORTH 30 59 7 -4I?_9____4___

8 2 30 NORTH 60 2 1. 26.60 *59 1,75
S30 NORTH So li 24,55 34o82 3034 12904

a _0 NORTH 120 145 30*73 46o3 545 16.84
30 ORH t mo1t 31 68 Wo a 3.64 1'3

3 30 NORlTH 180 2C5 28939 49075 4.37 3097
a 30 NaRTH 210 215 2o%67 36o57 1.78 6943
8 30 NORTH 240 265 16*81 29#73 1.51 5t57

a 30 Ne~f 270 295 t6*97 31.CB .2 9
* 8 3o NOriT. 3C0 325 12.v32 26.23 2 &2ý 6.30

8 30 N' r~ F3 T 7ofl 6.0 11.817 2'5
* 8 30 SO T H 0 25 4.76 7.32 .91' 2953
* 830 S8UTH 30 55 7.91 151 -83

28 30 SOUTH 60 85 17-91 26-60 4=4 lo5i

8 30 SOUTH 90 115 2.3.23 33,75 2o67 12t04
9 30 SOUTH 120 143 2893C 46.86 5,80 !6,84
6i 30 SOUTH 1':-o 37 .Qc~ 4828 3oC8 J13,3L
8 30 SOUTH 180 2c5 28.51 49075 4.43 9t85
a 30 SOUTH 210 23S 20.59 36,57 1958 6.43

8 -40 SOUTH 270 290 15.56 31*C8 1.69 4*91
8 30 SOUTH 3C0o 3 2 11,79 26.23 2*14 6.30

30~~ od h ETŽ c .4-63160

* 8 30 OVERLL STATISTICS 110 97 27 68

8 160 NORTH 0 5= 6*14 16.10 2.44 11987
8 o OTH 8 iS 21#2C 34.82 2,50 10t26

3 60 NdIRTH 130 21-5 22' 3 49075 :393 41*97
a 60 NCRTH 240 295 16.39 31C o378

a 60 SOUTH "I E5 6.34 15010 S9 J1187

-3 60 SOUTH 60 11155 20.60 33.7S 21:79 11026 _______

8 ~~ 6a L. Tw, 190 216 4~5 9075 9 .5
a 6t; S u T H 24~0 29S 16 -5 3t-C8 2,70 7tao________

j 6o ISVERALLSTATISTICS 180 490,05 3.83 17*95



TABLE ad, COMPARISON OF GReUP DELAY 6BTAINO ?v CROSS LINE

BLOCK LATITUDE LONGITUUC PREDICTION ERROR
LT SIZ._L.BOC}K START STeP MEAN MAX RMS MAX

12 30 NORTH 0 25 19.61 3C994 1C6 4157

* .. 2 30 N8RTH 3 _ J 5 _2_____, 3_,_ __3-5_

12 3o NORTH 60 8 32.03 42.94 1.76 4 ,44
112 30 NORTH 90 115 31,64 44,72 6,33 19967

12 30 NORTH 1.20 45 2,.46 4C,89 2 750 7,64

12 20 NORTH 150 175 22.72 4C*CS 1,93 6.98
12 30 NORTH 180 2C5 17,35 36.85 1.78 3#65
12 3 NOR7H 210 14,82 .!,?9 7_._5_25__•'__ _
12 30 NORTH 240 26; 12.16 27.71 1924 3.50

1.2 30 NORTH 270 295 7,94 16,13 c75 1'73
12 30 NORTH 3CC 325 4.96 9,62 .83 2o28
12 30 NORTH 330 3ý5 - 41 13.90 1.58 6*09

12 30 SOUTH 0 25 18.32 30,94 .89 4t57
1.2 30 SaUTH 30 5H 25,94 3 3_, 1_3.1 • o____,_ _

1230 -SOUH 60 85 27,25 '2eC5 2,10 4077
4;)2 30 SOUTH 90 115 26,97 4472 6v03 19,67
12 30 SOUTH 120 145 25.87 4C.89 2.29 7,64
12 30 SOUTH 1- 7 10 4C~c8 2-o-3 6.9
12 30 SOUTH 180 2C5 18,01 36,85 .72 2.35

i2 30 SOUTH 210 235 15,5C 31,37 1.,72 ... 5,25
12 30 So U~h 240 265 13,08 27071 ',10 3'50
12 30 SOUTH 27C 295 8,09 16.13 "5C 1973

1 30 SaUTH 3CC 325 4.54 9.62 .48 1 e4 1
87.22 .0 SOTH 3G0 255 -669 13#90 19- 398

12 30 OVERA•LL STATISTICS 18,29 3472 2,139._7

12 60 NORTH 0 55 24.14 38.21 2,91 14.15

12 60 NORTH 60 _ .15t 3 1 ,#3 4.472 4,33 19'1t

"0 NORTH 120 j7. 25179 '.C,89 3.90 13,77

12 A, 0 NORTH 180 235 1(,08 36425 2,41 5'95

12 60 NORTH 24O 295 Ic,05 27.71 1,48 345o

1 60 fOT Th0 ~ .a1.0 i6~ 83
1t 6( SOUTH 0 E5 22.13 38.12 2.5'5 14,15

12 60 SOUTH 60 115 27.11 44072 *,•4 19'11
S12--- 6 So- rN 2-1, 2-L 75"- 23 3 -0 54-- 4 C 89 -3 93 134 77

12 60 SOUTH iL0 235 16.76 36v85 1.*5 5,40

12 60 SOUTH 2'0 2s6 10.58 27.71 1.20 3,5 _- -S - S y o - ) i ý--3 CO-G-3--5 --- -- I:•- d-l-,; -3 9 3

15 60 OvEAALL STATISTICS 1.029 44,72 2.36 19-1

* *o- 19
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(TA:LE Zc, COMPARISON OF GRuUP DELAY CaTAIKEO ElY CROSS LINE
STECH•:I0UE WITH 0EL PRECICTIeNS ON 21/ 3/7C

8LOCK LATITUDE LONGITUCE P;EOICTI6N ERROR

UT SIZE BLOCK< START STOP MEAN MAX RMS MAX

16 30 NORTH 0 25 32,35 42952 3.32 7a72
16 30 NORTH 30 55 34.02 46o76 1050 26.88
:-6 30 NORTH 60 85 30;-on-44.28 1,3C , 40

16 30 NORTH 90 115 23c17 36,43 4.24 14,28
16 30 NORTH 120 14•3 1699 29.39 2.74 7,80

1b 30 NORTH I-b0 t75 j.,9% 29,24 1,90)09°
16 30 NORTH 180  2C 5  12,49 27919 1t.1i6 4o38
16 30 NORTH 210 235 8.07 16.1 9'76 .,85
16 30 NORTH 240 265 4.-7 9.43 1,06 2.94
16 30 NORTH 270 295 8.77 16,99 22,7 7*31

16 30 NORTH 3C0 325 19.99 3C.97 1,_3 2a62
16 30 NORTH 3-3 355 26,81 36.C8 1,76 bo02

16 30 SOUTH 0 25 29#52 42,28 2,41 6.82
16 30 SOUTH 30 ES 28.37 46.76 t0970 26,88
16 30 SOUTH 6 85 24f29 744.28 .98 2,08

"16 30 SOUTH 90 115 19.01 36.43 4+1,3 1428
16 30 SOUTH 120 145 15,71 29.39 2,58 7,80

-- O----S-T 5 q 5; 7 5 144 •,, 29.2-4169 9
16 30 SOUTH 180 2C5 12,9C 27@19 1.47 4#38
•-•A4  ___S@IjW ?¶'I :• "• F.; A,7C 16.14 1,ol 2.08

-6-30 -- r -- �,06*0;3 .4-8 ;cl
1& 30 SOUTH 270 295 7,IC 16.99 2.26 5s55

16 30 SOUTH 300 3 5 17*02 30o97 11C2 3,11i -- t ;•-3o S--- "0UTH-- 330-35 -2-5•03-3-6,C a a57-5'-76-

-16 3C. OVERkLL STATISTICS 18.35 46.76 3070_.2688 .......

16 60 NORTH 0 55 33.19 46o76 8.37 31.47
16 60 NORTH 60 115 26.88 44.28 3.79 16,21
-16•60 -- NORF•TH 1-20 -$ 5- 1 5-95 -9.2 3 .--;94- 10.465

16 60 NORTH 10 23 5 IC,2 27.19 1,46 4o38

V 16 60 NORTH 240 ?95 6@37 16.99 2*20 6.78
1& O-NORI---0"- -2-3,'C 36,C8 *4 9 5o28

16 60 SOUTH 0 55 23904 46.76 9.64 31047
16 60 SOUTH 60 ¶I5 21.65 446.8 3.26 16.21
lb'6-- 60 SOUT1 4 Y2 ~~ho2;9 421'
16 60 SOUTH 130 235 10.O8 27,19 4.89 4,38

16 60 SOUT4H 20 295 6,19 l65, 1,8t,3 6,7a

16- -6 --A-3 d-Z 210T 3.ca 3-65 10064

S16 60 OvERALL STAYT!CS 18,35 46i76 4051 31,47

*-----

il.-



TABLE Z(, COMPARISON OF GROUP DELAY OTAINE0 BY CROSS LI,%E
TECHNIQUE WITH M•EOL PRECICTIONS 5N 2V_-_3!.q_

BLOCK LATITUOE LONGITUDE PREDICTION ERROR
._UT SIZE BLOCK X RmS MAX

20 30 NORTH o 25 28.68 4C.63 2,.49 9.37

20 30 NORTH 3o 55 24.04 4C.17 7.32 19984

20 30 NORTH 60 as 18.86 34.65 2"81 6.44
20 30 NORTH 90 115 i7.49 33956 6,22 19914
20 30 NORTH 120 j45 1.997 24.97 2.66 9&3o
20 30 NORTH 150 175 7,-75 16.66 .0 2a90o

20 30 NORTH 180 2C5 4.84 8.53 1.12 3,Oo
20 30 NORTH 210 235 8,•, 1,. L6 , 7 3 ... ,27
20 30 NORTH 240 265 19.b3 28.53 s99 .3,40
20 30 NORTH 270 295 27939 39.sa ',81 13,56
20 30 NORTH 300 325 32,35 44.24 2.36 5s14
20 30 NORTH 330 355 31,72 44.84 3.73 l0,9i
20 30 SOUTH 0 25 27.52 +4C*63 3*09 9.37
20 30 SOUTH 30 55 19,413 4C.17 8.20 19.84
20 30 SOUTH 60 85 13.25 34•.65 2.31 4.59
20 30 SOUTH 90 115 13,oC 33.56 6.10 19114
.0 30 SOUTH 12C 145 11,27 24.97 2411 9.30
0 303 --- H 10 j-15 - -7-' 6 66 ,83 -208-

20 30 SOUTH 180 2Cs 4.5C 89.3 .67 1959
•u 0 •UT; "• -. ". : • "t nn•=.A oq8 5o39

20 30 $9UTH 2 0 265 18.04 Eas•3 1923 C4
20 30 S0UTH 27Q 295 24.81 39,0•s 3,73 13.32
20 30 SOUTH :co 325 27.82 42.52 1.82 4,58
20 30 SOUm 3-0 3,5 28 116 Y---. p2-- -692

20_ Q OERALL STATISTICS 18.1 44*.84 3.64 90.8_4

i 20 60 NORTH 0 E5 26.36 4C.63 9.33 31.8o

2 6O 0 NORTH 0_ _!5 18.18 34.65 5.11 19,41•" ---- 0--- 60 NORTH i20" -i7S--"9--oo---.S•7---3 O7--9 ')?

20 60 NORTH ISO 235 6.64 ý.-,46 2,01 6.08
2C 60 NORTH 24 0 29S 2305 39698 5,06 17-'.1

060 NO-'T-7 C0-- 2b- 4 183~~~~o 4 9-.1 7ie6
20 60 SOUTH 0 5 23,47 4C,63 11.62 31180
20 60 SOUTH 60 i15 13*33 34.65 4e42 19*41S--2o 6- Uo---s 9'H-"• •'• -- " • , ••37-- .-•39s 7-3- ....

20 60 SOUTH 18a 235 5.7-5 15,6 1019 6,03
•0 60 S•UTN ...4Q 295 31,• •9.9•i 4.95_'7"'t

60 S.UTH 2to -.S. 4o • ... _

- -6 - S a- U -- 3 - ---- ---- a 64 -901 --



TABLE 3a. COMPARISON UP GqdOUP DELAY O0JTAINED HY CROSS LINF

. .. TEChNIQUEti I.TH M ELO _E 21

BLOCK LATITUOE LONGITUCE PREOICTI1N ERROR
UT SIZE BLOCK START STOP MEAN MAX RMS MAX

o 30 NORTH 0 25 11,97 14.23 j1el 3,60
S-3C NORTH 3.0_ 5_ 9, 31 _._ 4 . _ý' 4-C 9_ _, C.__
0 30 NORTH 60 85 7997 12#65 1,25 3,61
o 30 NORTH 0 115 6.52 1C,14 1,62 4'C3
0 30 NORTH 120 145 5.32 8o32 ,86 1.95
O 30 NORTH o1 75 796 12s4 6.35 it7*29
o 30 NORTH 1f-0 2C5 12944 21.58 1,65 3.74

20 30 NORTH 2 3025 15*56 26,C9 li57 5931
o 30 NORTH 2FO 265 20m26 23•V7 2.46 7950

0 30 NORTH 270 295 19.87 28.77 1141 5095
0 30 NORTH 3CO 325 19,64 32,76 1,85 4•74
0o3 - AT -~ho r 3 3d'--' 5 17*3 -2 -5 29 781
0 30 SOUTH 0 25 6,9C 13*70 *96 3.60
O 30 SOUTH 30 55 4o63 4oC9 3,08 9,06

a 30 SOUTH 60 85 3.85 12.65 ,69 2v27
0 30 SOUTH 90 115 2.81 8945 tool 3,59

0 30 SOUTH 120 145 2,22 7.C0 @37 1.17
0 30 SOUTH I0 175 7 -37 1,5

0 30 SOLTH 180 2C5 IIo4 21,5 1.58 3,74

0 30 S8UTH 210 23!ý 15,b7 26,C9 1.38 5,30

0J .30 arUTH z4-0 26~:5 ?5
0 30 SOUTH 270 295 16*/C 28.77 1.34 5,95
a 30 SOcUTH 300 325 16.25 32.76 1.856 470
S -"-S-•-f--33Q - . od7-3s6 51,(9D--5-50-

0 30 OVERALL STATISTICS i1102 32,76 2,31 17.29

0 60 NeRTH 0 !'5 10.64 14923 5,17 12.96

o 6o NaRTH 6015 7s24 12.65 2ot 5*74
U ~ N~ 1~ :5 0~4 43 4*05

0 60 NORTH 160 235 14oC. 26.C9 2.tO 0
0. 60 NORTH 240 295 20.06 29,77 3,00 3,25

0 60 SaUTH c 55 5,76 14*C9 4.53 12#96
0 60 SOUTH 61 115 3,33 i -2 f.365 I,06 4,86,

0 60 SOUTH 1 40 2.5 13,75 26,C9 1#96 4,•5

c 6 0 SOUTH 240 295 17,26 29%27 :,97 7071
0~~ ~ ~ T 3i 3~~3 6 2003

0 OVERALL ... ,.1ISTICS 1,02 32,7 2,99 4,6,28

- -" - .•-" -



TABLE 3b* CUJMPARISON OF GPeUP OELAY OdTAINEO Hy CROSS LINE
TEC?-NICUE WITH MODEL PREC ICT I.NS 4N 21. 6/?C

!BLOCK LATITUDE LONGITUCE PREDICTION ERROR
U T SIZE BLOC4 START STOP MEAN MAX RMS MAX

4 30 NeRTH 0 25 8.34 11.43 1,41 3o86
4 30 NORTH 30 55 6.06 11,12 106 2.14

NOT 0o 8b 5 4*3C 8.43 1C2934
4 30 NORTH 9o 115 7.25 12,C 6.47 18974
4 30 NORTH 120 I45 14917 22929 1*47 5,C9
43o30 pOR- oI 7-C-'25" jj51-3-
4 30 NORTH IS0 2C5 17907 25.15 1.21 ?o16
4 20 NORTH 210 235 17,95 3Ce7 1.127 4.46
4 30 NORTH 240 235 18M5 3C-5 7 127 4,63
4 30 NORTH 270 295 15,82 23,2C 1,49 5'15

"4 30 NORTH 3C0 325 11.87 190,1 ,84 2,a7

4 30 SOUTH 0 25 4.43 9.95 *36 1.27
4 30 SOUTH 30 55 2.63 6.E8 .79 1'92

30 SOUTH I0•5 3 .- 215'
4 30 SOUTH 90 1t5 4.29 12.4C 1#69 5,81
4 30 SOUTH 120 .145 11693 22.29 1 -22 5lO9

4 30 SOUTH 210 235 173 3C.5c 1.36 4F46

4 30 SaUTH 270 295 12,U6 22,S8 '.58 5.15
4 30 SOLTH 3CQ 3;5 8 , 19.91 .98 2*87

•.8973 13.91 89 2'37

4 30 OVERALL STATISTICS 11,1c5a7 _,78_1_,74

4 60 NORTH 0 .5 7.2C 11,43 1.96 4*C5

4 60 N!RTH 60 It5 5.77 12.9C 4*C9 1795t
4'- 6'0 .. NaRTH- 1- 0 1i75-15i5 ; a25.33 2"50-" 7.17

4 60 NORTH 180 235 17,51 3C.5C 20.4, 9 :4 0
4 60 NORTH 240 295 17,3: 3'C,7 1-,6 6053

60 0NTN -3fO'3 -- 75NR' 9.5t 94 63'9
4 60 SOUTH 0 55 3ob3 9.95 leCS 3*18
4 60 SOUTH 0 115 2.92 12304 S55 5.29

4 60 SOUTH 180 235 17.64 3C,.0 2.36 904c

4 60 SOUTH 240 p95 14.21 3C087 2.23 6.53
,- 6d . SOUTH 3C0 o355 6 -716-i9 1--I '11 3.-00

_ 60 OVERALL STATISTICS l.15 3C987 2,30 17051

S.... . . ... .... . . . .-- . -

IJ ,J-"



TABLE 3c# COMPARISON tiF GROUP DELAY OiTAINE0 ýIY CRISS LIN"
LTQCy _fRE ITHMODEL PECTtIeNS ON 21/ 6/70

BLOCK LATITUDE LONGITUCE PRECICTION ERROR
UT SIZE BLOCiK START STOP LEAN MAX RiS MAX

8 30 NORTH 0 Es5 4957 7.76 1.48 3975
8 30 o NORTH 30 55 6.93 IC.83 5,37 17e33
a 30 NORTH 85 13.5• 26.64 3.39 8o59
8 30 NORTH 90] 115 17o91 28.54 2,21 7988
8 30 NORTH 120 145 20914 31.18 3.92 1a'.81

130 9f1f T 77 oT 37 1 7- 213 -6 -6
8 3o NORTH 180 2C5 17.I8 32o46 1973 6032
8 30 NORTH 210 235 14944 21•.5 967 2.28
8 30 NORTH 240 265 11 C.-f 16.*6 1.*27 3
8 30 NORTH 270 295 9,99 15035 #42 1,57
a 30 NORTH 300 325 7.t2 12.06 .65 2.71
8 30 NORTH 330 355 5,28 7,43 6,3 1054
8 30 SOUTH 0 25 2.31 5,39 .36 .85
8 30 SOUTH 30 55 4o14 1C@83 1.30 5.59
a 30 SOUTH 60 85 l11.7 26.6*4 .82 311
8 30 SOUTH 90 is5 15.72 2@.54 2.CB 7e88
a (0 SOUTH 120 145 17,62 31.18 3.67 12.8 _

8 30 SOUTMH 1a0 57-5 18.8-9 33.17 i.16 4 6'1
8 30 SOUTH 180 2c5 j7o24 32.46 29C2 6.32
8 30 SOUTH 210 235 12.27 21•25 1.42 3.45
8 30 SRUTH 2.0 265 -- !60, ••-79 3,45
8 30 SOUTH 270 295 6.7C 15*35 o40 1957
8 30 SOUTH 300 325 4-,• 12,C6 64 2,71

- • •3 O• SOUfjTH • 33035-- 3-3 -7;-•3 -

8 30 OVERALL STATISTICS 11.34 33.J7 2107 i7q33

8 6� NORTH C 55 5.79 1C.83 2oC2 7"30

8 eo NORTH __ 115 u1508 28OE, 5sto 10,56

"8 60 NORTH lao 235 is5,8 32.-8 2,37 8-59
8 60 NORTH 2-0 295 10*85 16.9.E 1.7. 8 4,68

8 0 SOUTH 0 55 3.22 1C.63 o90 8.34
60 SaUTH 60 %t5 %3.b 234=4 2.%4 894a

8 60 saUTH .:,7- , 3,5 3,59

a8 60 SOUTH 240 295 7.63 t6.56 J,: 6  4.68_
3CC.30 UTH- -7

8 60 OVERALL STATISTICS It. 33,1g33._I7 3,10 1•,. .

G-24



TAHLE, 3d, CVMP,%RISON UF GPOUP DELAY OaTAINEO EY CROSS LI•;

T ECHI.Q.UE WITH M00L% PRECLCTIeNS ON 21/ 6/7C

9LOCK LATITUDE LONGITUCE PREDICTION ERRUN

UT SIZE BLOCK START STOJP MEAN MAX RriS NX ____

12 30 NORTH 0 2• 1290C 24,e5 4,23 1'..69

12 30 N3RTH 30 18*.c239 3c 2.15 6,05

"---30 NORTH 60 85 20,J8 29976 1939 6,01
12 30 NORTH 90 115 21933 33.81 4,23 18067
12 30 NORTH 120 145 19,77 34.94 2,20 6.15
1- 3 -- KFi;RTW--f0 --- 5 -1 ŽS- 15 7 -6-07-
12 3o NORTH 180 2C5 11,95 18.16 .o11 2:30
"12 30 NORTH 210 235 9o54 0357 ,_41 1.89
12 30 NORTH 20 2 T9 i.7 56 14
12 3( NORTH 270 295 6*1C 8o8' 978 2*19

12 30 NORTH 3co 325 S,,3C 6.49 .60 1.73
12 30 N1ORrH - 3 5 - 7 - 25-3

12 30 SOUTH 0 25 8*96 24o,.=1 178 7.18

12 30 SOUTH 30 55 15.19 3C.9c3 2,12 6.C5
S---0 SOUTH ý 85 6 29.7 6 ,61 2 -'27

%2 -0 SOUTH 90 115 15095 33,81 3.76 18,67

12 30 SOUTH 120 145 5.,91- 34*.9 1488 6.15
-S--U Th 15 0 -75 276-f •2-8 9 , 4 -8 6;07

12 30 SOUTH 180 2C5 9.23 18.16 "64 1'99

12 30 SOUTH _ El0 235 6.69 -2,57 ,52 1.89

Id .0 eU.TP _,o em , 1C,7 -.Z. :+'.
1, .0 SOUTH 270 295 4.06 8,@L ,35 .75
12 30 SOUTH 3C0 325 2.27 4,6 ,28 '79

-a0 SOUTH- -3-3d C 43 54-2 47ý

2 3: 0 OVERALL STATISTICS 11.23,9 1,.6 I67

'112 60 NORTH 0 55 15#2c 3C,93 IC,41 21*36
6 60 NORTH 60 t15 2cO8d 32,. + 4.35 21914

- '- "1 - -- 6 0 .. . .N d R T H -. . . 2 0 -- -1 7 5 - - 1 7 ' + - " 5 - 2 7 -- - 9 0. . . . . . .

l2 60 NO6RTH 180 225 10C 7E 12.16 1.30 2,31

i? 6 o NORTH 240 295 7.15 1C, -7 ,9C 2,54

12 6) SdUTH 0 55 12.08 3c,493 570 17"00
1,2 60 SOUTH - 0 I5 16*38 33,2_! 3.13 e1".4

12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -66 &~~T 92o CS42l,92E0
12 60 SOUTH 160 25- 7,96 18.16 .7d 2,07
12 60 5o uH 240 295 4,77 IC,37 ,71 1"9' _ _

12' 60S0? J

12 6• OVERALL STATISTICS 11O.2 3•4.9 3.55 1•'36"- - S -. - -

+ G-ZS



TA8LF_ 3c, C tF'ARISON VF GROfUP OICLAY ý'37`AINF0 Oy LI\r

W~~NI~E %ITH r~OCEL PRC ~TCSN167~

BLOCK LATIr0E l,.8NGlTuCE PECLC~rIeN R

UýT S I Z OLO Ck START STIP ý'IAN MAX -Rms ~M.A X

16 _30 NOR~TH a 25 20,24 3C*24 1958 5#62
q _)0 5.5 22.*i4 12.17 4.42 9.86 --

16 30 NORTH 6 60 2 i.1 33ew 1.61 7.,66
16 :30 NORTH 90 115 17tb6 3C't35 2.49 8016
16 3C NORTH 120 145 11@47 18.':*r 1*24 3.52
16 30 Ndq TH 150 175 9odl 1.605 o524
16 340 N8RTH 180 2C5 8.58 l11C3 s73 1976
16 30 NORTH 2109235 6,26 9vC4 #51 1.62 _______

16 So NORTH 240Q 265 5,UC 7.63 926 .OC3
16 30 N6RTH 270 295 7.#51 11*69 3.@74 12.06
16 30 NORTH lC03T 146 27,42 3v23 6s72

1NsO16RTH 3ýiO -.- 56_Y6.9933j. c 1 2,87 6.*67 --

16 30 SOUTH 0 25 i5*J2 3Cs2 4  1,61 5o68
16 C0 SOUTH 30 55 16*14 32.17 3.*53 9. 86
16 3 0 SuH 68 '.63.3 2CS
16~ -0 SOUTH 50 115 10,25 27971 20 8.16
16 30 S5UTH 1.2o 14 7,4C 18.2-C 1.r 3652 __ ___

Y1 _ 30 SOTH 1- ti b d I b1 4 ; 75 *9.9
16 3.0 StikTH 1ho 2Cs 5.67 jI#C3 .57 1.76
16 .0 SLOUTH 2iC 2i5 4*0 9O - 29 976 ___

16 30 b dU TH 270 295 3.97 i1.c2 191C 4425
1t, ýo SOUTH IC325 27."4 1*C 5±

1630 OVERALL STATISTrCS 113 320.91 2-C8 .12906.__

16 60 NORTH 0 =5 21-39 3C.17 5stE 416*7S
16 60 NORTH__ 60 115 19,5d 32,90. 30~ 1'1'4

16 60 NORTH IdO: i35 7.42 ±±.C3 1'C9  2082
16 63 N e.F;T 2'40 z9c 6. 1 s 1-73-8_ _____

16 to SaLTN i0 15 s7_1 3-C,17 C.5±l 16.75

16 60 SOUTH' 60 115 12q4a 3!4-~ 3.52 IE1

1.6 60 SOUTH Ido ~2 31 46a6~ jc ~75 1-78
16 63 sOuTm 2'40 2,35 3.26 1qS22 locs 40

16 EQ OVEPALL 'STATiSTICS it -3! 3265! 3SC3_±6075

G - - - .



TADLE 3fe ClfrPARtSVN OF GtUP DELAY C:ITAINED iY C OStj L Is
* T~fr~CUEWITH MOE P7CICr.!rP,' ON 21/ 6/7C ~

B3LOCK LATITUDE LOVGIIIV~E PREGICT153N ERPUR

LT SIZE BLOCX START STOP MEAN MAX RIMS M~A X__

20 30 NORTH4 0 25 i9v42 27.94 1,.34 4 t7()
20 30 NORTH 30 55 _6,7C28,9___v______l

20 30 NORTH 90 115 10.76 17.22 2.30 8-16
a0 30 N8RTH 120 145 8.02 13918 z979 144____
20( 3o NQ4T 0-60- 0 6 Th2 .0 29
20 30 NORTH 1i80 205 5*52 8.14 o88 2s13
20 30 NO)RTH 2~O25 7@83Uil37 3,18 8953 _______

20 230 NO RTH 24 0 265 14005 23,6 2.1 4i31
20 30 NORTH 270 295 17o59 28sC4 o95 3914~
20 30 NURTH 3CO 32 210 *19 29*:3- 104 49'00 ___

-2,03 0 N0 NORT H-- 3ZI 5: 5 1-99' 1- 29' 93 t1s - 3
20 30 SOUTH 0 25 13odl 27.94 1.96 5944
20 3.0 SOUTH 30 55 9.79 28.28 4t-6 13013~
20 30 SOUTH 60 8' 6973 21.0!5 s90 2*44

2 30 SQ UTH 90 115 5*41 17.32 .15 4916
20 30 SOUTH 120 145 4.46 13.18 3 5 1,31

-- 3O TR 5 b-75 -T6S 8.;H42* Z6 ;2.
2,%, 30 SOUTH 13C 205 2.74 7&Cl 924 t'j I
2." so SOUTH 210 235 4*57 IC,77 1.42 5*4

20 -.0 SOUTH 270 25S 15.02 2--:c4 1.c7 3914
20 -0 SaUTH 3co 325 16.72 29.E3 946 -*1

20 3C OVERALLSTATISTICS 11,21 29.52 1o89 1'3,13

a0 80 NORTH o 55 18OC6 2CO58 9,48 16032

20 ea NORTH bo I1 I .i1,9 ! 5 1*91 6.94 _

2C 60 NOjRTH 180 235 6.8 :27 15 's
20 6c NeRTH 240 299 15662 2l.c4 2.60 b,87 ______

20 60 SOUM~ a 55 h1.dc 236.s 6.23 1.6.32
0 60 st ~ ~T H 60 11 6607 21,65 ita7 6.94

Z; '60 SOTHo~ 235 3.66 IC.77 1.11 50,45
20 60~ UTH__ 0 29ti 13.16 2ae t.4 -64______

-0 -CO S dU TH C0' 5 16- .US -*-; 13't -

20 60 dVERILL SrATtSTr0S 011.21 29.5t-3 2.gS_!6.32



APPENDIX If

Contour Maps of Groun) Delay and eiht and Frror Contourr ditw! to
Rotation of thtNN Maps for Continuotz; Tinv• Adpi'tstncnt

Contours of group delay and height at the maximumt electron density

are l•ltted on a world wide magnetic latitude and Longitude grid. To

allow the similarities of the patterns for maps at different universal

times to be easily examined, the magnetic longitude scale is shifted

eastward at a rate of 15 degrees per hour out of the 12 hour pLot

for which the magnetic longitude scale runs from 0 to 360 degrees.

In this manner the effects of sunrise and the equatorial anomaly appear Ain

the same portion relative to the edges of the graphs independent of the

universal time.

Figures la-f. show t.he world maps of vertical group delay on

2.1. NMarch 1970 for 0, 4, 8. 12, 16, and 20 hours of universal time; for

the same times Figures aa-f. give the group delay contours on 21 Juno 1970

and Figures 4a-f. give the contours for the height of the maximunm electron
density on 21 March 1970. The graphs tor the vario'us hours on a fixed

date look quite simi.lar except for a distortion of the pattern rtght arouvct

the equator that continuousl;, shiits eastward with increasing time. This

distortion is ce.used by the fact that the simple dipole magnetic latiLudc

and longitu'e define the zxe which give only an approximation to the true

magantic equVl, )r. Use of the miagnetic dip as an axis around the equator

would reduce the irregularities in the patterns for difierent timnes.

Sbwcethe maps for different tiues ou a fixed date are quite stmiiar.

the storage requir;onat •an be zinaiiic¢atly reduced if on-N onet ."p

tt a fixed time is ud d this map id rotated continuously over 4 hours

a:arata of 1i 4Qrecs in roagaetic: longitudo pcr hour to accounxt for
the diurnal wie.; variation. Tao estimat th4, ptd accrc los due

to siuch a time- adju4 t. nt, Figuire 3 wAs d: awn. he gdvc contour n-np

of thd diZfcrvnenc in Croup del.-y btwcena~r tt.c: 4 hour n&p iard. -e $ hur

tfnmp rotated by tO d grýes to adjutt ¼r the time ,hift saow•s the dster.ibtition

o theerror ;itspAcc. Tables 1. Z. -ad 3 proesent a *-uiatttury ow errorts

I--



in group delay and height due to time adjustments by r,~ti the va 1ious

world mapi ovcr 4, 3, and a zna~ximumn offsut of 12 hourit. RAMS orrors

and maxim-umi absolute errors are listed for srectdd magna'ic latit~1e

regions and corrt-sponding mean and maximum values of the Bi3nt Model

predictions are given for comparison. The statistics are based on 2376

data values in each map at 5 degree magnetiL. latitude and longitude

incre me nt-.

The discrenancies between the values rocomputed for the proper

time and the numbers obtained from a fixed time map by coordinate

rotation for time correction, increase oruy slightly from a 4 hour to an

8hour a.d1 ortm dutet For March 1970 the RMS erro in

group delay is Z6. 9%7 of ;the rncan pre'diction ior the 4 'hour rotation, 37. 116

for the 8 hour aud 32. 4%7 for the !Z hour adjustment. Overall an P.MS error

of 30. 10% exists with a maximum possible error of 46. 5% of the maximum

prediction. The results for Juni 1970 look quite similar; the RlMS errors

in group delay are Z7. 3%71, 34. 5%7. and 37. 0% of the me-An prec~ction for

djusinensin tLrne over 4. 8, and 12 hours respý!,tive:ly. The overall

ELMS error Is 34Z. L1,% and the maximuni error is 52. 5%. For ionosphdric

hel-ht data on March 1970 the R.MS errors are 5. M., 6.6%. and 6,.9%

of the meaa orediction for t~m. e adju4stnients over 4, 3, and 12 hours.

The overall RNS error ior the hoight data i.- 6. 117 with a maximumn po~sbila

error ~ -of2.i~ she maximum orediction.

The u~sd of the dipo1c :gI otic ltitudd iantcad Cif the z~ti"~r: dip

a* coordiaate cauiei soutt- di.start:.on around the kequator in the Dattera

of these. aupa. w~i,1 ., turn rv.lt laraor ergrorzs in. thiw rotation

mehd o tm dju~tiý-Ct. It thce-fr can 4,e dxcp-ed tha -,it .. RZA

*rrard of roujghly W,~ for group 4~14uy aad 6fq far ttw .11iiight data QAA bo

still redluced. it tha Ca rdinaozi W%:re oried tho dist4;rtL(U1 WA*

C(rVted ftoef i ZIW lather &-AV.



To reduce the time errors even further another approach w.tka considktred

that allow3 different sections of the world ma? to be precomputod for

diffc rent universal times. This method is described toward the end of

Appendix G on the cross-line technique. The moving satellite would transmit

each sCction of the world map at the predetermtined median time for 2 h,•urr

allowing time discrepancies of only +1 hour. Coordinate rotation ior the time

correction is then reduced to adjust for only +1 hour.

The test3 performed to check out the accuracy of this method are

summarized in Table 4, The hourly maps for the tests were chosen from

4 to 8 hours to keep the distortion due to the inaccurate magnetic equator

co a minimumn; thus the numbers actually reflect the er:ors to be expected

after the distortion haa been corrected for in some manner. The method

of coordinate rotation to adjust for I hour of tirne discrepancy yields a

RMS error in group delay of only 1. 37 nsec which is 1.(Y0 of the mean

prediction. But, this value increases rapidly to 2. Z5 nsec or 17-0 for .

Z bo:nr time adjilstmrent.
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TRADE STUDY INO.. 8

USER EPHENIERIS MODEL

T. S~ausel

GENGRAL - IWONAMIcS
Electronics Division



1. INTRODUCTION

The oGS Ephemeris Word is used tc establish the position, and possibly the velocity of the

individual space vehicles (SV) at specific time points or as a continuous function of time.
This ephemeris word must be generated or stored in the SV and the data word must be proc-
essed by the User Segment equipment. For the user equipment, the primary concern with
the ephemeris word format Is that the computational aspect of gonenatlng the bV state vector
(position and velocity) does not place a cost or accuracy burden on the user processor func-
tion. It should be noted that the basic accuracy of the users navigation data for the GPS is
governed by the user's knowledge of the SV state vector in that the system is never capable
of providing navigation to any accuracy greater than the user's knowledge of the SV state
vector. This analysis is concerned with the viable mechanization candidates from the user

equipment viewpoint. Examination of the ephemeris mechanization has been basically moti-
vated by the change in design concepts for the new satellite altitude (11,000 nautical miles)

* .and by the fact that the satellite configuration Is no longer a synchronous orbit.

2. REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Functional Requirement

General functional requirements for the ephemeris word are derived from paragraph
3.7.2.3 Software Initialization of the System Segment Specification SS-GPS-I01A which stip-
ulates that the "current position and velocity cf all active satellites" shall be determined by
the user processor. A related functional capability is also identified in 3.7.2.3.3 SV Sele"-
tion which requires that the satellites will be selected to provide the set which yields the
best GDOP and the minimum tropospheric error. The requirement also states that the

processor data base will be maintained foe the SV state vector to establish the anticipated
doppler shift and navigation code state. Consideration of the two requirements means that
the processor shall have a means of deter'mining the SV state vector from either prior

stored data or front data received via the SV ephetmeris data word.

. . 2 Design &irPm.%Uts

atudy of the systemt design has produced several design requirements which are derived
fi-or present ground rules or design concepts. The first design requirt'mwt considered is

the accuracy of the ephemeriS mechanization utilized by the user processor. The system

.,ngment error budget dofines SV ephetaerii error of 5 to 12 feet for which the e.hemerts
model error Alloeation is takent as I foot. Note that thevs algorithm errors are the dcviation
b-ttwoen the ephemeris algorithm anutd tht -SV's trite trajectory. given that the truc trajvctory
is completely known antd ddliaed. The velovity cerror budget is stipulated to be a valte oi

"0.01 ft/seC. The system specification also iacludes A bas-ie waveforta definition whiAch cs-
tublishvs aui ephemeris data format location within the data frame, iwtdazeetally. Appen-

d-X x1 of 0S-1P-XolA stat•s in Paragraph ;o.. Data Ulock Z. th.a.t in ephe•teris word
s ioll be providcd within this data block. "he arual eent o1 the nieris would be subJet
to tt eon.eWpts. which arc definc4d it the study.

i •-



2.3 Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation of the ephemeris mechanization and the resultant ephemeris word data format is
seen to be a function of the following criteria-

a) Processor memory requirements

b) Processor computation complexity

c) Number of data word bits required

I d) Accuracy of the selected mechanization

I e) Perishability of the selected mechanization
, $ Consideration of several pertinent f~Lctocs which influence the mechanization- and hence

-, must be c3nsidered in the analysis using the above evaluation criteria are the following:

1) Discrete versus functional position definition

2) Selection of reference coordinate frames as anertial or earth-fixed basis systems.

1,3) Data span intervals and data overlap concepts

4) Resolution and potential accuracy limitations

roper choice and selection of these factors must be niade to determine the lmpiet of the

design on the User Segment, the Control Segment and th, Space Vehicle Segment.

bs
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3. CANDIDATE MECHANIZATIONS

One of the first basic mechanization considerations which may be developed employs the
concept of utilizing either discrete or functional formulations of the satollite position and
velocity. These two approaches are described In detail in the following specific discussions.

3.1 Discrete Representation

' it Is possible for the $V to announce its position at regular intervals, e.g., once
per second, once every 6) seconds, ctc. To achieve a resolution of 0. 1 meter, 2' bits
plus sigi would be required for each of three cartesim coordinates, for a total of 87 bI.s

per position. In addition, the user must verify proper recepticr, by some form of error de-
tection and correction, e.g. , majority vote of redundant data or the use of error correctiag
codes. Thus, the user must receive from 100 to 261 bits per position, and it would bef pos-

* sible to define the SV position at least every 2 to G seconds under the assumption of a 50 bits
per second data rate.

By having the SV announce its pos'tion at discrete time polat, there will be no computatioN-
al burdeu to the user equipment of converting from a functional form to the discrete posi-
tions required for a position fix. On the other hand, the user equlpmeut would be forced to
demodulate ephemeris data from each of three or four SV's simultaneou.sly and voutiauously,
rather than sequatnially dcmodulating data from each SV in turn.

Thu impact on the SV of having to transmlt aiscrete positions w( .,am to be "i very large
memory requirement. However. this does not have to be the c. .."- :cifically, the SV
memory may be a prograinmed processor or CPU. All input and output to the memory
would be via the C PU. In this way. the Ground Control 4-gment can load the SV computer
memory with algorithms representing SV position as a nictinf-t of time. included in the raw
data would be the computer program to derivo discrtte positions irain the algorithms .and to
trismit them in the formut expected by the user equipment.

3.2 Functional Rotrv-sentatio

Instead ot transmitting discrete positions the SV can provide pouition as•a fatL-;tirto .f time.
There are three general methodi for functioazl e.0hemorts rvprve tation: intarpolation
polynomialz-, Keplvrian al'tial orbit •cmeats. and .ntieal iatiUratioa toehniquco.

iHepresetattioa of satcellite position and velocityt4y either a TaVvior sories xpýtsn irs tiae
or by a polynomtil fit such as a Lazgratgiat are two vartatio, -. of the firsit aicthod *tittt -
laiwon poiyaomials. The. positi~o for A ath d4,rie Taylor jari* ,:xpaaslou is giv-ta as

v N

n* tv I
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where

7 r (r) = the Kth range derivative

t - system time

T -=time interval defined between zero and time equal t.

Keplerian orbit coefficients may be employed which establish the satellite in an Inertial
fram,2 of reference as lefined by the classical two body problem of N:ewtonian mechanics. A
set of 13 parameters which are defined in detail in Section 4 is employed.

* Numeorical I.tegration of the central force field equations may be employed to generate ve-
locity and suisequent position but this mr .requires both initialization data on each satel-
lite, a recursive formulation of the necessary terms of the central force field equation and
the need to transmit the central force field acceleration vector in time as a d-ta polynomial.

t * Numerical integration calcul.itions would be i eqxuired in the user equipment. Serious con-
sideration was not •ivex to this technique in the analysis.

To contrast the functional representations with the discrete consider the following example.
The cartesian coordinates could be defined by three polynomials with time as the independent
variable, One estimate* indicates that no more than eight coefficients would be required to

. cover a data span of 24 minu.es. In this case, there would be 24 total coefficients plus the
time r -.renco to. Assuming 29 bits per coefficient, 7-25 bits aximum would be required
to cover 24 minu-es. Also assume that half the data bits are used for the ephemeris and that
the user must receive three o.aplete ephemeris words for validation through majority vote.
By this calculation, 3 x 725/1.5 bps, we find that the user will receive 24 minutes of orbital
data •n 87 seconds. The polynomial expansion takes the form:

F) (((('((A ) t*A t+A.) t*A t+A ) t+A,) t*A ) t*A
7 4 3

Thus, 21i multtplications and 2"- additions are aceded for each three dim-ensional SV ptsitiowl
to be computod.

-3.3 Doordiae ,ra-.e Det'iaitiovas

"Ný-.-) hrsle coordiiate frame selections are eonside•e'd for the formulation of the epheimeris
dgat: the earth tLxed c->ordifiate sys-tem atd the inertial r:eferefie. coordiuate sVytem.

L 3.3.1 Earth Fixed Coordiu%..t System The uter will be vi-atim, with r peet t- an

earth fixod coordinat• -:yiteou such as latitude and IomLftudo. northing and castiag. eta. The

"Reference 1: tI4.itlsutl. J. V. , "Optitinta Inatrpolation Iaterval mad Order in Satullitet
Epheatero.,e, -s. L T echnical Hopart TR- ,a,. April. 11,U.

S-4
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position of the SV emitter must be defined in ano earth fixed coordinate system In order that
range measurements to the beacon can be converted to a user position fix. The- advantage of
providing ephemneris data In earth fixed coordinates is obvious, since It is the coordinate
system ultimately required by the navigator

3.3.2 Inertial Reference System - The SV orbit is in an inrta pa hiheainls
relatively fixed while the earth constantly rotates. An inertial coordinate system is, there-
fore, better suitcd to descrlbing the SV position in space its a function of time. Although,

* the user wvould have to convert frem the inertial frame to earth fixed coordinates before
computing a position fix, there are three primary advantages to using the inertial frame;

1) Alert Calculations - A number of applications will require that future positions of
each SV be computed. For emarple, a submarine rising to take a position fix wvithi
minl.auni exposure time. Accurate alerts also will be required for direct acquisi-
tion of the P signal and for evaluating which of the av~ailable SV signals should be
trackced to minimize GDOP. Clearly, alert calculations are straigtowr wen a
set of Inertial (Kepler) orbit parameters are available; without them alert calcula-
tions are very difficult.

2) Minimize Data Transmission and Storage: Because the SV moves ia an Inertial
fra me, its position can be described by a small number of "Kepler Parameters"
plus a set of slowly varying, small magnitude, displ~acemient terms defining the
SV's deviation from the Kepler orbit. As a rebult, data storage ndtraamitilloSI'm
time le conserved. These savings may be impertant in extending the mlessage va-
lidity duration before aaother up-load is required, in permitting greater redundanicy
in the r-eceived message, and in providing message cooum for other satellite Kepler
orbit alert parameters.

3) Duration of Orbit Description - Figure 3.31.2-1 indicates that it would not bc. desir-
able to define more than about 30 airnutes of thi. SV or-bit wvith three polynomials of
eight coeificients each. Perhaps this span eau be increased by intcrpoi.±ting
through non-uniformly spaced orbital positions (Chebychev sampling) so that a spani
of one hour may be -Achieved. 74hus, 25 coefficients would be required with suitable
radtuidtucy every hour. By contrast, the sanie numbe-r of inerti alpramneters
would lik-ely define more thain four houri of orbit. aad subsequetit data ruiremeut~s
would ba iminimal.

Use of Inertial coordinates will have little Impact on the sophisticatiod user bez.ause of his
Cwten!sIve f.ýfmputlag c'.aeity. flowover, the rdquiremeat for exvertiag froml Inertial coor-

dntsto earth fixed courdinatets crould be a substantial burd4:n to tho unsophiiticatiad usior.
1;ectioa 4 conutins An ovaluationi of this Impact As 4 f-- action of th*, basic position fix oealvulA-

tion.
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3.4 Data Spans and Overlap

Function,4 representationss provtvle a capabilty for defining the satellite orbit for an extend-
- ed interval of time in con!trast to the discrete ropresentation.

itgure 3.3.Z-1 shows that there is a limit to the time spau. over which an orbit can be do-

scribed by a single set of tunctiontd parameterts. Reference 1* examines errors of fitting
an orbit span by interpolating threugh evenly spaced points to prodtuce polynomials describ-
ing earth filxed cart!esian coordirnttes. It is well known that a polynomial interpolation
through evenly :spac3d points h�s minimwn error -ear the central poir.ts and increasing er-
ror toward the exrvt'eo points. The Naval We.:ons i.aboratory ta•kes maximur advantage of
this property by using "central interpolation", i.e. by using the polytr)nal to descrtbe po-
sition only within the cenftral iw,rvai. The maximum error from this process is plotted in
Figure 3.3.2-1 :s a twunion of number of oýaeff-icients and length of the ceatral sapa for an

11, 000 ttini orbit. For a ataxhnum error of one foot, it would appear that eight coeffients
are required and a maxitauw :ipu of about 30 wiaut.e may be possiblo.

"ftetcrenee- 1: Ro~sinsoa. J. V., •tlium Interpoiatiao Interval and Order in SaLfllitw

Ephemerides." NWL Teciuincal I•t•ur 8T-2372, April, 19....

kS -
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A functional orbit representation must be provided with overlap. This is because a finite
time interval is required to acquire .and verify a new set of orbit parameters, even assum-
Ing simultaneous and continuous demodulation of the message from every SV. In addition,
most user equipment wvill multiplex one or two tracker/demodulator circuits from one signal
to the next In order to minimize equipment cost. The result Is that most users will demiodu-
late the message only part of the time. Therefore, the functional description of the orbit
obtained at one sample time must remain valid at least until the usecr equipment has the op-
portunity to sample the message again. It would be very tunfortunate if all orlt 11 parameters
became "Invalid" simultaneously. If central InterpoLation with either earth fixod or variable
portions of the inertial coordin~ates is employed for the orbital parameters, the functional
parameters will continue to be valid and accurate for a considerable period of time after the
central interval has been passed wnd before a new set of coefficients ure received. This
helpful f~act exists because the interpolation polynomial has zero error (within roundoff),
when passing through one of the Interpolated points.

For a shodt t~ime beyond the central Interval the errnt' will continue to be acceptably small
simply because the polynomial approximation is near a point of zero error. This character-

* - istic prob~ably is suffic~ient to provide the necessary overlap from one ftunctional definition to
the next.

4. MECHANIZATION 'COMPARISONS

Using the criteria defuied for the evaluation in section 2. 3 the following distinct comp;'risons
are detailed.

4.1 Discrete Versus Futnctional Representation

The -ornparison result matrix for the two distinct formis of ephemneris representation m-ay be
sumniarized by the data In Table 4. 1-1. Note that accuracy is not inr-luded in this compari-
son since initial accuracy and resolution can be assumed to b-1 equal.

4.1. 1 Functional Mlchý,;zation Comparison - 'The use of either a polytionflad or a Kepler
orbital e *nisagainst the evaluation criteria is given in Table 4.]1. 1-1. The specific

polnoialisestmaedto be -n~hoder to satisfy the accuracy requirements. Accuracy
of a Kepler set of coefficients with varia-ble parameters at med~ium satellite altitudes need-s
to be researched imrther but is within tho range indicated below.

Estim-ationi of the data word, bits for the polyinomial versus the Kepler erbit is based (xi the
following derivattions. Aft lverutts polynomial (or Uaslzally any other) Mill empley words
for thr-ec dientoions of position or velocity of

~ (+1) wards

a' &-gree of thc polynotnial

W-



Table 4.1-1. Representation Comparison

Trade Criteria

RAM Data Bits
Trade Memory Computation Required
Item Requirement Complexity (Per Satellite) Perishability

Discrete Minimal to None 100-200 for 2-6 Seconds
None each state

,.Functional Up to 200 16 Moderate 500 to 1000 20 Minutes
bit words per calculation to 4 Hours
satellite

Table 4. 1. 1-1. Functional Comparison

- - I ;Trade Criteria

S~RAM

Mennory
Requremeut Data Bits

Trade (Storage & Computation Required
Item Execution) Complexity (Per Satellite) Accuracy Perishability

Polynomial Fifty 16-Bit Moderate 1000 bits for 1 foot 20-30 Min-
words per No conver- each state < 10 utes
sat lite sion, required ft/sec

Kepler One-Humdred Most exten- 500 Bits (G foot) Up to 4 Hrs
Orbit. 16-bit words sive but pro- Unknown Even longer

per satellite vides inher- but wvithin with reduced
net alert 0. 05 ft/ accuracy

data see

X.ssumkr.4 that a 331 bit word resolution is employed the resultant bit totals are:

23 (ti+1) (32) number of bits

For n ýk as indicated by heforvnei 1 the, polynomial technique %ill require a maximum S64
, bits of data words. Since All C •-CIftknts do not rtlquirv bits. thd numbr-- of bits traos-
ailLe, dis le.ss than thi maximum, in contrast the Keplt" orbit method is -ased oat the utill-

Szation o 1• basic jwamtetcrs ard humuti the data bits for the. sarat assuatd rosolution rill

.yield



13 (32) 416 bits of data word

Note that a velocity data parameter is not contemplated since the veloci..y term can be do-
rived from the positional variations.

The assumption of a full set of 13 parameters which Includes the variable parameters is a
maximum design concept which may be reduced in scope. By using the Inertial coordinate
frame to descrtibc the orbit, it will be necessary only to describe the deviation of the satel-
lite from a perfect Kepler ellipse. With a 12-hour orbit, these deviations will be very
small in magnitude and will change very slowly. Therefore, it should be possible to de-

scribethese-artabl pa -ees in a functional format with very few coeff icnt , havin

small magnitu'de, and maintaining accuracy over a very long orbit spa~n. The independent
variable may be time, or it may be meaun anomaly. A study to resolve these questions is

indicated.

4.2 Supportive Analysis

The4 following Information represents additional data relevant to obtaining a definitive selec-
tion or corroboratingr facts relevant to the candidates.

4.2.1 Selection of Specific Polynomials - A comment or two tny ein odrcnenn

the method of obtaining the functional orbit representation. These comnments wvill be limited
to the process of interpolation to obtain a polynomial approxiizmtion of the "true" function.
Therec are many Interpolation methods, e.g. , various 1-igrange interpolation formulas,

Aitken's method, Taylor expansion, several Newvton difference formulas, Everett's

Fckrmula (with and without throwback), Bessel's form-ula, Thiele's formula, etc. In a-ddi-
* ~tion, it is possible to Interpolate with a combination of orthogonal polynomials, e. g.,
* I Chebychev polynomials. Regardless of the technique, and regardless of how the results may

be masked to :?ppoar diffet ent, "given the n+1 sample points, 'he corresponding n'th degree
7 ~polynomial passing through these points is uniquely (within roundoff trrors) determined, tre-

gardiess of how it is constructed or the :)articular notation used. " In other words, "The
sam sample font must lead to the same polynomial". Thmtodfinepain

. . . .. .. .should be ehosen at the convenience of the Ground Control Segment. The pOlynot1iiAl Seen

by the user equipment will be the same reg:Lrdle-4s of the method of derivation.

The use of Clwbychev polynomials has been suggested -as a method oft interpolatiag orbits.
it can be ihowti that the resulting polnonijal reduces to a standard power seriez. When n+1
sample p.-oints art! usecl to obtain ati ath degree polynomial. Htowever, the theory of Cheby-
chev polynomias does offer a metod of mianimi4ig the xnaxiznum fit error over A lon-

O'~umerical Methods for Seientists a-ad Engineers. ffatuting. Rt. W.. MQ~ratt Hill. 19Q~.
cfvrence 2: Corio, A. .1.. "The Vus of Chebyt.hev Polynomiials for Satellite Epheal-

crides.' COMS.%T Tedchailcal Rteview. Val. 3. No. :1, Fa~ll 191.



Interval. This method requires that the resulting polynomial be fit through non-uniformly

spaced points which ire located at the roots of the next higher order Chebychev polynomial.

The result will be to minimize the maximum error at the expense of the overall RMS or

average error. This technique runs counter to the concept of central interval interpolation,
which provides overlap. It would seem profitable to study and compare these two concepts.

4.2.2 Definition of Kepler Orbit Parameters - A reasonable set of Inertial or Kepler

orbit parameters are the following:

Fixed Parameters

t time of perigee
P

n = mean motion

argument of perigee

rate of change of "-.gument of perigee

e eccontricity

A 0 semi-major axiso

= right ascenesion of ascending node
0

rate of change of right ascension of ascending node

C1 = cosine of inclination

A, right ascension of Greenwich
G

S, sine of Inclination

Variable Parazueters

AEk correction to ecceutric anomaly

AAk correction to semi-aujor -xis

k rl =out o~f piano orbit compnent

Those parameters may be eonvorted to earth fixed eart•sian -:oordihates for any tifme t by

the following formu.las:

tk " t-t

i @m-0



!i- • • n tk
k

Ek Mk+ostnMk+÷&k

A A +AAkc 0 k

uk = Al(cos Ek-o)

Vk Ak sin Ek

Wk W -W (tk
B 0

iixL uk Cos w~k -vk sin w~k

--- - sln~kzI S. sinf

xsk x•. cos Bk Yk C~sn Bk

sinsnB Y' CW +.-osB -z' SW osfl

k k i k k

~sk k L ~C

i• As formulated, those @quto~xs require the following ntBt + oS sips:

15 axdditions ou- subtraetions

22 muiplhcipions

7I trigonaoetric (sine. eosine) dtetrvations

rerforming these steps matuzilly with a liewtt-Paek;Ard hwnd Qah.-uh-itor would be quite
feasible. It is e.:tlfated that the entire process could be- cotpleted in less than 5 socdan
by mn lIP-65 pro.rai•utable eLaluLhtor after entry of tLh orbit pxraieatrs. Cilcultuion of
subsequent points would roquire v ttry fa oaly the new tiane t and the threo new vari~blo

00-i
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I ..

parameters 4%Ek, AAk, and 77k. In computing alert coordinates, the variable parameters

would be ignored.

It is useful to note that the magnitude of the variable parameters is quite small. For exam-
pie, variable parameters for satellites only 600 runi above the earth never exceed the fol-
lowing limits-

. AE - 0.1 degree, or about 13 km

AAk < 10km

1km

All three parameters can be transmitted with a resoluti-In of 0. 1 meter with fewer than 51
bits total. For satellites at an orbital height of 11, 000 nmi, where the effect of gravity
anomalies and their rate of change are many times less thana t 600 nmi, the magnitude of
these variable parameters will be greatly reduced. Therefore, a simple definition of the
parameters as a function of time or of mean anomaly should suffice for many hours, and
perhaps for an entire orbit.

Detail examination of these concepts would be a useful extension to the present study.

4.2.3 Kepler Conversion Calculation - The Kepler conversion equations present no
problem to even a modest minicomputer. The cluestion is whether .hey represent a major

burden to the very low cost user equipment with minimal computational capacity. To deter-
mine this, the equations were coded for the Intel 8080 microcompviter, which represents the
type of minimum computer power to calculate a position fix. This type of microcomputer is
similar to those in the more sophisticated h•-d calculators.

The Kepler conversion programs assumed availability of an interpretive '"iath pack" which
would perform floating point arithmetic and trigonometric functioa_ when called by single-
word pseudo-instructioas. This technique significuntly reduces the number of program in-
structions required, at the expease of a siightly longer computing time.

The program requires 169 eight-bit words of program storage in read only monmvry (HOM)
and -4 eight-bit words of storage In temporary random acce-s maemory (ILMM). The number
of each class of instruotioi aud their ex"-ution tirays ;ire:

Time Each Time Total
Funetion Events (tnste) (reset)

sine/cosine 7 39.0 273. 0
3F O.05 1.

FAD L 0.4 3.Z

8-l2



Time Each Time Total
Function Events (msec) _(msec)

FSB/FSR 7 0.5 3.5
FMP 23 2.0 46.0
Overhead 84 0.07 5.9

!i 333.5

4.2.4 Basic Navigation Calculation - In order to scale the difficulty of converting
Kepler parameters to earth fixed cartesian coordinates, it is useful to consider the least
complex set of navigation equations to be solved. This set assumes:

1) A two-dimensional solution is adequate.

2) Only three pseudo-range measurements will be made per position fix, i.e., the so-
lution is not over determined.

3) Each position fix is Independent of all others and of other navigation aids, I.e., no
least squares or recursive filtering will be employed.

The parameters available to the position fix calculation are:

Input Navigation Parameters

x81 , Y 1 Z 1  position of SV No. 1

x# S2 Ys2' z = position of SV No. 2

x 3- y position of SV No. 3Ss3' Y,3, z.3

estimate of navigator's latitude

X€ = estimate of navigator's longitude

IRI measured range to SV No. I

R2 measured range to SV No. 2

R3 , ea!ýurW ran-g to SV No. 3

A•K semi-aiajor Axis of the 4orth

SK smi-mintor axis of the uarth

SI! U height over the ýpnvroid

6-13



The minimum complexity position fix calculation involves the follouing steps:

44 add/subtract

58 multiply/divide

4 trigonometric (sine, cosine)

4 square root

Therefore, It is clear that the fix calculation is slightly more comp,'% than the conversion
from Kepler to cartesian coordinates. Assuming the following times to perform each calcu-
latlon step:

0.4 mscc for add/subtract

2.0 msec for multiply/dIvide

39.0 msec for trigonometric

14.0 msee for bquaro root

and adding a 3% overhead for data handling, the fix calculation will require 356 msec per It-
eration, ,vher•eas the Kepler conversion required 333 msec per satellite. The totai time ter
fix, assuming one iteration Is sufficient, will be approximately 1. 4 seconds when using an
Intel 8080 microcomputer, exclusive of other computer functions (e.g., control, data ac-
quisition, dead reckoning, etc.). This rate would seem entirely adequate for any low cost
application •n which a microcomputer would be employed rather than a more expensive
minicomputer.

Earlier It was shown that the Kepler conversion program could be implemented in 169 eight-
bit Intel 3090 instruction words exclusive of the "math pack" subroutines. A reasonable es-

timate of the fix program size may be obtained by the ra'•-o of the number of arithmetic bteps
(11.0/44) times the Ktple. conversion requirement (169), which gives 4Z3 elght-bit words. It
would appear that the read only memory (ROM) storage r-e-quihrmenats for these two functioas

is approxi•amtely:

169 x 8 1352 hits for Kepler conversion

423 x 8 3.384 bits for fix calculation

592 x S 4736 bits total for these functioas

Setuioaducetor ROM's are available today which store 4096 bits of program. .herefore, it
sectos likely that the entire micr-omp¢utr program (including math packs. 1/0 packs,
etc.) CO.uld be conaineia on two or a;t most thrto LSI l.ntcgrated circuit chips.

?- 1



N 5.0 SELECTION

As a result of the data available at this time the selection of some specific conclusions and

approaches is considered below.

5.1 Discrete versus Functional Recommendation

The impact on the SV or on the Ground Control System of choosing either the discrete
representation or the functional ephemeris format is minimal if the SV memory is implo-
monted as part of a programmable processor. Only through use of a programmable
processor will the option remain open to choose either approach throughout the Phase I
development and experiment.a stages.

The impact on the user equipment is a tradeoff between minimum computational require-
ments ou the one hand and the abiltty to multiplex the data acquisition process from one SV

Sto..the next on the other hand, thus saving hardware. Considering the magnitude of the over-
all position fix calculation and the rapidly decreasing cost of compuLational capability, it
ceems clear that the advantages of the functional ephemeris outveigh those of a discrete
position ephemeris.

5.2 Coordinate Frame SelectionK-

* •An alert capability will be needed for optimum application of the GPS. It is clear that to be
practical, orbit parameters permitting calculation of the SV position hours, days, or month.s

* in advance must be referenced to the inertial frame. There are three methods for providing
* inertial parameters for all GPS SV's:

1) Transmit them by means other than the GPS message.

2) Include them in addition to earth fixed paramoters in tho GPS message.

* 3) Transmit only inertial coordinates in the GPS =ssa-ge, including other-satollite
alert parameters.

Because we fuol that t1o GPS system should be entirely self -sufficient and not dopenadent ou
data entry frorm other source,. we recommaend against the first alternative. BIecoause w"
have -thown that the impact of inertial pa-retert is negligible and because there would
have to be two typed oi co(versiou routines, we also rwommed against the secoad

alternative.

The following U recommnaded:

1) All orbit parameters zhou!d bhe rferncOd to an ainertial ctfrdfnate frsma.

2) The tran mission of oth-r-zatellito inortial oo:-uoinats should be paovided for
system-wide alerts. These may con 1t oto rdinates for the 'a4" SV Lnth
orbit 14and plus pbazvparatuaters for the other sztollitos in du-h plane.

il 3- is



3) 3everal key Issue,, concerning Kepler orbit accuracy at medium altitudes still
need to be resolved. Study efforts should be conducted by agencies such rs the
Naval Weapons Laboratory, Aerospnce Corp. , or contractor activities which. aze
experienced in precise orbit detarmination to accomplish the following:

a) Establish precision requirements of each orbit parameter.

b) Determine scaling, funetional format, and functional duration of the
variable piarameters required to dMite positic. in the 12 hour orbits to

within 0.3 to 1. 0 foot accuracy.

c) Compute the alerting accuracy dogrzadation to be expected with the 12

hour orbits when using only a minimal set of fixed inertial parameters.

5.3 Kepler Fractional Representation

* Results of the Initial concept evaluation show that the Kepler orbit•l conversion process is
* less than half as large as the least complex position fix calculatlon and that its impact on

total system cost and complexity is less than one integrated circuit of read only memory

(ROM). It is concluded that the impact Is negligible for even the least sophisticated ,PS
system.

The ex.rnple problem derived in section 4.2 has established the program stnrage amd cow-
putatlon time requirements to convert Kepler orbit parameters to earth fixed c-artesian
coordinates. The ovaluation has been based on .,se of a commercially available microcorn-
puter (the Intel S080) which would be typical of the computer fotaud in the lwest cost GPS
user equipment. This level of computing power is equivalent to that provided by receat

* goneration.- of hand held calulators.

In additon to determining that about 1332 bits or progriAm storage will be require.d for the
Kepler conversion rcutine %ad that approximnately 333 rusec will be required per saridlite

* per position fix, these parameters were compared with t0, least complex positivo .Lx caku-
* lation. The fix ealcue~tioa will be required rigardless of the format Wa which tho orbit

positions 3a- defined. -A- showtn be•ow. the Kepler conversion requirements =•-e cob-

* with the rurrted fix cacuLatiou:

s .t lp Parameter

'44 15 Add Stops
56 2.2 Multiply steps

4 7 Trip steps
4 0 Square root sutep

110 44 Total stops

3,364 1.35z• DIU of tuoragv

33xwutlon timc



The conclusion based on the results to date is that although the Kepler data format requires
more user calculations than other data formats, the added complexity will be very gmall
when comparecd with the overall cost of even the least expensive GPS user equipment. The
low cost eqvitpment consists of a single-frequency L-b d receiver with sequential tracking
of three signals PN modidated at about one Miz, coupled to n modest computer system with
provision for display to rnd keyboard input from a human navi$,tor. Foi" low cost equipment
a micro computer (or a micro processor) will be employed to perform the positton fix cal-
culations. The use of Kepler orbit parameters will require a modest increase In the size of
this micro processor memory. The additional memory considered sells today for less than
$10 in 100 lot quantittes. The additional computational time of less than one second per
position fix seems negligible for the low cost user for whom a fix updute every 5 to 10
seconds appears to be more than adequate.

L.~
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INTRODUCTION

The GPS ephemeris determination procedure is remaining contenders in termsb of a set of
required to provide accurate GPS satellite weighted "cost" functions. The leading con-Iephemeris and clock correction data for tenders were evaluated by computer simulation
computing the navigation data to be loaded to aid in the final selectior..
into the satellites. Rangir3 data collected at 1.3 OTHER FACTORS

four monitor stations must be processed and In addition to the tradeoff un the various
combined with reference trajectory data ephemeris determination techniques, the error
pr'!pa.-ed by an off-line computational facility adfremdl sd rt euei h
to prodc eie rjcoyadcokudt algorithms were reveiwed. The clock models
datd for navigation data computations. were updated tobe more representative of the

The GPS satellite crmplement will real world. Solar radiation force models were
comprise four satellites in Phase 1, up to twelve postulated for future analysis tasks.
satellites in Phase 11, and uo to twerity-four Finally, future analysis tasks were formu.
satellites in Phase Ill1. The ephemerisltdwhc wll urersbaniete
determinatiot. procedure utilized must ae whc wilfrersbtnaete

therefore be expandable to handle the 24 agrtm slce n euerssi t
satelibtes of Phase Ill1, and must provideimlento.
accuracies consistent with the Phase I and 1.4 D)OCUMELNT OUTLINE
Phase III error budgets. This trade study report comprises eight sec-

1.1 OBJECTIVE tions. Section 2 reitirates the requirements and

This trade study was undertaken 'to identify ground rules on which this stud.V was based.
the pheeri detrmiatin tehniue m~tSection 3 describes the candidate measurement
comptibe wth he GS ojecive ofsets, the estimation and prediction techniques.

maximum legacy with minimum technical risk. h oriaefaesytm rddof n
certain p re-tradeoff rationalizations. Section 4Other factors considered were:
presents e-ialuation criteria and the scuring

I . Computational load algorithm for trades yet to be made. Section 5
2. Core storege reqieet dmri~es the analysis m-ethodology for these
3. Time line requirements tracles. primarily between three ditte-rent
4. Ease of timplementation trwasufemnent sets. Discardihd candidatt tradeik
5. Expandability art wcrfed in Section 6 along with a discussion
6. Accuracy requirements of theire phemeris determination inpact uo the

1.2 A4PPR~OACH rest of the system. lIn Section 7, some
The approach utilized wis to identify the moeigdficisficies are re~vienied. flow models
candidate mneasuremtent sets and daagenerated or postuldted ane desribed, and their,
processing alg.orithmns. porform ;s preliminify -ipact is determined. Section 8 o..itlines future
evaluation to eltminite obviausiv undestrable dariays. s task. ReferenLe r rvddi
eandidate.% wid. finally, to ovalufte the Sect'on a,

1 1. 12



REQUIREMENTIS

2.1 FUNCTIONAL frequency offset, and relativity effect) for each
The Master Control Station (MCS) software SV accurate to the level specified in the GPS
performing this (ephemeris generation) func- Error Budget.

7.7 tion shall be designed to support the following: c. Generation of a clock update file.
a. Retrieval of reference ephemeris and &nurce: SS-G;PS-) OJA. para. 3.7.3. 1.2.2.2.

corrected measurement data file. 2.2 DESIGN
b. Pocesin ofretieve daa t reineThe Master Control Station (MCS) and Monitor

reference ephemeris and support user navi- Station (MVS) real time system shall be rospon-
* ~~gation with an effective user receiver ephemeris sv otetm ierqieet fsse

error of no more than that specified in the oeainadclbain
GPS Error Budget (see Section 2.2). &)urvc': SS-G1'.5- /011A, para 3.3 8.8.b.

C. Generation of the refined ephemerisTeMC anMSstwrsyemshl
...~ ~ at file.adMSsfwa sses hldata ile.support GPS system development and opera.

.Suurcc: SS-GPS-1 01.4. para. 3.7.3.41.2.2. tion by allowing for rapid changes in software
The reference ephemeris generation func- elements. They shall be designed to minimize

tion may be satisfied by a Governmetfcl, and localize the impact of changes or additions
such as the Naval Weapons Laboratory. The t0 the data base, operational functions and
software performing this function shall be non-central hardware.
capable, at a minimuni, of supporting the Source: SS-GPS-Ifl1.4. para. 13A.3 ..
f-ollowing: The MCS and MVS software system shall

a. Editing of raw measurement data. capitalize on existing software and software
b. Crretionof seud~rage ad rngedesign to the maximum extent possible (con-

ratemeaureent ataforatmspheic ffets.sistent with 3ystem operation and accuracy).

C. Generation of reference ephemerides helm tsfteCotlSsem e-
!hat are valid for at least 14 days for all GPS
satellites. In this case, valid mneans that %he etpoieteS rcig nomto

refeenc epemeide areaccrat enughprocessing, and communications needed to pro-
thatlinar orrctins o te rferncevide updating of ear.) SV navigation subsystemn

e-phemerridid can be made on a daily ba sis to as req~uireo to support accurate user navigation.
satisfy~~~1*;trc th P ro ugt ~SS-(PS-101A. para

User n~.viuation error is th.statistical si
Swan -GS-4S1 01.4 . par 3.73 1.22 ~ mate of the 'efor in comnputer user Pov.1tion

The MCS software performiing the SV %mihen the. user is unitformly distributed in tinte
clock uw~ite function %hall support the and posiltn. TNhe navigation error 1! the uncor.
following: related portion' of the observed user rantp error

a. Retrieval of the refined ephrtni-ris file multiplied bv tht Geotmetric Oilutiori of Pre.
* and the mrnos current corrected rtiasure-rftnt cisiofi (GDQP) for the user's position. Thi%

data file recewtvd from c.ich SV. ur'correlated portion of the obwmred range.
b. Pioessing atfretrieved data to gener. error is cistlitd "Usr Equtvvaknt RAWg Error-.

ate a clock updat* (e.g.. clock bW44. UIock Source SS-G .!01A. para. 6



The GPS error budget is defined in terms World-wide real-time three-dimensional
of User Equivalent Range Error UERE). The capability will be achieved by deploying addi-
components of UERE for Phase III and Phase I tional satellites (i.e., three orbital planes of
of the GPS are shown in Table 2-1. The eight satellites per plane).
Phase I error budget shall be applicable for two .9)ur'e,: Dcf 'ns.' Navigation Satellite
hours after all SVs are updated, All values are Dcvelopim'nt Program Joint Prgra•i
the one sigma (lo) errors given in feet. OJffce Sy.stvm Description and Derelep-

ne'nt Plans. /6 September 1973. page.i.
Table 2-1. GPS Error Budget All signal rates and carrier frequencies

SII haeIshall be derived coherently from the sarn-
P l Psspace vehicle clock.

12 Source. SS-GPS-IOIA. Appcndiv //. parea.
Space Vehicle 5 .2
Ephemeris The clock which is used to generate the

Atmospheric Delay 8 to 17' 8 to 17' navigation signal shall exhibit the stabilities

Space Vehirle Group 3 8 listed in Table 2-2. Thermal or other changes

Delay in the SV electronics group delay shall not
SReceiver Noise and 5 5exceed 1 nsec over any non-eclipsed orbit

Resolution period.

Multipath 4 to 9" 4 o* Thble 2-2. (kuk Stabiliti

"Total R.S.S. 12 to 21 18 to 25 Time Since Time Deviation
_ __ _Last from Maximum RMS RF

Calibration Prediction Phase Qeviation
*These error quantities represent the use of dil- (s ) (nsec) (nraas4

ferent atmospherc delay correction methods
and different user environmental coditions. 10-1 0.01 ;60

.Source: SS-GPS-1 O IA. para. 3.2.)1. 100 0.01 250

The computational equipment at the MCS 102 1 TBD
shall be sized in speed and memory capacity to 04 10 TB3
support the operation of GPS Phase I sot-ware. T83

The equipment will be selected to accom- ____1___ T_ _

modate expansion to support the operation of
twelve (12) cLusely-spaced space vehicles. SGrV. ph0

F Respon..veness as indicated by operational
time lines for 12 SV's shall be considered in The monitor station frequency ,tandard

• shail be a cesiumn beam standard (Newle~t: determining the needed computer throughput
rate. Packard Model O016A Cesium seam Standard

two . 3 ".12. 1 %ith Option 004) dxhiditing the followiNg
Data transmission between the Monitor

Stations and the Master Control Stationi %hall Accuiracy: 27 X 12 over a
be acea.-pltshed it th* minimum rat accep-i WftWerature tange
tabie for pro"iding the data commiuic-ons of 0 to 50 C
for uopration of 24 GOt• Space Vehicles, Reproducibility g. -012

• ,t-•, 4s.Pf.4A. 1*,u I I F2.q1 ncv Statilt -1 10' 13

2-2
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Long-Term Stability: 13 x 10- 12 a. Four monitor stations (Vandenberg
Short.Term Stability: AFB, Wahiawa, Elmendorf AFB, and Guam,)

Time (Seconds) Frequency Stability are utilized in tracking the GPS satellites.
-38.2 10- 10 b. The off-line computational facility

ic- 2  1.5 x !0- 10 which generates reference trajectories shall also

100 5 x 10- 12 provide accurate locations for the four monitor
101 2.7 x 10- 12 stations.
102 8.5 x 10- 13 c. The test site against which UERE is

103 2.7 x 10- 13 evaluated is Holloman AFB.

104 8.5 x 10- 14 d. Monitor station time, with the

Source DRI D9OOOS6UB. Ak.rc/ J. 1974 exception of time at the system master clock,
GD/E is not required ixterna! to the GPS system.

e. The mcnitor station receivers are Type
2.3 GROUND RULES X user receiv,'.s.
The following ground rules were utilized in
performing the ephetrieris determination trade
study:

t:



CANDIDATE EPHEMERIS
DETERMINATION ALGORITHMS

3.1 I MEASUREMENT SETS shown in Table 3-1, the number of satellites, S,
The GPS provides two basic types of measure. appears either in the column giving the number
ments; pseudo range based on the pseudo of states in the solution vector ot in the
random code modulation, and pseudo range column giving the number of solution vectors
rate based on carrier doppler. Other derived in the system. The computational load on the
measurements are also possible, such as pseudo computer tends to vary approximately as the
range rate obtained by differentiating code- square of the number of states in. a solution
derived pseudo ranges, and pseudo range change vector, but increases only linearly with the
obtained by counting carrier cycles or frac- number of solution vectors. Thus it is desirable
tions of cycles over some specified time in- to avoid large solution vectors even if this
terval, means an incr-ase in the number of solution

Under the ground rule that the monitor vectors to be found.
station receivers should be essentially user
receivers of appropriate classes, receiver capa- Table 3-1 ,lleastsirement Sets
bilities are dictated by user requirements. The . .
user's requirement for a precise, rapid position Y ..- 41,. '.
fix is met by providing code -anging with - .

two-frequency compensation for ionospheric
delays. The requirement for velocity informa- , .....

tion is adequately met by carrier doppler ... 1 .. . .... 1. .

measure-nents without two-frequency compen-
sation. There~ore, the receivers do not provide :.- ..

for two fr,'quency compensation of the carrier.. .

tracking delayt and the full bccuracy potential
of carrier tracking is not available unless the .... -. • ::
receivers are redesigned. Since receiver redesign . . .. . .".

entails considerable cost. approaches requiring
extensive accliracy from the carrier channelf•$ .

must be charged with this cost... .,
Table 3 1 shows tne various measurement .... .

sets considered aWong with data on the number " ..

and sizes of the solution vector% involved. In . -..... .

this table. S represents the number of satellites
in the system while M repreents the number All the eass Mhown in Table 3.1 involve
of mooitor stations, When M is ued 41s a t?. solution for the thrve dimension4l po!t1ion

tb~script in place of I. it denotes the NMaster vtd tloc•ity of each siteltite, the clock ott~t
Stauton which is defined as having 4 perfect 4rtd elock rate in e4ch tetllte. Wtd the clock
Irfeerer¢ce) clock. For each of the nite caw% offset anid clock ritt in each monstor s't.tort
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except the master. Fixed biases such as moni- ment, which now is independent of the
tor station locations and gravity harmonic satellite clock. Since the satellite clock solution
terms are assumed to be adequately handled in is needed for the GPS state vector, it must
the off-line reference trajectory computation. then be determined separately on the basis of
It is recognized however that other satellite pseudo range from the master station 1perfect
parameters may eventually be required in the clock) and the solved-for orbit. Although the
state vector for each satellite, and therefore number of available measurements is reduced
that the complexity considered here is a lower somewhat by the requirement that two
bound. monitor stations be in sight of the satellite

In principle, the best accuracy solution simultaneously, the accuracy performance of
can be achieved by exploiting all available this case was close to that of Case I. Although
measurements in a single large solution which the maximum size of the solution vector is
takes all the correlations and interactions into reduced somewhat compared with Case 1, it is
account. Cast' 1 in Table 3-1 is an approach to still awkwardly large, especially in Phase Ill.
such a formulation. The principal degradation The primary cause of coupling between
from absolute optimum in Case 1 arises from the various satellite orbit solutions is ithe fact
neglecting the rate measurements. Early work that common monitor clock solutions are used
indicated that thi quality of the rate measure- for all satellite solutions and thus introduce
ments was such that their inclusion improved correlations among the latter. The Case 2
the final solution accuracy by only a few arrangement does nothing to eliminate this
percent while ess;entially doubling the computa- coupling.
tional load. Thus Case 1 is considered as a Cast 3 doe! eliminate the coupling ot the
reference for accuracy against which the other monitor clocks into the orbit solutions. In this
cases can be compared. case, a singlf derived measurement isdefinejd

From a computational point of view, out of all four combinations of pseudo ran~es
Case 1 is rather expensive because of the large between two monitors and two satellites. The

*number of states in the solution vector. It Is combination is such that all clocks cancel out
already expensive with the four satellites of to give '3 pure orbit solution. The satellite

Phase I, but it becomes entirely unreasonable clocks are then solved-for separately on the
for the 24 satellites of Phase Ill. Although basis of pseudo ranges from the Master Station
Phase Ill could posibly be handled In a Case 1 (reference clock) and the other monitour statiot'
manner by bfcaking the entire constellation clocks are found by the use of pseudo ranges
into several groupirigs of satellites, this Is still from them to the satellites. The requirement
expensive and appeari to have little advantage to, simultaneaus viewing by two rnontitors and

* ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ovr i mrore cor:,plete breakdown of the prou w aeltsfrhr eue h ubro
lem into single satellite c~~.as in Cases 4 mewaturements available. Toie munito, clocks ore
and 5i, etc. Thus. Case I Is convidered 4s an d4:Cuupt--,d from the orbit solutions but the
accuracy reeference 4nd the four satellite tobit solutionn ,heffitolvos ate~ now ctghtiy
ýveri on .s a viable candidate,. but more than eouple-( together thraugh tOw de~rivwd rs'~easwef-
four satellites is thought to be unreaw- nable. rnentiv. Although a slight Ntrther rvkisction of

Case 2 is lort*what stimilar to CUse 'I Oth ma.ýxttnun %ate of tht solution vvetor it'
except that tl~t solutions for the sitelitte 401tved. it is still uncomfortably lwrge Ifl
c~locks have betti partit-fned into separate Pfsas It1 atnd awkvwad to dividV further.
t-.v -tate vectomS This was done by using the Case 4 perITstt a tubsttialWI rjttiOn irs
rýýtjc di! fercrsee% to each satollite- from twO the nurtisber of states in the vitution vetK-or by
mfUNIIt~e 'Stattietn 4s the tuuc orbital rnegsurv- tr4'aatutig cacti waellite gepv-ratcly - 2% if the
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other satellites were not present. The 14 states observed in the covariance mnatrix of the solu-
in the solution vector are: the six elements for tions for Case 1. Examination of these correla-
position and velocity of the satellite, two ole- tions shows that after the initial start-up, most
ments for the satellite clock, and two elements are less than 10-20% with an occasional iso-
for each of the three monitor clocks. As more lated term on the order of 50%M. This suggests
satellites are added to the constellation, the that perhaps these correlations could be
number of 14-element solutions increases, but ignored without substantially degrading the
the size or make-up of these individual solu- accuracy of the final solution, although the
tions is unaffected. Both the strength and the rate of convergence might be decreased some-

*weakness of Case, 4 stem from the fact thak what. In Case 5 this is done by setting up a
each satellite solution vector contains a solu- basic solution algorithm with ten states con-
tion for all monitor clocks based on measure- sisting of six orbit terms, two satellite clock
ments to the satellite inquestion and ignoring terms, and two monitor clock terms. The six
all other myeasurements. Thus, if there are S orbit terms and two clock terms associated

*satellites, there will be S different solutions for with each satellite are combined into an eight-
yeach monitor clock, each one based on a state vector with a corresponding 8 x 8

fraction of the total number of measurements covariance matrix and placed on a "bookshelf"
mide by the manitor in question. in memory along with 2-siate ciock vectors and

When Case 4 was tried in simulation and corresponding 2 x 2 covariance matrices for
compare,! with Case 1, it was found to almost each of the monitor stations (other than the
match Ca-,*e I in accuracy of orbits, satellile master). Each pseudo-range measurement
clocks, and user navigation errors due to clocks involies one satell'Ite and one monitor station.
and orbits. It was noticeably poorer in) the For a measuremen~t, Rij the 8-state vector and

iih
solution for the monitor clocks because of the 8 x 8 covariance rnatr~x for the 1t satellite are
dilution of the measurements into the S sep- picked from the "bookslielf' along with the
arate solutions. but the system performance of 2-state vector and 2 x. 2 covariance matrix tor
the GPS was not noticeably degraded. If more the ith monitor. Thewe are combined into a
precise monitor solutions are desired, these can 10svate vector with corresponding covarianee
W*b achieved by combining the S separate tutu- muatfix and the Rjmeasurement is Vppted to
tions in an auxiliary procedure. However, if produce an improved estimtate after which the
these combined solutions art reinjected into results are again broken into 8-state. and 2-state-
the tvsic systiem solutions, this reintroduces piece; and replaced on the "booktihelf- whefe
the coupling bewheeo satellite orbits via the they Are available for the next tmezituremidnt.
monitor clock solutions. Thus 4ny such reinjece With thi% oantlrenient, coupling betwtwer,
tion mnust tw done wit!" care to -Avoid upseting various satellite orbits oc Uri a( V. rui~tzto
the statistics (it the fnain solution. W- -is through the com.tnon use of the mronitor

Cawe 5 of Table 3-1 achieves a further sotutions: but. the cross eorreitation between
reduction in the si.,;e of tha solution vectof by motiltar- aind sateltitti within any one measuro
ilimintilng the enultiplo ullution for the mong- mferit are tqnrved. Thie d~eqrte of po~xitmsatiOt

tot clacki whsidi was u*-d In Case 4. Thiz I$ tnVolved in doing thii beconwt; smallef ý% mnore
accorftl ltwhd bY taking some uiet~ ihtestellites. are added to the constellision bvecuse
statisttes of thw solutions. It 'Is the crrOfelations I single ff~stirernnt is lets able tm influenc~e a
Wetween, the ftionitor clock %olutions and the Montiter clock estirfute chat is dlrevady u~vtqhttd
tulufron% for thie satellite- orbits ptusi-clocks that by mea'sur iffnts fromn many Other ijitellitti.
COUICtl the tatellite %olttuftis to each othte. When this case vvý; ttnmu~ate wtvth towr tiatel-

Thie extent of thscw correlailions can tit lte%. the eovariance t~aesitr" looked %Mry
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favorable but the estimated residuals exhibited measurements. Thus, the advantages of Case 6

some initial transients which pushed the mnoni- are achieved w,'hout the requirement for an
tor clocks into erroneous estimates from which expensive receiver redesign. Simulation results
they recovered only very slowly. On the other show good transient recovery and an accuracy
hand, performance was good once the which, although adequate, is inferior to that
transients died out and the pieliminary obtained with pseudo ranges directly.
attempts at speeding up the convergonce Case 9 is analogous to Case 7. Although it
appear to be promising. Case 5 can be seen, in would undoubtedly perform acceptably, it does
principle, to be almost equivalent to CasL 4 not offer enough advantages over Case 8 to be
with reinjection of the combined monitor worth the additional complication.
clock solutions at every suap. However CaseS 35RFRNETAETR
is more efficient because of the smaller state The question here is whetheit or not to split
vector, provided the convergence can be the overall orbit determination process into
improved, two parts, one ccnsisting of the conyputation

Case 6 is somewhat like Cas. 5 except in a laboratory environment of a long-term
that different measurements are used and the reeec rianih te osisting of an
&-state and 2-saevcosaentcmie on-line refinement of this orbit eslimate (on
into 1Oýstate vectors. The 8-state satellite the basis of current field measurements) to a
orbit-and-clock vector is solved by the use of quality suitable for the navigat'on application.
pseudo range rate measurements and pseudo The GPIS orbit determinatiori task involves
ranges from the matiter station. The latter are the prediction of very precise satellite
needed to set the satellite clock phase and they ephemerides and atomnic clock calibrations on
strengthen the orbit solution. This scheme the basis of interrmittent field mneasuremnents
recovers quickly from the initial transient which COmparp the readings of satellite-bomne
be-cause the use of rate measuremeiits involves clocks with others on the ground. Thv. rWined
one less integration in the solution tooj) than is orbits must be obtained to high precision and
the case with the pseudo range measurements used to update the system on an on line bAsis.
of Case 5. The principal drawba-ck to x~%; 6 is including calibration of the clocks. Ai the same
the fact that in order to get adequate accu.racy time a very precise dynamic mod el is required
in the orbit solution, the pse-udo range sate in order to yield the nt!e~d predictability of
accurdties must be of the order of 5 millifeel the ortits.
pxr second or better and this would require a Th s faln-terin reference tra-

*redesign vt thle user reeeivor. Thus it rupresents iectory permits thewe two critical aýsoectt of the
an expensive solution to the problem. o~robium to be sphl up Into '4' Ot oflle Labora-

CaS4e 7 is a croUss between Cases 2 and U. It tory handling of thii !atter along with ajn
hats the samev accuracy problem at Case. awi ~' ~ Onlifte r~herrifenft lproilo% 'Since the kf~
is tilightly inferior because two rariqe rate ho a-ni Wfotwfr~ for pre(twis dnm4(i'C
meas.uremnent% are combifiedtlntoj taih ranqe rnodehfnl and lQMng-terris Urbit JieteminAition

ratw ditfierence mtsurletfnt. alreadV exiist at installations sw4ch 41 tho Navai

Case 8 is eritirely attaloqous to COWe 6. WcVtponn Labofatory. a owilidertviabksv~nsr in

vxetvt thait offective rate art! obtained througjh sotlw~fo deive meMIt costi antd on-hew4 Cor
d~tficre5nv of raNge% takten at diffe-rent twiffet Putcr reofmn~can be ichi-mcd in Phmaw% 1

tf-ta f irevct differntiation of CAfrn-ef dita. 4ftd It of the GPS pvfocjymtii b using thi's
It thie lizme intervals 4e :O~N anwuch. Jai~equatio Cy.1tting tcapability.

aceuracin iSaheed12piti: of t25 relativey On tht. W-tmý of fiajrmn5frijm the
lartgc crfrlr- Of OWe cn4tvidttu.2 Asudorfanqr I told. thc NVA faictlitv would Pef oiidually
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generate a !jng-termn reference trajectory using uised in the integration of the reference trojec-
a very detailed force model to include all the tory without requiring any integration at all by
fine-grain perturbations which might be the on-line facility. Thus 1he on-line computa-
expected. Although this trajectory will tion is relieved of the -iecevs;itV of evaluating or
gradually drift away from mne true trajectory it integrating the detailed force model and can
will retain the fine-grain short-term behavior of concentrate on its on-line. functions.
the true trajectory so that it can be used as an A two-way interface is required between

*interpolating function. Furthermore, it may be the on-line and off-line facilities. The on-line
used in this capacity until its deviation from facility collects the field measurements and

Vthe true trajectory grows to the point where uses them to refine the reference trajectory in
*second-order perturbation terms cease to be terms of a "prediction for tomorrow" or per-

negligible. This condition holds f or deviations haps somewhat longer. It also periodicallyV f or-
up to 1000 feet or so and should make the wards these measurements to the off-line
reference trajectory useable for several week~s. facility (e.g., once a day). The of f-kne facility

The off-line reference trajectory compu- processes these measurements for several days
c.Ation can account ior detailed gravity models or weeks and periodically (e.g.. once every twvo
including earth zonal and tessaral harmonics, weeks) issues a new long-tern) reference triijec-

sunmoo, ec..as ell s sch ixe paam-tory. This is forwarded to the on-line facillity

Pters as the locations of the monitor station for daV'-by day refinement.
antennas. Drag should be negligible at the G3PSDungtefrtpaeothGPporm
altitudes but solar radiation pressure is critical,.h ciiylvlo teotln eeec
The latter will need to be carefully modeled -trajectory computation should be low enough
to the order of 1% or so for Phase Ill . The to be absorbable in the existing NWL facility

parameters affecting the force on the satellite without %erious interface problems. During the

from solar radiation flux are no better known third phase. the level of activity ind interftaca

during the on-tine tracking phase then the~y will -is to a point vvne.-e it wt-.uld probably he

w ere when the reference trajectory wais more feasible to provtide the off line capahlýihty

generated. Theretore, the modelin~g of this forcealgidthoniefcltyTeb'c f-

Should also be mawdt a part of the off 'line ware design uied in Phaset I and 11 could be-

Computation. retained Pase It represents an 'in-between caw-
T he feterenci trajectory emanates from with a modvrate work load and the handling of

mooc ie from which the dynarnic this phase shiould depend on tho dvailai~lity of
model i: integrateýd in detail to yield the h e~r eore tNL
trajectory/, proj~ectefd into the future. At the A pavitble difficulty wifh the separate

W`Ml'W tinte. Va'i1ational equationi wre tntegrilted reterefie~ traleetoty ift Phase I ;nd perhapi
to yield partial derivdtivej of thtt trajlecte-y at Phasel IIoculd ~ati~e (jut Ut sUt1QiO`%keePiNg
anfy liter tiff*. t. with re4:vct to conditoflts e'o~~in. Iý t ay he aiired that such

the epoch tiffe. At long =c the ftfined tfa Opi~ritiefll .vultd We prep%!Latned imid wiA'k1 beý

jecwtor eOffTXuted by thid 01.Itlir f4cility s'avs inLdu4td if. the ftiernce traj tory sU4p1IB1J
vvithin the linear range of the :ettrerite pit&~ to ttforrtiusg the Mdneuver. A typcatl
trajoctory (1000 Not Of %0). POift atdfet Stati-n6 Veing in~ftuet~f Fry eortu5t qfa

tirfit'S Olong the refitteo tfajiNUry c~n bg :Iftv titp.uttv of approx1fia'tctey I fth.~ce. in

relat~d to OdCh Other thrnf~ugh Mth Use4 Of lthee 4.pprx iftate~ly the dico if theulo~t
p.4rtrl derivtiV~t1r .nt4 the fel~etvTce tect.&OFY. vvre. The ueotittuih itch thiz

This rc-Cmicquv wchwvei thv 6e%ýrfcd relatin -Mjfsed coi JC .4s)phod rr~~~hj ai
%itto the full daviUil 0i Oth dý4flnftli ftuldel the tralectory wtil tk~vtate from tMe Vtvdhcted



one. For example: let the magnitude of the span to permit the separation of some o,' the
mrpulse he controllable to within 0.1%; let the similar parameters in the solution. In this case

attitude of the earth-pointing axis be known to the HTWH mfatrix becomes neatly singular and
within 10 milliradians; and let the yaw attitude cannot be accurately inverted.
be known to within 25 milliradians. This yields In a Kalman filter there need nev!"" be a
velocity uncertainties in the down-range, :ingular matrix to invert and high process noise
vertical, an~d cross-range directions of 0.001, is handled very naturally by the addition of

0.0, nd0.25 t/ec rspc~.el. heco- the 0 matrix to the projected covariance
responding maximum partial derivatives of matrix. This has tnhe effectoexonial
position within t~ie next 24 hours with resnect de-weighting or "forgetting" old measurements
to the above velocity errors are 25,000, in proportion to their current age and the
28,0W3, and 7000 ft per ft/sec. respectively, amount of process noise present This exponen-
Tne maximum position uncertainties within the tial forgetting function is sometimes approxi-
next 24 hours due to the three components of mated in batch processing by adding a fraction
velocity error are then 250, 280. and 175 ft. of the results of the previous batch to the
For additional days, these maximum deviations esimate of the current batch 'in a process
may increase at a rate no greater than linear, called recursive batching. It can be clone in a

*This will still cause a deviation of the trajec- way which frakeis it mathematically identical
tory out of the linear neighborhood of the to the forgetting functrvn in a Kalman filter:
reference trajectory within a few days. Thus a thsi rtex upensive computationally and Is
new reference trajectory will probably be usually only approximated. Without recursive
neaded within a few days of each station- features, the batch process assumes zero
keeping maneuver, process noise within the batch but no memojry

3.3 KALMA¾N VERSUS HATCH to data outside the batch. For a continuous

With the small state vectors involved in the process, the exponential weighting is more
most attractive measurement sets of reasonable unless the process noise Is very low.

Section 3.1, the amnount of afithmetic involved In thc- GPS solution vector there are two
in the solutions becomes almost trivial and this knso aaees ri aaees n
c&ases to be a significant factor in the choice clock parameters. The process noise for the
of Kalman versus batch processing. Orbit parameters miust be kept very low if the

More pertinent is the behavior of the orbits are to bec adequately predictahie if-to the
solutions in the two techniques, particularly in future. Furtheertore, at the GPS attitudes there
the prvwnrce of process noise. If the proctess is essentially no drag and the gravity term% wre

mo~sa is fver low Wo that a long spAn of data vet V computable. The prinicipal remaining
ean bce Includod tin 4 %itiglo bateh, then thit uncertatinty is Sila. radition. prevsure; attenptt
biat --h pfwcess w*,rk% very wel~l. It, on the .)thor will We m~tk to pre-dict Otis at decurottly as
hand. tht procetss hoise i% sufntwhat hi Oper, 4 osdten s omntmi~e tht arorbitl trocesu
dLllefMM3 aa dvelops 'if thebt h 1:40Proces. It the n oisu., The pe-fiod of o GPS w~tit with rew~cc-
datat Uspan is too, long, thi: stite ve~ctor ehan~r% to the set of montitur station. Q0 ft.e rotiting
fr~fo ono t-nd of the sŽnm to the othtr dufi to to~th Ii 2-4 Noue. Thus, a n4rour batch wilt
WQ'Ctess noise. ;0 tA4! ?NCUas~ftrisentt at the two Contain essentially all the exef~tw of W"Wmtry

ord f the sp;;fi oC ntot ftw~witgtu't Owe gjrn availdbic to the iVysrtem %ha04 Vthere I% no mttd

thiewg anid tr* 4ccuracyý Of the SoUIU60n to extend I Wath to longer than 24 rhOu~t
dec:rea~ej. ()m tri oth*er hNwd. it the to~n C1 too euicept to Ukae dduan~tag of (14to aLuMtUla!;oM
%hofi. there rrj otot Lw 01ovo cagr' t of froth dayV to d.ay. Suc-h ocultnuh110 Could 4.4

ayteth pararrwrt ef . %dortetry) %ver tr* aecoerit&sihed Vitth a retuftive btchý pfucete



with daily batches. This is particularly information ba'-ed on the latest measurements
appealing since the plan is to load the state as would be !he case with Kalman orbits. If
vector of "tomorrow's orbit prediction" into the orbits are stable enough (low process noise)
the satellite only once a day so that a daily this may not make much difference, but it
batch solution would fit well. seems to be an unnecessary penalty, however

However. the situation is compolicated by small, for no real benefit.
the clocks. Although atomic clocks are One possible drawback of the Kalman
remarkably stable, in terms of the requirements formulation might be the potential for drift of
for GPS their process noise is rather high. For the solution due to numerical processes in theI:example, a clock whose, frequency is accurate filter computations. This is more of a problem
to within on~e part in 1012 can drift enough in with Kalman filters than with batch processes
24 hours to cause an error of 102 feet in because, whereas in the latter the past measure-
pseudo-range measurement. This is clearly not ments enter the current solution explicitly,
negligible when compared with measurement with the Kalman filter iheir effect is carried
instrument errors of just a few feet. Further- only implicitly as accumulations of the terms
m~ore, these clock parameters affect all the in the state vector and associated covariance
systemn measutements. Althougli orbital solu- matrices. Thus a very large number of opera-
tions are needed only once a day. measure- tions have been performed on old measure-

Kments are occurring thmough')ut the day and rnentý before they are finally applied to cur-
these measurements need clock correctio~is. r-nt results. In the current application, the
Therefore, clock so~litions are needed enore or fvumber of operations is rninirniz,?d by 'ýhp use
less continuously i-rough the day inswaad of of ýrrali state vect.ors. At the same time. it it
just once as for tt-i* orbits. This is a situation should prove to be desirable, it would be
which cleaflV fav'jrs the Kalman filter on two pcssihle to grezattv irmnrove the accuracy of the
counts - high process noise, and continuous Kalman t$iter by using a square r,,ot !ormnula-
ot:tut requirenriet. tion. Although tnis cause5 somee increase in the

it inight appear, then, that the mnost arroull of -0inp.utatiof qird It Is tl
appropriate approach is to use a Kalman tilter a critical facto, bef huse of the sreizl-size of the
for the cfocks -and a recursive batch for the state vectors being used.
orbits. This is indeed possible ~o aewee3.4 PARTIAL i)LRLVAIIVES ANt) STATE
*,)rbiti olti~ons are isolated fromn the clocks. VEc'rRS

but ~iot n th othr eaes seleethe an~cThere are two basic types of partial d~ti~~i
fmeieuremernis apply to both the orb~its and at ithe cw~line pro~eessng operaton. nanvely.
ieist some of the 1:1ekra. Even fof Case 3 the measurerfwnt partials, H. and ~oajto

i,se of ai batch orbit is of qwf.-tionabWe mryit paftials, 0. If R is the desire n- state $OfuTOtat
W-cus the batch solution is not available unflt eo emai fmesrmn atasi

the end of mte deta sowt. Since the continut~ wfiftd ;w:
clock 5O~utiQn needs to work 'Its, measueffielfts
adaitt"t 4ni oibit -solution evvd today's on-bit onH
solution will not W avalable until thec end of
mite day. to(Uays clock solution is toreed to
wvork against an oarbit sotution extrapolate Alia,-re 6 i the ro- Csolft:renl V-ecxor of
from yesterday. Thut tht clock %olutioo is Wvailable mn~usrfteents. It tKo Measurtmefts
alwavs .%ýrkinq aqis t-bii dtua basead an art nhpled Wca at 3 tinie. h~ H4 nAtrix is ust'd
myatremefnms wih 4rVe, on the Jrae.d one r ow ot a firri a, inctre muttrA i_ The
24 ho~its eld instead of adtvvai VsiAng cwbtt op~t f the tefro; of H &4 deoend oin the
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nature of and fii For the OPS, the partial of the H matrix now also involve the propagation
current clock ofl'set, 7 with respect to pseudo partials 0 (to, t0 which relate the orbit param.range is simply +1 for satellite clocks and ..1 eters at to with those at t. An advantage of the
for monitor clocks. Similarly the derivative of use of R% at epoch is that t now bectumes a
clock rate, i, with respect to pseudo range rate constant so that the orbit solution becomes a
is +1 and -1 for satellites and monitors solutioni for a constant. This is- a requirement
respectively. The cross terms between clock for a batch solution but is optional in a
offsets and range rates and vice versa are zero. Kalman formulation. When the state vector is
The clock partials are seen to be very simple defined at an epoch in a Kalmian filter, thecand straightforward, propagation of the state vector from one time

In the case of orbital measurement point to the next reduces to an identity.
partials, how-aver, there are several choices If current orbital positions and velocity

The asicare desired from the epoch soluticn, they must
and rangebe propagated by means of the dynamic mx.awl

rate but there are several choices as to how tofrmtesuioatpchote .rentm.
characterize the orbit in the solution vector.,ntecs farpeen&inwt ern
Let X0 represent the orbital portion of the trajectory as described in Section %3.1, the

stat vetorand ~iiax. ~ ake onitspropagat on need be appiierd only to deviations
simpestfo~~i hi' X s epre~se asthefrom the reference trajectory. if thatz arre small
curentpustio an veociy o th r:..eli~ inenough to satisfy lInearity constraints, %he
a cn~'rjn~e sstemfird i th rottin eath.propag-ition of these dgviations can be carried

In~ this case, the position portion of the Hai1  out by means of trie propagatior partial deriva.
fra Pseudo-range measurement frorn the jth tives. 0 (to. t). Thus, both the state vuector and

monitor to the ith satellite 'Is simply the unit the covariances cun be prvpigated by uwe o!
vector along the line joiniing the two points,.h eeec rjcoyadt~~rep.~dn
The partial Mi pseudo range with respect to ofprildivivsThearbthro

vided by the off-ine !3ciitty and represent allve'city is zero. The ptartials of pseudo range t~teo-n aiiynesfrtedtie
rote With respect to X are somewhat more

0
complex but they are still puraiy gVometric ylftCmd.

-id easily computed vector functions. tet (t1,, t2 ) represent the partial deriva-
tives which propagate a deviwtion from theAn afternatia possibility would. bwv to repre- eeec traitctory from mertot.I

sentthe rbita~ crret ~ rid in ~alprin~iple. suchi part ials can be- users to relate
coorinaes. hisreqires~ha a trnany" two Points along a trajectory which is
~nde st e rth rotaion rran forn~t~ n ~close to the reterence trajectoy. W ith i
a~pied eiter o te H ffltri ~O * O toICdietailed force model. th~e computation of therAVIrWl~ station locatiotis used in fth solvtion. partial derivatives is a Wn~jor Oprto.Thit is

Afurthef alternative would be to tete carried out 4y the off 'linew facm lity V4~~ Supoliet
sent the orbi- in the itate vtct.or as theo current. along with the refdrence ajol'ctovy. Ck (11. t2) it
ocbit propniptedJ back In tirtw to son*i proviou a tuitonf two V.Ufiabkle arndI.wouid be VeryVtpoch tinte to, At egotah, it m4igt be repre. Cumnbersomie to Ploduct In tns It nisfl

s~nate ~m trms of 9 (to) iind V (t01or osxtent. Thereloce. th* offtline facility fedtuees
Ulm*ni st of &W141a elements at t. The deftnii It to a flincsizan of a SIM&l varia-bw by limilting
It~Or of 4% tho values at eO*Jt requires tN45 1 0 111th0 epech It ime. to,
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Thus, at any time, t, there is published accuracy suitable for the navigation application
4 and extending at least one day into the future.
N r~(t~lThi,; refined trajectory prediction is obtained

Xref t (t) by using the NWL propagation partials toty 4 propagate the most recent estimate of the
4 ~(t)required corrections to the NWL reference tra.*(0 t - I~1R ~ e jectory over the desired time span. If the NWL

~ (t 0)partials are to be used directly ior this
purpose, then the orb*-t solution must be

In the batch process used by the CELEST dfndi em fRadVo ria
program at the NWL, these are exactly the eeet tteNLeohtmt.I ol

parialdeivaivs ndedtoproagte heeither be defined there originally and solved in
measufement paf-tials to the epoch point andtatdmiortculbesvdinoe
to propagate the epoch solutiorm to other ohrdmi n rnfre hepirt
points in the future where predictions arethpedcinoraon

needed.In order to maintain accuracy with the
If, for some reason a partial derivative is above approach when there is a several week

needed for propagation friam ta tO tb where ta interval between to and the current time, '% it
is nt s~thi maybe c.'rjute byis necessary to be very careful when handling

3R) ~(t) a (tthe solution in the epoch domaiin and during
-~ ~ 0( 0) the transformation to and from epoch. This is

0 (ta# tb) BR~A) UX(to) Oi~ta) because ihe large derivatives arising from the

secular terms can cause a serious loss of preci-
0(to~'b1 ~ t.tl sion unless care is taken to prevent it. A

psi' alternative approa&l is that of staying
This involves a 6 x 6 matrix inversiot n in the current time doma'n and propagating

a mairix multiply of two 6 x 6 matrices, the lateit estimate ahead for a day or more on
If it is desired to solve for the orbit in a the basis of computed partials o(to.t)
Kalanfi~e~ asderibed eari. while using t '. inversion w,.uld be carried out

data from NWt. to avoid handfing th* deaie only once a day but the matrix multiple
dynaamic madel, it becomes necessary to uxe wvould bt needed tot each predicted time, ooiint.
the NWL refereptce trajectory along withi suit, The signiticance of this problern has not really
abha partial derivativei for propagaing the soliu. been elifninated with this approach but it
tion from point to point- CoisRle-r the ca5@ has -beer, 4oAentfaxed tinto the subroutine which
wIbere the orbital solution vecto? consi-tS of ewitpvtei the modified porzials, pk(ta.t). and
th'e lateost estirnttc 0f erent RMt 4rid VWt. dle-a not invwoive the rest of t.he procesý. It
There are 4ctvally two teveiti. Of ftfr~vtre~etepri r cuae& h is lc
trulectories, ava~tiatbe and Mo ~teJotwi h.i cofeijon to the tit We.ch is cQarefthlly
taskt tot orbit propagaition paials. Thv to%. Maee u. cuays~e bt maintained.
werm retefetxe varejtory f'om MNVL h*-s The other point in~ the p.roiets writer
alrgady been tdescvibt It exten~da 'tafn swne Pro1T~ion parti*a-S are Used is ý1 the wolution
e-p4oz. yG over a span of several "eekis. The for the West eslimate oi sise ontbit. WVIf the
tfvv trajectony rooaiina withitt 3 tho"sartd feet iu.o11 KalrnjA kvmintatiwi. the arbit solutionf1

soof oth's trdiectof? %a that tinedrity Would be- m twff% oft tht- current Altil and
suri~jof~n% ovv~iIdt Oft~ ptab the o-lift-V~I Oneet a fftunefnent is pf"oceSSO. the

facility ri~st pfedL,'i 4) rftr.ed 1et~cwV W-11~is~ga to tht text rwosure'
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ment time by means of the partial derivatives harmonics, with 2nd order tesserals and higher
0(t,t + 0). To do this with the NWL partials zonals and tesserals down by at least a factor
involves going through the inversion and matrix of 100. The seriousness of neglecting the con-

multiple at each measurement time. For 6 x 6 tribution of the second zonal harmonics to the
0 matrices this is not a very substantial task. 0 partials was investigated by integrating the

There are, however, several other alterna- econd zonai harmonic terms of the variational

tives. The first is to define the orbit solution equations over a 24-hour period and plotting
Y in terms of a daily epoch, ta. By choosing the results. Plots were made for GPS type
the daily epoch as the time ta, from which the orbits with a variety of starting points to
daily prediction is propagated, the converted ensure that all pertinent cases were covered. It
partials used for prediction can also be used was assumed that the deviations to be
for the subsequent solution by using them with propagated would not exceed 30 ft and
the geometric H matrix to propagate the 0.003 ft/sec with respect to the precision orbit
measurements to the daily epoch. The orbit predicted for navigation purposes. These devia-
solution itself need not be propagated during tions were then multiplied by tVe maximum
the solving process since it remains defined at values of the plotted integrals to get the maxi-
ta. This approach should not be confused with mum error build-up within 24 hours due to the
a batch process. It is a Kalman solution, con- neglect of the second zonal harmonics in the o
tinuously updated. The only difference is that partials. The maximum orbital position error so
the solution is referenced to ta instead of obtained within 2d hours was 0.28 ft and the
current time, t. Any time a current solution is maximum velocity error obtained was

desired at time t it can be obtained by simply 2,8 x 10-5 ft/sec. These are both insignificant

multiplying the solution by 0(tat). within the context of the daily orbit refine-
Another approach which permits Xo to be ment operation. Sir~ce there are many measure-

defined in current time without continually ments each day, these will correct for

converting NWL partials consists of doing a accumulating errors so that no consideration

standard current-time Katman solution and need be given to error build-up beyond

using simple two-body partial derivatives to 24 hours. Predictions of future orbits are not

propagate the solution between measured affected since they would still be done with

times. This approach has a chance because the the precision partials supplied by I4WL.

deviations being propagated can be kept very• 3.S COORDINATE, FRAMES

small. During each day, not only is the NWL There are two basic coordinate frames inherent

reference trajectory available but the predicted in the orbit determination process:

trajectory transmtitteci :o the satellites for the
a. An earth-fixed set of coordinates isnavigation applic atio nt is also available. The 1bie tneeded since thei measrinq instruent ar-ý

true trajectory must stay within a very few 3rih anni the measuin n ents are
feet of this predicted trajectory in order to i
fulfill the naviq~ticiOt requirements. Thus. if the originraly made in the earth-fixet system.

solution is daveloped in terms of deviations b, An inenial set of coordinates is need
for handling the dynamics of ft• sateliite since

frem the predicted n4vigation trajectory thew io
the basic equations of motion at wih rspectde~vi4%.,tnS will, alw•,ly$ be very :rif so that the
to suCh a non-rotating coordinate frftr.I dti-l rtvatitv.s which oeraot on them needl

rot be highly accurate. A choice must be mue as to which

Prfeliwinary analysis has SM.CVf the coordinate frame is to be ued ?or the lea".

W-ncival terms of the Prtitl derivatives suare% solution in tsh orbit determination

LVyond two-body to be the second iWJ pwcesa This, hower. Is also ti 4p in the
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quest ton of whether to define the orbital solu* nate system at time t, with respect to orbital
tion in terms -of current time, as is the usual, elements or position and velocity in inertial
practice with Kalman filters, or in terms of some coordinates at epoch time, Itosort of epoch as is more usual in batch process- Table 3-2 shows some of tt-e rrm:re perti.
ing. A choice of earthfieornriacor- nent possibilities. Three sets of partials must be
nates is also available when predicting the
"trajectory for tomorrow" to be placed in thecoptd

stat vetor ran~nited~o th saelliesa. Partials to propagate the solution vector
In principle, the various cases are mathe- rmoemaueettm otenx

matically equivalent, but they do involve dif- b. Partials to relate the solution vector to
terent amounts of computation and they may temaueet
have some effect on the required precision withc.Pristopjethefnlouto

whic th comutaion mus becarred utahead for a day or more for use in the navigation
The main impact of the choices is in the apiain
computation and application of the various Table 3-2 shows seven or eight possibilities
partial derivatives needed for system operation. for each of these three sets of partials, depend-
This, in turn, is strongly affected by the fact ing on the various choices of coordinate systems
that NWL, which supr.ies the long-term and epochs. Each bin of the table contains an
reference trajectory and propagation partials can express-ion for the required orbit partial deriva-
supply the trajectory in either earth-fixed or tive in terms of defined and available parameters
inertial coordinates. The corresponding partials. to show the process involved in forming the
ate partials of position and velocity in the derivatives. In the lower left corner of each bin
corre~odn erhfxdo nril ori is a number indicating approximately the nutn

Table )'-2. EpochJs and Coordinate Framews

SOLUTON OIAALQA14IATS u CA~uOinmsT4 CAL;i~T

W~~StIgVIONCQOMONAA1i

so~10t ,,Mtio T - ~ mtI

F,,

eL~~2I IV - * t )

4~
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ber of multiplications involved in forming that covariance. These add up to 468 multiples per
type of orbit partial from the available inputs. In measurement time as shown in Table 3.2. If, on
the cawe of the measurement partials, the num- the other hand, the solution is carried out at the
bers given are for pseudo-range measurements. NWL epoch or either of fth daily epoch modes,
Other ty~pes of measurements increase these the above propagations of the solution from
numbers somewhat. In the lower right corner of measuiement to measurement drop out. The
each bin is a nu-nber shnwing. the number of least overall computation is invr-"-1 -ith the
multiples involved in applying the partial to the NWL epoch because the NWL p~: ire then
orbit determination process wherever this num. directly applicable to the orb~it prediction func-
ber is not the same for all cases. In general, these tion, the solution propagation operation drops
numbers of multiples are required for eaich point out, and the measurement partials involve a
in the process at which the partial is applied. mere 41 multiples per measurement.

Three solution epoch cases are shown in The daily epoch cases are basically similar
Table 3-2: except that the NWL partials must be converted

a. A current running solution to shift the reference point from the NWL epoch
b. a daily epoch solution to the daily epoch point. As before, this requires

c. te NL epch -'luiona 6 x 6 inversion plus the product of two 6 x 6
matrices. The inversion is done for the epoch

The urrnt-imesoltionyieds he impestpoint and, thus. is common to an entire lIay's set
measurement or H partials, particularly in earth- of partials. It is therefore done onty once a day
fixed coordinates. With the current-time solu- n a codnl enoitdfo h

tion th soltio proagaion artals ustmultiply count. The modified prediction partials
propagate from the timne of one measurement to also constitute the major portion of the meas-
that uY the next. NWL partials all propagateurmnpriaom ttinThsteesre
from the NWL epoch to some time, x. Thus, an ment partials require only an additional 41 or 83
inversion and matrix multiply is required at each multiples per pseudo-range measurement

meaurmet ime to convert NWL piatiasit depend~ng on whether earth-fixed or inertial
a form useable in the current-time mode.

When werking against an accurate reference NLpril r en sdWith a solution at an epoch, whether daily
trajectory (e.g.. yesterday's prediction for orTL o~ 0  prto srqie.Hw
today's navigation) the. solution propagation ever, there may be a t6eed to operate on the Q
partials are accurate enough if computed byn~ritomletrprstthdyacpoes

two-odymecanies.Nowver a ne-ay re-noise in orbit. Since the dynamic uncertainties
diction against the NWL reference trajectory is apply to the vehicle where it is in orbit, this. in
of marginal accuracy with two-body- partials and picpe eo ob rpgtdWkt h
a prediction of more than one day is definitely epicipleof nedsiio to b e propariate nce mtorth

inadeuath bThor, thetio to1 parial arvei meedid
inadquae. TustheNWL artals re dedof the solution. It this propagation should turn

in any case for the current solution modes, out to Ne necessary in- Practice. %tie partial is the
Furtermoe, he cm~uatio oftwO-~d~inverse of ihe one used fot predictions. This

partials involves more work than the conversk~- pta si.-.4it b h o, nteVPo
of the NWL partials, Therefore.. the two-body partime inox ,aeu of thbe32 T~ )i he numbrs -
partials do not apparu to offer any oveirall pvnteisi tht lower left corners are thw
benef it. number o~f multiples required for the 6 x 6

In the current-time mode, ?he solution inversion while those in the lower right corners
propaation rt jials moist. be use to compute are the nurnbtr of moultiples reqtured to irnple-
the o X pfopagaion of the orbit sialution vector mte"I the o* IC,4 IT on thte assuty ptio" thsat is
a&W alto tile op 0T peopaption of the diagonal.
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The NWL epoch solution with earth-fixed epoch solution. We are thus left with 257
coordinates for the prediction is the most multiples per time point with the daily epoch
efficient computationally, requiring o)nly 41 and 582 multiples per time point with the NWL
multiples from Table 3-2 if the 0 propagation is epoch.
ignored or 581 if it cannot be ignored. When the
measurement times are far from the epoch On the other hand, since the Q's are very
however, the secular terms of the partial deriva- small they could be accumulated and applied to
tives tend to cause high correlations between the solution at infrequent intervals (e.g., every 3
positions and velocities at the epoch and these hours) and treated as zero at other times. With
could possibly have a detrimental effect on the such an approach the Q propagation becomes
numerics of the solution. If this should turn out less significant and the NWL epoch solution
to be serious, one of the daily epoch solutions again becomes the minimum computation case.
could be used instead. The daily epoch solution The problem of high correlation between posi-
totals 257 or 795 multiplies per measurement tion and velocity at the NWL epoch remains,
depending on whether or not 0 is propagate*., however. It is therefore recommended that the
Simulation studies have shown that if the daily epoch solution be used but that the on-line
epoch-to-current-time interva! does not exceed computer be sized to permit the handling of tle
one day, the 0 can be applied at current time or current-time so4ution since this is not a severe
at epoch with nearly equivalent results so that Q extra demand and it would permit the handling
iieed not tie propagated. On the other hand, if of any of the viable alternatives. Since it is
the interval e:.tends to many days, the secular desired to provide the user's state vector in
terms in the propagation partials cause fixed Q's terms of slowly varing two-body orbital ele-
at epoch to reflect increasingly large uncer- ments, these must be based on inertial R and V.
tainties into the current time estimate. Thus the Thus the prediction should be done into inertial
use of the NWL epoch demands the use of coordinates. This can b.est be done with the
propagated Q's whereas daily epochs permit the inertial NWL partials and this, in turn, leads to
use of unpropagated Q's aplied directly to the an inertial solution at the daily epoch.
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EVALUATION ALGORITHM

Given the system candidates, the next step was gramming changes, or even a whole new corn-
.... . . .. .to define and describe the cr iteria by which they puter system.

coul beevauatd. his ecton es~bestheTime Line - This criterion measures the candi-
evaluation criteria, a cost function for each
criterion. and a weighting function for each of dt' blt ogttejbdn i jw P

the arius citeia.system computing requirements are not constant
as a function of time. There will be times when.. 4.1 EVALUATION CRITERIA the computer is idle and times (e.g., just before

We can partition the criteria into essentially satellite uploading) when it has a large workload.
independent groups as follows: The time required to do this peak load work is a

* Computer impact function of both the comouter and the candi-
* System accuracy date. By being capable of doing some of thcý
# System convergence peak load work durin~g idle time or simplifying

4.1.1 COMPUTER IMPACT -Since each peak load requireetth ytm addt
system candidate defines a distinct set of corn-cnescoptrpedndizreiemns
puter systems necessarysand suffic~ient to accom- this capability will be rneasured by the tim-e line
plish it most efficiently, the aim hete is only to criterion.
describe those general criteria which have a Core Size. Word Lengith. Cost illardware, - in'
sizable influence on the type of computer general terms this deals with a candicfate't
system ultimately cthosen. In no particular order, hardware impact. Different candidates may
these may be described as: require or be most suitable to different hardware

* Expndab~ityconfigurations - snecific word lengths, a certain
* rme inenumber of registars,. vary-ng- amounts of RAM

o Core size, word length, cost (hardware) 4nd ROM memory. and so forth. The guiding
* Mehari~otinal implcityof a)criteria heme will be hardware costs. Those

candidates that can handle the general Phase ILixpandabthty -Expandaibility measurei th and 1i requirements at the least haedware cost
candidate systern's ability te, handle more sat.A. shovki have- pfefefenfii' vyeightirig.
fites without serious impact on the ao'flfuer. In
handling 24 satellites iiszeiad of four. somne elantiutSiipd Ifwrl-Inhi
changes rnusý W- mnade to the computer noaetegnrl~bjc swwr ot

mat~ wht te cadidte i. Hndtng 4 endidate that is straightýforwafd a4s far as pro-
114t0lhu-s ;hould require nioee mtemor, =ore grammirig, chwot aneane n aeo

modification aft concernwd must be coitsiddfod
~ tie, aid sme pograftmig peferable to one that -Nquites tewej' worf15 but

changes. To this extent. exwrtln an wory n vral nicto-oW handfle mroce sate~lnivs will affect the more wof I arnd or.Aovalindto f
compter~ ~e~'ousisocftware~ cost is as imnportant as an Overall

* a rad~ica! change to tht Computer, such as isdcrio fht~wr ot
differeint CPU, J large inctoase in mem"ory 4. 1- .S YSTEM' ACC.VRACY - AceowdiNg to

an nceas i computknq Reed or ~ h ytm saet ori cetiraey is more
memory acces fteQu iteftr-. fva5v U imrttW4lhant U~sCort;Lutr cou. On t.wote



hand, it appears that several of the candidate consequence for Phase II and should be
systems will be capable of attaining the required minimized in the choice of a solution technique.
syytem accuracy. In this case the topics of 4.1.3 SYSTEM CONVERGENCE - When a
expandability and time line dominate the selec- satellite is first placed in orbit or when a
tion process. Definite advantage must be station-keeping mf.aneuver is undertaken, there is
awarded to candidates that offer the greatest a larger positional uncertainty than when oi'bit
accuracy but any candidate that meets the estimation has been going on for some time.
specified accuracy must be considered Ec addt utrcgieti nrae

*acceptable. To this end there are two essentially uncertainty and, over a period of time, eliminate
different types of accuracy to be considered: it. The. length of tsiie a candidate requires to

*user and ephemeris. reduce a relatively large uncertainty (the con-
User Accuracy - The system specification deals vergen~e timne) indicates how soon after a
Mkist directly with user accuracy or user eq-diva- directed maneuver the system can be expected
tent ranqe error WUE RE). As such it recognizes a to be within specified tolaiances. For some
bask. difference between the accuracy of the candidates conver~ence time will be a few hours.
satellite orbit and clodl' determinations and their for othees it may be several days. Suboptimal
effect en the user. If the satellite parameters candidates whose convergence times may be
coula be det-mmined- exactly, the two would be long etiough to be a problem must be
e'quiva'ent; but a large erro-r in satellite orbit deweighted.
need not reflect a large error to the- -,Qr. 4.2 COST FUNCTIONS
Geometries have a sizeable ef fect on the portion Tecs ucinfragvncieini

* of satellite orbit errors that the .;-ser seat. Since gideline for measuring each of the system
the GPS system is dedicated to user accuracy, can*.tidates against that critt-fion. Each cost
what the user sees is the most importamt part of fnto ilhv iia om hr ilb
the tystem. The candidates that afford greatest tregoslvl fks'
user accuracy will take precedence over all
others in terms of systerm accuracy. e Unfacceptable (

-ph ffwis Accura-y - iven the inivor'arce of *Gaal 0Ephes Ue Completely acceptable(+.)
user accuracy, ephemneris accuracy cannot be
negkocted entirely. User accuracy in Phase I is 4.2.1 UNACCIFI)TABLE j-)- This will be
limited to the test site and may b6 considerably tknt enta ~ecniae"al~ti

bette tha ephm~rt accuacy incethe:requirement. It does not nocessarily im~ply ttta

Riasur~eient directions which are pertinent w h aiiaecudntb m~vdwt
she~~~~~~~~~~ ur v be esedythmntorespec to this criter ion. R ither, it ts mneant to
staion. Cr~'lasonswhih wre nveo~vtuh uimply that other candidd'AS aN eftoug.h better

from the monitor ua~tOion oe timilary indis- tforn~ theý stndpoinit Of P~eitofmance at'v

sgul'ag t tfC L5~t~J5C f hs rl~tv~l trftaftetzy to w~raft d1Srk~ai44 this can'didase
sifnilar geometry and do not *dd much oftor I eoUepfi
hint svt~tsion. The,* unteaolutcl eorretatecl erroms 4.2 C#-ADAU~L.E (0) -Where unacePtable
hawtver' :havge fthir interelatidrisitips at would imply peartibitiv-e %os 9ci-0abiv will
difflorken poin'ts in the orbits; They Mn4Y XW me-an tetu 4 eantidaite'% aertorminsce to this

*Szasx~ially to the errors pe*PidnCed by 4 ijswf ctiiioetoni acootabte bit diftt~v from the
jt loca Wtion far fruen the xtet tite. Ttius. wfertormwiari of other Candidatot. As tg'ch. this

a11though Che erm: ei's per We are mot critisal difNfernce iti 4cit~tble. oerkfeanee is a basit
* nphlies I &Wd 11. they do h~vt 4 pr4Mtot'ul fo sowiswn. After 4 pinftuiew vvlluatuaft
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of all candidates, a second evaluation will be line. Since current candidates are well under this
performed to assess and compare tooi.C if value anything over it will be considered
ferences. A final evaluation, recognizing that unacceptable. Any landidates with solution
there is no clearly objective way to measure vectors of dirriension 10 or less are completely
intrinsic merit, will adjudicaite their comparative acceptable and anything up to 20 will easily fit
impact on the system, the time line.

4.2.3 COMPLE-TELY ACCEPTABLE (+) ' Hard ;iare' Cost Funu .on - The ephemeris
This category reflects ai candidate's acceptability deter-mination computations ~are by no means
beyond which no fvrther gradations of merit thsa only rescionsibility of the Master Control
make sense.. Completely airceptable candidates Station computer. In general, the final computer
may difter in their performance on a given celected for the MCS should allow some mar~jin
criterion, but the differences are no longer for the ephemeris determination hardware
meaningful to differentiation. impact. Within that tolerance all candidates

4.2.4 INDIVIDUAL COST FUNCTIONS - For should be completely acceptable and any candi-
each of the seven criteria described in Section date that requires extra hardweve should be
4.1, a cotrespondiag cost function is desbed unacceptable. In general, the candidate requiring
below. the least hardware will be enough similar in

hardware impact to the several closest comrpesv
ExpudabiityCu~tFunch~r - Al ~y~emirg candidates that this is a reAsonable cost

candidates are easily expandable in that non,!
requires complete rastructuri'ýn to accommodi~e fntin

24 stelltes.Eac wil hanle n aritray I order to separate the problem of
24 stelites Eah wil hndlean rb..aryexpinding the hardware to accommodate 24

number of satellites with simola Parameter satellites from the problem of sizing the Phase I
changes. The major differencces arise when con-cm~tr h omrwl eadesdb h

siderng we~he thechangs nee~sa~ toexpandability cost function and only the lte
accommodate 24 satellites require increase ofwll emasedb th hrwr ct
th'e solution vein.tor size or carfraiy ov4ua ucin
tion. accuracy, and nmernriýry requirements

inera~eIrnart wih th nwbarof ~lu~onSuftwwle' Cosit Functiun -This function

vectors but irncrease wenethiing like the sQuare of Attemtslt to measure the 'cost of prograrnming a
the solution vector sire. The former is cum givenl candidate. 1! will include subjective trade
pletely accepta~l:e and the ltter isu~el offs beween the size of the progratm required

in goiNg frorn 4 satellites to 24. jod ow e chanizational sirnplir'ity of the pro,

Time ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Spi in~(i iton T. ieh terms of checkout and modification
edse. In general, all canimdktes will tend tofequifements are in one serne 4 ttiset of tirt

pand~liy reuirment An inceas anrequire approximately the saaw size program

numbr ofcofftputatians afftets. thia Cottvuter's ~t eo otaecsswl eifune
~ZiiI5y t get ll o thecompuatio; JinIl~y by huw simply tho candidas can be

time. T't the exteml t shat iner avd fiift~ of'rm~~Aycadd
roqurring exclotu" conuAtanecaes or decision

tie hweO incrtwas har a dtfect effoet o stheacn at
-W lnt.Actal iff Lin "Cst"it ostthat r ~uirin ver-y lptal 4Wi cwokxea software-

rim lne Atha --to li e wes iciil apabilitie's of a tu-'4, 4w~e program Wdl Wi
directly uciJ t sose swktlioe vutsr w, A nag
C4lculdtioeto for vwdu ot C~%u~ Cd"dateý
indicite that salutio.a vvctum, U.f d ifeition 50 Uttvr Ao~'ur~ CXut Funahiuto - Any ciidjdas

~ ~~)1hI~Q jtUati~iof the co'retfts'nv lwutt 3irn zaw iiq euwa~tt rwiig erroe gmreaf
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thars the system specification limit for Phase I of of determirting how important a specific evalua.
12 feet is certainlv unacceptable. All others are tion criterion is to the overall system. This is
acceptabilp and can be ordered between 0 and 12 again a very subjective evaluation but most
feet so that a UE RF half as big as another is evidence indicates that computer system impact
worth twice as much Since tVo'3S ytmi (particularly in going to 24 satellites) is slightly
dedicated to user acco:.acy, very good user more important thar, system accuracy Isince all

*atcuracies shoulO be weightid accordingly, three final candidates appear to be capable ofAc~.~ci~sbe,,ter than thi, "Nare Ill specified meeting accuracy specifications). All other cr,-
l'mit. t; ite. judgjed comi~.ti -v SL-table. teria are essentially equal and much less I
Ephc:-&ris Cost Funcfiows - Nir. specific require-imoanthnhseto
rriei.s art placed on the sctual a;Wtkt:-rmina- Assuming all cost functions are normalized* ~tion accuracies. However, in gen-ren,. they wvill to the same scale Mabtiiy at 5 for 'comn-
correspond~ fairly closelly in ranking to the pletely accoetable' candkuers), observe what
UERE accuracies. Since tnety wili be used in assigning equal weight to each criterion does:

*general to choose between candidates with a. Since expandability, time line, andsimilar UE RE accuracies, a linear cost function hrwr l aeesnilyt owt
based on a simple numerical comparison of candidate's impact on the physical computerresults should be entirely sufficient,.ytm hstnst egsta matb
System Convergence Cost Fiinction - Any three times the weight given any other single
candidate that requires several days for con- criterion.
vergenc. will be unacceptable. Some candidates b.Snc sr and ephermeris accuracy
may. in their sim-plest form, take several days to combine to definp, the system accuracy, this
converge,. but with modifications can be made tends to weight the system accuracy at two-
(at the expense of mechanizational simp~licity) third3 the computer system impact and at twice
to bring their convergence behavior to accepta- that of arty other criterion.
ble limits. In this came their convergent behavior c. Tnie two remaining criteria, cotivergence
will be said to be. acceptable tor gradable) and rate and mechanizditional simplicity. have only a
the associatd complexity will show up in the 2/7 effect on the entire system &1d are weightredj
software' cost function. equally.

Any cndidate whose convergence to Sincethese results correspond fairly well to the
within reasonable toleranices occurs withinf two subjective imnpacts implied above, the icor~tog
days on ssarr-4 or o-ne day on a stjtion-eeping algorithm will be Assigned an equal weigh~t for

or relatec aneuver will be classifie compttetel eacn evaluation criterioft.

4,.3 SCOU-NG ALGORFHV
Givon Iitfier~criTet ion coms ter each candidate on
e~ah criserion Otv re _s st ill be suom tnieth',ýO
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ANALYSIS OF CANDIDATES

Measurement set candidates were analyzed and Trblk, .1.1. Pre'lmina,,, Anayvs"i Mlatrix
evaluated. A preliminary analysis :jsing the - /C/+
giading system was employed to reduce the F - .

number of candidates. Remaining candidates
* were c,;'ated qualitatively and quantitatively ,

in somt aLeail. The final evaluation. however, is '" .
delineated in Section 7..... ..

5.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Table 5-1 summarizes the results of a ,
preliminary analysis of the nine measurement .
sets described in Section 3. Those candkdates 4 K,•,fg
with minuses were dropped from further con-
sideration; the following subsections describe .
the analyses leading to thcse decisions. Compu-
ter simulations were p-erformed to aid in the
evaluation of the more viable candidate line for 2hase I but the c:rresponding solution
ephemeris cetermination procedures. The error vector for 24 satzllites would require a different
budget utilized in the simulations is described in compJfei system for handling. Suboptimizing
"'Contract Definition Find Report for Global this case by solving for two. three, or four
Positioning System Contvol/User Segments," satltixes at 3 time (for Phase. Il1) appeared
Volume 11, System Error Perform4mo, CS/UE promisirng but did not woduce sufficient
-Deimiition Contract F04701.73-C-0298. General

* Dynamics Electronics Division, April. 1974. The
siulation9 progra:" results were obtained in theT

form of plots to facilitate rapid analysis ,an- Ea:---. . . ...--. --

pie plots are shown in Figurei 5.1 through 5,9.
Quauttties plotted are the differences betwen - -
th~e sifulaed re-l rd ad.. the filt...e.ti..te-
of typical Solvefof pifnl-eters is a functiort of

!- tmil, For each parameter, the st•uwe foot of the-
4opfopflatf diagoRWa Ple'ftfit of the sotUtioQi
covo-u'¶Cft Matrix is pltoted as gin eftvttope
ceinliirl9 the exp~eted errov of'zhe soiton

*" $X1.I FULL, St-lULTAMLOUtN inEU00 •$ -- •-=•--'-•--- ----

* ~~RANCA - This is the- mest oottnfsl Accufracy ______

tlutionm All ofbk% 00 cliok% at Solve siimul- I -

t~riwOusiv. Tht tt~ulu of siftwtutifto dtwoi for

wrt' he rnjlat~t~of ot.e lacdidstes. 'sho
cornjtout ni tOE this dahe will Liwfy tht ti-ow .5s-1 4jk~tJr XfM of !4jtruit;-
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Figure 35-a Velocity error of satellite 3. Figure 5-4. Time base rale error 1,5 clock in
satellite 3.

improvement over other suboptimizations to Simulations were run on this case using a
warrant ti~e increased workload. 3O-stato solut~on vector and results closely paral-
5.2.2 R4INGE DIFFERENCES - Range dif- leled those for the full 38-state case. The -major
fereices from two monitors to a single satellite drawback at this stage was that, though the
give a solution independent of the satellite's computational load was deci-eased, it was not
clock. These clocks can then be solved as a d-creased enough to handle 24 satellites using
separate calculation involving pseude-range the same technique. Attempts were made -o
measurements from the master station to the separate the satellite solutions bvt the strong
satellite. coupling through the monituos produced enough

- - t -I
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Figure 5-6. Time base rate at ,nunitur i for Figure 5-8. Sigma and residual of user
... satellite 3. nasuremen kom satellite .

coupling in the satellite solutions to cause the satellite orbit slutions, a combination of
convergence problems when this coupling was simultaneous pseudo ranges between two moni-
ignored. At this point other suboptimal candi- tors and two satellites was taken as the measure-
dates appearf.d more promising and this case was ment set. This indeed separates the clocks from
excluded from further consideration~. the orbizs but strongly coupleS the orbit solu-

tions of the two satellites invclved. Very good
S.1.3 ý.)L:5.LE RANGE DIFFERENCES .In results could be obtained by solving for all
atternpuin to enti-ely separate all clocks from satellite orbits simultaneously, but again the
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computational load becomes pruhibitive for ment set and ignoring correlations between
Phase 111. Some method whereby just two satel. monitor clocks and the orbots. Behavior was
lites are solved simultaneouisly at each step and good but the accuracies were unacceptable.
then some combination of the satellite solutions Using measurement accuracies ten times as good
is performed would help reduce the computa- in the simulations gave good behavior and
tional load but would cause con~vergence prob- acceptable accuracy. Another improvement
lems due to unmodeled correlations. Another factor of ten in the measurement accuracies gave

Adrawback to this solution is that it requires the good behavioir and good accuracy, 02sign .inaly-
simultaneous visibility of two satellites by the sis indicated that the latter measurement accu-
same two monitors, thus further reducing the racies could prob~by be achieved but would
s'nall satellite viewing time. The numerous draw- require hardware redesign. For this reason, and
ba,-ks for :'his case conspired to eliminate it from the fact that other candidates appeared prornis-

Lcoriention. ing enough. the range rate case was disregarded.
At this point it seems appropriate to 515RNE ArDIFRNCLS - The

mentioi' another possible measurement set - attractiveness of this case stems from the fact
range dit~erences from a single monitor to two that it completely uncnuplf,,, the satellite clocks
different sateilikes. This would uncouple the from the satellite orbits and substantially
monitor clocks from the satellites but again uncouples ther monitor clocks from the orb-it; as
would stcrongly cooaple the satellite solutions asabv.Tialoscmltunulng f
above. For that niason, this measrement set was orbits, satellite clocks, and monitor clocks and
neV ie eos -nieain represents the maximal possible partitior-iiiig

2 ~(hence the minimum possible computation~al
,.l4 RNC~RATS -In ookng : teload). Iti was J isrega rded for the same reasons as

cc'variance matrix for the most optimal solution ternert ae
two things were noticed. One, the satellite5.6RAG IN EM T 1F ECS
solutions were weakly couptied. Since the sate[ .16RNG NRMN .FRNE
lite orbits should be independent and the only -Atog al - hw omnssfrti

mechnis fo cop~n the isthemontorcase. it was disregarded bacause of its similarity
station clocks, it eppeared that the key 1ý. to the range~ increment case and its lack of
allowing the waellite orbits to be solved-for distinct advantages over that case. It does have
individually was to eliminate the mnonitor/ thea advantage of agair. completeti' separating all

Satellite Coupling. Previous attempts had clocks from the orbits inmuch the same way the
untoupled the mn~nitors from the satellites, butrngrtsifrecca ddbthiadnae

ende upcoulingthesatllies d~ee~y.Th~is not substantial and is c-Aintarbalariced by the
othr orvaconwastha thv~ s oe lssreduction in the Au.nub[,r of measurements avail,

integration between the physic:ai processes of alsneamOu~in spsil nywe
the system and a mesreet ofpodl ag two monitor-s can see the satellite simultant-

rae-thn heeisI-r feaueren tt wuoously. Fihrifeach ifferri-: n~ea~r
rang itelf.Thu. athouh te crreltio a en: contains tao errors of two pselido-ramp-

range itsclf. rh sate wthti g h torb t el i~ tin Of -f -m I n' the inte fest Of sim plicity in
roughly Comparable to Ithe Correlatiofts Uf Meolowflicusos.i il b-tityb
tor clock. time Owea With Wult~ia positions, 0, eaoprae nosedij~ao h a
rie"lee: of the lformer is much less wericus thr #&incfeflet cad

the mijl'ýet of the latitw.. 2 tX AI~) ANALY$SS
Lisirig Presently eflyisiondd tange tilt Theft potentially viabe mneasureawnt sets were

msuerntnaccr~e~sof 0,05 ft/se. %ii'Ulj' selected N1 e mre etaitled 4nailysis in the da
zion% werev nrin wing raf ratel 3 as the m-"Jew raphs wh~ich fotow~.



5.2,11 INDIVIDUAL SATELLITES WITH the full simultaneous pseudo-range case. A close
SEPARATE MIONITORS - In this case each look at the behavior of the four solutions for a
satellite is treated as if three distinct monitor single monitor clock indicates strong similarities.
stations (and the master station) were tracking The solutions stay within the expected covari-
it. The solution vector has fourteen states: six ances and an overall comparison of clock phases

frthe satellite orbit, two for the satellite clock, shows them to agree to within two or three nsec.
and ~w ahfrtetremntrsainWith behavior this good there is very little
clocks. The measurements are pseudo ranges and reason to obtain more accurate monitor clock
the partial derivatives are easily described. The solutions. However, given the need to, there is a
mechanization is very straightforward, then, and very simple approach. The four (or twei-ity-f our)
would be 'optimal' if only one satellite were monitor estimates can~ be combined in the
being used. natural way where the ctwariances of the esti-

For more than one satellite, the same mates determine the weight for the estimate in a
technique is maintained. Each satellite ephem- weighted average. The resulting value can be

.. enis (whether there be foul rtenyfu used as the 'best estimate' for the clock param.
satellites) is calculated as if that were the only eters wherever it is needed.

.. satellite in the sky. This leads to a redundancy This 'best estimate' can also be fed back

.. of monitor clock solutions so that for n satellitei into thie overall system in some way to provide a
there will, in general, be n solutions for each system 'tie-in'. Runs in which the clock esti-
rranitor cioc:k. If these solutions are very sirrni- miattes were combined and injected back into the
lar, this technique should yield not only good system showed no major benefits to the orbit

eiemri dtbugod se- data. If the solution over runs without combining the clock
.,onitor clock solutions are very different, then estimates. On the other handr, combining the

away of 'optimally' combnn hmfrasnl clock solutions did substantially improve the
monitor clocK estimiate must be implemented. monitor clock estimates by bringing more data

The impact of !,is candidate oan the corn- to bear on each solution. It wan found that Mien
puter is yen:mnma.I ceil expands very the strength of the orbit solution was decreased
?,asiiy to 24 satellites. The number of equivalent by, for example. limiting the measurements to
multiolps required to do one satellite solution those where the eipavation angle of the line, of

foron ps~d rageis about 2000. For a ihtxcde 5,the orbit estimates without
conpu'ee with a 20 psec mnultiply time. this combined mionitors 'degraded somewhat faster
corresponds to 40 m~lliseconds.tefllpoe th'all thk - in which the. monitors were corn-
coutc! easily be donie in 0.1 seconds. Corrnp4red binm.d. F urtherrnor'e, an attempt to combine the
tv' wi upload tirye. of at least- three :.,inutes this motiitor etocks at eý_-h neasre-me-ni step from
candidate easily fits the time. lifti. Thet.-tore the start-up on reintroduced tht: monitor/orbit
tact tht-1 it reQum'.'s a few more m-rages rideations ctwplln~s without properly accounting for the

-o natrtx copta'&s (an'll fci the extraneous corotinsivolvd. This tended to epset the
clock utions) hals vtrry little imoxet on th negneohe esttinad its recovery

hardvge and,. as hat beent aluO.; ealer t sfro ter lentvh disturbw --s. W-vin onito ou
very imavy to me-chanitt, tions vre cc, in-3 at every s"te his whnne

Tht~ only remaining doubt k-; what effect b~effmes alrwrst euiantin b~haviot to t
the mnuvliple mOiitof c.ock i.-j!4itions have on the one d~cijsed in the -next sectkqn, Tphiý Ceaver-
accurad'y afd the :onvergence rate. Simulations Vgence orsfblems wee discussed in mowrv e rsmil
run on N~t case itndica tI. -f ~ws~tt.ee On Ithe 011,*w h*Wn, thert is no need to
emcnitar vilutions have very littl# eff-ec%, Accu- cambl)i!, clock wOlutiofs v-% often, A coat.
ricy end conwergenco rate 4pwer verysuimila, to totutkio every 112 touts workedW@ with no



convergence problems and combinations every guish between orbit effects and clock effects,

few hours should also be feasible if desired, and it takes the system a long time to recover
In general this candidate appears very from the original bad estimates arising from the

promising. It yields good ephemeris and user neglect of the correlations during this initial

accuracies, good convergence, little computet eid iuain nwihtecreain
impat. nd smpl mehaniatin, Is daw-were accounted for during the first Zwo days and

backs are a slight increase in computation time then dropped, workeu well yielding accuracies

(over completely partitioaned cases) and a multi- cornq.,arable to. Case 1 solutions.
4~~~~~~~~~~~ plct fmntrcoksltoshe mechanism of (he slow conveigence

5.2. INDVIDAL SWLLTES ITHstems from the fact that the covariance solution,
COMMO MONTORS- Thi cas hasbeeng unaware of the initial high correlation,

improves too rapidly before there is entough
rather completely described as Case 5 in Section eecs fsse emtyt r~ey~s
3.1 and that doescriptior will not be repeatedtrbtth coetinbtwetemnto
here. It can be thought of as derivable from theclksndteatltelos-dort.Te
full simultaneous solution (Case 1 of Section result is that we are left with er-ors in sone oi
3.1) by simply ignoriftg any correlations devel- the solution vector estimates which are many
oped in the covariance matrix between the tmsteetmtdsga o hs uniis

indiidua mtnto clockte solution and thee restites
indiidul moito clck slutonsand he estSmall sigmas on the solution vector parameters

of the procc ss. If these correlations did not inhibit the capability of further 'neasuremerits
exist, the s- nultaneous solutions could be ocag thiesitesohttelre

brokn ito erie ofsepratesoltios ~existing errors-are reduced only very slowly.
formed in sekluence with each solution account-
ing for one measurement involving one satellite There are several ways to alleviate the slow

and one monitor station - namely, the Case 5 convergence problem of the Case 5 solution,
soluion.most of which have been demonstrated by

T~he covariance solution of Case 5 behaves iuaontbeffcvbtthopmu
very well and yields expected accuracies essen- combination has not yet been established. These

ýiul etivalent to those for the Case I simul- tcnqe itnwb osdrd
tainlous solution. However, the covariance The recovery from initial bad eStimra~eS Carl

soluionis bsedon te aujmpic' of sytembe greatly speeded up by increasing the 0 values
iM which, th.- aLave correlations are ErUly Mide o SSe-rc't ~ h uvra.
ing. If this were in fact the situation, the entire foatrix of the solution, thus counteracting the

CaseS sluton houd wok wllTheprolemover-optimistic covariances which were impeding
is that the ignored correlations do actually exist the convergence. Q valuies high enough to
in the data, and ihe dato behavior cle o produce- rapid convergence from large initial
conform. to the statistics preuicted by the err -. hwvr lol~eeog oipi
Cowar lance solotion which ignores thm The 6ze the quality of the final sulution. Thus, some
of the- ignored correlations can be txaminedf by poiinso~db o ~ui' h
looking at the wovariaince rnatrix of the casoi I values as the convergence is achioved.
solutioti wheom they are not ignored. Wheti this A sacond way to improve the convergenct-
i,- done it it found that after the first few hours rate is to add sorte range rate ot range inctrement
11,1 correlations ilque-stioll are quite low zCISj frieurt-ments. The latter are more effective
thus could probably be ignored with ift-punity, becauut of their higIher accuracy with the cur.
'rho Problemrt~s thadt high ewrrelatiolu are rent receiver design. Flang.4 rate Wr range tftfo'
encountered during the initial star't-uo before JVUtma~ff~'t lo InVoe corrlelation:
thett is ttnouqh oxercise of jeoenetry to distirs, btween~f the nwnitor clock rates aritho orbit



velocities. In fact, these correlations are of Altheogh optimum details have not yet

comparable order of magnitude to those been completely worked out, the Case 5
between monitor clock phases and orbital posi- approach clearly appears to be a viable approach
tions. However, the fact that there is one less with better accuracy than Case 8 and with

integration between the physical processes of several avenues available for )vercoming the

the system and the measurement enables such convergence problems.
measurements to contribute substantially to the 5.2.3 RANGE INCREMENTS - In this case
rate of convergence. This technique in no way the measurements are pseudo ranges and range

degrades the ultimate accoracy, but it does add 'increments'. A range increment is the difference
somewhat to the computing load by requiring between a pseudo range from one monitor to

the handling of the extra measurements. one satellite at one time and a pseudo range

A p e qdfrom the same monitor to the same satellite at a= A third possible technique would be to

carry a portion of the previously ignored corre- different time. Though the range increments

lation. In the 10 x 10 covariance matrix used for have the dimension of range (or range change)

each measurement solution, there is a place for a they have the behavior of rang• rate. To• appreciate this consider the following. Let
single 8 x 2 cross-correlation submatrix. Instead
of inserting a zero here, a saved submatrix could R iitW + c (tM-ri(l)I describe the pseudo range
Sbe used. Three such submatrices wo'td have to WR from satellite i to monitor j at time t in terms

be saved for each satellite - one for each of the actual range R from satellite ito monitor

monitor other than the master. Since the cou- j at time t, and the two clock phase offsets ri for

plhngs are not very tight, it is probable that a less s:itllite i and Ti for monitor i at time t (c

than complete accounting of all the couplings converts from time to distance). Ignore for the

involved would produce a worthwhile improve- moment any measurement noise. The measure-
ment without unduly complicating the computa- ment Mii(t) may be described by

tions. This techniquae has not yet been tried in M ) (t) - Ri*(r-At)

simulation so it is not yet ;possible to establish
how much can be gained with any given degree (Rt) - R i(t- at) + c [ri(t)

of additional computation.•i• - •i(t- ,;1 )1 -c [jr-10 - rjtt-.1t)]

Besides the above techniquos for improving R WI -Rt) (t- at) + c i'at - C
the sfoed of convergence. it is to be expected
that the convergence properties of the Case 5 C t

solution will improve spontaneously as more
satellites are added to the total constellation. because the ciock frequencies are so stable. The
This is because the additional satellites will add solution ,ith these mejsurements shoutd thus

weight to %he monitor clock solutions so that behave more like a range rate solution than a

they are less atftecd by any individual satellite range difference solution. that is, i. ftould have

effect. Thus, the monitor celack solutions will be the advantage of being easily expandable to

stabilized so that they provide less of a r-ceha, twenty-four stellites ad it should hve the
nism for cOuVAing the satellites together. When dislvantae of creised eoftlheris decuracy,
there are few satellites, the comprfutatioftal load Like the range rate solution it shou•i function.
Sis tight a• extra computations to improve ally uncouple the monitor clock time offsets

coaverfgence can be toleea-ed. As mote •atellixes from the satellite and will thus a.so need
are aWd .•.•hý e'td K fur the extra o ouftalfinity individual PsWeUdoraogk feasuremnties to Solve
deferawes arid the full coitvutation~al capacitV ior ý1 monitor clocks offsets. Unilike the range
"cn be dovoted to the- basic Case 5 5OAutlofl. rat# casw it swuk nWt reqwre h.ardwittr rtddpsan

CF7



to achieve acceptable accuracies, and it should tions, it is more noticeable in the range rate and
improve rather than degrade with Ionrer gaps range increment cases because of the greater
between range increment measurements. This is room for improvement. Because the magnitude
because the range increments are actually inte- of this improvement is significant it is possible
grations of range rate so that the longer the to ascribe part of the accuracy problem as a
'integration' time the better the results, at least residual problem in convergence.
to a point when too few measurements degrade Actual simulations on the range increme it
the solution, case concentrated at first on discerning tie

•. -The impact of this candidate on the com- effects of various patterns of pseudo-range and F:
puter is rather small. For each measurement an range increment measurement usage. In general,
eight-state solution vector for satellite position, the results improved with increased usage of
velocity and clock and a two-state solution pseudo range and decreased usage of range
vector for a monitor clock need to be solved, increments. Long steps - where the range incre-
This is approximately one-half to one-third the ment was formed from the last pseudo range
computational load for the individual satellites before the satellite went out of view and the
with separate monitors. Solution software mech- first pseudo range as it came back into view -
anization is very straightforward and the small were included and exhibited a very beneficial
size of the matrice; involved would make effect on the satellite clock rate solutions.
Kalman filter checkout much easier. The prin- The overall results would seem to indicate

0 cipal complications is the requirement to store that pseudo ranges rather than range increments
and keep track of the previous data at t-at and should be used as the primary measurement set.
to make use of this in forming Mij(t) and Hip On the other hand, range increments have shown

One characteristic of range rete and range themselves to be very useful for improving the
increment simulations was a continued slow satellite clocks when used in conjunction with
improvement in accuracy. Though this charac- pseudo-range measurements. This thought is
teristic is present throughout most of the simula- further explored in Section 7.1.



SELECTION

This section describes an evaluation and selec- accuracy, predictability, and stability necessary
tion process based on the simulations and for required operation.
analysis to date. A specific candidate recom- In addition, since the two 'losing' candi-
mendation is made based on the scoring algo- dates are so similar to the winner, explore
rithm described in Section 4. The candidate's combinations of the final three candidates that
effect and the requirements it imposes on the may reasonably eliminate all signific3nt draw-

total system are discussed, backs. It may viell be, for instance, that the case
6.1 CANDIDATE RECOMMENDATION for early stability of the individual satellites with

Table 6-1 shows the final cost functions and separate monitors can be combined with the
scoring algorithm applied to the remaining three case for steac;y-state computational reduction
candidates from Section 5. As indicated, prece- afforded by the individual satellites with
"dence devalues upon the case with the individual common monitors. The similarity of the two

i- mechanizations suggests that a switchover from
satellites and separate monitors. The only draw- mec to ns other ha t agsw itc ase fro
back indicated for this case is the time line; in one to the other (and back again in case of a
this instance, a drawback only, in comparison to station-keeping maneuver or similar directed
the other two candidates. The final recom- orbit alteration) would not complicate the
mendation is no& however, simpiV that the case mecharizational simplicity unduly. Another
with individual satellites and common monitors possibility is that range increments could be

L be implemented, used in a separa::e (or combined) computation to
provide a single estimate vector for each monitor

Table 6-1. Final ScorWg Algorithm for S.stem clock.
Cddu Notwithstanding improvements derived

from considerations of this type, however, a
s, •--specific acceptable candidate mechanization for

VW -1 ephemeris determination has Deen developed.

. 6.2 EXPANDAIULITY TO 4 AND 24
,. , ..- , SATELLITES

. . .. -. . . . . Alth uJh all discussions above were referenced!: :L-... .. ... • ..... .. .•..,= ..... -.',-.,--to minimizing computatioias and memory by

.......... dealing with satellites on a w.parate basis, the

full simultaneous solution for four satellites ax a
Morphologically the final three candidmte time is indeti. ccptable, and is also a ivfe

are very similar. What shortc-omingts they hive z•timum appeoach. In fact, 24-satellite iolutions
a. ve complementary in the ense that at least one Couwd well be solveI for tour-t-a-tirr. as
of three candidates is completely acceptable for 4-swtelite ••lutions a-t one-at-atimte. Inter-
each criterion. This suggests the folliawi.ag mediate numtbrs an1 corbinations are also
approach: For the tife bei•ng accept tha posi•iditie$ - tay, nvo,-at-.atie. or three-ataý
-winer' as a Wafe and CO•.lrtetly Weepuble titf- with one lone, etc.

Shtnwation for ePiemeris determination. If The e.xocifts 4bove pwoveO the featAtlitV
altl lse fa•ils thifs will .uvide the GPS with the of solvin• foet V1WlHer tftUewf ot sitellite

[--
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ephemerides at a time. Intermediate numbers at infrequently in block• for recording and delivery
a time and four-at-a-time are natural expansions, to the off-litie facility,
while the performance of these expansions Requirements imposed on the Air Force
would surely lie somewhere between the one-at- Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) are for the
a-time and the four-at-a-tume performance. Thus initial ephemerides as the satellites are placed in

the obvious candidate mechanization selection is orbit, In addition, certain info.'mation pertinent
an expandable solution vector which includes to stationke-ping operations and attitude adjust-
one to four satellites. memts will be required from the AFSCF. It is

anticipated that the required information will
result in minimal impact on the communication

6.3 REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED ON TOTAI iines.
SYSTEM Requirements imposed on thee MCS com-
The ephemeris determination procedure does puter are of significance only in respect to the
not impose any unreasonable requirements on impact on the time line due to computational
th. total system. The combination lines between demands just prior to satellite uploading. The
the Master Control Station (MCS) and the upload data for each satellite is divided into two
Monitor Station5 (MS) are dedicated lines capa- parts:
ble of handling 2400 bits per second. The
off-line computational facility which computes 1. Satellite po~ition data
the reference trajectory is expected to require 2. Clock correction data
data at the rate of about one sample each two The satellite position data is essentir.ly

minutes. A reasonable appreach to data collec- non-perishable, so that the computation of this

tion appears to be to perform data editing and data can be accompl_-,.:id wel! before tle upload
smoothing at the MS, making one sample of time. Clock correction data may be computed
smoothed range available to the MCS every two from a small amount of tracking data so that the
minutes for each visible satellite. This data could computational load on the computer just prior
be buffered at the MS and sent to the MCS to upload can be minimized.

6&2
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ADDITIONAL MODE LING REQU IREMENTS

7.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF ADDITIONAL These models were, however, simplified some-
MODELING what for the analysis performed to date. These
Certain error and force models which affect models and their impact are discussed in more
ephemeris determination have been excluded or detail in following p~aragraphs.
simplified in the simulations. The significance of 7 . MAT O SN EEEC

thi c~n oly e qaliatielyratonaize flW.TRAJECTORIES -It has been proposed that
However, future analysis studies should include-o-ieehmrsctriainb efre
different models, or verify that the exclusions aotabthpoesdrfrne*rjcoy
and simplifications have negligible impact. Nere teeyoeaigi h ieTwrd n fn
we will summarize the exclusion and simplifica-tng"hephmrsnliewhrfrec
tions and discuss their impact on the ephemeris taetr ata eiaie.l hs~ h ae
determination accuracies.I.much of the modeling excluded thus far (Sec-
7.1.1 MODELING NOT INCLUDED IN tion 7.1.1) would be included in the- reference
ANALYSIS - The analysis performed and dis- trajectory computation. The clock effects would
cussed in Section 5 did not include tie following nowe nti ae h phemeris errors
important error or force models, it being assuredsiutdwhuehsem elwodbeere
that they were adeclitately treated in the refer- sentative of those to be expected in the real
er.ce trajector9 or with auxiliary calculations werld provided that thq referen'-e trajectory
outside the Kalman subroutine: does a good job of including them. This is the

e General relativistic ef fect on ihe clocks case for both geopotential harimonirc, an plane-
*Geoootential harmonics tary gravii~tioa arciri

e Solar radiation, pressure modelis extent, solar radiation press....
a Planetary gravitational attracticits these efftcts in their rieference

Other error and/or force sources not Irclud- 7.1.4 IMPACT OF. SIMULATED) CLOCK
ed were deemed negligible for ephemeris cie MODELINGQ - The fandom nature ot the clock
terininatiat 1 . Ti os o nld a frequency voeiations wajs 'riodelie in a conven-
tionkeeping and outgassing, which must be it n t ayt fit th-e fornuliAtiorn of a 1(11iman
modeled and dealt with one way or Wicith- estirtation agom iti-r tat is. while n'aisa
er; they coold be tte~ted as onoftijv passed thro~ugfi a !int:4r filter, In the real wvorlU.
and eponential decays, with interface with howevef. the filt~er would We nonline-4r. The
NWL for updated r'iference trajoctories. This it linear filtar gef4raxte a lpesairntstie v4rtation with

to s b fŽussed elsewhere. The modeals excluded cl~ ~
ani fteif imopict are discussed iin ftumte cetaill L-t im iu comts Thu with thit blved, It is fe-t

hROigporagraphs. th4at ai foet-worloi clock emxlell wouki nin uft-
*7. 1. SIMPLWIFIED MODElLING~ IN(CLUDED ouws iffloat tho r~etutt of the "05tp we.-

IN T~lL ALYSIS -- The 4nalviis pertformed sredt J.e. Am dtal )' th

aftd difxuWd4 int Stetion 5 inclfudW t todli toe ,hite4 clock maidel and Pfopoe elwt
t~Ot~vj~i~I(M% in the clock f#I~weE5ids ftdel Wii0, bo d'icused In 41f -tee 4raph



7. 2 CLOCK MIODELS results in about a fourth-order fit'er -three

The clock models for the satellites should oreshge hnittrated white noise.
exhibit three types of important errors: random If a K~alman estimator is imnplemrented as
fluctuations of frequency, long-term drifts, and the "finie tuner" for the ephemeris datermina-
general relativistics effects (not an error, tion, this higher-order model would result in aIactually). Kalman estimator of higher order, thus compli-

The ground station clocks are proposed to cating its implementation. Hopefully this would
be of better quality and thus the long-term drift not be necessary. Simulations to verif / the
is smaller, 3s are some of the longer time- algorithm 51x~uld include the higher-order

constant random freouency variations, model, however, in the simulation of the real
7.2.1 RANDOM VARIATION MODELS - The wrd
random variations in frequency for both the Satellite Clock - At this point the satellite clock
satellite and the ground station clocks modeled is assumed to be a Rubidiumn frequency stand-
far the analysis giver; in Section 5 were "aodeled ard. General Dynamics Convair had such a unit
as integrated white noise (phase is doubly tested by the National Bureau of Standards to
integqrated white noise) plus white noise. The determine its statistics. The results of that
variances of the noises sometimes differed from test(3 ) rdcdaoesddpwrseta
those. described here; however, their impact on density of:
c-hemeris accuracy is minimal. An integrated
white-noise frequency variation does produc-i a S Mf- 1.28 X 10- 22

significant long-term drift in frequency; how- + 4.1 X 10-25/f .(7.1)

ever, the models include some adaptive vari~ation
in the noise variances to limit the drift. This spectral density is in good agreement

An integrated white-noise frequer~cy varia- (although a little worse) than~ Hewlett Packard
tior' is mome conservative, in a long-term sense, specificatons for a Rubidiumn standard! 4 ). The
than eith@r the clock specifications as much of tested unit was not manufactured by Hewlett
the? literature imply. However, with the adaptive Packard. This spectral density is setter than that
variances the cotrservatism can be rerricved. The specified in the GPS systern specifications.

W IW constants also wit! affect how which yields:

AzerG4,? stod. rwa&doai variaticm%~ 4re nor- Sv(fM 2 X 10-20
-wily le-scribird as o sumn of ,rutijm-e - 71 x1O2 /f(72

noise in frequency flicer niseFretwet2

tiatral 1oearithfn of time, whie integratedwht eqtfy aom as ,-4eaQun
notse has i variancit proportional to time. Thu%. tWive ntunewsnt ia.HPfdt atit

iagrte wit-noise vatiations would be ofn mtrr tha~~x1 er rronth. which

expoeted to be --vrse as time got$ 41,089. does becon-e significant beciuse it could hap*-,*
inplying a ftore conservative ape44h. dttY time during Th~ mft.TsinofdIt

Tat problowt in mtodeliftQ flickrer Mo. e could t* emit -ted otf-lifw and 4ecounted for
artvss from thr- M4itw fact 1 t it coinot We genierate with Wasi terms~ ill need be. A raridarr %valk

zas Niarkoe proceus 1white nowix. through 41 "odet would ox'itbat this Wi14 ot drift ain ft
lInewr firterf. 41W~t amrrrtffattly. It cartwb i~ rmso neet

ffoe' ainOU~ througn 3 set of eC;. 1 Thete was fu) iAptwitatlv q~uou oscaiatwor
h~litt2 .,whch 11mulales "its 1/f I lr.ufmtf 0% noise. iy while or flicker phAw~ nois vvoutd tw

a fftuctp4y ra.ig of inset-e. Nwnnailv. this teitmmated Wi01 a;4nrcj~ea~ a ragin tttftL



A good fifth-order difference equation fit- y"'s do, however, bring in higher orders ofter to simulate the integral of the noise (phase integration.noise) described by Equation 7.1 is given as:(5 ) For the Rubidium standard of
Equation 7.1,VO- 0o 0 0 o o YOr00 0 ri 113 seconds (7.7)

?-j•:! 10 00 h 1.28 X 10o2 2  (7.3)
Y2 1(1) 1 , 0 V

with a At of 10 seconds (about as large as couldV- - t - 1 -- 0 V3  be tolerated) yields the equation

N 0 0 0 1
YO0 0 0 0 0 Y1 Fvo .431 .931 0 0 0

•G /4nt (73Y2 -.216 -. 0173 Mg3 0 0 V2*1/41 -2 ?*(3
.1 Y3 -.862 -. 069 -.0345 .996 0 v3*j 0 x 0 0 0 1 IJ

where x is the phase noise, y3 the frequency [11
noise, n is time nAt, At is tme integration time 5
interval, h0 is the white noise spectral power 17.9)
given in Equation 7.1 as 251

S M ho+ h, (7.4) LJ

17n+ I is the (n1S rsndcrn vuriabte wita vxi-iiance of 1. and vo. YI and v2 are intermediate It can be seen that Y3 is a "nearly"states of the cascdecd filter arraongment. - is integrated" white noise, as are y2 and yl, withgiven as 
something subtracted out. Thus, it is re4ly a
doubly integrated white noise with part of the-Y 0.177 trh (1. second integration removed. Foe the limiting

where 
cas of singly integrated noise, tO•h hw eror
propagates to a Sigma of 6.5 ft In 2 hours andPhO 23 ft it a day withoL,-, corrections With flicker'I 4In 2 h rl >at '70t i ~k~smwat Worle.

Simulating tht flicker noise would b, time,*• 5is the intecept •avraging tifm on the Atln CQOnsuming becaue of Nth snfta timse intervalvariance curve for t atmic clock, It can be
W_. v that if approae es zero it, aopeoaehes for Kaltrrqe estiffitoir etwariane DWOD4pti4US ittnfnmv).;tt psei~sarnoxches £ner~Owould be best to revert to the Cfluotuws tillenwhite suite - a first-order Model with 0ý flIonen wO-it1 dOrive the PrOPagation etnlli'-W fWr"nite. -f cannfot aQWoach infinity tWcause thoe a'gtf tzftfi ititervals (using eXpo ZN~ni antidifference equation would nott be Fediumtefl (at £ttt~rstzsJ Fez- s' rndviuon t~ueuosw, howeiver weVwould Puve to go to tttoe Eaate tha vt r ). Largr mnug honoe the :itww cong,ýnat A ftore adtedxJ

7.3



"discussion of higher ordered models is left for

3 Appendix A.
The model actually used for the satellite

clocks assumed a one-sided power spectral den.

sity function of the form:

S(f) 2 X 10-20 + A/f 2  (7.10)

The variance [(2ff)2 A) of the random-
walk term (integrated white noise) will be

somewhat less than that for the flicker noise in
Equation 7.2. This is to compensate for the fact
that the random walk drifts faster than flicker
noise. ________

The constant A may be selected so that the i I,. IO •

clock phase standard deviation (or variance) Figure 7-1. Satellite clock slandard deviation vs
drifts the same amount for both models in a
specified time. Since the system specification tinw.

requires the users equivalent range error (UE RE)
for SV gjroup deliy be within 8 feet for two , to

hours after upload, it would be appropriate to
select that time to be two hours (7200 seconds).
The variances of the phase for the two models "
versus time are computed from equations
derived in Reference 6: ,,..i. Raft

2 2711)
•XFI W -2 t + 2h1 t(

SRA (22 0aXR tt t3 (7. i2) -+ .. .+

qating them at ' Sec00 o•sdos yie!ds: rigare 7.2 Sweilite+• ctbek ratv i•woidrd

A 1.52 X I0)29 (7.13)

Tho eompariwon (ý the clock phtw tunOdrd frepent spectral models such as Equation 7.4.
dtviations k- feet for thtsw two modtels dpeap but does not 4Ccur4tey Plewtt how te clocks
in Figure 71. At 72'r0 wcOnds. a•wO* 7., fet d*tt vtersu time-.
of "Ja~lek Pitas is realized. Wecan ecvlu~k tfqru this adi~ulsior. wi~j

Wipt thew moe-i,. the .wmtLjd deviotion Figure 7.1 thei the raftdo walk mOdtl uud in
of the eoock pttuo rdto may ,alo be comfptvd. 'the 4f.alytit dew% ifeed lt-ft to More pessirisue

Trote rativ itt comparved to the Al~sn twio- offto ifi tiWo stelfix tc1ck ftu long ti..
s~'n~ ard.r ttasion iti F iure 7-2. As can urttj:#vdts (.It > 2 hoursQ. (Sote Appixii A for o
b n thet 0 ~i fio cofftspafito to this q~~t.furthef all-cuZ~io of the 4W~OAi~fftiato' oIf Ciock

T ho A jan CWLe. Uftk Sulttm~ is COAVteient to diM



The resulting difference equation modol for (white frequency noise) over the frequency
the satellite clock is: range of interest. However, one would expect

some frequency flicker noise to be prerent.F L i Thus, lot us specifyL I S (f) 1.446 X 102 hlf (.6

I JThe h. I specif ies the- level of the flicker noise
(7.14) and was selected to be:[ h 1 h1-1  6&46 X 1O' (7.171

2+'i f~ resultingj in a r, of Equation 6.5 of 8.04 x 104[ I seconds (almost a day).L0 kv'(2:)2A V4atj L 72n+U In liqht of the fact that this still 'represents
alow level of fGi~ker noise. an optimistic ntodel

Where an is the clock phate error at time nat fi h hs os otfb
and -1 i nis the normalized frequency off'set at
that time; iny and 12n are two independent Zn+ I x 8.
random numbers with a variance of one gener-
ated at a time na t; at is the computation X 1 0,*'2
interval; k Is a constant greater than zero that
adapt% the froquency drift to keep the I reuuency for som,. computation intterval at. However-, for
roffsut within its specified ,'ccuracy. (It i~s nor- in~tervals of onte day without correction, the
nially 1 except in cases wher-e the estimate of Ntcker noise- -.;,ecifiecf does cause *dditional drift
ain begins to approach its upper boundJ.) t~the prias,. Yh us, it mawy 6c rnuceled.
Normally, nis does not occur for the bounds are The process defined in E"uatiprs 7.16 could

* qi.ite high. N, si.nutated with a mnodel as in Equatio~n 7.3.
Measuremenit noise for Measureameri.s of tvid shoutO Ut to verity future results. A larger

phase on a short time ba±sis is negligibit corn- A1t coutd be used. %4yt on the or-det to 80()
K pared to the clock ph-ase error desefibed above, 5Ocanfds. How~aver. at. this potint the more Iessi.

ard to the erromrs odeled for propagation uWi rnis.,ic model using 4 freqk-eft random w~lk
* k~f-itrunetatjrlltgn unlcertainties. v.iriatiori is btwie-S usad This Iiui a

Groufiu Stasriou Cloks -Cesium atomjic etocks tetrn
are pteposeli tor moattor statioti timekftping S i) ,446 X 10-22 * Aif'2  f 7. 1)
and. if possibl. they would Ue a high perftormi
erco type, such as tht Hewlett Packard Model 3
-W,11A with tl'e Optioan 004 Tub*M t?) heeAti13 x1 wttg

th~r peitiato~sthe clock WW'.Il Nav tadm uon-e o rs ~:r
tWytfequef I" drift withint d xuot' a c.ruy of
:ia~~~~y xo~sin treuer~ fheke fthse vkaync of th fwnto w

a sectal odl ~ th fom:tort" 4tur Wff~wN. ttess than thzt of the-

Sy If I 1.44f XA 10aao 7.1 E)



rit,,. �F�l ArS-. x0-12 'Vrt O L

(7.22)

, / Definitions of the variables are the same as for
PWASI Equation 7.14 above.

As for the satellite clocks, the measurement
noise for measurements of phase is dominated

= by errors modeled for instrumentation
• unceta nties.

7.22 LONG-TERM FREQUENCY DRIFT -
Long-term frequency drift appears to be insig-
nificant. The Rubidium standard specificationM.=OWS gives a figure of 11 x 10" 1 per month, while

.... Figure 7-3. Comparison (f monitor clock- ph the Cesium standard specifications give none at
-Z all, except for a guaranteed frequency accuracyR10eof ±7 x 10t 12 for the life of the tube (guar-

Comparison of the two models appears in anteed for 10.000 hrs - 3.6 x 108 seconds! In
Figure 7-3, using the standard deviation Reference 5, they experience a drift of about
• equations: 1 x 10" 13 in 2-1/2 years on a standard Cesium

_-29 2 clock. Thev kind of numbers would be buried
SOXF(t) '/7.234A0-2t+.l-292X10729 t in the models discussed abo~e, especially the

(7.20) random walk rmndel.
The conclusion is th:at long-term frequency

3X RW(t) ' V7'Y3X 10"23 t+ 1.78x 10- 3 1 t3  drift is not important.
(7.21) 7.2.3 GENERAL RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS

ae tIN CLOCKS - It will be necessary to carrwe*t the
where 9XF and OXRW, •re the standard devia- SV atomic clocks for drifts due to general and
atond for the phase noise with the flicker model, special relativity. These drifts arise out of the
a phase noise with the random walk model. It fact that the satellite clocks are located at
can be seen that the deviations compare favor- different qravitaitional potentials than the moni-
ably out to 2-3 hours aainly because the white tor clocks and are moving with respect to them.
frequency noise dominates during that time The relativistic effets cause apparent shifts in
interval, reverting to Equationt 7.18 05 a possible the frequenciet of the various clocks in the
mo•del. system. The apparent relativistic shift of a

We may conclude that the randomn walk satellite clock with fespec to a monioto clock
model is not at 4li pessimistic except for tirmie wa be eu-ndisd ar
intervals :anger than three hoirs. This could be
removod also by limiting the longterm fte-
Quency v3riation with tvie adaptive random walk Ar ts - A&rf"rm. 17.23)

vaeiarbct. (See Appendix A for more di•cussion
of aporo;axtwti9g tl,:k driftL) Th• resuting where -•rs d .$'rm are the rlativisic siis of
"iffCrece equattoni modi for the mollitor the satetlite Ad monitor cl•cks resectvly
cioýs is: with respect to sonm cometwn ieforee poiaM

;:< 7-6
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by suitably choosing the reference p-Ants, each so that
of the terms can be conveniently computed
independently of the other. Thus, in the earth- rs (2S(7.29)
satellite system, we reference all velocities to C L ]
earth center, this being the only unaccelerated
point in the system, and reference all gravity For a perfectly circular orbit, irsP/ is a
potentials to a zero value at an infinite distance constant, 3p/2ac2 . If the orbit becomes slightly

from earth center. With these ground rules we elliptical (e.g., e a 0.01). then r varies in a cyclic
can proceed to evaluate &+rs and Arm manner so thiat a÷s has both a constant and a
! individually, periodic component. In the orbit determination
• process the clock periods are integrated to

* Satellite Clocks - The relativity effects act like pro ie tie measure. Ts inte grateo
•.•provide time measures. This integration will
an additional shift, Ars, in the sateflite clock cause constant terms to grow indefinitely
frequency which must be added to the model whereas periodic terms with zero mean will
represented by Equation 7.14. Thus: remain boi;nded in the integral. If the bi3ses are

A Tn+l = rn +A t (•*n+ Airs) known separately they can be added directly to
the clock rate as an additional component of the

h fixed rate offset leaving only a zero-mean

+ Yt 37n+ 1  (7.24) time-varying term. It is thus useful to split
weeEquation 7.24 into a bias and a zero mean

periodic term. We have shown that for small
S 12 eccentricity the bWas i4 given by -3w/2ac 2 .A-:Jfrm Os I VS 1
- c2  m ([Vs Ks] (7.25) Subtracting this from Equation 7.29 and simpli-

2 2 22ms fying yields the zero mean term. Recombining
the two yieAs:

Where os is the gravity potential at the
satellite locations, vs is the magnitude of the Arr 3 A 2p F'! 1_i
inertial satellite velocity with respect to earth a (7.301
center, ms is the satellite mass, and Vs and Ks .
ere the joterttial energy and kinetic energy, ias Zero Mean

respectively, of the satellite. Term Pot iodic Term
{For a Keplerian orbit we have:

From orbit me~anWi5c we have:
K s + V , E s( 7 6a i - 6 2

}~r-
,: I e, C .os 0

whore E•s is the c~otnt totalver 'y , is the true anOfnaly of the aielsite
the wmigt-fijor axis of the orbit. Solvin whr h fe foayo h .- efx

tigon 7.26 for KS and wuhiituting into posititr.. Substitut, - this ;tti, Equvtiton 7.30

Equation 7.2F yields ytlds:

SVC2 II5 * ( 7.27.• t' !c •2 I -.•2 ]

Butt frcuttrin 'thne brackeits by
Aim. bitcth,-iit i•,eorem a" dm # o•nsppi all Tomfris7=iDV $ -t i f.t8

bdyos-4 the lineaiterm i Vikiis.
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4~Tr5 3~ 2pnegligible in the GPS system as compared with
1 - 2~eCSB (.2 the basic clock physical uncertainties.
r 2ac2  ac2

- - Monitor Clocks - The term Airm for the
Bias Zero Meanmoioclcscnnwbevladfrth
Term Periodic Termrnnt'cocscnnwbevladfrth

same reference points. These clocks are subject
The f irst term neglected in the above uineariza- to the gravitational potential at the surlace of

tion would have subtracted 2Medfac2 from the the earth and the inertial velocity of their
biaster. Fr e .01 ths hs a agntud oflocation on the surface with respect to earth

the order of 4 x 10- 14 and is thus negligible center.
compredwiththeothr drftsof te cockThe relativistic shift of a monitor station

itself; and, being a constant, is absorbed by theclkdendonfrnonglibefets
solved-fot clock models in any case. (1) the central fcr:. gravity field, (2) th,9

To afirt aproxmatin wth asmal ~distance from earth center !a function of
0 (2-afT) (t-t ) where T is the orbital period latitude-- an the oblate earth and altitude of the4. (n"-~od) n t,,i te ie fpeige Tu station above the geoid), (3) the second zonal
(rin -f-ons 32 d becom te tm fprge hs harmonic of the earth's gravitational field (a

function of latitude), and (4) the velocity of

U pý 2r the monitor station with respect to earth
rs _ýc- ir + (tp) T center (a function of latitude).

4.8C It can be shown that the fourth effect can

This can be directly added to din~, and inte- be treated either as a special relativistic correc-
grated by the action of the 0 clock matrix (as tion or as an additional poten'.iai in the general
in Equation 24), or the bias term. only mig~ht relativity due to the centrifugal acceleration
be added to Ain and the second termi could be with eq~uivalent results. The, latter viewpoint is
integrated analytically with respect to lime particularly useful because all four terms then
with the integrtal then added to Arn. be-come potential terms and the surnmation of

For a 112-hour GPS orbit tho coefficients all the terms is the tocal potential of the point
of Equation 33 may be evaluated yieluing:athihhemiorslctd.Tegvt-

tional force on a body is given by the gradient
Air 29 of the gravitational potential multiplied by the

r (7.34 + 332 mss of the body. Sinco tV grvitational force
t3 everyvvhereý perpendicular to the gcoid, the

X 10;'1e cos 11.454 A 10-4 t...yl geoid must be an equipovential surface. Thus
all clocks on the geoid will all run at the sanie

For of f-nominal period% the coefficients Wili speed,~ indepenOent of latitude. It is still nece4-
change slightly. For e 0.01 the integral of the ayt eejnn ht eaiitcieu"c
periodic term introduces a peaik vaiation of ofstapisfr lcso h eolid anc how
z 23 feet ifl thv pseudo range, this offset changes wvith the alt i!udeW of the

In addition to the atrove, the satellite c~ock abot the geoid. The ge-oidal offust can
elocks are. in principle, 4lso affected bi conveniently obtaifted by wevaluating the
rel4livistically kiy the vwtous h3-rtoiso h four listed cantponents. at eithor the- equator or
?th's ýrovitatuomal field and by variations in the twle. When N3i its dane the, value -6.969 x

the wra~vitational fields of the st 4!-A moow 4s 10' it obtainedj at both the pole and the
the satellite procee4It in its orbit. All thewe equator (thus verifying the. contention thtat the
effects have bw~n a"IyV~et &%d found to be rtsult is indtpendent of latitude).

7.8



To a first approximation the effect of Airmg S1.10 X 10-113 h (7.39)
altitude can be obtained by observing that the

predominant effect of altitude is the central (km above sea level)

force potential; if Re is the earth radius to the

geoid and h is the altitude above the geoid we For a nominal orbit Equation 7.39 becomes;

have: I :'-rn rsg
6 Af A i rN 4.474 X 10-1
h rm rm r *

Sa T (7.40)
.h - ý 'eoid Bias Term- ~(7235)

up ph + 3.327 X 10-10 e cos [t.454 X 10- 4 (t-tp)]

c2 Re cA(Re+h) C2Re (Re+h) Zero Mean PFriodic Term

Neglecting the h in the denominator yields:
A :-:User Relativistic Clock Shifts - The relativistic

bhAfrm h (7.36) effects on a user are minimal. If he has aI 2 four-channel receiver so that all four pseudo
'CR"e ranges are measured simultaneously, his clock

When this is combined with the constant term does not enter into his solution except very
for the geoid the fi,ial result is: grossly and relativity is no factor. A stationary

user with a sequential receiver uses his clock to

airm [-6.969 X 10-10 tie the various measuremenis together. His rela-
tivistic clock shifts are just like those of a

S1.10 X 10"3 hi } .37) monitor station. With respect to the sea.level
where h is altitude above the geoid in reference, his clock offset depends only on his
kilometers. altitude.

A user moving at high speed with a
Combined Relativistic Liffect - The pertinent sequential receiver may need to adjust his
relativistic shift is the difference between the

clock rate for the relativistic shift due to his
satellite clocks and the ground observers. Since velocity with respect to the earth's srface. A
the monitor stations are not necessarily all at

.user fixed on the Iioid is moving at a vector
the same altitude, some reference level must be veocity Ve with resect to earth center {e
chosen. Since at least swv-,ral of the monitors function of latitudej. His clock is ruring at
will be close to sea level, let us use the sea the reference rate, If he now moves wth a
level geoid as the reference. Then combining e velocity V wih rpet to his subpoint

quations 7.33, 7.37. atd 7.23 one obtains for on the geoid, his velocity with respect to earth
the relative satellite cok ift respect nr i The relative ock rate offset

th Theda clock:iv at~c tl o
the •oidi cloak: • /Mt for a referenced clock on the geoia

AT ~contains a term V 2/,7C 2 d4ue to mnotion with
-W S - (tt epet to earth center. For tht mov"irt user.

2ac~~ this term "tist tw K-pleed with IQ V~4~~~

6.9&9 X 10"10 (1,38) Without Vu the user's clock would be running
at the reference rate. Therefore, with the

wtheas for each rronitor station the relative motion V his relative clock rate Offt fron
firequoncy offW-1 is simply,: the reference would becorno:
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I ~ e~u 2  e2 on their proposed satellite on solar radiation L

a -- (7.41) pressure effects. They did so with a 952
moTion 2c2  2C2  element flat-plate model, where for each

discrete surface element Mi, the force vector is
Combining this with the altitude effect dfida

yields the total relativistic user clock rate shift..

~ru ~lO lO~1h+Ie~u~ ~-VAi [10 -- i)9+ 2 ti (s Pi) Nil

2c2  max (-S', 01 (7.43)
(7.42)

where
where h is in ki'ometers and V depnso
latitude. In most cases, this offsez will be small solar rdainforce on the t!
enough to ignore. Ve can be conveniently eeetatn tiscnri
computed as:

Aielement's area

8  "e ~eia unit element-to-sun vector

where zi is the earth's rotation rate vector, N.eeetsouwr.ntn.mlvco
Re is the locat~on on the geoid of tha user's V solar radiation constant (ft 0.98 xeu-subpoint, and X is a vector cross product. 10'psf) near earth

Computational and D~ata Word Requirements estimated surface reflectivity, -1i
(or loc Reativistic Effects - The comput.- [,1

tionl rquiemets nd ata trasmitalThii model provided for all forces greater
requirements for clock corrections are dis-thnOQ l.hihseuvantoabua

cusdi eal nApni .1.5-foot orbital drift per day, if it is always in
7.3 SOLARZ RAD2IATION P~RESSURE the sariv- direction. The computation of the
MOD[.. total fcrce F is the sum over all 9~52 surfaces
Solar cadiation for'ces on thew satellite are at eacht orbit position. These- forces were put
important force~s to consider and to model. out in space vehicle (body) coordinates. A
However, if they are handled correctly, they typical force variation~ in these coordinates is
5hould not create an intole-rabtk, problem. A Shown in Figure 7.4. Here, the solar panels are.
mean force projected from the sun through the not aligiwd exactly to the sun, resulting in
satellite Vhould be easy to determine to the mo~re than just rosidual normnal force. This
aceuracy iesa~ to -3chieve Phase I goals. force does. ho~wever, give a clue to how one
Phiise Ml goals may be a little harder to might simplify the model of Equation 7.43 by
achieve. unless rnore detailed forc models are fitting the totkce variations to a simpler satellit*
used. klodeing the perturbations *W-ut this siructure such as a box or hexagonal shape. It
mean force 31so becomes more complex as the is possible. however, that the diataled forces
goats become more stringent. Again, for could be stored as a function of satellite. sun.
Phase 1, this mnode-ling nee-d not be comptex. wn4j earth relative positions, and table Wkweup
C~ollecpting data during tho NTS, tracking and be used to determine their effect.
Ph4se I tracking will provide for a en fo 7.3.2 THE BOX( CONCEPT - NWL, in

moredetaled nalyis dringPt¶~I "-bsevinQ NI'S solar pressurt foiees. noted that
7.3, 1 SOLAR RAD1AflON PRESSURE tregto6., the. satellite 4s a sphere in their
MODEL CO.WLEXIbY - Generall D)ynmnioc CUi LEST prooram wa--s insufficient for long-
Coavair At cpae Divition verforedstne term oredioctions of the satellite eplaernfi
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tit• ,and the force in the normal body direction are

i - -- giver; in the figure.
..... .. The only reflective force in that direction

, , .is FN3. The reflective forces due to the solar
,. panels and the side 3 (top) are constant with

.tO,? the box rotation. Only the absorbing forces on
0 .--1-8 •t sides 1 and 2 vary with box rotation. Let their

inciden: angles be 01 and 02 in the X.Y plane.
__'_'_ __ __ _But:

0 02 = 9 01 7.44)
i•: ." = •1-'- ' -- and

and =sin 01 (7.45)

Assuming that the opposite sides are of equal
area and equal reflectivity:

Eigure' 7-4. 7'vpIcal solar radiatio" pre.juire
boad .a+.•es. F(I + F in x-y plane

They found, however, that a simple box model v A1 (1-3,1) Icos 1 * 7.46)
of the satellite gave them considerable improve.
ment in the predictions. This concept appears + A2 (1-2) Isin 8;] coso
to have merit here; however. it may not be
necessary for Phase I type goals (discussed for -180laO4 < 180
later).

Let us observe what a oWx mod•, (p•us
solar panels) might do to the noral force of ' F2
Figure 7-4. This normal lorce would be the Z
component of the forces indicated on the box V [A1 (1- 1 ) !Cos (7.47)
in Fi9;:e 7.5. The equations for the tot~al force (7.i7)

+ 2 (1-,2) Isin 0 ll]ir n0

0

for a constut angle. Therefore-, the otal

n+ ml t "is.

SS+ §3 "Z
1V PNI31 + 1

The Fv is a constant force plusi a eri"c
t~. tN C,~i k' I Qý hction of the incidence angle in the x.y

plane. It we fit Equation 7.48 to the normal
tfwee in Figure 7-4 w'. 'Y2 1. -td with

7.11=

2I
vs ju~o 7,W1



where t is in minutes and 1/2 is in degrees/ 1110 tits

minute, we have a fit (neglecting the eclipse) a
resembling Figure 7-6, leaving a residual of no Its

mL,re than about 0O.05p lb in that direction ,,

(12 x 10- 9 ft/sec2 acceleration), which is quiteItALVt
tolerable. At that level, over a two~hour period,
it would result in about a 0.6-foot drift error.

04W
iLAO

14,

Figure 7-7. Linear momentuins aikng inertia!
axes due to solar radiation.

telemetry of the temperature). so we could
ignore its effect by just shutting off the bias
when it occurs.

Figure -6. Box inudeI fit v') normal force of Dividing the ro. tusplte in
~gu~ 7.4Figure 7-7 by a mass of 25 siugs results in a

velocity buildup in inertial space versus time.
For the radial and in-trac~k forces, the To obtain the drift in feet. we multiply the

periodic components using this mnode~l could be mean velocity at any time by t/2. Mismodeling
obtained by mnultiplying Equation 7.46 by this bias by five percent produces an envelope
either the cosine or sine of 01. The reflective on any one of the plots that would contain the

frces and 2~- a'-e also periodic, and variations in the velocity (or momentumn). Th.s
vary as a function of the cosine squared of the would result in a maximnum drift error for a
incidence angle when the sido is in view of the day along the x or y ýxis of about 52 ft. and
sun. for two hours of 4.5 ft. This is probably

We shall leave the task of verifying the tolerable during Phasea 1. It is~not for Phase Ill.
W- X conevel as Mottre analyses (see S~atuon 8). 7.3.4 SUMIMARY OF~ SOLAR RADIATION
7.3.3 THE TIME VARYING B~IAS COINCEPT FORCE MODELING - It is obvious that solar

-The fc-rces discussed above do fpt integrated radiation force modeling is ont of the fuzzy
twice. be-fore they show up as orbital drtifts and areas of ephemreris detefroination rnodeling.
thus marwy of the perturta lions get integrated Three concepts were diu-.scu@d above, going
out before they do much harmi, At le-ast diuring front gpat & tall to a ver'v simple modil. The
Phase L. It is conceivatWl that the solar rW-dia- Many-flat-plate element approach would
uv forces couki be ftseoted as biases thal vary probably, be prohibitive f"tsn the standpoint of
with utme. of yoar tlr as the difference between computer MeMory Ind timfe line requiremientss
ow~ sattlite's orbit inc.lination and the wn's The Utter is questiionable with r*Uwt~ to
inclittalion',. Such a Wias would be the slope 0i legacy for Phaueill, at well1 as nut be-lng
the plot% of Figure 7.7. The eclipse- shoukl be wcceptable for NWL's purpose-ý. This le-aves Vie
iasy to keep Itrak of (it nothing else. Wouo*4 bux concept. which appeais quite ftasibIe. and
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would probably be an extension of NWL's In either case, the expected residuai forceswork on NITS. Additional studies of each shudbei'luded in the propagation noisemethod are planned, matrixc of the Kalman equations.



OUTLINE OF FUTURE ANALYSES

The discuissions in this trade study indicate 1. Adapting the propagation noise as a
that not all trades have been completed, and function of measurement discrepancies1~ sonic analytical questions still need to be 2. Combining the psuedo range measure-
answered. Publication of this trade study ments with either pseudo range rate or pseudo
report cioes not mean that thvte is a work range increment measurements
stoppage in this area. This section outlines 3. Using "book shelf" correlations.
some of the major future analysis tasks which The second way could be reversed for Case 8
are necessary and are planned in order to to improve its long.terrn accuracy.
reduce the engineering risk in the development 8. 3 NETIGATION OF STATION-
of the Global Positioning System, EPN UOSIG CMESTO

8.1 PLANNED ANALYSES TASKS MIETHODS AND EFFECTS - This task is
The fcllowing is a brief description of planned designed to define methods of interfacing with
analysis tasks. the Satellite Control Facility and NWL during
8.1.1 TRAD)EOFFS ON HANDLING EPOC station keeping operations, and to investigate
SOLUTIONS - The object of this task would the effects of misalignments and misrepre-senta.
be to answer tradeoff questions with respect to tion of the operaitions in the estimation
the inverse propagations of the propagation models.
noise matrix Q to epoch; that is, the effect of 81.4 CLOCK MODEL STUDIES - This task
ignoring the propagation, or the effects on is meant to verify the legitimacy and legacy of
numerical accuracy if it is not ignored, for the proposed clock models by simulating, as
both the NWL epoch and the daily epoch. coet h elwrda osbe lce

S. 1. .2 FURTHER MEASUREMENT SET frequency models operating with Kalman gains
TRADE-OFFS - The objective of this task is derived with the random walk models.
to continue to evaltiate the measurement sets ~ OA RSUE MODEL

scored ir. Section 7 with respect to the DEVELOPNMENr By represeviting the real
gradable criteria. Such subtasks would be the world with the sophisticated multiple flat-plcte
fol lowingl. element Solar pressure models, develop formid-
Ev~itation of Comnbining Separve WMuitor WAie less-compiax solar pftss-ue rrtodel,, that
Staition L -wk Sulutluas -This task is elated would be reasonable arnd adequatro fco the GPS
to Case 4 of Table 3-.1, which has ni solutions algorithms and NWLS% algoi'ithms.
of the monitor station clocks f1or ft satellites. S. 1.6 CLOCK RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS
Inipruviais tle ronensete Uf Common KEPRESEN1'ATION -' Fe0orm trade studie-s
Monttor Solutions with Pseudo R:1tt1#0 and/der to uetermfitve the best 4potoach in r~bpfesenttrig
the Lung-Tctui Acvuacy U~hin Pskuu-Rj.su the- satellite elock relativistic effects to the

hirt-Wv I his task is related to Cuses 5 uier. basd on urtbitu pameter presenited to
and 8. The contwevgetwee of Cas 5 Can Ite hif", Or included in clock U04:1te pa'amerwis
ikwott(ed thrw* wavs: ptewntted to him,



8.1.7 ATMOSPHERIC DELAY BIAS determine the necosty of includin9 these

IMODELING - Atmospheric delays can be pre- delays, as random biases or highly correlated

dicted to some extent. However, there are random processes, in the Kalman estimator

unknown random delays that must be equations, or the effects of not including them.

accounted for. The purpose of this tak is to

S82
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APPROXIMATING CLOCK DRIFTS

GPS CLOCK MNODELS This produces a spectrum
The most significant error source in GPS
navigation solutions is presently the drift in the n
anticipated satellite clocks, at least until the ri( 2 + a,2)/w2

m'ore precise time standards are worthy of 1
being launched into orbit. For the time being.
howvever, it is important that we predict --. best adapoiae 1bw vraineo
we can the ever-present GPS 6c~k drifts. rqecs. Rpeenaie proitos

During the time that the satellites are i.% were converted to time domain statistics of the
view of the monitor stations. and pseudo-range satellite clock phase drifts.( 2 ) They are
measurements are in use, the impact of the presented for comparison purposes in
clock models is not quite so significant, since FgrsAitruhA4o hc h ors

she pheeri soutins ad cockdrit eti-ponding filters and spectral equations are given.
ma'es are be~ing updated often, and at In the figures, the standard deviation (RMS) of
relatively short time intervals. It is with thle the approximate clock phase drift is compared
longer time predictions that good models are to the expected standard deviation (rms) of a

imporant.true clock phase drift with the- fli ker
The statistical drift characteristics of such frequjenev noise r-pectrum.13 )

clocks as those to be implemented in the GPSTh fiuerpset cmpiont
are fairly w&l.-known for the time spans of a admwl rqec rf (~~cA 2)s.
interest, at teast in their form. if not thetrn] hihwsudinrviuanles
magnitudee. The problem arises from the tactThsditasdindtomt terlwrf
that these characteristics cannot be described&itfrautwohr toce tett
i n a straightforward way tor the Kalman pre- kiftfor abouthe twe pessin (~to fr t'hen o thes
diction and estirnto a~orithm: thet is, n it stca w.mo:i

I 4s Wiite nolse passed through a linear filter.The henmeno tht i dificut ~pesim~istic. Mhe approach is conservative. This
fThe, herri~enonth nisedfiul odsciei may be true dufing the estimation process

ttikertreueny nise wtiic hai a11wiwhen the woateits are in VieW), but curing thr@
spectrumt. We can however app xornmate thii wdcinpoes en estns' i

eciaracteristic tot the SV clocks clowefy up to et._on wr.th bigptmtc.i
About 15seeonds. esuthing over is day. withrk

R 4 easoriab4v low6-0rde;r llwa pro'ess. A
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Figure A-). iandom Rulk I-rxmain weur A-2. FI-s-order cascade filte'r utudel 3.

either caw., the prediction is in errari 1 ) The --------
GPS error budget gives no preference to the ltg~

sign of the error. ,

The next three figures (A-2 through A-4) e-f2)*

illustrate how the phase drift caused by the Ult...* ~
flicker frequ~ency ntois.c- -.n be approximated W

with 1 st, 2na, and 3rd order cascaded filter i tO

models of the clock frequency offset. Ail the I1U
filters do a satisfactiry job out to one d~y,
with some improv,-4ment varying with order.
The higher-order filter-. naturatly app~roximate 10 3

hft tiaCt UR00lt Lkt %.

better for a longer period of time. For' Phase I
Durpoves however, there are diminisl'iNg Figure .4.3. Sec onod~et s -n -ayade' fifter mudel 1.
-aturns. The first-order approximation would
probably suffice; however, it would not yield It ~ Aao' -l.

4nl e-itimate of tf't second derivative of the .~1~kl ~~5.lI
clock Oiase drifit, except by Me~ laws of the AI

model. The seeon*d order aporoximration would-
Violti that eltimate. Allowing~ for an estimate of
the Second derivgrive *,voud defin~itely reducex
risk inca vit ee needed imd would dtfine a
coefficikent for seond order poiynoffia" preicl.,
tions, If t wasn't twed~ed, i s estirrste wa

be -Moar zero. NOr addition~a! State per s.4telite ...

has neq.4blew irvOpe1aft cwwevutuiort time
tines 4ad caeftputer memory.
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CLSIUNt BEAM STANDARDS AND MS incr4'sed long-termo sability. Even with a
CLOCKS constant frequency offset spectral model as an
The third ord#7 approximation did car'ry the approximation, ontly about 3.7 nanoseconds
arcuricy out to about 2.3 days. sugaetting that vms phase drift error is expected mn a day, in
if might be useful with Phase III goals. How- this light. a constant freq~uency offset model ;q

-ovevf' it is believed that better clocks would be proposed for the monitor station clocks, sinct?
flyable by then. Cesium beam clocks such as their prediction errors over that time are never
those proposed for the monitor stations c~uld passed on to the user. For Phase 1. any lonore
be modeled with the 2nd order approximation time span would result in SV clock cfrifts that

t-within 2 nanoseconds rms, phise drift error overshadow NIS clock drifts. in Phasc Ill, first.
out to about 5 days. mainly becauge of their order models may be in order.



&V CLOCK CORRECTION UPLOAD AND DOWNLINK FORMAT AND
CS AND US SEGMENT COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTO RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS
An SV clock correction procedure was defined The SV clock drift due to general relativity
and computations were split up and allocated since t.n epoch Itime ti S.
to the CS and US w.gments in a way rninimiz-

ing down/inkrime and user computation. The 6.969 X 10-10 it -t 1

computations involve predicting the SV clock
drift, propagating the prediction epoch, and + 7.287 X 10-3it (to
computinq general re~ativistic corrections. The 23(6-2)

* SV manufacturer must offset SV clock Ire- - 2.4 k
* quency for secular relativistic drift.

THlE DRIFT PREDICTION MODEL [Eit - t)- E (toi -tp)1

The drift prediction model is a second-order where a is the SV orbit semi-major axis, k
Taylor's Series expansion of the form is the earth's gravitational constant (1.187 x

108 ft3 /2lsec), E is the orbit's eccentric-anomaly
At(t t (o ) - 0  and t~ is the time of perigepe. This drift

could be computed in the user software for

1 2 the parameters are already present for Sy
Di it toi)position computations.

reprsent theA proDblemn we encounter, however, is that
where the subscript irpentth hpaethe secular clock drift is so substantia' (about
stored in the SV, to is the epoch time of the 40 p~sec/day) that the SV clock time would

ihpace, Ati(t) is the predicted SV clock drift novi be within the Wpeitied 10,uwec of the
with recspert to system time t Mot isthe switemn timre. unless its time is mechanically
predicted! SV drift at the e-poch time t~i. updated 4 times a' day. The SV clock can,
(.Af/fl; Is the predicted frcQuency offset at 1hQ however. be calibrated with a frequiency offset
epoch time %i., and Di is the predicted fate of Af/fe to cancel out thi*. seculdar drift. It would
chavce of frequency offset 4t that timie. The La e cessary to require the SV contrzictor to
downlink contains 2 bytei for Itai lot '4rag do this.* For a nominal circular ort~it. this
of I nanosecond to 10 jpse-conds, I byte for wudb
(A'19 I'l) for a range of 10' 13 to 10 11s-oti
Tei~chi. and I byte fo~r 0; to( a ra-tge of 10' 16a S 1-1 -3)

154 tc

toc aone hour of systemi ripta. These quaetiti~tesmkii h Vcoc u lwrta h
ame cpnlpu ted front the control segment fotcuk ni4t h Vco.fnta h

Z eoniciss for thid system tinme %Tut0 . The usfsysteem clocks to make up for the fact that it

rectlvs that epoch timfe t~i in tile NOW ww run5 fi*~sef due to faiativity.
tetir,oth~ SV page., An 4,4 of daita wvotd Is also

4At tn heo k dwit. Block. which

cotr-Vodl o INV laut uplead.
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Thuz, instead of working with Equa-

tion 8.2, we must work with perturbations k'A~-t)~
3bout the offset of Equation B-3. To do this, (-0
VW must expand the eccentric anrnoaiy ab~out-
the mean anomaly: The- bracketed quantity of the first term of

k8-10 is taken care of with the calibration
31t) - t-P ( frequency offset in Equation 8-3. The second

a ~term of Equation B-10 is a smaller se~cular drift
That is: due to semi-major axis difference from

nominal. The third term has a time drift at the
Pt-~) Mt tt~ 85 epoch time t0 i plus a periodic component. We

-MMt + e sin E (t - tp) (8-6) can now expand that third term with:

where e is the eccentricity. Likewise /a vra 0+.It '1  A a (1

The last term of Equation B-2 is thentem -. 18 2k Ett)

t~r .:8x~- i 2.9148 X 10 -2 \/, (BE8

-k (.1tx B8 - t + 2.9148 X 10-2 _FA E

tA PtVA ( 0 1 -to Itu -t V (8-12)

The first t#e-rm of 8-8 then combines with the oningEuton82wtheain8-0
second term of 8-2. We then expand Ir!a to a
good a~ccuracy fow e <i 0.01 as:.ehae

1 ti R ti Itifjtt)+Z (t -toi)

- a (8.9)
2.9 o 10 a(2 t.

wh~ere ao is the nominal semi-major axis (8.7 x
O f.,and A-a ii the deviation from the -2.2S X 10 £(- tp)

rr~.mni"I, Combn~iing all of this. Equation 9-1 i
rewritten as -1,316 X I U JW .5c

.1 [6.Xi 9610 X 10-10 7.2787 Xtt)s4~i 0 Q 1

10-3j4~ 2.9148 X 10,2/a14Tefrt ' a1
Ttw firt wre of Equ..ision 13f is a sct

(t- x)- 1778 X 10-3/4~ Oiift duo to oftwtnininl %-,m-i-majue *xls. This
1o~2kdr ift raimCse %PWidi to It tS% on Tth order of

1'12 fo A4of10. hs it Is in ate tialfivi.

I t - 1,4i - "a'.9148 X 0' 2 f the ctocI-s ci*4ticdl drift tote oW q b



included in the corresponding term of drift between tlha time to (time of last used SV

Equation B-1. measuremient) and toi
The next term is a periodic term corre-

sponding to ±2290e nanoseconds drift. It ,t•iR (toi) 2.895 X 10i-18ga
cannot be included in Equation B.1 because of 2.29 X 10-6
the periodicity. Its higher derivotives are signifi- oi 29

cant. Thus, it would have to be computed by AE (toi - tp) - 1.315 X
the user in one of two ways. If the user
computes the deviation from the mean 10-14AaAE(toi-tq)
anomaly to get the eccentric anomaly, he
already has it. Otherwise, if he has the + 2.455X 10X10v/ E
eccentric anomaly, AE(t- tp) is computed as:

(to - tp) + 2.455 X 10-10
41> E (t - to) =E ft - tp) - U(t) To A'E (toi - tp) (8.-15)

k
E (t-tp 3172 (t-tp) including the control segments portion of

8 Equation B-13. The second, third and fifth

e sin IE (t t terms cancel, leaving:

In computing the satellite position, he should A6tiR (toi) 2.895 X 10-18 ,a
have it one way or another. The third term of

7 Equation 8-13 is negligible (10-I 1) and can (toi to) + 2.455 X

be dropped. Vr LE (t t (B.16)
The fourth term is significant (- 10- 81,

and can be computed by the control segment, which is the secular drift for off-nominal semi.
and included in the drift term of Equation B.1. major axis ;ince the last SV cioc' estimation,

CONTROL SEGMENT COMPUTATIONS FOR and the periodic drift between that time and
LOthe time of perigee loaded for the epoch tel.

ULAs st aoh oAlso, as stated before, a drift rate contri-•-. As stated above. the control1 segment can

relieve the user from most of the relativity ution must be includec. That is:

effects coputat ions by including some of It in IM.
the drift model of Equation 8.1, leaving only (•) 2.895 X 10 .14 (8.171

the periodic portion to hiim. There are some
additional computations for the control d to of.nominal semi-major axIs.

segment. loweter. to account for chanqes in The model terms for Equation 8.1 are
SV clock epoch times. -tten.

As far as the user is .oneorned, his coum
putations are bad on the epoch time of the a toi 1 to i 2.895 X 10- 18 Aa
piest satellite'% paW-. The control segmept
has the responsiblity of taking cwr of 11 (toi - t * 2.455 X 1010

-- evious drift in the- tefm of Eqwj,
tion 8.1. This includes relativity drift up to , - tp) to.1)

thit time. UsiNg Eeauatioo U-13 to cofftýte 014-
S•2.896 X iO" 8;ý

.8,3
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Di Di .5

i%8-Dim (820) (tL - tp)j - 3.353 X

where the subscript m denotes mech..inical t- (8-22)
•:i. drift.

USER SEGMENT COMPUTATION which includes an altitude correction, where hi
W h r s c ris the ith monitor station's altitude above theS~When the user receives the clock words Atoi

(Af/f), and D with the satellite clock earth's geoid in feet. This added drift is
Stime ts, he corrects the satellite clock time by actually the negative of the monitor station's

brtime t ihecrects dr e satelliteclock relativity drift, for all relativity drifts are

s t i ireferenced to the earth's geoid. The psuedo
( range is then

.(t At ts - to!)

A: Dijltt =)(t) c A'rU(t) -c atR ij (t- tL) (8-23)

2 (ts- tel12 - 2.29 where Arij(t) is the clock phase difference

AE (ts - tp) (B-21) between the SVi and monitor station j clocks.
Mechanical drifts are estimated in the

The fact that t5 could be off by lOpsec has ephemeris determination algorithm.
negligible effect inside the parenthesis of Equa- SUMMARY
tion B,21. User clock drifts due to relativity Clock drifts are up~oaded to the satellite in
are negligible over the timr span that he uses it 6-byte data blocks (one byte for aqe of data).
for a navigation fix. in a second-or•er polynomial format. Assuming

CONTROL SEGMENT COMPUTATIONS FOR the SV manufacturer offsets the frequency of
PSEUDO RANGE MEASUREMENT the SV clocks to cancel secular relativity drift,
CORRECTIONS which he nw.st to preserve his time to with
The SV clock relativity drift also affects the lOpsec of system time, the relativistic effects
Control Segment's pseudo range measurements. can be includ$ed in those data blocks, with the
He must compute the SV Clock relativity drift exception of the periodic effect due to
since the last measurement used which was also eccentric orbits. The user must compute this
corrected. Say this tim was tL. The governing periodic effect from orbital parametem already
equation is Equation 8.10 with SV .f/fc cali- available to him from the satellite ephemeris
bration removeo. That is. the pseut.o ranW data block. The wontrol segment computes the
earror is rest,

The control segment must also compute
c &iRt(t cL = .,9×0 . relativistic effect% on its ffzsuwemenrs from

I- i- 2.45S X tO"the saslli e. This drif, is a function of the
orbital parameters and the 4ltitucd i4f the

V-4 (,AE (t - tp) - AE monitto Station.

8-4
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